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ABSTRACT
The Aboriginals Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act,
introduced by the Queensland parliament in 1897, was the most
important of the various pieces of legislation affecting Aborigines
passed by the Australian colonies. It attempted to improve the
condition of Aborigines by providing safeguards on the terms of their
employment and by confining those not

e~ployed

to reserves where, it

was expected, they would no longer be adversely affected by contact
with Europeans and others. The thesis argues that, contrary to the
views of other writers, the 1897 Act was consistent with a long
tradition of humanitarian attempts to produce an effective protection
system. To understand the Act fully that tradition must be studied in
depth.
The Preface sumarises the legislation and the Introduction states the
reasons for studying this topic, reviews related literature and puts
the argument to be advanced. The thesis is in two parts, the first
dealing with efforts before the 1890s to assist the Aborigines and the
second with the changed circumstances which caused the government to
take action, the Act and the immediate aftermath. The first three
chapters in Part l deal with the work of the Lutheran missionaries who
arrived in Moreton Bay in 1838, the experience of the Presbyterian
missionary, William Ridley, and the campaign of the former Native
Police commandant, Frederick Walker, on behalf of the Aborigines. The
opposing views of the squatters, on one hand, and churchmen and other
humanitarians, on the other, are examined in the next three chapters.
Then, the failure of Edward Fuller's mission on Fraser island is
contrasted with the partial success of the first Aboriginal reserve at
Mackay. Three chapters are given to considering the practical work of
the two Aborigines commissions in the 1870s along with the impractical
idealism of the Roman Catholic missionary, Father Duncan McNab. The
collapse of humanitarian effort in the late 1870s and early 1880s is
examined as a prelude to the resurgence of missionary work,
particularly by the Lutherans in northern Queensland, in the late
1880s.
In Part 2 close attention is given over several chapters to Archibald
Meston, because of the part he played in devising a workable
protection system and forcing it upon a hesitant government. The
passage of the 1897 legislation through parlian1ent is considered in

some detail, as the debates clarify contemporary political positions
and community attitudes. In the last two chapters the administration
of the new law in the period before 1901, when an important amendment
was made, is briefly surveyed. This leads to some reflections on the
previous lack of effective administration in Aboriginal affairs in
Queensland and its ready acceptance in the 1890s.
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PREFACE
The most comprehensive and influential of the colonial Acts dealing
with the administration of Aboriginal affairs was produced by the
Queensland parliament in 1897. Th~ nature and passage of this
legislation can only be understood in the light of a long tradition of
attempts to ameliorate the condition of Queensland's Aborigines.
Because this imposes a long prologue co this attempt to account for
the Act, an initial summary of its provisions is needed to show the
outcome of prior activity.
On 10 December 1897 an Act to make provision for the better protection
and care of the Aboriginal and halfcaste inhabitants of Queensland and
to make more effectual provision for restricting the sale and
distribution of opium received the royal assent. Known by its short
title, the Aboriginals Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium
Act, it came into effect on 1 January 1898. The general objectives
were to protect Aborigines from the worst effects of contact with
Europeans by ensuring better treatment for those employed by whites
and removing the unemployed to reserves from which whites, except
officials, would be excluded. The supply of liquor and particularly of
opium had been officially regarded in the years immediately before the
passing of the Act as having devastating effects on the health of
Aborigines and for this reason the Act paid special attention to this
problcm.l
The Act applied to all Aboriginal inl1abitants of Queensland, any
halfcaste Aborigines living with an Aboriginal as wife, husband or
child and other halfcastcs who habitually lived with or associated
with Aborigines. It provided for the appointment of protectors of
Aborigines, the creation of reserves and superintendents of such
reserves, and empowered the responsible minister to cause any
Aborigine not exempted under the Act to be remove~ to o reserve ancl
from one reserve to another. Aborigines lawfully employed or holders
of permits to be absent from reserves, women lawfully married to o man
no~

an Aborigine and Aborigines for whom in the opinion of the

minister satisfactory provision was otherwise made were exempted from
the removal provisions. Without explanation, a halfcaste who was the
child of a white mother and Aboriginal father was not covered by the
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legislation, perhaps because it was believed there were few such
people or it was assumed that the mother would always take
responsibility for the child.
It was unlawful for a person not an Aborigine, other than a
superintendent or other authorised person, to enter or remain on an
Aboriginal reserve. Employment of Aborigines and halfcastes required a
permit which lasted only twelve months but could be renewed each
twelve months provided the employee was willing to be employed. A
protector could revoke a permit at any time and remove the employee to
a reserve or to other employment. After a permit was issued, an
employer was compelled to enter into an agreement with the Aborigine
or halfcaste in the presence of a justice of the peace or policeman
for any period not exceeding twelve months, such agreement stating the
names of the parties involved, the period

of employment, services to

be performed and the wages or other form of remuneration applicable,
accommodation to be provided and the terms on which the agreement
might be terminated by either party. Protectors and other authorised
persons were empowered to act on behalf of employed Aborigines and
halfcastes to recover wages due to them and to supervise all employed
Aborigines and female halfcastes to whom they were to have access at
all reasonable times. It was illegal to remove an Aborigine or female
halfcaste from one district to another or outside Queensland without
authority. In these two last provisions, male halfcastes were
considered to be able to look after themselves. The minister was
permitted to issue to any halfcaste a certificate stating that such a
person was exempt from the provisions of the Act and its regulations.
Providing liquor to Aborigines and halfcastes, except for bona
fide medicinal purposes, was forbidden. Supplying opium to any person,
Aboriginal or otherwise, and possessing it were also forbidden, except
by a medical practitioner, pharmaceutical chemist or wholesale dealer
in drugs. Strict penalties were provided, the maximum penalty for
supplying to Aborigines or halfcastes being roughly double that of
supplying to other persons. The opium problem was considered to be so
serious that police were granted powers to search persons, belongings
and premises and with a warrant forcibly enter premises if necessary.
The Act permitted the Governor in Council to make regulations which

.
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included prescribing the mode of removing Aborigines to a reserve or
from one reserve to another; defining the duties of protectors and
superintendents; authorising entry upon and remaining in reserves;
prescribing the mode of expenditure on Aborigines; apportioning the
net produce of the labour of Aborigines and halfcastes living on
reserves; providing for the care, custody and education of Aboriginal
children; prescribing the conditions under which halfcastes might
reside on a reserve; providii:g for the control of all Aborigines and
halfcastes on a reserve and the inspection of all employed under the
Act or regulations; maintaining discipline and good order on the
reserves, including punishment not exceeding three months imprisonment
of any Aborigine or halfcaste breaching the regulations. The
regulations also permitted a protector to imprison on a reserve for no
more than fourteen days those guilty in the judgement of the protector
of any crime, serious misconduct, neglect of duty, gross
insubordination or wilful breach of the regulations. They forbad any
Aboriginal rites or customs which, in the opinion of the minister,
were injurious to the welfare of Aborigines living on reserves.
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INTRODUCTION
Why studv this Act? All Australian colonies since their foundation had
been obliged under British government directives to attempt to live in
harmony with the native people and to avoid bloodshed. The
circumstances of white occupation of Australia had not allowed this
and by 1838 protectors had been appointed in South Australia, Western
Australia, Van Diemen's Land and New Soutt1 Wales including the Port
Phillip District but not in the Moreton Ba~ District nor in the North
Australian settlements, where the pressures of pastoral settlement had
not yet been felt. These protectors acted under regulations designed
to ensure that Aborigines were treated as British citizens and equal
under the law, as directed by the Secretary of State for the Colonies,
Lord Glenelg, in 1837. They could not protect Aborigines by forcibly
separating whites and blacks and so were generally powerless to
prevent the worst effe~ts of contact between the two races. The early
protectorates soon became ineffectual and were abandoned by the 1850s.
In the following decades, Victoria was most active in attempting to
establish a viable Aboriginal policy. In 1869 it enacted legislation
which established a protection board and gave it power to place
Aborigines on reserves and prevent their leaving. Victorian policy at
this time was to segregate Aborigines in order to discourage
drunkenness and prostitution, but new legislation in 1886, which
concentrated on halfcastes, changed the emphasis from segregation to
absorption of Aborigines into the European community. On the other
hand, New South Wales was almost inactive. In 1883 it established the
Aborigines Protection Board, which attempted, with little success, to
concentrate Aborigines on reserves and missions. The Board did not
receive legislative sanction for its operation

1

1ntil 1909, when the

policy changed to one of dispersal of Aborigines among the European
com:r1unity. In Western Australia, follm:ing recommendations from the
Natives Commission set up three years previously, the Aborigines
Pr0tection Act of 1886 established a board to distribute relief to
pauper Aborigines, supervise reserves and recommend appointment of
protectors and agents for the board, but this Act did not empower it
to force Aborigines onto reserves or give protectors power to
intervene on behalf of Aborigines. Western Australia's record in
Aboriainal affairs at this time was so bad that Britain retained this
responsibility until 1897. In Tasmania, where the last full-blood,
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Truganini, had died in 1876, it was assumed that no policy was now
needed, the part-Aboriginal people of the Bass Strait islands being
officially ignored for many years.l
Queensland's only legislation in this field was the Native Labourers'
Protection Act 1884, designed to prevent the "improper employment of
Aboriginal natives of Australia and New Guinea on ships in Queensland
waters" following allegations of abuses in the pearlshelling and
trepang industries of north Queensland. Britain was still sensitive to
allegations of maltreatment of native peoples in its colonies and, as
C.D. Rowley suggests, a British presence in New Guinea, where a
protectorate had been proclaimed in that year, may have affected
Queensland policies. This legislation was rendered almost ineffectual
during its passage through parliament by reduction of the penalties
for breach of its provisions.2
The plight of the Aborigines continued to worsen steadily but
Queensland delayed acting in the expectation that all would

di~

out.

Only special circumstances, applying in the mid-1890s, caused a change
in this policy. '·!hen Queensland did act, it produced legislation
which, as :zowley says, "set a new example, by defining jn rigid racial
ter~s

those who were to be the main concern of the Act''. It was the

~odel

for subsequent legislation in those other States experiencing

the problems of Aboriginal-European relations produced by frontier
situations -

Austraiia in 1905, the Northern Territory in

~:estern

1910, which led to the Commonwealth's Aborigines Ordin;1nce of 1911,
and Sout!1 Australia in 1911. The principles of the Qucenslund Act now
covered about ninety per cent of the indigenous people of Australia
spread over eighty-five ?Cr cent of its land mass.3
equali~y

Co~pared

under the law insisted upon by Glenelg in 1837, most

Aborigines were now

le;~ally

low-caste. To quote Rowley again:

So legal rights were dependent on racial origin: and
the leqnl basis for institutionnl and separate
rnanagenent of
~:orld

Abori~incs

as defined became, until

War II, a basic principle of all Aboriginal

policic.·. This prob<!hlj' saved many lives: but it was
to leave the lcAacy of an institutionalised ond
lc!1nlly restricted minority. "I~

with the
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Why was Queensland the first to introduce such radical legislation?
The simple answer is that circumstances pushed it into action. The
small number of Aborigines remaining in New South Wales, Victoria and
South Australia proper did not present a large social question. Most
Aborigin~s were confined to reserves and each colony had a protection

system which, despite its defects, was genernlly assumed to be
adequate to deal with any social problem. Aborigines were generally
out of sight and out of mind. Also, the Aboriginal question in those
colonies was not assocjated with any significant degree of
opium-addiction and miscegenation, because of the small numbers
involved. In Queensland, by contrast, the large number of Aborigines
prevented the question being ignored: opium-addiction and
miscegenation had become significant issues there. By the mid-1890s
public disquiet demanded action. In South Australia, the Northern
Territory (controlled by South Australia until 1911) and Western
Australia, squatting interests opposed legislative action, because
they feared that intervention on behalf of the Aborigines would mean
official interference in labour relationships in an industry heavily
dependent upon cheap labour. The viability of the pastoral industry in
the northern districts of South Australia and central Australia,
especially because of drought and transport costs, was so marginal
that any increase in labour costs would have been disastrous for
squatters. This was the chief reason for the defeat of the first
Abori~ines' protection Bill, based on the Queensland legislation,

introduced in the South Australian parliament in 1899. South Australia
was prompted in 1910 to enact legislation covering the

~orthcrn

Territory largely because it wanted to be seen to have done something
before handing over the territory to the Commonwealth. Its 1911 law,
covering South Australia, was much more advantageous to the squatters,
than the Territory law. In Western Australia surviving Aboriginal
nur:ibers were L.ir lowpr than in Queensland; also, they were largely
confined to inland and northern districts, where white settlement was
so Bparsc that the liberal attitudes of urb;rnised whites were unlikely

to develop. Squattl~r anti pa thy and squ:1Lter-domination of parliament
lar•ely
explain
Western Australian hesitation ~o enact legislation
)
5
un ti 1 1

rm/.

In Queen~land, Abori~in;1l protection found supporters in the squatters
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from as early as 1871, when the liberal-minded squatter, A.II. Palmer,
could see labour-supply and other advantages to planters in
establishing a reserve in the Mackay district. While Western
Australian squatters were still in conflict with northern tribes in
1897, Queensland Aborigines had long ago been absorbed into the
pastoral industry, leading to n mutual dependence for survival. Most
Queensland pastoralists were now well aware of the deleterious effects
of European occupation. They were quite happy to support protection,
when assured that the legislation would not remove employed
Aborigines. In 1897 Queensland squatters' social conscience was as
strong as that of their political rivals.5
The Queensland Aboriginals Protection and Restriction of the Sale of
Opium Act may fairly be claimed to be the most important legislation
in Aboriginal-European relations in Nineteenth Century Australia. Yet
this legislation did not appear without antecedents. Contrary to the
belief of some other writers, the principles of the Act can be found
in previous endeavours to protect the Aborgines. The only distinctive
difference was that all previous measures lacked compulsory
se~regation.

In order to understand the origins of the Act, the

humanitarian impulses and growing political pressures noticable even
by the time QueensJsnd gained self-government must be examined. There
is much evidence of these two factors in published works, official
documents and official inquiries. It is not enough to begin a study
with the political climate of the 1890s and the personal crusade of
Archibald

~!eston.

tvhen Mest<

1

claimed to reject all previous

experience as being unsatisfactory (a misrepresentation) he gave
reasons which musL be assessed. A study of his negative attitudes
towards the past helps explain his thinking. No truly comprehensive
historical background to this Act has been written, although the Act
and some precedents have been looked at in other contexts, especially
Aboriginal-European relations, attempts to set up reserves and the
destruction of Abori3inal society.
This thesis studies the past in order to understand the Act,
especially

~he

intentions behind it. It examines preceding

humanitarian efforts to see how and why they

fail~d

and to what extent

they influenced later thinking. It demonstrates how it was that
Queensland, with its sorry record of indifference to cruelties,

,

.

.

.

'

,.

.;

.

'
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produced in 1897 a radical piece of legislation, considered then to be
the most humanitarian Aboriginal legislation in Australia. Also, it
describes some uf the economic, social and political forces at work in
Queensland during the period and relates them to the Act. It shows
what influenced the principal whites involved and how they influenced
each other. As tempting as it might be to do~!. the success of the
missions in Queensland during the period, in terms of converts, will
not be addressed in any depth, as this is another issue. The thesis
does not attempt to study the long-terrr administration ~nd effects of
the Act; it does, however, look at the period until 1901, when major
amendments were made, ta see how the Act was beginning to work.
Particular attentior is paid to ~eston, the Queensland journalist,
politician, sugar-miller and self-professed expert on the Aborigines,
who did more tha: Jny other to prompt the government into acting to
protect Aborigines and to define the principles of the 1897
legislation. It will be shown that Heston and the Home Secretary of
th8 day, llorace Tozer, were not necessarily more inspired or concerned
than their predecessors in this field, but their approach was blessed
by administrative efficiency and prompted by political necessity.
It should be borne in mind that this is not a thesis about Aborigines.
~ather,

it is concerned with Eur0peans' perceptions of a social

proble~ involvin~ Aborigines. Further, because most of the evidence

comes from official sources it is unashamedly "history from the top".
No attempt has been made to study Aboriginal views of the situation
nor to u.... ,~ r
. history, Aboriginal or European.
It would be impossible to deal with such a complex topic over such a
long period entirely from scratch. Much valuable research has already
oeen done by other scholars on specific topics, suc:1 as ' <'lii. Gunson
and Jean Woolmington on the Moreton Bay missionaries, ~nymond Pvans
and Jan Walker on the Fraser Island reserve, Evans and Graham Hoskin
on the Mackay Aboriginal reserve and the Aboriginal Commisslon, Kay
Evans and John and Leslie Ilavilan<l on the northern missions, William
Thorpe on Archibald Meston, Sister Brigida Nailon on Father Duncan
Mc.'.'lab, Noel Loos on the northern frontier experience, Henry Reynolds
on contact history generally and C.D. Rowley on Aboriginal policy and
practice. Grateful use of their work is made as appropriate. However,
there have been many gap_ to fill in attempting a work of this scale.
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Surveying the whole colony over
~as

~uch

of the Nineteenth Century also

the advantage of showing up continuities and contrasts not always

apparent in more restricted st1Jdies.
Some writers have already

co~mented

on the 1897 Act. The most

important work has been done by Rowley in his pestruction of
Aboriginal Society, published in 1970; by Evans in "Aborigines and
Europeans in colonial Queensland" (.i075); by Loos in his Invasion and
Resistance: Aboriginal-European Relations .£!:!. the North Queensland
Frontier, 1861-1897 (1982); and Thorpe in "Archibald Meston and the
Aboriginal Legislation in Colonial Queensland 11 (1084). Also, Suzanne
Welborn in her paper, "Politicians and Aborigines in Queensland and
Western Australia, 1897-1907" (1978), has compared the attitudes of
conservatives and Labor politicians as expressed during debates on the
Queensland legislation and the Western Australian bill modelled on it
in 190,. Each has looked at the legislation in the light of the
political situation in Queensland in the 1890s and all except Welb0rn
have looked at past policy or lack of it. None has adequately
considered the succession of events which led to the legislation, and
all have ignored the efforts of
what~had

~1eston 1 s

predecessors to under. stand

happened to the Aborigines as a result of European

colonisation and to improve their conditions. None has seen in these
past efforts the precursors of

~feston'

s Proposed System. All have

uncritically accepted the conventional view of ;Jes ton's originality.
nd all axcept Rowley have presented the intentions of the 1897
legislation as repressive, a view not supported by the evidence. They
have confused the administration of the legislation with its
objectives. Each of these works deserves brief comment.6
As noted above, Rowley believes the Act "probably saved many lives".
Ile says also that

"~.feston

was to come to realise a common humanity"

with the Aborigines and in another work he concedes that there was a
basis of humanitarian concern behind the legislation and a genuine
effort at protection. Only Rowley has tried to consider pvst measures
ai~cd

at helping the Queensland Aborigines, but he ignores the

Lutheran mission in Moreton Bay district, 1838-50, the subsequent work
of the missionaries, Godfrey Hausmann and William Ridley, and the
humanitarian squatters, Charles and llenry Dutton and Daniel Cameron in
central Queensland, and

~he

serious criticism of government practice
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made by the former Native Police commandant, Frederick Walker. After
some preliminar) and desultory notes on frontier violence, he begins
his study with the squatter government's 1861 select committee inquiry
into the Native Police and the condition of the Aborigines. Here he
evaluates the humanitarian ideals and protection

p~oposals

of the

Ipswich doctor, Henry Challinor, but fails to relate them to later
proposals. Rowley's chief interest in official inquiries is not in
humanitarian perspectives but evidence of police brutality and the
official policy which permitted it. He does see a change in community
attitudes towards Aborigines in the 1860s and 1870s but only in the
broadest sense, ignoring individuals who most expressed that concern
and put up ideas for ameliorating

~he

conditions of the Aborigines.

Rowley gives some attention to the 1873-74 Aborigines Commission,
which produced recommendations of historic significance and which
foreshadow much of the lFJd7 legislation, but he ignores the next
commission, which attempted during 1876-79 to put those
recomm~ndations

into practice. The success of Mackay sugar planters in

'lsing Aboriginal labour is mentioned, but the first Aboriginal reserve
in Queensland, also at Mackay, is ignored. Strangely, the work of
Bishop Mathew Hale and the Catholic missionary, Duncan McNab, is
overlooked. Rowley then skips to the first attempt at Aboriginal
protection legislation, the Native Labourers' Protection Act of 1884,
designed to protect Aborigines and New Guineans working on vessels in
the trepang and pearshell industries, anl makes some valuable points
about external influences behind this Act. llaving ignored all missions
in the south, he then outlines the establishment of several missions
in the north after 1886 and the government

~~ntribution

to their

support, inferring (without stating) that government policy was now
firmly one of leaving the northern

Abori~ines

to the mjssions or t ..

Native Police.7
Another leap takes Rowley to :•leston and the 1897 Act and in the
process suggesting (no doubt unintentionally) that an all-wise
government simply called in a resident expert, who after a study tour
of the north, produced a scheme uhich owed little to previous
experience. Rowley fails to study

~~ston

in order to see what kind of

man produced a plan notable for its cohesiveness rather than
originality; he appears co be totally unaware of the part which
~eston's

clever advocacy played in persuading a doubtful government
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that something more than current policy was required. For a student of
policy, Rowley now be~

~s remarkably disinterested, leaving the

reader with the impression that, apart from some supplementing of
private charity, ..•. · government was doing no·,

for Aboriginal

welfare by the mid--1890s. In fact, it was pru.

iug

rations and

blankets at a cost of about 10,000 pounds a year at 150 centres
throughout the colony, all at a time when there was no welfare system
in the modern sense for whites, only government asylums for the sick,
diseased and insane. Current Aboriginal policy was expensive and did
not address the growing fears of Europeans, particularly those in
towns with Aboriginal fringe-dwellers, concerning Aboriginal behaviour
and conditions (drunkenness, opium-addiction, squalor, brawling,
near-nakedness and lewdness, prostitution, venereal disease and
miscegenation). Urban blacks were now seen as a degenerate people
capable of contaminating Europeans; urban whites wanted them removed
as soon as possible. The Meston plan provided for the removal to
reserves of all Aborigines not employed by Europeans, and so the sick
and dispirited as well as the women and children thought to be in
moral danger could be moved out of sight. Meston's Prooosed System was
accepted, because it solved a pressing social problem and it promised
financial savings at a time when Queensland was going deeper into the
great economic depression which began in 1893. Rowley appears to be
oblivious of these historical factors, preferring to see the 1397 Act
as the product of frontier conditions, a view which distorts his
judgment. Some comments on this Turneresque view of history will be
made in the Concluslon.
Raymond Evans does not fall into these errors, having confined his
Abori~inal-European

perspectives to

relations, in which the frontier

experience is fundame:1tal. Ile deals with early racial confrontation,
frontier :iolence and Aboriginal resistance, the pattern of European
conquest, the methods of the Native Police, colonial

tereotyping of

the vanquished, the condition of the Aboriginal remnant and its
exploitacion. Evans, then, is concerned with what was done to the
Aborigines and his thorough research of the topic is illuminating and
instructive. When he comes to the 1897 Act, Evans grudgingly agrees
with Rowley that the objectives of protectionist policy were in some
respects humanitarian but immediately concentrates upon perceived
contradictions in philanthopists' statements on the role they expected

:
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the reserves to play. Europeans, he claims, said on one hand that the
reserves were to remove Aborigines from the influences of opium and
corrupt whites, but he suspects Europeans really provided the reserves
to "smooth their way to the grave" or perhaps to perm:i_t the Aborigines
eventually to

beco~e

semi-civilised. ''Given the prevailing and almost

exclusively held fatalism which existed concerning the extinction of
the Aborigines, it is hard to see how stated concepts involving
rejuvenation and social education could have been much more than
high-flown rhetoric." Ile uses the collapse of the Fraser Island
experiment in the first years after the 1897 Act to justify this
suspicion, but it is no more than a suspicion.8
Evans, like Rowley, was one of the first historians seriously to
approach Aboriginal-European relations, previously a topic avoided
because early intimations of the brutality of contact history did not
accord with convPntional assumptions. Like Rowley, he has looked and
been horrified. Expressions of disgust dot Rowley's work, although he
quic!dy pushes aside the evidence with such remarks as: "There is no
point in giving lengthy details; one requires a strong stomach, even
at this point in time, to read the lengthy evidcncc. 11 8 !fowley chooses
not to tells us, referring to spare us the pain but not his
judgements.
On the other hand, Evans has a stronger stomach and, in the fashion of
other writers, gathers overwhelming evidence of conflict, repression
and denigration of the Aboriginal people of Queensland. lie approaches
the 1897 Act from this standpoint, always ready to see no good in it.
He dismisses the legal basis for a reserves systcc as being
''calculated to provide both a chenp local labour reservoir and a place
where native remnants, who WLce an 'eyesore for evcryone' ••• could be
kept''. This is a serious misrepresentation, BJain arisin3 from a
confusion of legislative intention with administrative action. 'lore
seriously, such a view totally misrepresents preceding humanitarian
efforts, giving the impression that there were none or if there were
they had no influence on the legislation. Unlike Rowley, Evans pays no
attention to

prc-1~97

efforts to understand what had happened and to

make good. His only references to mission work arc to Edward Fuller's
comment while on Fraser Island in the early 1870s that he feared the
whites of the area more than the blacks, and to G.ll. Schwarz at Hope
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Vale in 1903 saying that blacks should not be educated in such a way
as would bring them into competition with whites. Bishop Hale, Duncan
McNab and the work of the two Aborigines commissions in preparing the
way for protection legislation are ignored. Meston is simply used as a
source of evidence of the ill-treatment and exploitation, of which no
one was more conscious than Heston. The parts played by Meston and
Tozer, in producing the 1897 legislation are not considered. The
reader is left, as with Rowley, believing that the Act had its origins
in a parliamentary draftsman's office.
Suzanne Welborn's paper purports to show that Queensland conservatives
supported protection legislationf while Labor members of parliament
opposed it; and that the reverse occurred in Western Australia, when
that State introduced similar legislation in 1907. The Queensland
squatters certainly did support the initial legislation, even with
enthusiasm, although some, especially in the upper house, expressed
reservations during later attempts to amend it. lfolborn uses as her
chief evidence of Labor opposition the racjst remarks of the
anti-squatter journalist, Vincent Lesina, who was not a member of the
parliament when the bill was introduced. Lesina was there during the

1901 amendment, which even he did not directly oppose. Ile just did no:t
like Aborigines or squatters and his outbursts led to his suspension
on one occasion during the debate. Welborn tries to use complaints
about the low wages paid to Aboriginal workers as evidence of Labor
antipathy when, in fact, Labor demanded equal wages for them and on no
occasion opposed the 1897 Act, the 1899 attempt to amend it or the

1901 changes. This was consistent with union acceptance of Aborigina~
workers as equals. Throughout this period, Labor leaders showed a
commonality of interest, sentiment and ideals with the governcent on
this issue. In other respects this paper is unsatisfactory. In
endeavouring to set the historical contest, Welborn m:1kes errors of
fact and displays attitudes based on personal sentiment and prevailing
historical viewpoints. The following .!!2!!. sequitur is a notable
example: "P,y 1921 more than three quarters of the Queensland
Aboriginal population l1a<l disappeared. Tragically, the sentiments of
benevolence had produced a bitter harvcst. 11 9
Coming later to Queensland contact history, Loos confines his
observations to presentable evidence and avoids the condemnatory
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approach of some writers. Loos is content to show the pattern of
European invasion of north Queensland and the several forms of
Aboriginal response. His revelation of the development of food-aid to
rainforest Aborigines by miners and civil police is a valuable insight
into the origins of the widespread Aboriginal welfare program which
had developed by 1897. He does not address early questions of
Aboriginal protection and support, which are well outside his province
and period; but in his last chapter he gives a brief but balanced
summary of the condition of Aborigines in the north, public concerns,
Meston's part as the architect of the legislation, and parliamentary
action and attitudes. Having, however, dealt with his topic in terms
of various frontiers, Loos cannot escape a frontier conclusion.
Queensland had dispossessed its Aborigines, he says, and the time "had
come for the decent disposal of its native people and this it did with
perfunctory debate".10 This sounds very much like "the decent disposal
of the rer.iains" of the Aboriginal people, a funereal note which spoils
an otherwise sound assessment, because it overlooks the legislative
intention of preserving the Aboriginal people - an objective which was
achieved. Despite the deprivations and indignities Aborigines were to
suffer on the reserves, they were not "dis.posed of" but, as much
present-tiny evidence shows, endured and in some respects triumphed.
In his article, Thorpe attempts to "explore the thinkin3 behind this
momentous policy [embodici in the 1397 Act] and in particular the
ideology and practice of Archibald

~1eston ••• "

Thorpe's approach to the

legislation is antagonistic, seeing it only as the legal basis of all
the wrongs which followed. He uncritically quotes Welborn (a

dou~tful

authority) as saying that the Act was "one of the most oppressive laws
ever passed by conquering Zuropeans for indicienous peoples". This
paper, and the minor thesis which preceeded it, arc

cxccllent.sour~e~

1tw1Cln.t' ~Yl V1V'\,\V\Jh'(!\e.c~

of bio3raphic<i.l. ma1tcr iql1• on :lcston; but Thorpe takcle an inteltectual
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vieu of the man, assuming that

~-lcston

represented contemporary

bourgoise ideology. Ile says, for example,

"~!es ton 1 s

own unbounded zeal

for economic 'progress' overshadowed his interest in Aborigines, even
after 1890"; and "Any liberal attitudes which motivated

~leston

to draw

up measures for AboriBinal 'protection' were thoroughly vitiated by
the profoundly dictatorial 'late Carlylcan' terms in which such
measures were drawn up''.11

~eston

had no coherent position on most

public issues, only a muddled collection of ideas, most of which were
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common to the time and some of which were in conflict with prevailing
expectations. Thorpe says Meston agreed with the ''common assumption
about Aborigines as a 'dying race' unable to withstand the 'stern
necessity' of white domination". Uhile Heston may have believed this
before 1890, his view was the opposite at the time of his address to
Tozer in 1895. An examination of any influences upon tfeston, as upon
any historical figure, is interesting but in his case does not help us
to understand him. Heston was a man of action and disposition. The key
to Neston lies not in his ideas and objectives but in his personality.
For some reason, not easy to explain, he acted in 1895-96 in ways
contrary to his previous public attitudes towards Aborigines and,
indeed, contrary to those of the dominant whites in his community.
Thorpe's article is not concerned with the historical precursors of
the 1397 Act, but he docs note the importance of opium and anti-Asian
feelings in the rising public pressure behind the legislators, a point
generally overlooked by others.
It is a lo:i'1 road from the i'Ioreton Bay of 1338 to the western plains
of 1901. To assist the reader, a statement of the argument to be
developed is offered here. The thesis is divided into two parts: the
first, embracing Chapters 1 to 13, deals with the various efforts at,
and government attitudes towards, amclioratin3 the conditions of the
Abori'.~incs before ~·lcston began his campaign; and the second, Chapters

14-21, deals with the ~leston contribution, the political realisation
of the system and the first steps to implement it.
Part 1 shows that the European intrusion into the region, now known as
Queensland, led to serious dislocation of Aboriginal culture,
resulting in begging, theft, prostitution, alcoholism and, as the
pastoral expansion got under way, in frontier violence beyond the
control of the Sydney government. The first missionaries arrived in
Queensland with the support and encouragement of the government, which
was content to leave the management of Aboriginal-European relations
to local officials and the Lutherans, rather than establish a
protcctl•Z-atc as had been clone in the Port Phillip District. The early
missions, both before and after self-govcrnr.1ent was granted to
Queensland in 1R59, did offer some protection and succour for
Aborinines dispossessed by squatters and abused by the Native Police.
But they linked lonB-tcrm survival with the acceptance of
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Christianity, and the Aborigines were not then prepared to make any
such drastic cultural adaption. (Missions established in north
Queensland from the late 1880s partly achieved their objectives, but
this was not truly apparent until well after the turn of the century;
at which point this study ends.)
As urban settlement and non-squatter populations increased in the
1860s and 1870s, humanitarian awareness of the effects of the pastoral
expansion upon the Aborigines increased. Some squatters shared this
concern; and planters in the coastal valleys, attempting to develop
new crops requiring intense and cheap labour, proposed schemes for
employing Aborigines, which would guarantee resources to them and keep
them under control. By 1873 concern for the condition of the
Aborigines was so widespread that two official inquiries produced the
basis of the later protection legislation and supported private
schemes for settling Aborigines on reserves controlled by
non-sectarian humanitarians. These reserves linked long-term survival
to the preservation of Aboriginal culture.
In examining the attitudes, which the Queensland government adopted
towards different efforts to establish missions and reserves, it is
apparent that the pastoral dynamic (and pastoral domination of
parliament) resulted in a violent frontier, where the paramount
economic and political consideration was development of that industry
and protection of the squatters. ~henever recession stalled this
expansion and violence abated, ~overnments could use the need for
financial restraint to justify rejection of nmcliorist programs.
Although public concern grew steadily from the 1850s, it was not
strong enough before the 1390s to overturn cifficiul policy; some
governments, such as that of John Douglas, 1876-79, were willing to
support schemes not too radical for the political cli11ate.
Throughout this first period the :i."ecord of the Christian missions,
when judged against their chief objective of conversion, was one of
failure. This in turn confirned official thinking that it was futile
to attempt to

prese~ve

Aborigines by Means of cultural change; some

moneys were provided to such ventures but mainly as a sop to the
churches and public opinion. The only successful attempt at protecting
ancl preserving Aborigines before the 1890s was the establishment of a
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reserve at Mackay, where Aborigines provided their labour in return
for food, clothing, shelter and a smattering of European education. No
attempt was made there to destroy their culture, thus suggesting to
later authorities that while the pastoral environment was hostile to
Aboriginal life and customs, a properly controlled reserve would
preserve them. It is not true, as some writers have claimed, that the
''story of white humanitarian concern for the Aborigine ••• during the
nineteenth century, was mainly a story of failure''.6 Progress toward a
recognition of the need to assist Aborigines and the development of
policies for achieving this was slow, usually two steps forward and
one back; but, despite the setbacks, there were optimists who believed
something could be done. This early work and hope were the foundation
on which Neston built, although he was loath to acknowledge the debt.
Part 2 shows the influence which Meston had on Tozer and govern.Tit.::nt
policy. He selected and assembled features of previous protection
ideas and schemes, both local and foreign, into a comprehensive
system, which was easy to understand and administratively practicable,
and he made segregation fundamental to its success. The reserves were
to be self-supporting and control was to be kept out of the hands of
the churches, although ~feston did not reject some missionary
influence. Ilis professed aim was to preserve Aboriginal culture
consistent with good management (by which, it seems, he meant that
some Aboriginal customs, such as settling differences by violence,
would not be permitted). Meston's triumph was a victory for the
humanitarians.
The Queensland government accepted tfeston' s pro;lOsal for sever a 1
reasons. By 1397 it was clear that the Aboriginal problem would not be
solved by the passing of the Aborigines. Rather, Queensland seemed
certain to retain a diseased and distressed minority, which would
become more visible as the years went by, and which would contaminate
society further if nothing were done. A welfare program based on
segregation and government control would avoid the failures of the
missionary approach. There was some optimism that AboriJincs might
become useful agricultural workers (an important point at a time when
Queensland had, under pressure, stopped importing Pacific Islanders).
Queenslnnd was now ready to accept responsibility for the past nnd
present ill-treatment of the Aborigines and was vaguely aware that the
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liberals of the impending Commonwealth might examine its record. Also,
it was generally accepted that the situation was so bad that some new
scheme had to be tried. Meston was cleverly able to present his scheme
as new and, at a time of serious economic difficulties, offering the
best hope of a cheap and permanent solution to a pressing social
problem.

The study of this topic shows that, contrary to previous opinion, the
process from the first missionary efforts in Moreton Bay to the 1897
Act was continuous, despite the many changes of pace, and that the
final achievement heavily depended upon past experience. There were
dual traditions, missionary and humanitarian, parallel for most of the
time, but the early ascendency of the former was replaced by the
latter sooner than most writers have observed. This thesis revises
past knowledge, presents early efforts in a wider historical context,
explains Meston rather than rebukes him and, by emphasising the
potential for preservation within the 1897 legislation, heightens its
historical and national significance.

PART 1: THE PROBLEM
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CHAPTER J: FIRST MISSIONARIES
Early in 1895 Archibald Meston sent an address to the Colonial
Secretary, Horace Tozer, entitled Queensland Aboriginals: Proposed
System for ~ Improvement and Preservation. Tozer was so impressed
that he had the address printed and distributed to all members of the
Queensland parliament. It became in effect a go~ernment green paper on
the subject, inviting discussion and, for want of more persuasive
proposals, its ideas eventually became the basis of the 1897 A~t.
Meston based his expertise in Aboriginal affairs upon "thirty-five
years personal knowledge of (the Aborigines'] habits, customs, daily
life, superstitions, inner life, and general character''. His knowledge
inclutled the "whole existing literature on the subject" besides
official and unofficial reports, despatches and inquiries since 1805.
In fairness to the colonial governments, including those of
Queensland, he said, some of them were less to be charged with a want
of desire to do justice to the Aborigines "than a helpless inability
to discover how it could be done".1 In other words, only Meston had
the answer.
In his Proposed System Meston summarised the history of
Aboriginal-European relations in Australia and past attempts to
protect the blacks and improve their conditions. Now in 1895, he said,
''after seventy years of scattered missionary efforts, isolated
individual benevolences, and numberless good intentions of
philanthropic statesmen, we are left to say ••• a whole race of men are
wasting away before our eyes ••• 11 2 ~1eston was particularly ccttical of
the missionaries, who, he believed, had totally fail ·d to prevent this
process. Because of the part they play in this history and because of
Heston's attitude toward them, i t is necessary to consider briefly the
origin of mission work in Queensland. The study of the Moreton Bay
experience will depend largely upon the research of Neil Gunson and
Jean Woolmington.
The first missionaries in Queensland were the Reverend J.C.S. Ilandt,
chaplain at the noreton Bay penal settlement from 1837 to 1843, and
the German Lutheran missionaries located six miles from the settlement
for about ten years from 1838. Meston quoted a report iu 1841 by the
settlement's commandant, Lieutenant Owen Gorman, referring to the
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missionaries and their work with the Aborigines of the district:
They have, so far, had no infJuence on their morals or
habits. They have been nearly starving, and I issued
1050 lb. of flour from the stores. The Rev. Mr. Handt
has been nearly four years exerting himself without
doing any good, and the missionaries are much less
likely to accomplish anything.3
Meston commented that the Moreton Bay missionaries "inspired the
blacks with no fear, love, or respect, and not one aboriginal was
Christianised during the who.i..e time the Mission Station was occupied."
Meston was a fitness fanatic and so it is not surprising that he
added: "It is hardly likely the Moreton Bay wild blacks of that period
would have had any reverence for white men whose physique would bear
no comparison with their own ••• "4
The establishment of a penal settlement at Moreton Bay had been
ri:.commended by Commissioner Joh11 Bigge in his repo1·t on the Colony of
New South Wales in 1823. In that year the New South Wales
Surveyor-General, John Oxley, was ordered to inspect Moreton Bay and
select a site for a prison farm for minor offenders. Oxley returned in
September 1824 with the first convicts, troops and stores and
eventually selected a site at Breakfast Creek on the Brisbane River.
Relations with the original inhabitants were at first amicable but
raids on the maize crops led in 1827 to the death of one Aborigine;
early in 1828 two white men guarding a maize field were apparently
kidnapped by Aborigines, taken about fifteen miles from the settlement
·1d murdered.5 So began the long story of killing and counter-killing
nich was to be characteristic of Aboriginal-European relations in
Queensland for the next seventy years.
Oxley had arrived with twenty-nine convicts; in 1828 there were about
800 guarded by about 200 soldiers. Until this time the settlement was
without religious guidance but in that year a parsonage was built and
in September the Anglican priest, John Vincent, was appointed
chaplain. Vincent arrived in lfurch 1829, accompanied by his wife and
children and two servants, and took up residence. Vincent, however,
was reluctant about the appointmRnt, dissatisfied with the house and
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i.n June -

•'er work be done on it. Early in 1830 he

resign .·
"very '(),

:e house by this time was described as the
the settlement". Moreton Bay was again without

a chap:'cb1.
hed thf. 1

..'.;.

1837 when Handt arrived. The convict populb .ion
dSt over 300.6

In March and April 1836 the Quaker missionaries, James Backhouse and
George Washington Walker, . .Lsited the Moreton Bay settlement for
fourteen days in order to "extend to the Prisoners such moral and
religious instruction as we might apprehend

t .

1e our duty". When they

returned to Sydney, they presented to the Governor, Sir Richard
Bourke, a report which included comments·on the relations with the
Aborigines. There were at least four tribes at Moreton Bay, they
reported, one of which, to the northward, was said to be hostile but
the males of the one to the west, on the north side of the Brisbane
River, frequently resorted to Brisbane town and obtained sweet
potatoes and other trifles from the officers and soldiers. The females
of this tribe, they said, occasionally showed themselves at Eagle Farm
where there were no male prisoners or soldiers to molest them.

A

third tribe, on the south side of the river, as well as the others,
occasionally stole maize when it was in ear. The blacks were kept off
the maize by watchmen "who are charged to fire at them if lhey are
detected stealing, but if possible, not so as illaterially to hurt
them''.7 White men, they said, had occasionally been killed by blacks
in the district and it was commonly reported that they would kill a
white man for the sake of his jacket. But this was much to be doubted
as the blacks of that neighbourhood did not yet seem to attach value
to European clothing. They were ''likewise well aware, that in killing
a white ~~n they incur the displeasure of his countrymen, who have the
means in their power of severely retaliating".8
There was a fourth tribe on Stradbroke Island, Backhouse and Wa~ker
noted, and although their association with the white people at the
pilot's station far from tended to raise their moral character, this
had produced an amicable feeling which might greatly facilitate their
civilisation, if followed up by suitable means. They recommended
that:
The establishment of a jndicious Missionary, either
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here or at Eagle Farm, who, whilst acquiring their
language, and aiming at their moral and religious
improvement, should have the means of imparting
to them, at the same time, the arts of civilised life,
is a highly desirable object.9
Backhouse and Walker thought that such a measure would be important,
not only with reference to the king's black subjects, whose interests
demanded more consideration than had yet been given them, but "it
would also be of material moment in connexion with the future
settlement of this most interesting portion of the Colonial
territory".10 In an appendix to their report they said that as it had
been decided by the colo~ial judicature that the Aborigines in the
territory were subject to British law, it seemed to follow that they
should be protected by investigation of all cases of violent death by
the coroners of the respective districts. They added:
Such investigation would tend to restrain the
unjustifiable and, it is to be feared, sometimes,
wanton sacrifice of their lives by Europeans,
and also to diminish their own hostilities to one
another; anci would be likely to prevent the quarrels
between the Black and White population, whi~h
sometimes terminate in the sacrifice of several lives
on both sides, either by outrage, or by the subseque~~
operation of British law.11
In the next year, following release of the House of Commons select
committee's report on native inhabitants of British settlements, the
Secretary of State for the Colonies, Lord Glenelg, advised Bourke that
Aborigines must be treated as British subjects and therefore equal
under the law. Pressure was now beini; applied to the colouial
authorities to improve relations with the indigenous population.
Possibly as a result of this pressure, the Quakers' report and his own
experience in the field, Handt was also appointed missionary to the
Aborigines of the Moreton Bay district when sent to the settlement as
chaplain in 1837.
Born in Saxony in 1794, Johann Christian Simon Handt began life as a
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tailor, but in 1822 entered the Basle Mission Institute and was
ordained in Baden in 1827. He worked under the auspices of the
Institute in Sierra Leone and Liberia and then apparently undertook an
independent mission at Cape Town. In 1830 he went to England and was
appointed by the Church Missionary Society as a missionary to the
Australian Aborigines, sailing as chaplain on a convict ship and
arriving in Sydney in June 1831. There he married and together with
William Watson was prepared for duty by Samuel Marsden and sent to
Wellington Valley to commence a novernment-subsidised mission station.
Progress there was slow and Handt moved back to Sydney in July 1836.
Next year he was appointed to Moreton Bay where he was encouraged by
the response from the convicts but found that the Aborigines largely
ignored him '2
The pioneer Presbyterian clergyman in Australia, Dr John Dunmore Lang,
had considered establishing a mission to the Aborigines as early as
1831. He had been critical of previous attempts and some of his
remarks published in the Colonist in 1835 led the Reverend L.E.
Threlkeld, who had been conducting his own mission at Lake Macquarie,
N.S.W., since 1826 to sue him for libel.13 Next year Lang applied to
the government for assistance in establishing a mission at l1oreton
Bay. After some demur the Government promised a sum equal to what
might be raised by private subscription.14 While visiting Europe later
that year, Lang heard of a group of German Lutheran missionaries who
wished to work with an English society. Lang recruited the group of
ten comprising one ordained clergyman, Karl Wilhelm Edward Schmidt,
and nine missionary artisans, who were joined by a Basle Institute
graduate, Christopher Eipper, and a missionary surgeon, Moritz
Schneider. The party sailed from Greenock in Scotland, Lang's home
town, and arrived in Sydney in January 1838. Schneider, who had
attended typhus victims on board ship, died in quarantine.15 Lang had
engaged the Lutheran party to conduct a mission along ~oravian lines.
The term "Moravian" was misleading but it was applied to the
settlement formed at Moreton Bay for many years afterwards. It would
be more correct to call the German missionaries who arrived in the
Moreton Bay district in 1838 Evangelical Lutherans.16
The party led by Schmidt had been trained by Dr Johannes Evangelista
Gassner, directo~ of the Berlin Missionary Society which had been
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founded in 1824. A convert from Catholicism, Gassner was a man of
dynamic personality and missionary zeal and had his own views on
missionary training. Like many of the Methodist
leaders in Enoland,
he
.
0
believed that the "godly mechanic" made a better missionary to
primitive people than the highly trained scholar. For this reason,
says Gunson, he quarrelled with the Berlin Missionary Society,
withdrawing in 1836 to found his own society, the Gassner Mission,
which would produce clergymen and artisans trained as missionaries.
Schmidt was Gossner's first theological student.17
Lang believed a mission at Moreton Bay might become a point of
departure fo::.- missions "along the coast to the northward" as a means
of protecting hapless victims of shipwrecks from further sufferings at
the hands of ferocious natives by subjecting the tribes of the coastal
districts to the "humanising influences of Christian civilisation".
His selection of Lutherans was an expedient, because the shortage of
Presbyterian ministers for the white population of the colony meant
that any Presbyterian sent to work among the Aborigines would be
persuaded to forgo such work to minister to a European
congregation.18
On arrival in Sydney Schmidt and Eipper were admitted as members of
the Presbyterian Synod of New South Wales. Although leader of the
party, Schmidt did not proceed to Moreton Bay at first but ministered
to the German congregation in Sydney and helped to form a society in
aid of the German mission to the Aborigines, which was to support the
mission in conjunction with government funds. Eipper led the par.ty
which arrived at Brisbane in March 1838 and Schmidt followed in June,
when he found that the first party had

select~d

a site two miles north

of Eagle Farm, which they called Zion's Hill but which is now part of
the suburb of Nundah. It was a ridge of rich red soil which promised
successful cultivation.19
Handt appears to have co-operated with the new missionaries from the
start~

but he was well aware of his favoured position compared with

them. As chaplain he had access to government rations, whereas those
at Zion's Hill, or the German Station as it soon became known, had to
depend upon their own resources.

....
'

I
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The two cwt. of biscuit, which I receive from the
government for a reasonable price, is a great
assistance to us in providing for the Aborigines. By
these means we have th~ children daily around us; and
thus we have it in our power to instruct them; for,
without being fed, they would desert our place, as
they have done that of the poor German missionaries,
who are so ill provided that they have scarcely enough
for themselves. The Aborigines have already nicknamed
their place ••• the hungry houses.20
A few days before he made this observation, Handt had complained in
his journal that Aboriginal children at Moreton Bay were constantly
clamouring for him to teach them or to hear them sing their lessons
"merely for the loaves and fishes". Handt does not appear to have
learnt the lessons of Aboriginal behaviour at Wellington Valley, w~ere
he had acknowledged that they were always breaking their promises once
they had received food "for if they want food they will promise
anything". One of the difficJlties experienced by Handt and the
missionaries at Zion's Hill was the fact the.t fish and other foods
were fairly plentiful in the Moreton Bay district at this time. When
the European crops failed, as the potatoes did in 1840, the Aborigines
ceased their visits and the Lutherans at the German Station could not
begin a school because they lacked sufficient food for the
children.21
Schmidt appeared before the New South Wales Legislative Council Select
Committee appointed in 1845 to "consider the condition of the
Aborigines and the best means of promoting their welfare". Among the
members were Lang and the Quaker businessman, J.P. Robinson. Schmidt
was asked if he thoucht it a good idea to give Aborigines "European
comforts" at no charge in order to create in them a desire for such
things and therefore, apparently, an attachment to European
civilisation. He replied that he had given blankets to four families
on the understanding that they would stay on the mission but within a
week or so they had gone.22 Despite seven years of work at Moreton
Bay, in which they did not convert one Aborigine, the missionaries
would not admit the failure of their endeavours.
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The missionaries did not understand that the Aborigines lack of
"civilisation" was not a negative quality. The Aborigines did not have
to be "filled up" with European civilisation, yet this is what
missionary attempts to change Aboriginal culture amounted to.
Moreover, while some aspects of Aboriginal society were brutal and no
doubt disgusting to most whites, European society as practised in
dustralia, especially in the penal settlements and on the pastoral
frontier, was no less brutal and disgusting. The Aborigines had had
ample opportunity to witness the treatment by the superior whites of
their own inferiors and treatment by both classes of whites of the
Aborigines themselves.
Life at Zion's Hill was always difficult. Apart from the occasional
barrowload of bones and scraps which they obtained from the soldiers'
barracks, the missionaries had to provide all their own food.23 They
formed a school in which they taught both black and white children and
stated that the Aborigines learned quite as fast as the white
children. They employed adult Aborigines at the station and attempted
to instruct them in cultivation and civilised ways. They travelled
among the camps, sometimes at a considerable distance from the
settlement. On 28 December 1842 Schmidt and August Rode, a
cabinetmaker, went to Toorbul, near Bribie Island, accompanied by
three black men, one woman and a child, who carried their possessions.
During the journey they attempted to preach to their companions and
other Aborigines along the way but without success. Schmidt's
essential pessimism bordering on despair shows through his notes. On
New Year's Eve, he and Rode surveyed the past year.
And looking upon the work in which we are engaged and
observing no coming of the Kingdom of God even in the
smallest degree we must sigh with trembling hearts and
tears in our eyes, shall we spend here our strength in
vain and for nought, will the Lord not have compassion
on these poor creatures. :Iuch indeed they arc
degraded, having neither Idols, nor even the essential
marks of human beings ••• 24
Schmidt and Rode re;..u:..·ned to Zion's !Jill on 6 January 1843, sick and
hungry, having achieved nothing.
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In 1842, because of the economic slump and Governor Sir George Gipps'
doubtful view of the state of missionary work in the colony, there was
every prospect of official support being withdrawn. After visiting
Moreton Bay in

~~rch

of that year Gipps made continued support

conditional upon the mission moving to a new site well away from
Brisbane. Gipps' reason is not clear but presumably he wanted mission
Aborigines to be removed far from undesirable influences. Next year
the Crown Lands Commissioner, Dr Stephen Simpson, reported that he had
visited the Bunya Country to find a mission site, as requested by
Gipps, but would not recommend that area because few Aborigines lived
there permanently. He suggested Fraser Island, which he understood was
well populated by Aborigines and was suitable for cultivation,
although the Lutherans would not be able to move there without
government help. Apparently this help was not offered for in May 1844
Simpson reported that he had received an application from them for a
licence to occupy a small tract of country on Noonga Creek, thirty
miles north of Brisbane and about three miles from the sea, which he
thought "well adapted for the purposes of the mission" because it was
very isolated, the "coast blacks" were very numerous there and the
Lutherans were already known to them. Simpson said the Lutherans did
not intend abandoning Zion's Hill station but proposed to divide their
time between the two locations.25 This land appears to be the site of
the later mission out-station at Burpengary. In approving this
request, Gipps

~eems

to have dropped his condition for continued

support.
Schmidt's conduct during his time at Moreton Bay cat..sed official
concern more than once. For example, on 21 ;·larch 1840 some of the
missionaries fired on hborigines. The commandant, Lieutenant Gorman,
asked Schmidt for an explanation and was told that the blacks had been
robbing their gardens and on several nights they had been frightened
away by the discharge of a gun. Nonetheless, the blacks continued
their raids, stealing potatoes and even clothes. The missionaries
resolved that the watch should be increased and that "a few pieces of
small shot" should be fired at the raiders "to show them that there
was not only frightening [sic] but danger in their approach''. Schmidt
claimed that the Aborigines intended to burn down their houses. On the
night of 21 March, as twenty to thirty blacks approached, armed with
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spears and clubs, the watchmen discharged firearms at them. This
stopped the raid and Schmidt added that "no injury has taken place,
for we learned a few days later, that two blacks were wounded, but so
slightly that scarcely anything can be seen, and when asked how they
came by their wounds they assigned another cause''.26 Accompanied by a
surgeon and a policeman Gorman investigated and found one Aboriginal
man in his camp, apparently wounded by small shot in the forehiead and
chest, dnd he heard that others whom he could not contact had also
been wounded. In a report to the Colonial Secretary, Deas Thomson, in
Sydney Gorman said he very much regretted that the missionaries had
fired on the blacks as ''we are on excellent terms with them for forty
miles around".27
The squatters were now becoming a force in the Moreton Bay district.
In March 1840 Patrick Leslie had crossed the Severn and ridden

northwards looking for a suitable run and, after meeting his brother
Walter who had charge of 5000 sheep, finally established their first
head-station at Toolburra, on the headwaters of the Condamine, in
July. The Leslies were soon followed by other pastoralists moving up
from the New England district. Mounting pressure was now being placed
on the government in Sydney to open up the Moreton Bay district to
free settlement. By the end of 1841 a number of squatters had risked
the governor's displeasure by entering the forbidden district. Most of
the convicts had been removed in 1839, only a few remaining to provide
labour for the caretaker garrison. Early in 1842 the government agreed
to end transportation to the district and the penal settlement was
formally closed in May 1842. For Johann Uandt, it meant the end of his
chaplaincy but he lingered on in Brisbane until the government next
year gave him one hundred pounds to enable him to return to Sydney,
where he served as pastor to a small Lutheran community.28 For the
German missionaries at Zion's Dill 1842 marked the end of the first
phase of their relations with the Aborigines of the Moreton Day
district. German's prediction that they would achieve nothing seemed
to have been justified.
In October 1843 almost all support from the colonial government and
the mission committee in Sydney ceased. In deciding to withdraw its
support, the Sydney committee had several reasons. As it pointed out,
times were hard and there was little prospect of obtaining support
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from the public during the current economic depression in the colony.
Support had declined from 620 pounds in 1838 to 186 pounds in 1841.
Late in 1843 government support had ended altogether.29 Gipps had been
unimpressed by the value of missionary work; Threlkeld had closed his
mission at Lake Maquarie in 1841; and Handt's report on the missionary
work at German Station had not been encouraging. In June 1843 the then
Secretary of State for the Colonies, Lord Stanley, had advised that
the Church Missionary Society had decided to end its agency at
Wellington Valley and consequently the government grant to the Society
had been withdrawn. This apparently influenced Gipps in declining to
assist the Lutherans at Moreton Bay.30
In August 1843 the Sydney committee decided that it would be
impracticable to carry on the mission without the assistance and
co-operation of the government. It expected that the lay brethren at
Moreton Bay would be able to support themselves and their families by
means of handcrafts and cultivating the soil if they were permitted to
remain at Zion 1 a Hill. The committee also thought that they might have
a beneficial influence on the surrounding tribes. It dissolved itself
in October. The two ordained men were no longer obliged to remain
there, although Schmidt stayed until the beginning of 1845. Eipper
went to Sydney in 1844 and became the minister of a Presbyterian
church at Draidwood, New South Wales.31
Schmidt had long become displeased with the work he was doing at
Moreton Bay. He became dissatisfied with the mission's organisation
and the "most shameful, treacherous backsliding work" of supporters in
Sydney and Derlin. Also his wife was ill. At the end of 1845 he sailed
to England where he :;-ii11istered to a Lutheran congregation in
Paddington. Ile travelled to Samoa in 1847, working for the London
Missionary Society at first, then conducting a school for the children
of foreign residents until his death in 1864.32
Although his statements to the Legislative Council Select Committee in
1845 suggest that Christopher Eipper's philosophy and expectations
were roughly similar to Schmidt's, failure does not appear to have
affected him in the same way. As well as differences in personality,
differences in training may have been factors. As the first graduate
of Gossner's society in Berlin, Schmidt may have been unreasonably
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motivated towards success by that dynamic evangelist, whereas Eipper
was not a Gassner man, having been trained at the Basle Institute. In
his later career Eipper was not a missionary. From Braidwood he went
to Paterson in the Maitland district as minister. Retiring from the
ministry in 1851 he held several teaching positions at Musswellbrook
and Aberdeen and died near Braidwood in 1894.33
Eipper's Statement of the Origin, Condition, and Prospects, of the
GermaJ Mission !£ the Aborigines at Moreton §L_ published in Sydney
in 1841, is the most comprehensive description of the early work of
the mission available. It is valuable for its comments on the
Aborigines of the district at that time and for the attitudes of
missionaries and other whites towards them which it reveals. When
considering the physical and moral condition of the Aborigines, Eipper
makes his severest judgement. The picture they present to him is one
of gross darkness and misery.
Their God is their belly: their will, or rather their
passions, are their law, as long as they are able by
violence and cruelty to maintain their point; and the
testimony of the Scripture, that 'the dark places of
the earth are full of the habitations of cruelty'
finds in their case an awful verification.34
The Lutherans naively believed that they could introduce their God to
the Aborigines through their bellies. The provision of food to induce
Aborigines to attend to Gospel lessons and coax them into an economic
system foreign to them was a principle often applied by Europeans in
Queensland. When the pastoral occupation of Queensland had been
completed in the 1880s the Aborigines of the rainforests of North
Queensland, who could not easily be reached by the Native Police, were
induced out of the forests and into reserves by the off er of regular
rations. The objective then was stop the blacks raiding white food
stores and so reduce the conflict in the area. When Ncston proposed
his system in 1895, he said: "The first condition is to feed the
aboriginals ••• Until an Aboriginal is well fed he is not in a condition
for improvement of any kind''.35 But Mcston had great advantages over
the early missionaries: he did not propose to convert thcru to
anything, including civilisation and Christianity.
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Although Schmidt and Eipper had left Moreton Bay by 1845 other
missionari2s had arrived. Gassner had sent a party of his missionaries
to the Chatham Islands in 1842 and in the following year he despatched
another party towards the New Hebrides. They arrived in Sydney in
January 1844 where they were advised against continuing. Two London
Missionary Society ministers had been forced to leave the New IIebrides
early in 1843 when their position had become perilous. On Lang's
advice two of this new party, Carl Friedrich Gerler and Johann Wilhelm
Gericke, decided to go to Zion's Hill, arriving in June 1844. Although
all the missionaries there now had to support themselves, the new men
had brought with them 400 pounds, giving them a sound start. The
mission temporarily revived and a branch station was opened at
Burpengary near Caboolture. Morale at Zion's Hill, however, had not
been good.

After the dissolution of the Sydney committee, two

opposing factions had been formed and some of the lay missionaries had
left, leaving only five of the originals. During this period Godfried
!Iausmann (called Godfrey by Eipper), a mission farmer, was attacked at
Burpengary by Aborigines.36
\

The missionaries also preached to the white settlers at

~~reton

Bay.

When Lang visited the German Station in December 1845 he reported that
they exercised

11

a moral and religious influence among the white

population of the humbler classes in and around Brisbane town".
Gradually, however, the mission lost its original character. The
Aborigines now were no longer ple11tiful, their numbers having been
reduced by alcohol, disease and malnutrition. The missionaries in

tu~n

were visited by preachers of various Protestant denom1,. •tions and
after the arrival of the Methodist clergyman, William :Ioorc, in 1847
some of the missionaries and their families became members of that
faith. By 1848 missionary work at Zion's Hill appears to have: ended
although the station was not abandoned until 1850. At the same time
several of the lay missionaries went to Sydney to study for the
ministry at Lang's Australian College. By 1354 some had become farmers
and had taken up land in the Caboolture district.37
Lang maintained his interest in the northern districts and sent the
missionary, William Ridley, there in 1855. Some of the poor
immigrants, who he hod begun recruiting and bringing to Australia as
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early as 1839, had moved from the south to Moreton Bay and other
northern districts. Lang was also a leader of the northern separation
movern 1t and possibly its chief publicist. During his 1845 visit he
had been "struck by what he saw as its potential as a receptacle for
free, diligent, and morally upright Protestant settlers". He formed
the Cooksland Colonization Company and his first shipload of 245
immigrants arrived in January 1845 to be met by official hostility to
this private immigration scheme. Two other vessels followed. These
industrious and self-reliant members of ''evangelical churches in the
Mother Country" added five hundred voices to Lang's successful
anti-transportation cause and the last covi,yict ship arrived in Mor2ton
)

Bay in 1850.38 Generally they shared his ideas and helped to extend
his influence on colonial Queensland society. Early attitudes to the
question of the acquisition of land and dispersal of the original
owners were in many respects an amalgam of Lang's calvinist
philosophy, the needs of the land-hungry pastoralists and the brutal
exigencies of frontier life. The contradiction between Lang's support
of the missionaries and the implications for the Aborigines of
extensive immigration were not explored by Lang or his followers.
The missionary enterprise at Moreton Bay foiled because of an
inability to understand Aboriginal society and the false assumptions
upon which the Lutherans based their efforts. There was no
intellectual medium through which they could present a better religion
and way of life to the indigenous people. They could not demonstrate
the benefits of Christianity because their concepts were not those of
the natives. They attempted to civilise as a step toward conversion,
but the Abori3ines saw no advantages in the European ways although
they did see many raaterial benefits in white society. European food
appealed to them as a supplement to and replacement for their own
food. As their natural resources gradually diminished in the face of
pastoral expansion, they were to become more dependent upon European
food. With this came tea, tobacco and alcohol. The Lutherans, however,
tried to use food alone to induce Aborigines to ~~tend school, to
incorporate them in the colonial labour force and to lwld them long
enough under their spell to effect conversion. The Aborigines accepted
food, sometimes providing in return their labour or trade goods, but
not accepting Christianity. \1hilc they offered their bellies to be
filled, they did not offer their minds.

~
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It would be wrong to say the Moreton Bay missionaries had no potential
for success. If they had had been able to isolate the local people
from the pernicious influences of white contact, they might, with time
and a gradual learning process on both sides, have reached an
understanding. In such circumstances some Aborigines might have
accepted Christianity - as happened on later settlements and missions.
The early Lutherans did not have the resources of land, food and
control available to those later settlements. Under the policy laid
down by Glenelg in 1837 Aborigines could not be confined and so could
not be kept out of Brisbane. Without legal restriction on both blacks
and whites and always desperate for the bare necessities to sustain
themselves, the Lutherans could not operate under conditions conducive
to success. On the other hand, it would wrong to say they had no
beneficial effect upon the local people. The sustenance they provided,
their peaceful attitudes anJ their perseverence in the face of extreme
difficulties may have done more to establish a rapport between
invaders and indigenes than any other Europeans in the district at
that time.
The Roman Catholic Church also attempted to convert the Aborigines of
the :toreton Bay district. In 1843 Archbishop John Polding of Sydney
sent four Passionist priests, th_ree Italians and a Swiss, to
Stradbroke Island to establish a mission. Three left the island in
mid-1846, leaving Father Vaccari to continue alone until July 1847,
when he abandoned the mission. Woolmington says three infnnts had been
baptised but no adults had been converted. According to Neston,
Vaccari "lived for the last six months in daily fear of being killed".
He said that a second Catholic mission was started there some years
later but ended without result, the priests leaving and soing to the
Sandwich Islands. Commenting on the work of later missionaries,

~leston

said "they all went the way of the German Station and the Strndbroke
missions 11 .39
It was easy for :.Jest":! .__ .i; c;miss the

~·!oreton

nay missionaries with

contempt: the record shows they were not competent to achieve their
stated aims, a fact which, it seems, some of them realised. On the
basis of the aoreton Bay experience Queensland governments in the
Nineteenth Century were not optir:dstic about putting public money into
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missions, not believing they would succeed. Such aid as they did give
over the years was simply a measure of their failure to find an answer
to a growing social problem.
The Lutheran demise in Moreton Bay signified the first failure of
Aboriginal policy in the north. Protectorates had been established in
the southern districts, especially Port Phillip District, in the
1830s; and, to demonstrate that Aborigines were now British subjects
and to be treated equally under the law, seven white men had been
hanged in 1838, because of the killing of t1venty-eight Aborigines at
Myall Creek in the Gwydir district. The government in Sydney had not
created a protectorate in the northern districts, presumably because
it believed one was not required in a penal colony, where nominally
whites, both prisoners and

~uards,

were not free to roam the bush as

were settlers in the south. Indeed contact between Aborigines and
Europeans in the Moreton Bay district during 1824-42 led to few
outrages of the kind, which required a protectorate. The invasion of
the Darling Downs, Burnett District and outlying parts of the Moreton
Bay District after 1840 by sheepmen from the south did lead to more
serious incidents. such as the alleged poisoning of a large number of
Aborigines at Kilcoy station in 1842. Evidence of such brutality was
hard to gather. When he heard these allegations the New South Wales
Attorney-General, J.II. Plunkett, who had prosecuted in the Myall Creek
case, wrote tci the owner of Kilcoy, Sir Evan Mackenzie, cautioning him
and sent Simpson to investigate, but Simpson could not obtain
sufficient information or secure white witnesses willing to testify.
Aboriginal evidence was not admitted in New South Wales courts until
1876. In the post-:Iyall Creek era it was hard to find whites who would
testify against other whites, and settlers now commonly used poison
instead of bullets in response to Aboriginal depredations on their
runs. Protectorates cost

~oney

and so, in the severe economic

recession of the early 1840s, any alternative which cost the
government little was most welcome.40
For this reason official policy on Aboriginal-European relations in
the northern districts was to leave it to the missionaries to act as
intermediaries between the pastorialists and the Aborigines and by
spiritual means induce the Aborigines to change their behaviour. The
chief problem

jn

Aboriginal-European relations at that time, and for
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decades later, was perceived by expansionist governments to be
Aboriginal hostility and Aboriginal nature. Governments were told by
the churches that the natives were inherently evil because they lived
in darkness, ignorant of God's grace; but if they were converted to
Christianity their natures, and therefore their behaviour, would
change. They would no longer behave evilly. It seems that no
government was ever fully persuaded by this argument, but most were
prepared to allow the churches, as represented by the missionaries, to
attempt to solve the problem of black resistance by conversion and to
grant them some assistance in their efforts. In this way official
policy was to leave the management of Aboriginal-European relations on
the northern frontier to the missionaries; but by the end of the 1840s
it was clear that this policy had failed. The frontier had run away,
out of official control and beyond missionary resources. Also, there
was no clear evidence that any Aborigine had been Christianised. The
frontiersmen could now argue, as the Queensland squatters'
parliamentary inquiry of 1861 was to conclude, that the Aborigines
were irredeemable. Their evil natures would never change. By the end
of the 1840s the poblems of frontier violence had to be solved by
force.
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CHAPTER 2: VIOLENT FRONTIER
Missionary activity was part of the general humanitarian story behind
the history of attempts to assist Aborigines in Queensland. As well as
studying the humanitariar;s it is also necessary to study the pastoral
industry in which much happened in the treatment of Aborigines to
which churchmen and others objected. On the other hand, pastoralists
and their political representatives made some effort to assist
Aborigines, particularly during the period of the Palmer government,
1870-74, and without their agreement the 1897 the 1•rotection
legislation would not have passed through parliament ~~ easily, if at
all.

By '.ontrast, in South Australia two years later the antagonism

of the squatters prevented the passage of similar legislation. For
these reasons it will be shown that the missionaries and pastoralists,
although providing very different parts of the Queensland experience,
contribute strongly to the historical background.
With the ending of the depression in the pastoral industry in 1844 the
sheepmen and their herds resumed their rapid occupation of Aboriginal
lands in the northern districts of New South Wales. They had gone
westward from Sydney about as far as the climate would permit, all the
land along the Darling River having been taken up by the mid-1840s.
The main thrust now was northwards onto the Darling Downs, then
westwards along the Condamine into the Maranoa, eastwards into the
Moreton Bay and Wide Bay districts and northwards into the Burnett
district, where the first station, Burrandowan, had been taken up in
18~L. rhe German explorer, Ludwig Leichhardt, had set off with a party

o
Por~

-~ others from Jimbour on the Darling Downs in 1844, reaching

3Gington on Cobourg Peninsula eighteen months later. The

sheepmen were not long in following his tracks. The first station on
the upper Dawson River, Woleebee, was taken up in 1847. The Leith Hays
were as far north and inland as Rannes on the lower Dawson River by
March 1853 ~nd Andrew Scott was on Hornet Bani~ at the western end of
the line of stations starting to appear along the Dawson by September
1853. The Archer brothers established themselves near the present-day
Rockhampton in 1855.
By this time men with British investment money or the profits of
successful ventures on the Victorian goldfields were rushing to

u

I
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acquire land in the region which was to become Queensland. The rapidly
expanding population on the goldfields ensured a market for anyone who
was prepared to raise cattle on the northern runs and drove them to
Victoria. Despite the risks of frontier life, many were willing to
face those dangers. Most of those prepared to ride across the
grasslands of the Condamine or through the hills of ·:he Burnett and on
to the Dawson, usually in twos or threes, often alone except for an
Aboriginal servant and guide, were driven by memories of poverty at
home in Britain and the apparently boundless opportunities of
Australia. The driving motive was acquisition, security and staying
ahead of competitors in colonial society. As David Denholm has said:
"If a man made wealth, and paused, rested on his labours, then the
expanding scale carried other men past him, so that the longer he had
been in the colony, the harder he had to work to remain wealthy."l
This rapacious occupation of the grasslands of the northern districts
of New South Wales inevitably led to conflict with the Aboriginal
owners. Sir Thomas Mitchell, the Surveyor-General, who led an
expedition from Sydney through the New England District to the Maranoa
and as far as the Barcoo River in 1846, said two years later that the
intrusion of white men's cattle would limit the Aborigines' resources
so that they would Hfeel disposed when urged by hunger, to help
themselves to some of the cattle or sheep that had fattened on the
green pastures kept clear for kangaroos from time immemorial by the
fires of the natives and their forefathers ••• "2
The consequences of the white man's intrusion were apparent within a
few

y~ars

of the Leslie brothers squatting at Toolburra on the

Condamine in 1840. Between January 1842 and November 1843 thirteen
whites had been killed on the Darling Downs.3 From the Maranoa, where
Allan Macpherson was forced by constant attacks to abandon Haunt
Abundance station, to the Mary River where fifty armed min, led by
Gregory Blaxland,

~venged

and counter-killing had

the murder of the two Pegg brothers, killing

b~~ome

commonplace by 1849. In that year

the Moreton Ray Courier commented that attacks on stock and whites had
become too common to cause much sensation. In the next year Blaxland
was ambushed and killed about 200 yards from his homestead at Gin Gin.
A punitive party of whites was formed and hundreds of blncks were saitl
to have been killed.4
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The attacks were not confined to the interior; occasionally whites
died in the Moreton Bay district. Andrew Gregor, brother of a
clergyman in drisb3ne, and a neighbour, Mrs Shannon, were killed on
the Pine River sr;uth of Durundur in October 1846.5 It seems that only
Roderick Flanagan, a Sydney journalist, recognised that such attacks
had been part c1f general Aboriginal resistance along the whole
south-east Australia frontier. In 1852-53 he wrote for the Sydney
newspaper, The Empire, a series of articles later collected and
published under the title The Aborigines of Australia • He was
possibly the first to study seriously Aboriginal-European contact
history and the causes of conflict between the two races. He took the
trouble to examine official papers in reference to the Aborigines laid
on the table of the Legislative Council in October 1843 on the motion
of one of the members. Most were reports from the protectors appointed
in 1838 and missionaries throughout the country. Referring to the
killing and other abuses of Aborigines, Flanagan says: ''· .• the
disclosures which [the papers] make in reference to the acrocities
which had been for some time committed against the aborigines afford a
satisfactory elucidation of the causes of the retaliatory warfare
which the latter subsequently waged".6
Among the reports Flanagan read was one from Johann Handt at Moreton
Bay. He does not give the date, but quotes Handt as saying:
The aborigines have been on the decrease during the
past year. Several fights have taken place among them;
but this is not the chief cause of this circumstance,
as their fights bear rather the character of warlike
games, in which seldom more than one, and frequently
none at all, is killed, but merely some wounded. I am
sorry to state that where the Europeans have
established cattle and sheep stations here, some
hostilities have taken place between the aborigines
and the settlers, in which some on both sides have
lost their lives.7
The ll~ssons which Flanagan saw in official reports from the frontier
that white violence, theft of tribal lands and disruption of
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traditional society had provoked Aboriginal retaliation - were largely
ignored by the government and the settlers. The missionaries had
failed to convert the Aborigines and to civilise them and were
generally disgraced. On the frontier it was a life-or-death struggle,
in which killing led to revenge killing until the revengers sometimes
became victims of their own provocation. In the Wide Bay district in
1847 George Furbur, who had fired at Aborigines on his run some time
previously, was attacked by a man armed with a steel axe while working
on it and left for dead. Furbur, however, recovered, rode to Ipswich
to be treated for a serious head wound, returned to Wide Bay, sought
out his assailant and shot him dead. Furbur surrendered to police who
took no action. Nonetheless he was killed by blacks soon after this.8
Sometimes resistance was on a

massivt~

scale. Four to five hundred

Aborigines attacked McEnroe's run in the Maranoa district in 1851,
drove off a mob of cattle and tried to fire the hut to get at the
overseer. Four Aborigines were killed. Afterwards, according to
William Coote, they were followed and a number of the cattle recovered
after a fight in which nine Aborigines were killed. "In the Burnett,"
he adds, "they were unremitting in their attacks and the life of the
outlying settler must have been one of continuous anxiety and alarm.
It .is not surprising that squatting settlement was not ••• much extended
[at this time]."9
Obtaining labour to work their runs was always difficult for the
pastoralists on the extreme limits of occupation. The editor of
the

Moi:~

Bay Courier, William Wilks,

remark~d

in April 1852 that

the squatters feared that if they reported all outrages labourers
would be deterred from \iforking for them.10 The lonely shepherd was an
easy and frequent target of black retaliation. Even the troopers of
the Black Police were not immune from attack. In 1855 Aborigines
attacked a camp of troopers in the Burnett district, killing two and
wounding three. Coote remarks:
A great discomfort was felt at the want of protection
to the pioneers in the north and the west, while a war
of reprisals, which would necessarily be one of
extermination, seemed imminent. Two white men were
murdered at Wide Bay; two more were attacked ••• and

"""

-
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stations were robbed and plundered, the N.S.W.
authorities looking on with the serenity which
exemption from danger inspires ••• 11
Into this situation came William Ridley in 1855. He was the first new
missionary to be appointed to the northern districts since the
Lutherans had become inactive in the late 1840s. Several of the German
missionaries had gone to Sydney to study for the ministry at Lang's
Australian College. Among them was Gottfried Hausmann, who had been
appointed an itinerant chaplain to the English and German settlers in
the northern districts. Early in 1855 Lang had asked him to join
Ridley in his missionary work in the north. Hausmann responded
enthusiastically, saying that he would like to spend all his time in
such work.12 Obviously Hausmann did not consider that the Moreton Bay
missionaries had failed.
Reared in a prosperous family of Dissenters in Essex, Ridley had been
educated at the University of London. Rejected by the London
Missionary Society because he had once held Plymouth Brethren beliefs,
he was recruited by Lang and arrived in Sydney in March 1850. Ridley
had hoped to work with the Aborigines but was persuaded to become
classics professor at the Austrolian College. In 1850 he was ordained
in the Scots Church by Lang and in the following year was appointed to·
Dungog. In 1853 he began a widespread itinerant ministry in the New
England district. There he became interested in the tribes which spoke
the Kamilaroi language and made this a study which when published
later contributed considerably to Australian ethnology. Early in 1855
Lang sent Ridley to Brisbane, where he formed the Moreton Bay
Aborigines Friends' Society in February and soon began travelling
throughout the Darling Downs.13
Hausmann accompanied Ridley on one of these early journeys. In a
letter to Lang in July 1855, he said that what he had seen of the
Aborigines encour2~~d him to believe that they were fit and capable of
believing and obeying the Gospel as well as any other heathens. "I
never could give the natives up," Hausmann declared. "I am happy to
state that the German mission at Moreton Bay is not in vain; if the
missionary cause which haG of late again been revived by Mr Ridlcy's
arrival in the :foreton Bay district is properly carried on. "14
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On 21 July 1855 Ridley set out alone from Brisbane to ascertain how
far into the interior the Turrabul dialect, used in Brisbane, was
understood by the Aborigines; to learn what dialects were spoken along
the Condamine, especially to find where Kamilaroi, the language of the
Namoi area of the New England district, began to be spoken; and ''to
declare the glad tidings of salvation wherever it was possible''. He
preached to white settlers and any Aborigines who would listen to him,
distributing to the latter small

sp~lling

books or tracts containing

their own words in English characters. These tracts contained a "brief
statement of creation, of man's sin, of God's anger at sin, and of
Christ's interposition on behalf of sinners".15
From Killarney, a flourishing wheat farm on the head of the Condamine,
Ridley followed the course of the river for 450 miles, going almost in
a semi-circle, northwards, then westwards, then southwards.

On

Western Creek at the head of the Weir River, which rises within twelve
miles of the Condamine, he encountered Aborigines who spoke some
Kamilaroi and bore family

nam~s

used on the Namoi, 200 miles to the

south. As he progressed along the Con<lamine he met other Aborigines
who understood a few words of the Namoi dialect, but nt Surat, three
hundred miles from Warwick, he found twenty-five who understood
Kamilaroi. At Surat Lieutenant Geor3e Fulford of the Native Police
sent two black troopers with him as he rode down the next seventy
miles of the river. There was no station in that stretch and it was
considered unsafe to travel unprotected.16
The presence of the black troopers very much interfered with the
object of his journey at the next stopping place, Dulgora, "by
striking terror into the hearts of the unoffcnding blacks there. It
was some time before they could be persuaded that one who came
attendee! by policemen had no hostile intentions. 11 After the police had
gone he found the local blacks more accessible.17 The Aborigines of
the Condamine had good reason to be afraid of the Native Police, the
formation and activities of which will be discussed in the next
chapter.
On 26 August 1855 Ridley crossed the Culgoa River and travelled ten
miles to the Balonne River. ''No minister of the Gospel had ever before
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visited the colonists scattered along the last 200 miles of this
river, which has now been occupied nine years.''18 There were but four
or five families and not more than sixty whites altogether in that
distance. On this river the effect upon the Aborigines of the
occupation by Europeans of the country was "forcibly presented".
Before the occupation of this district by colonists, he said, the
Aborigines could never have been at a loss for the "necessaries" of
life. Except in the lowest part of the river, there was water in the
driest seasons and fish, fowl and game abounded. "But when the country
was taken up, and herds of cattle introduced, not only did the cattle
drive away the kangaroos, but those who had charge of the cattle found
it necessary to keep the aborigines away from the river, as their
appearance frightened the cattle in all directions."19
Ridley had seen the situation which Mitchell had foreseen when he
travelled through this country in 1846. In the following passages he
asked some questions which the colonists were not prepared to answer
until after the conquest of Queensland was completed.
After some fatal conflicts, in which some colonists
and many aborigines have been slain, the blacks have
been awed into submission to the orders which forbid
their access to the river. And what are the
consequences? Black fellows coming in from the west
report that last summer very large

nu~bers,

afraid

to visit the river, were crowded round a few scanty
waterholes, within a day's walk of which it was
impossible to get sufficient food; that during the
hottest weather the great red ants in that dry
locality were so formidable that neither men nor
opossums could rest night or day except for an hour
or so at noon; that owing to these combined hardships
many died. This is only black fellows' report; but
when we know that when people have been cut off from
four-fifths of their usual supply of food, and reduced
to a scanty supply of bad water, is it an
incredible report that sickness and death have
befallen them? 20
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As might be expected, he said, partly from the pressure of real want
and partly out of anger at the interference of the white man with
their prosperity 11 they skulk about spearing cattle".
How can such a sad state of things be prevented?
The squatter has a licence from the cro1m to
occupy the country with his cattle; and unless his
cattle are secure

from the visits of the blacks

they will not stay on the run. He argues thus:
"The licence entitles me to make sure of the benefit
to be derived from depasturing the run; and the run is
useless while blacks roam over it; so that the
licence, if worth anything, includes the right to
order them away." The question then arises, whether it
is not the duty of the government,

.£!::!.

assuming

!!:!£

ownership of the land, by srantinq licences ~ occupy
it,

to see that the human beings who have been wont

to get their living off the land thus taken up, have
at least a supply of food provided for them equal to
that of which they are deprived by the introduction of
the licence-holder?21
After recognising that the Aborigines of the district obtained some
supplies by working for the settlers Ridley states that only a small
proportion could be employed. Irrespective of this, ''the tribes who
are deprived of their chief means of subsistence have a right to some
compensation from the government which takes to itself the
responsibility of owning the land, and lets it to others for purposes
inconsistent with their accustomed free occupation of it."
Proceeding down the Moonie Creek to the Barwon and thence to the
Namoi, he visited eighteen stations, meeting resident blacksJ all of
whom spoke Kamiluroi as their native tongue.
One poor fellow on the Mooni [sic] addressed me in n
long and pathetic haran3ue on the wrongs which his
people have suffered at the hands of the white men,
and urged upon me, as I had been telling the black
fellows not to do evil, to go round and tell the white
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men not to wrong the blacks, especially not to take
away their gins.22
Ridley does not say whether he had any answer for the "poor fellow".
Most likely not, because he and his church were powerless to stop
frontier practices which the government in Sydney, with much greater
authority, could not.
Ridley continued southwards to Murrurundi at the head of the Hunter
Valley early in October 1855 and, instead of proceeding the short
distance to Newcastle perhaps to take a sea passage back to Moreton
Bay, chose to return via the Peel River, the Namoi and the Gwydir. On
27 October he reached Callandoon on the Macintyre. He heard that a
fortnight previously 360 blacks, chiefly people of the Balonne and
Moonie districts, had been assembled there. Ridley tried to catch up
with them but failed. He had, however, spoken to about forty who were
constant inhabitants at Callandoon and who spoke Bigambul, whom Ridley
called the Pikumbul.
The Pikumbul blacks were for some years, the most
determined and troublesome foes the colonists have met
in this country; and though now on friendly terms wit~
the white people, and useful in the business of the
stations, they are more ferocious in their fights one
with another than most of the aborigines ••• The
features of these blacks are sharper, their expression
more cunning, and their bodies more slender than
others.23
Ridley does not say why such determined foes were now on friendly
terms with the whites. Quite possibly they had been subjunated during
the Ha ti ve Police Force's campaign in this area in 18l19 and, like most
Aborigines before and afterwards, had reachee,t an accommodation with
the Europeans. The ~~tive Police were not the only ones at that time
to force the blacks to change their attitude, as the following account
by William Telfer shows.
A rlrover born near Tamworth in 1842, Telfer took sheep to the Maranan
via the Balonne in December 1859 and came to an old station named
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Waroo on the Balonne. "The old hut there was the scene of a great
fight with the Macintyre tribe of blacks," Telfer recollected years
later.

In 1849 the white men on the station were cooped up in the hut

for a week, surrounded by the blacks who had killed one white already.
One night the whites escaped while the blacks were having a feast and
returned next night with twenty-five well-armed men, having as allies
the tribe on the western side of the river who provided "one hundred
and fifty warriors". Telfer continued:
The enemy were encamped in fancied serenity, havin3 no
sentries, [then they] went to sleep from which they
were surprised and shot down like so many sheep. If
they escaped from the whites they were massacred by
the savage tribe of Aboriginals. They [his informants
at l·laroo] said there were fully two hundred sluin.
Those were all buried in one large pit in front of the
old hut. There was a large mound there when I passed
that way, covered with green grass, the only evidence
of the massacre of the last stand of the Macintyre
tribe of Aboriginals in Australia against the white
::ian. This tribe of Aboriginals were the most active to
oppose the white race. The country they oc~upiecl was a
very scrubby part, well adapted for their hostility to
the whites. 2l}
Ridley rode homewards across the Darlin3 Downs by way of Yandilla,
Drayton and Ipswich to Brisbane which he reached on 13 November,
having travelled 1850 miles since setting out. He was sure that in the
remote districts he had visited there was a neecl for three
missionaries. He had net on the Dmms a ::iissionary sent out by the
Colonial Church and School Society, whose

"cvan~elic

labours amon3 a

widely scattered people will, I trust, prove abundantly effcctive''.25
Ridley did not name this missionary. ·~ may have been referring to the
Anglican, Benjamin Glennie, who had established St ~·Int thew's Church at
Drayton in H350, or the Presbyterian, the !levcrend Thoi:ms Kingsford,
who had arrived in Harwick in 1352.26 Neither were missionaries to the
Abori3ines in the nor::ial sense.
During h:i.s tir.ie at ~·!ore ton Ruy, Uidlcy was "frustro tccl and incl i3<m t"
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and resumed parish work in 1857 with the United Presbyterian Church of
Victoria at Portland. Next year he returned to pastoral work in Sydney
because of his wife's ill-health and in 1861 became a journalist, a
profession he followed for most of his remaining life, being for a
time editor of Henry Parkes' Empire. He died in Sydney in 1878.27
Ridley submitted a proposal on assisting the Aborigines to the 1861
Queensland Legislatiw Assembly select committee which will be
considered in Chapter 5.
The type of frontier violence on the Macintyre to which Ridley and
Telfer had referred was about to explode again, this time along the
Dawson line of stations. The pressures upon the Aborigines there had
been building up for ten years and for fifteen years on their
linguistic affiliates in the Auburn and Burnett districts. Relations
between settlers and Aborigines on the Dawson during the first five
years were reasonably good but after 1852 steadily declined. By 1856
shepherds were frequently killed. In July 1857 blacks confronted Mrs
Martha Fraser and her children at Hornet Bank station until she
deterred them by a show of weapons. At dawn on 27 October of that year
blacks entered the sleeping homestead at Hornet Bank and killed eight
members of the Fraser family and three s~rvants. It wns a carefully
planned action designed to frighten tlte whites out of the Dawson. It
almost succeeded. The whites, assisted by the ~ative Police, reacted
mercilessly. Over eighteen months at least three hundred Aborigines
were killed in retaliation for the Fraser murders.28
Law and order had never been firmly enforced on the Dawson and after
the reduction in ~ative Police strength two years previously it had
been weakened disastrously for the whites. Now it had broken down
completely on the northern frontier. The Ipswich North Australian in
April 1858 said that the present aituation originated in well-meaning
endeavours to improve the position of the Ahorinines by philanthropic
individuals totally i3norunt of the question and in an attempt to
apply to them the "refinements and subtleties of English lnw." By this
the paper was repeatin3 the conventional coloninl wisdom that the
judicial system ~ould not be applied to Ahori~incs because of the
difficulties of acceptinp, their evidence. "The experiment failed," it
added, "as was anticipated, ami in disgust ••• the Colon fol Govc>rnmcnt
abdicntcd its functions, and left the two races to the horrors of

'

•
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internecine war."29
The faults of the past system of land alienation and their
contribution to frontier violence were dramatically stated in the
Drayton Darling Downs Gazette in July 1858. The primary cause of the
recent attacks by the Aborigines, it said, had arisen from the abuse
of the Orders in Council whereby an immense tract of country had been
taken up and held by speculators in runs without any intention of
stocking them, thus preventing the bona fide squatter with his flocks
taking advantage of the unoccupied

J~~d

to the extreme frontier where he cou .
case of attack nor receive adequate

and compelling him to proceed
'ther communicate properly in

~roraction.

Before these Orders in

Council were in force, the pioneer flockmasters rarely left unoccupied
space between stations and while pushing out invariably sought
protection from each other. The system of extending and occupying
their runs was done with regularity, three years being sufficient time
to get the "wild natives under complete subjection" and for

th~

station to begin yielding some return for the capital invested. A few
weeks campaigning, the Darlinq Downs Gazette said, was sufficient to
make the Aborigines "feel the power and the superiority of the white
avengers" and to render them quiet and comparntively inoffensive. "We
heard no more of outrages on life, the stock grazed in peace and
plenty, and the shepherds followed their avocations without dread ••• "
Owing to the cupidity of the run-speculators the legitimate squatter
had been completely shut out from the availahle pasturages and the
frontier stations weFe so isolated that mutual protection was utterly
hopeless. "If it had not been for this vicious error, the whole of the
Dm1Son and

~·!aranoa

districts would have been stocked long ago." The

whole system was so replete with abuses of one kind and another,
the Gazette added, that it was absolutely necessary to reform it
alto3ethcr.30 The first action of the first Queensland parliament
after sepnration was to do just that - with even more disastrous
results for the Abori3incs.
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CHAPTER J: THE WALKER POLICY
When the new colony of Queensland was proclaimed by the Governor, Sir
George Ferguson Bowen, on 10 December 1859, its treasury was empty
except for seven-and-a-half pennies and even that was stolen by a
thief a few nights after the governor's arrival. To make things worses
the government in Sydney, which had never been happy about the
proposed excision of the northern districts from New South Wales, in
the next year presented a bill for twenty-thousand pounds for works
carried out in Queensland before separation. There were only two ways
of obtaining money quickly - borrowing it and earning it by selling
something immediately available. Bowen borrowed from the banks against
the future revenue-producing capacity of the colony but this was
likely to remain small for some time. Under the New South lo/ales
regulations which applied in Queensland uncil separation, only 25,000
hectares had been alienaten and the purchase money for this had gone
to the New South Wales Government.I Other land was occupied on
leasehold. Al tho•Jgh the new colony's population was only 28, 056 in
1860, the government's income was inadequate to meet the cost of
public administration, works and services and to repay the initial
bank loans. Bowen and his Premier, Robert Herbert, and Treasurer, R.R.
Mackenzie, knew the only recourse was to pastoral expansion anu land
sales far more rapid than in the past.
The terms of the 1860 Land Act, rushed through parliament in May, were
attractive: anyone could apply for a one-year licence to occupy a run
of 100 square miles (259 square kilometres); and within nine months
the occupier had to apply for a fourteen-year lease conditional upon
having stocked the run to one-fourth of its capacity. The emphasis on
stocking was aimed at preventing the abuses mentioned in the previous
chapter by the Darlinq Downs Gazette, the voice of the Darling Downs
"pure merinos". These were the district's first

~quattcrs

who rr:id now

become entrenched and lived a semi-feudal life. They dominated the
first parliament and saw to it that the first Land Act suited them: it
got rid of the southern "run jobbers" and allowed them access to
choice lands between their runs. It caused a rush of

~cw

South Wales

squatters threatened by the Robertson Crown Land Acts of 1861, UhJer
which all squatting leases taken out before 1857 were reduced to
one-year terms within the settled districts and five-year outside.
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These leases might be invaded at any time by free selectors. Similar
legislation in Victoria had the same effect.2 It alsc proved a
financial bonanza for the Downs pastoralists. D.B. Haterson has said
most new runs in the north and west were stocked from the Downs. The
new South lfules and Victorian gold discoveries had created a
tremendous

d~mand

for fat stock which the Downs were able to fill at

twelve to 1.-•.r,..~en shillings a head. Maiden ewes sent to the new
Queensland

~

;'S

brought one pound a head. 3

1y 1861 the land-hungry men from the south had followed the explorers,
such as George Elphinstone Dalrymple in 1859 and John Mackay in 1860
into the Kennedy district and followed Frederick Walker, the former
Native Police Commandant, in 1860 and 1861 into the Comet River and
Barcoo River districts. The Maranoa in the early sixties experienced a
land boom which .Joon spilled over into the Warrego.4 Northern land
fever now followed the gold fever of the previous decade in the south
and gold helped finance those who wanted pastoral
an~where a~

emµir~s

almost

almost any price. The Aborigines had to face this rush

across the grasslands of Queensland, being unable to retreat into the
lands of hostile neighbours. They had resisted with violence on the
Dawson in 1857 and after a range war which lasted eighteen months were
defeated, being forced to accept domination on the white man's terms.
In the Kennedy, Lower Dawson, Central Queensland, Maranoa and Warrego
.districts, they also resisted as best they could; but away from the
rugged country of the Uoper Dawson and the Carnarvon Ranges were
e~sily

overwhelmed by the Native Police, By early 1861 the activities

of this force was attracting criticism in the colonial press, largely
in the form of letters of protest. One of the chief critics was Walker
himself. For this reason and because the abolition of the Native
?olice was recommended by Heston in 1896, Halker is worthy of closer
study than he has received in the past.
Frederick Walker seems to have been born in Dawlish, Devon, in 1820,
his 'widowed mother rearing six children in "genteel poverty". Soon
after his arrival in New South Wales in 1844 he became superintendent
of lv.C. Wentworth's Tala station on the Murrumbidgee River. After
serving briefly as Clerk of Petty Sessions at Tumut and Wagga Wagga,
he took the intitiative in 1848 of forming a semi-official force of
mounted native trooper along the lines of the force raised by Captain
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Henry Dana in the Southern or Port Phillip District in 1842 to protect
squatters on the pastoral frontier. Walker assumed responsibility for
the Middle District of New South Wales (that is, the present State)
and, although he had no legal authority, the government in Sydney
accepted his force as a necesdary measure and voted it funds each year
and levied the squatters to pay for it. After repressing restive
tribes in the Riverina and the Lower Darling River districts in 1848,
Walker swept up the Darling in response to demands from the northern
districts for more efficient protection from Aboriginal attacks. In
May 1849 he established his headquarters at Callandoon, west of
Goondiwindi on the Macintyre River, and in two months overwhelmed the
tribes on both sides of the Macin.:yrr: and in the Darling Downs,
Condamine and Upper Dawson districts.5
Even at this stage in his career Walker was criticising squatters for
their attitudes and practices towards

Aborigine~

and declaring that if

settlers broke the law protecting Aborigines, the latter had a
reciprocal "right" to break the law protecting squatters. Ile even
proposed that protection be denied to settlers who took the law into
their own hands. The Native Police Force under Walker soon extended
its activities to the Burnett and Wide Bay districts with equal
effects, shattering Aboriginal society and facilitating white
settlement. By 1852 Aboriginal resistance had been

lar~ely

crushed on

the northern districts; but lfulker's hard-living and hard-drinking
were beginning to harm his performance and reputation. Some Burnett
squatters had already begun to oppose him and now saw the levy which
they paid for protection as being unnecessary. Discipline in the force
deteriorated, especially because shortage of money and distance made
it difficult to meet commitments, and he was accused of defalcations.
The New South Wales government, however, stood behind him for some
time, tolerating his personal imperfections and rejecting demands that
control of the Native Police be handed over to local benches of
squatter magistrates. Inevitably the rumours of outrages committed by
the force reached the ears of humanitarians like Ridley. Powerful
squatters like W.H. Halsh of Degilbo in the Burnett and William
Forster, later Premier of New South Wales, denigrated him. Forster
claimed that Walk!?\ had friends in high places and that W.C. Wentworth
was his protector. Forster had complained of Walker's intemperate
habits for three years and a number of magistrates and settlers had
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made a combined request for an inquiry into his behaviour. Finally
Walkzr's fellow officers complained about him. A court of inquiry was
held in Brisbane at the end of 1854 to consider the allegations.
Walker arrived drunk at the court and was summarily dismissed. The
inquiry did not proceed.6
In David Denholm's words, Walker's view of race relations had become
discredited. Those who believed that a laissez-faire policy should
apply on the frontier had won. The force was reduced from 136 officers
and men to 72 largely to reduce costs, a measure which was considered
wise in view of the "efficiency" of the force in pacifying the
Aborigines of the settled districts. But those who objected to the
existence.of the Native Police soon had to face the alternatives.
Witnesses to the 1856 New South Wales Legislative Assembly select
committee inquiry into the Native Police Force said that attacks by
the blacks had increased following the reduction in the force,
especially as the dismissed troopers, whom the government would not
return to the southern districts because of the cost, had joined the
northern tribes and imparted their knowledge of police methods and
white behaviour. Some of these former troopers, it was alleged, had
been ringleaders in recent attacks. William Elliott of the Fitzroy
River, who had lost one man killed in a night attack on his station
about seventy miles from Port Curtis, agreed with the chairman of the
committee, Gordon Sandeman of the Burnett district, that if there were
no Native Police the squatters would still move out and take up new
land and there wo:ild be more loss of life. The recent want of
protection had only delayed occupation of new country, he said.7 This
was the situation which had applied until the disaster at Hornet Bank
in October 1857.
After his dismissal Walker became overseer at Serocold and Mackenzie's
Cockatoo Creek station on the Upper Dawson. Later he had set himself
up as an agent for pastoralists seeking new runs in central
Queensland. He was on his way back from an expedition to the Comet
River district, discovered by Leichhardt in 1844, when he and his
partner and an Aboriginal guide had been attacked on the night before
the Hornet Bank outrage. Badly injured he was carried lying across the
saddle of a horse 120 miles to the nearest sLation. Six months later
Walker still showed the effects of his wounds but he was a tough

____...............................................___________--_
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frontiersman and superb horseman, who bore his attackers no ill-will
even though two of them had come from Cockatoo Creek with his party.
Walker soon extended his activities by providing a private security
service of former troopers to add to the limited protection which the
Native Police afforded the squatters on the Dawson line of stations.
His private force, however, annoyed the then commandant of the Native
Police, Edric Morisset, whom Walker seemed to enjoy taunting and
undermining by inducing the best troopers to join his private force.
The New South Wales Government had become concerned about the
activities of Walker's new force and early in 1859 Walker was
instructed to disband it. He was now working as an overseer on
Eurombah station next to Hornet Bank. In January of that year he and
Daniel Cameron took up Planet Downs station in the Comet River
district and moved sheep there in 1860.8
By this time Aborigines in this area, accepting white conquest, had
entered into an uncertain relationship with the settlers, continuing
to move fairly freely in their traditional lands, liviPg off the
rapidly decreasing natural resources while also accepting employment
on the stations to obtain European goods. At the end of 1860 they were
helping with the shearing at several stations such as Christopher
Rolleston's Albinia Downs and the Dutton brothers' Bauhinia Downs.
This meant that large bands of Aborigines often appeared at the
stations seeking work or food or both. After the Hornet Bank massacre,
however, Morisset had issued orders to his divisional officers that
they were "at all times and opportunities to disperse any large
assemblages of Blacks''. Early in 1861 an inexperienced officer,
Second-Lieutenant Alfred Patrick, who had joined the force in August
of the previous year and was disappointed that he had not yet "killed
a black", applied Morisset's orders with tactless efficiency. Patrick
forced a group of Aborigines who had been shearing at Albinia Downs
off the station and then, when following them up, came into conflict
with them, killing some. In March he tried to push off Bauhinia Downs
Aborigines who had been working for the Duttons and were waiting for a
dray to arrive with tomahawks and blankets promised to them. This
caused Henry Dutton to draw a revolver on Patrick to prevent another
conflict between the police and the Aborigines. Ilis brother Charles
wrote to Morisset protesting against Patrick's action and Walker wrote
to the Colonial Secretary in April supporting Dutton's complaints. But
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the officer in command of the Leichhardt district, who investigated
the matter, claimed that other squatters in the district were not
alarmed by Patrick's action and no official action was taken.9
Walker had long been a critic of the administration of the Native
Police, having written many letters to the government complaining of
the harsh treatment given the troopers including murder by their
officers. Walker's policy towards the Aborigines appears to have been
one of mediation between the two races in order to achieve some sort
of accommodation and to employ them on the stations where in many
cases their labour was desperately needed. The official policy set out
by Norisset and carried out "in a state of maniacal excitement" by
Patrick prevented Walker's policy being effected. In July 1861 Walker
wrote to the Queensland Attorney-General, Ratcliffe Pring, expressing
his pleasure that Pring had stated in the Legislative Assembly that it
was the duty of the magistrates to protect the Aborigines as much as
it was their duty to protect the Europeans. He commented bitterly:
'' ••• of what use are such truisms, when it is notorious, that they are
ignored in practice." After citing many instances of brutality and
miscarriage of justice towards the Aborgines, Walker said there was a
strong feeling that "this state of things is connived at by the
Government, for it has been frequently reiterated, that the
proceedings of the Officers of the Native Police were founded upon
positive instructions from Nr Chas Cowper", the Premier of :iew South
Wales. A false construction had been put upon these instructions, he
said, and he feared that the Queensland government had constantly been
misinformed upon these matters. He hoped that means would be taken to
put a stop to ''an infernal system, which has already cast a deep stain
upon the t;_o~;~ this Colony". Pring sent Walker 1 s letter to
Herbert, who was 9r1onial Secretary as well as Prer:iier, and Herbert
acknowledge~

it a few days later, but if any response was made to

Walker's allegations it is not available.IO
Walker's protestations on behalf of the Aborigines may have rung
hollow to some whites at that time. William Archer of Gracemere told
the 1858 Select Committee investigating the murders on the Dawson that
Walker had a "particular tact" in dealing with his troopers. He would
punish them by tying them up and having them flogged by other
troopers. "This was an excellent way of appealing to the feelings of a
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trooper," Archer said.11

Archer did not say whether such punishment

was for minor misdemeanours or for excessive use of force against
Aborigines. In view of Walker's known concern about the results of the
Native Police's excesses, the seeming absence of any excesses by his
private force and the loyalty which he inspired in Aborigines who
served him, such punishment was most likely meted for serious acts
contrary to his policy.
Walker may have been a brutal enforcer of the traditional values of
the British judicial anr1 colonial systems as he knew them, but he was
also a defender of thosa who accepted those systems, which officially
and legally did contain principles of protection and equality before
the law. While Walker saw the Aborigines as a less civilised people
than the Europeans, there is no evidence that he saw them as sinful,
debased and incapable of salvation as the early missionaries in their
most despairing moments saw them. Walker was a natural bushman and no
doubt respected their abilities. He exhibited the comradeship a man of
action has for his companions, depending upon discipline and justice
for all according to their place in a simple frontier society.
Although a killer of Aborigines he was not an exterminator of a race;
rather he preferred to protect them. His objective during his period
as commandant of the Native Police appears to have been to keep the
whites and blacks apart as much as possible with the eventual hope of
bringing them together in a harmonious working relationship. While
there is no direct evidence, it seems that Walker saw in the
Aborigines a source of pastoral labour which was otherwise hard to
find.
Late in 1861 Walker's partner, Daniel Cameron, who shared his

'\

humanitarian views, reported from Planet Downs that since they had
arrived twenty months before "not one of Her Majesty's subjects" had
been endangered by blacks or whites there. He had been perfectly
satisfied with the conduct of the natives and had constantly employed
eight to twelve. As well as attending to stock, they had furnished the
materials for and assisted in erecting a store and other offices,
supplied the posts and dug the holes for a

lar~e

stockyard and a

sheepyard capable of holding five-thousand sheep and providing the
materials for a large woolshed. Now that he was surrounded by
twenty-one squatters he did not feel as confident as he had been "when
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there was not the sound of civilised man to distract the vast
solitude''. He had difficulty in reconciling the need to deal with the
natives in a way which would secure his safety and the views of his
neighbours, the majority of whom had ideas diametrically opposed to
his.12
At this time Walker and Charles Dutton established a humanitarian
bond. Born in 1834, the son of a IIunter River squatter, Dutton and
relatives left the New England district in 1857 to look for suitable
land to the north. They settled at Bauhinia Downs, which quite likely
had been one of those speculative runs acquired by Walker. They
extended their operations into the Mitchell district when that was
opened, but later concentrated their efforts on Bauhinia Downs,
managed by Charles, and Goomally, a few miles to the north, managed by
his brother, Henry. The Duttons were liberal in their views, and
Charles, to use Judith Wright's words, was a ''bookish young man with a
passion for justice and a generous temper. John Stuart Mill, Ilenry
George and their theories on economics and the ownership of land were
among their enthusiasms."

The Duttons, said Oscar de Satge, were

friends of the Aborigines and "warm protectors from anything like
cruelty and injustice''.13 Dutton was by disposition inclined towards
Walker's policy of using Aboriginal labour and allowing Aborigines to
continue to hunt on his run. This was the situation at Bauhinia Downs
in March 1861, when Second-Lieutenant Patrick tried to force
Aborigines off the station.
Circumstances suddenly changed for Frederick Walker. Burke and Wills
and their companions were lost somewhere north of Cooper's Creek.
Search parties were being organised and Walker was asked by the
Melbourne Exploration Society to send a party from the Leichhardt
district. Quickly he ornnnised rations, horses and n party of whites
and some of his own ex-troopers and left the Lower Dawson early in
September 1861. Just before he did so, he had seen the report of the
Queensland Legislative Assembly Select Committee on the Native Police
Force, presented on 17 July. Walker was disgusted by what he rend and
wrote to the Colonial Secretary, Herbert, that when J.II. Plunkett was
New South Wales Attorney-General "his name was a tower of strength to
the oppressed aborigines", but since he left office every
Attorney-General had shown apathy towards them and had not thrown ''the
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shield of the law" over the defenceler3s blacks. For the past four
years especially, the whole system carried out by the servants of the
government "has been a practical denial of God's justice on earth".
There was only one remedy, he said - to appeal to a British public,
''one that will not call the deliberate murder of innocent people an
'indiscretion'." He said copies of all the correspondence in the case
would be sent to his brother-in-law in England for transmission to The
Times. Herbert replied that he doubted the British public would attach
much importance to charges published by Walker against the government
or against a force that "on the whole performs a difficult duty with
humanity and discretion".14
In the Gulf Country \falker found tracks left by Burke and Wills going
south, but he lost them when they disappeared on the rough stony
ground away from the coast. Walker and his party turned back and,
despite difficulties such as losing their supply of horseshoes in a
stream and riding horses with bleeding hooves, they reached
Rockham~ton

in June 1862 without the loss of one man. It was the

fastest such journey in Australian history and led to the opening up
of the Plains of Promise in the Gulf Country and the rich valley of
the Burdekin River.15
Although no longer a direct agent of land-settlement policy, Walker as
an explorer was perhaps unwittingly facilitating the further invasion
of Aboriginal land and dispossession and violence against which he had
proteste' to the government in 1861.

~o

doubt Walker expected that he

would receive a hero's welcome, but while he was absent nineteen
members of the \vills party had been massacred by Aborigines at
Cullin-la-Ringo station on the Nogoa River in Central Queensland, not
far from his station at Planet Downs. The same shock and fear which
had swept the northern districts immediately after the Hornet Bank
disaster had swept through the new colony again. As

~oel

Loos has

said:
These two events, one just prior to separation and
the other just after, left indelible scars on
Queensland's race relations. For many years after,
Europeans well disposed towards the Aborigines had
these two massacres flung at them to prove the innate

.
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murderous treachery of the Aborigines. Most colonists
were confirmed in the belief that the frontier
Aborigines could only understand coercion. The
massacres also seemed to prove the soundness of
Queensland Government policy: the use of the Native
Police and tolerance of the settlers' actions against
the Aborigines.16
The Walker policy was now completely discredited. At Planet Downs, an
unheppy Daniel Cameron, on learning what had happened at
Cullin-la-Ringo, wrote that the whites ''in their exasperation at this
most calamitous catastrophe will not scruple to condemn those who
afford the Natives an asylum or any tolerance as the fosterers and
abbettors of crime."17 Despite the disfavour in which Walker was held,
the Queensland government commissioned him in 1866 to survey the route
of a proposed telegraph line from Cardwell on the east coast to the
Albert River in the Gulf Country. He was ill when he reached the
Albert and on the return journey died of fever at Floravillc on the
Leichhardt River on 19 November of that year. Some of his ex-troopers
were with him. The first champion of the rights of Queensland
Aborigines sank into obscurity. Denholm has remarked: ''The calumnies
of Walsh and Forster obliterated all memory of his clream".rn
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CHAPTER 4: THE SQUATTERS' INQUIRY
The "indiscretion" mentioned in the report of the 1861 Queensland
Legislative Assembly select committee report, to which Frederick
Walker objected so strongly, was the killing of four Aboriginal men
and a woman by Lieutenant Frederick Wheeler of the Native Police in
the Fassifern district south-west of Brisbane in December 1860.
Evidently Wheeler had not bothered to ascertain these Aborigines'
responsibility for the recent killing of settlers' stock before taking
punitive action. One of the men killed was employed by a local
squatter, who complained to Doctor Henry Challinor of Ipswich, a
magistrate and coroner and later member of the Legislative Assembly.
Otherwise no action may have been taken in the matter.1
In its report the select committee said: "Lieutenant Wheeler appeared
to have acted with indiscretion on his late visit to the Logan and
Fassifern districts; he should be reprimanded and removed to another
district." The committee added that "were i t not that in other
respects he was a most valuable and zealous officer, they would feel
it their duty to recommend his dismissal". Wheeler was transferred to
the Leichhardt district and later to central Queensland, gaining a
reputation for brutality towards the Aborigines, even those

nc~

being

"dispersed" as part of official policy. In 1876 he was charged with
murder after a sixteen-year-old Aboriginal boy died as a result of
having been flogged and kicked at the Native Police barracks near
Clermont in central Queensland, the boy's only crime having been to
visit the gins at the barracks contrary to Wheeler's orders. Wheeler
was remanded on bail to appear at the Rockhampton Circuit Court in
October but did not, apparently having left the country.2
There had been three previous such inquiries into police activities
and relations with the Aborigines relevant to the districts which
later became part of Queensland. The New South Wales Legislative
Assembly in 1856 had set up a select committee inquiry, moved by
Gordon Sandeman, a prominent Burnett district squatter, and
subsequen~ly chaired by him, to inquire into the Native Police force

with a view to improving its organisation and management. This
followed the dismissal of Walker and allegations that the reduction in
the force's strength had led to increased attucks by the blacks. Among
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the committee's members were F.T. Rusden, a Gwydir pastoralist and
friend of William Ridley, and Gideon Scott Lang, a Murrumbidgee
pastoralist who had spent time on the Darling Downs in 1855 and was
seriously concerned about the treatment of Aborigines, as he showed in
his 1865 attack on the Queens~and Government (see Chapter 6). The
committee's report, presented in January 1857, did not address the
tauses of frontier conflict. It merely recommended increasing the
strength of the Native Police Force to at least 120 troopers and
fourteen officers in ten d~tachments including four in the Leichhardt
district. The units still in the Murrumbidgee district should be
abolished and the troopers there moved to the northern districts, but
a lieutenant and six troopers should be retained on the Lower Durling.
A commandant should be appointed to act as an inspector who would
submit monthly reports to the government.3 Unfortunately, these
monthly reports, if ever written, appear to have been destroyed.
In the ensuing Assembly deb1te on the report~ T.G. Rusden, member for
Macleay and New England discricts, said ''it was neither proper nor
Christian to use blacks against bJacks" and the anti-squatter John
Robertson objected to "savages" being used as bloodhounds "who kill
men, women and children without discrimination''.4 In June 1858 the
founding father of the Darling Downs "pure merinos", Arthur Hodgson,
moved in the Ifow South Wales Legislative Assembly that another select
committee be appointed to inquire into and report on ''the murders
which had recently taken

plar~

on the Dawson River with a view to

render [sic] the working of the Native Police more efficient''. After
some debate it was agreed that this should inquire into the murders
whid1 had recently taken place on the Dawson River "and generally on
the state of outrage between the white population and the Aborigines
in the Northern Districts, with a view to providing for better
protection of life and property". llodgson's motion had placed the
emphasis upon Aboriginal actions, whereas the amended motion appeared
to concede that both sides might be to blame. The change of emphasis
suggests more liberal and humane attitudes among members of the
Assembly, such as Robertson's quoted above, than those of the northern
squatters represented by Hodgson. Importantly, the radical premier,
Charles Cowper, who at this time commanded a sure majority in the
Assembly, was a member of the committee. Apparently l~dgson accepted
the political reality which the amendment suggested, because he was
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appointed chairman. The committee reported in August 1858 that the
murders committed on the northern frontier might be attributed to
those ''inevitable collisions between the blacks and whites in opening
out u new tract of country, aggravated in a great measure by the
inefficiency of the Native Police Force, and the mountainous and
scrubby nature of the district". It said that the Native Police Force,
properly organised and well officered, was the "best capable of
µrotecting life and property in the outlying districts".5
The committee agreed with a suggestion by a witness, William Archer of
Gracemere near Rockhampton, that troopers be placed under military law
as the Sepoys in India and the Kaffirs in the Cape Colony had been and
included this in its recommendations. This apparently meant that the
floggings with which they had been disciplined in the past could be
supplemented with execution if the officers of the force thought it
necessary. This seems to explain Walker's later claims that troopers
hod been murdered by their officers. The committee may also have
agreed, in effect, that conditions on the frontier were such that a
military-type force should operate there rather than a normal police
force which would have to justify its actions in the courts; but if
this was intended i t was never officially stated in New South Wales or
Queensland. On the contrary, the committee repudiated any attempt to
wage a war of extermination against the Aborigines but it was
satisfied there was no alternative to "carrying matters with a strong
hand, and punish with necessary severity all future outrages on life
and property, in order that the sanguinary conflicts between the
native blacks and the settlers in future may be avoided". It
recommended among other things that more troopers for the force, which
now had a strength of 92 officers and men, be recruited in the south;
stronger detachments be sent to the Wide Bay and Upper Dawson
districts; three of the force's officers, described as "useless", be
dismissed; the headquarters be moved from Brisbane to the centre of
its present operations (about 100 miles north-west of Guyndah); the
commandant should be allowed to continue his reorganisation of the
force; and it be ''sufficiently numerous and active to overawe the
blacks in their aggressions upon the settlars".6
Another inquiry was held in 1860, this time by a select committee of
the Queensland Legislative Assembly, into the management and
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efficiency of the police force generally including the Native Police.7
The report of this inquiry, which largely ignored the Native Police
and the frontier situat~on, added nothing of value to those of the
previous ones, which had established certain basic attitudes and
policies, official and unofficial, towards the problems created by
black resistance. These were that clashes were inevitable and that the
killing of iLnocent Aborigines sometimes happened because of the
indiscretion of some Native Police officers. The members of these
committees did not question the right of the whites to such conquest
nor did they consider that the original landowne1d had any right to
redress. Occupation of the grasslands was believed to be part of an
inexorable world-wide social and economic process in which the
Europeans assumed control of resources which others did not exploit
and were too weak to retain. In all cases the committees believed that
the solution to the frontier conflict lay in providing a paramilitary
force, which would not so much conquer by force as by means of a show
of strength cow the restive indigenes into submission. While there is
some evidence that the New South Wales committees may have been
influenced by humanitarian questions, they never considered the
long-term results of such policy.

Th~

failures of the Cowper, Parker

and Donaldson governments of this period lay in their ignorance of
what was happening on the northern frontier - because of the practice
of reporting only the dispersal rather than killing of unspecified
numbers of Aborigines - and the difficulty of controlling a situation
so far away. But in Queensland after separation conditions were very
different.
The select committee which the Queensland Legislative Assembly
established on 1 May 1861 was even less fitted to look at the social
issues being created by the conquest of one race by another or the
long-term implications. None of its members were humanitarians. The
Squatting Ministry, as already noted, was committed to a policy of
rapid pastoral expansion; there was no other secure way to obtain the
funds the new colony required. Increased expansion would possibly lead
to greater conflict, which might well deter investors and pioneers as
had almost happened on the Dawson in 1856-58. The solution

wa~

to be

the same as before. In his speech to the opening of the second session
af the Queensland Parliament on 30 April 1861, Sir George Bowen
rec1J::1menrlcd that a committee be established to consider the condition
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of the Aborigines and evidence be taken on the Native Police Force in
order to consider what means might be taken to increase the discipline
and efficiency of "this necessary protective force".8

In other words

the paramilitary force was to continue to operate and its "efficiency"
was to be increased. In view of this, it is not surprising that the
report which the Legislative Assembly select committee, composed
largely of squatters and chaired by R.R. Mackenzie, presented in July
whitewashed the Native Police and drew preconceived conclusions. This
had been predicted by Walsh, the Maryborough district pastoralist and
critic of the Native Police, who was appointed a member but refused to
sit, saying the "evident purpose being to whitewash the squatters and
the native police".9
Its recommendations were all purely administrative: that cadets be
appointed; troopers should not be stationed near towns in order to
keep them away from liquor; they should be recruited some distance
from the districts in which they were serving; monthly reports on the
state of the troopers should be furnished; and a simpler and a more
efficient means of keeping accounts and furnishing supplies, clothing
and ammunition was necessary. The committee did not bother to justify
the use of the Native Police nor did it bother to speculate on the
causes of frontier conflict, as the 1858 committee had done. Obviously
it took such things for granted. It had been asked to consider the
prospects for civilising "or in any way improving the condition of the
Aboriginal population". All it could say was:
The evidence shows that all attempts to Christianise
or educate the Aborigines of Australia have hitherto
proved abortive. Credible witnesses show that they are
addicted to cannibalism; that they have no idea of a
future state; and are sunk in the lowest depths of
barbarism.IO
With such an attitude towards Aborigines it is not surprising that the
committee did not suggest any means of improving their condition or
improving white relations with them. It was the opinion of a group of
powerful squatters who assumed that, because of their apparently
debased and irredeemable state, nothing could be done for the
Aborigines. The policy of subjugation or expulsion was to proceed
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unhindered. As for the recent complaints of outrages committed by the
Native Police, these were brushed aside. Apart from admonishing
Wheeler and recommending the dismissal of Lieutenant John Murray
(because of the shooting of eight harmless Aborigines on the
Maryborough district run of the Mortimer brothers, who had protested
in a press advertisement) no fault was found in the force other than
it was not "efficient" enough. Despite some public criticism of the
behaviour of Lieutenant Bligh (who shot some fleeing Aborigines in
Maryborough even though he had a warrant for the arrest of only one
man) the committee said Bligh appeared to have ken justified. He was
generally spoken of as a zealous and efficient officer.II Bligh was so
well thought of by some of the citizens of Maryborough that they later
presented him with a swore in honour of his "valorous conduct".12
This inquiry was the only parliamentary study of race relations in
Queensland colonial history. Only one other inquiry was

m~de

during

that period, by the Aborigines Commission in 1874, but the evideuce
presented was not published and its recommendations were ignored (sP'i!
Chapter 9). The 1861 inquiry was dominated by the squatters. Its
report and the attitudes

ex~ressed

by committee members and some

witnesses were to represent Queensland policy and practice for
decades. For that reason it is worthy of closer study.
Witnesses were asked whether they could suggest ways of ameliorating
the condition of the Aborigi&es. Most had few ideas to offer, but some
did and their comments are worth noting. Chief among them was Dr Ilenry
Challinor of Ipswich, who had arrived in 1849 as surgeon
superintendent in the Fortitude, which had brought the first of Lang's
immigrants to Moreton Bay. By April he had taken up practice in the
Limestone area, later Ipswich, where he lived for much of the rest of
his life, contributing strongly to medicine, civic affairs, the
Congregational church and colonial politics in the Mtreton Bay
district, being "aligned with the incipient urban cumti1ercial interests
as opposed to the predominating squatter establishment".13 He had been
a supporter of Ridley's mission and had "alluded" in public speeches
to the wrongs inflicted upon the Aborigines. He admitted, when asked
atthe outset, that he had always resided at Ipswich and had never been
farther than sixty miles from it in his twelve years in Queensland.14
The inference from the committee was that Challinor had no knowledge
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of conditions on the frontier, which was by then hundreds of miles
away.
When asked what he thought should be done to ameliorate the condition
of the Aborigines, Challinor said they should be entitled to hunt game
on the runs on which they had always done so. He thought the blacks
should not be permitted to disturb settlers' stock wantonly but they
should be allowed to hunt for their own sustenance even if the stock
were disturbed as a result. (This was an important point, as Rowley
comments, because Queensland did not guarantee to Aborigines any
fishing '%nd hunting rights on pastoral runs.) Challinor suggested that
persons who understood the local languages should be available to act
as intermediaries between the tribes and the government in order to
explain the law to them. Such

pe1~son~1

should inform them that if they

continued their depredations they would be treated as though they were
in a state of open warfare and the penalty which would follow should
be made known to them before any retaliation was undertaken. "I cannot
think it would be right," he said, "to follow them and slaughter them
promiscuously, unless they had previously been given to understand
that such punishment would ensue. 11 15 For all his liberalism and
antagonism to the squatters, Challinor was not against indiscriminate
slaughter as such. He accepted open warfare if the situation came to
that. It was always convenient for the present and gubsequent
Queensland governwents to use the Native Police as though such a
situation did exist, even though none was ever declared. Glenelg's
1837 advice that the Aborigines were British subjects was now

generally ignored on the frontier, where indeed

th~

Ah1rigineL
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not

behave like subjects. Rowley has commented: "The confusion between a
state of war and the assumption that Aborigines were subject to the
law was evident throughout the deHberations [of the committee]". The
application of policy on the frontier, howaver, indicates that
governments did not believe myalls (Aborigines in the wild state) were
subject to the law and so there was no confusion in their minds.
Challinor believed Aborigines were capable of accepting European
instruction and said the system of universal education recently
adopted by Queensland should be available to them, if they wished it.
He was opposed to any religious instruction, not because that would
interfere with their culture, but because he entirely objected to "any
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interference by the Government in matters of religion''. He suggested
that industrial schools might be the ''best mode of improving their
position''. While he believed some effort by the government or private
persons should be made to civilise the Aborigines, and that they
"should not be left to roam about in a semi-naked state", Challinor
said their customs should be interferetl with only when ''life is
affected" - for instance, to prevent violence among Abo~igines. On the
question of evidence in courts, Challinor said he had always found
Aborigines to be credible witnesses. In cases where a white was
accused of a capital offence, the word of an Aboriginal witness should
be taken for what it \vas •1orth. When asked whether the life of a white
man ought to be placed in danger by such evidence, he said: "I
consider the life of a black man to be quite as valuable in itself as
that of a white man".
In a letter to Mackenzie a month later, Challinor advocated the
establishment of Aboriginal protectors, who would operate within
defined districts. They would explain British law to the tribes and
~nform

them that those which harboured a member guilty of committing

an offence against whites and their property would be punished. The
protectors would be empowered to investigate any offences against the
blacks, who should be induced to lodge their complaints with the
protectors rather than to avenge themselves against the whites. If
such complaints were sustained by legal evidence they should be dealt
with according to the law. Repeating a point made before the
committee, he added: "I am afraid, however, that the aborigines cannot
receive substantial justice until their statements are admissible in
Courts of Law for what they are worth''. Challinor pointed out that the
evidence of Chinese had been admitted in British courts in China, so
why not that of Aborigines in Queensland? Apparently he was not aware
that in 1843 Aboriginal evidence was admitted in South Australian
courts, although no one could be convicted solely on the basis of such
evidence. This was amended in 1846 to make Aboriginal evidence
sufficient in itself, except in cases involving sentences of death or
transportation, but in 1849 even this proviso was removed. Attempts to
have native evidence admitted in courts had failed in New South Wales
in 1839 but succeeded in 1876; in Queensland, however, none was
admitted until 1884.
As for the Native Police, Challinor said that the protective agency on
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the frontier should be composed of white men assisted by black
trackers, a suggestion made by others over the years but not fully
adopted until the Native Police was abolished at the end of the
century.16
Challinor's evidence and his position as the representative of a group
who had supported Ridley show that some citizens in Brisbane and
Ipswich were concerned about what was happening, although he was the
only one to speak so strongly before the select committee. Like other
witnesses he was unable to distinguish between Aborigines still
outside British dominion and in conflict with it and those who had
occepted colonialism and British law. The committee was able to
exploit this to its own advantage, so that it could treat all
Aborigines as being outside the law and therefore without legal
rights. This was a ploy which, used by successive governments,
eventually evolved into segregationist policy.
The explorer and first Surveyor-General of Queensland, Augustus
Gregory, proved early in his long career in Queensland that he had
little sympathy for the Aborigines and much for the squatters.
Although never a squatter, he identified with that class and, to use
Wendy Birman's words, "evidently condoned the manoeuvres of indolent
squires and Wickham Terrace pastoralists'', being blamed for the
Mackenzie Government's 1867 changes to the Leasing Act, which allowed
the squatters' to avail themselves of the government's generosity by
means of "durnmies".17 In his reports on his explorations Gregory
barely mentions Aborgines, although when he does he is not derogatory.
They seemed to have been to him simply dark unknowable figures in a
landscape.
Gregory claimed before the 1861 committee to have seen a good deal of
the Native Police operating in the outer districts of Queensland. "As
a frontier' force," he said, "I think it is a very good one, and as a
general force, I think you could scarcely find a better one, although
there might be some beneficial modifications." The only modification
he could suggest, however, was a greater number of white sergeants or
troopers in the force. lie agreed with the chairman, Mackenzie, that
the force was very unpopular, but in his opinion only in the towns.
Almost every person he

h~d

heard of or spoken to in the country
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districts had given a favourable opinion of the force. He agreeJ ~ith
Mackenzie that occasional aggressions were unavoidable. ''But, on the
whole, you never knew the country so quiet, when so many new stations
are being formed, as it is at present?" Mackenzie asked. "I have never
known the country so quiet as it is at present. You can travel with
greater safety through the outskirts of the colony than at any
previous time," Gregory replied. "Do you attribute this additional
safety to the efficiency of the Native Police Force?" "Yes."18 Gregory
allowed himself to be led by the committee throughout his evidence. He
agreed with their views entirely. No doubt the judgement of the man
who had led the longest expedition across Australia and the first from
Queensland to Adelaide, both with complete success, and was now
facilitating the pastoral boom by drawing lines across the face of
Aboriginal Queensland, was valuable to the squatters in answering its
critics.
Tom Petrie, who arrived at Moreton Bay in 1837 as a small child with
his father, Andrew, then engineer to the penal settlement, was already
well-known for his rapport with the Aborigines of the district when he
appeared before the committee. He claimed to be able to speak their
languages as well as they. When he had arrived, he said, there had
been about 200 Aborigines in the "old Brisbane tribes"; now there were
only about five. The greatest cause of their decrease in numbers, he
thought, was drink; when they were in that state they lay out and
caught cold and also they "cut" one another. Although it was against
the law, people in Brisbane paid Aborigines in rum for work they did.
Petrie believed the Aborigines' bad conduct was largely the fault of
the white people because of the way they treated them. They made
promises to the blacks which they did not keep. IJe thought the Native
Police Force had had a beneficial effect and he was opposed to
disbanding it. He

agr~ed

that a force of white troopers, ns had been

suggested by other witnesses, would be entirely inefficient in
"following up" the blacks.19 Like Gregory, Petrie allowed himself to
be led by the committee, proposing very little that would ameliorate
the condition of the people who trusted him so much and were rapidly
dying out in his district. But he was still fairly young and perhaps a
little awed by the squatters and the situation in which he found
himself. Later he formed one of the first reserves for Queensland
Aborigines on Bribie Island, just north of Brisbane.
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One of the Maryborough residents who had objected to the behaviour of
Lieutenant Bligh in 1860 was R.B. Sheridan, collector of customs,
harbourmaster and water-police magistrate there. Before going to
Maryborough he had lived in Brisbane since 1853. He had been
acquainted with the blacks for nineteen years and believed every
blackfellow was "one of Nature's gentlemen". He suggested the
Aborigines should be kept in their own districts; as compensation they
should be given a small government subsidy of tobacco, sugar and flour
which would be stopped if any depredation were committed until the
predator was given up. He suggested the appointment of an interpreter
between the whites and blacks but thought it would be imprudent to
take away a protective force because the blacks 1vould very likely
become troublesome.20 For all his admiration of the blacks, Sheridan
seems to h~ve believed, like Challinor, that any resistance should be
controlled and if necessary punished.
The two former missionaries, Johann (now John) Zillman and Augustus
Rode, both of whom had arrived with Schmidt and Eipper in 1838, had
long ago left the German Station and were farming in the Caboolture
district north of Brisbane and near Bribie Island.

Only five of the

Gassner missionaries now remained in the Moreton Bay district. Rode
told the committee he could not say the twelve missionaries had had
any success in their attempts to Christianise the Aborigines. They had
been taught the Lord's Prayer perfectly, but they had gone into
Brisbane to repeat it and get a penny for it - ''they made merchan<lize
[sic] of it'', he said. When they attended the mission school they
expected to be paid. "They seemed to think that when they went to
school they were doing us a service." Asked why the Aborigines were
dying so fast, he thought this was due to their change of living, the
habits of white people from whom they got diseases and the use of
intoxicating drinks. Ro<le's ideas on the Native Police were naive. ''I
believe the establishment of the Force as it is at present is
good ••• If there were white troopers and they killed the blacks, the
blacks would kill white people in return." He did not question the use
of Aborigines to kill Aborigines. He agreed with Mackenzie that it was
necessary to keep the natives in fear and the force which kept them
most in fear was the one which caused the least bloodshed among them.
He claimed to know the Native Police were not in the habit of using
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unnecessary cruelty towards the blacks. Ile thought it would be good to
appoint an interpreter to explain British law to them; but in the same
breath he said he doubted that this would prevent the blacks
committing depredations - "I think they know the law very well. 11 21
Rode exemplified the man of good intentions towards the Aborigines,
who had tried to "improve" them by means of European civilisation and
Christianity, had failed and now had abandoned them to their fate at
the hands of the white invaders. Having lost his own missionary zeal
because of the insurmountable difficulties to the problem as the
Lutherans saw it, he was now content to be a farmer and be absorbed
into colonial life and touched by frontier attitudes.
Zillman put forward a plan for a missionary cotton company which would
employ Aborigines who could also be educated by pious farming men. He
had sought the assistnnce of the Gossner Society in Berlin which he
hoped would send a number cf such men. He had in minrl

R

location for

cotton-growing along the coast. Zillman believed an establishment in
which they were employed would be the means of keeping the children
about the place. They would get used to a regular life, being clothed
and less inclined to wander. Hark, however, would not be compulsory.
Zillman thought 5,000 pounds would be necessary to start his
cotton-growing scheme and 1,000 pounds a year for five years, at the
end of which time he expected it to be self-supporting. It would be a
model industrial farm for cotton-growing, partly assisted by the
government and managed by the Gassner mission. He thought that a
National School of the same standard as that provided by the
government for white children could be established on the farm.22 As
already mentioned in Chapter 1, Lang had proposed that Cooksland, as
he called it, would become the future cottonfield of Britain. The
outbreak of the American Civil War in April 1861, cutting off cotton
supplies to the Lancashire mills, offered such a possibility and
Zillman's pr1posal seemed prospective, especialy when the govern~ent
later offered a generous subsidy. In its report the committee
recommended that a Missionary Cotton Compnay be established, but it
never was established for the reasons given in the next chapter.
Similarly, nothing came of Zillman's suggestion of a national school
for Aboriginal children. Clearly Queensland, which

~as

still

desperately short of funds to pay for the large progn:, of public
works on which it had embarked, was not prepared to spend money on
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Aboriginal education.
Charles Dutton was not called to give evidence. Although certain
correspondence relating to the incidents involving Second-Lieutenant
Patrick and the Aborigines on the Lower Dawson early that year was
printed without comment as attachments to the committee's report,
including Frederick Walker's letter of 3 April 1861, Dutton's
complaint was not. But Mackenzie picked up a remark from Patrick's
report on the incident and used it to denigrate the motives of all
squatters who allowed Aborigines into the stations. Dutton later
protested to Herbert that a most unjustifiable insinuation had been
made against his moral character by Mackenzie. All he wanted, he said,
was to clear his name and "secure to the Blacks in future a
recognition of their rights as human beings, which the whole conduct
of the Native Police has ignored''. Herbert rejected Dutton's claim and
reprimanded him for his "gross abuse of a member of the Parliament".24
Many years later Dutton was to get the chance to do something for the
Aborgines, when the liberals including himself were in power.
Archibald t!eston did not refer to the 1861 inquiry

j

n his Proposed

System of 1895, but said he had read the reports of all official
inquiries. In another address, written in 1899 an1 sent to the then
Home Secretary, he said:
The report of the committee has no value whatever.
Apart from some trivial suggestions concerning the
native police it made only one recommendation, the
solution of the aboriginal problem being, - 'the
establishment of a Missionary Cotton Company ••• ' This
recommendation passed unheeded and was followed by a
period of 35 years during which the cause of the
aborioinals received no serious consideration from the

"

legislature.25
t-leston was understandably sarcastic about the 1861 select committe's
report. By making only one constructive recommendation, which had
1~~tle

chance of success because of world market factors beyond the

influence of the Australian colonies, the squatters' committee
deliberately avoided seeking a solution to the Aboriginal problem. It
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much preferred to ignore the problem or, if it conceded that one
existed, expected that it would solve itself.

..
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CHAPTER 5: THE CHURCH PARTY
At this time in the 1860s a loose group of philanthropists tried to
influence government policies towards Aborigines in Queensland. All
seem to have had some connection with the churches or at least showed

C~ristian concern for their plight. Some had been former missionaries
or proposed to conduct missions to the Aborigines. Several put up
proposals to the government, all without result. They were generally
known as the "Church Party" by the squatters and were considered to be
well-meaning fools who understood neither the exigencies of the
frontier nor the pressures of colonial progress. William Ridley (see
Chapter 2) had been the leading member of this group before he had
left Queensland in despair. Nonetheless he did not abandon all
interest in the Aboriginal people there.
Ridley, then living in Sydney, submitted to the 1861 select committee
inquiry a paper on the means to be adopted for civilising the
Aborigines of Australia. In that year Ridley was leaving pastornl work
for journalism, joining Henry Parkes's Empire. His paper, based on his
three years' experience as a missionary and information subsequently
gathered fror.i "different quarters", is slight but valuable for the
ideas it puts forward. Ridley began by defending the Wellington Valley
mission, saying: ''Because Mr Watson's scholars did not settle down in
a body and organize a society on the European model, many colonists
pronounced th<! Hellington Vale [sic] Mission 'a failure'". But in his
own travels he had found "good effects" of the instruction received
there. In the Barwon and ~amoi districts he had met several Aborigines
engaged as shepherds who had been taught at Wellington Valley and were
"decidedly more intelligent and more useful in their stations than
those who had not had the same advantage". There were numerous
unequivocal instances to prove the capacity of the Aborigines for
social and spiritual improvement, and he particularly instanced the
success of the Poonindie mission settlement near Port Lincoln, South
Australia, which had been operating for twelve years.l In fact, the
Poonindie mission, founded by Mathew Hale in 1850 had mixed success
and Hale's missionary background will be reviewed when studying the
work of the Aboriginal Commission in Chapter 10.
Ridley said it was evident from his experience that an attempt to
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civilise Aborigines, to be successful, must be extensive. Many an
individual black, brought up among civilised men, had been tractable
and quick at learning up to a certoin time ''and then has suddenly
thrown aside the garb and habits of civilization''.

Critics then

claimed that the Aborigines' supposed improvement was superficial and
that their nature was incorrigible. "But," he asked, "is it reasonable
that they should lose their attachment to their kindred and the
customs of their fathers?'' Ridley gave as an example of this situation
the case of:
Bungaree, who after taking prizes in Sydney College,
speaking good Latin, and behaving as a gentleman in
elegant society, returned to the bush, and then
entered the black police, once said in n melancholy
tone to Lieutenant Fulford (who repeated the remark to
me at Surat, on the Condaraine,) "I wish I had never
been taken out of the bush, and educated as I have
been, for

1. cannot .he

.£ white man, they wi 11 never

look on me as one of themselves; and

1. cannot, be

~

blnckfcllow 1 I am disgusted with their way of living."
In any effort to improve the Aborigines, Ridley said, a considerable
number should be brought together. Then a spirit of union would grow
up among them, as had happened at Poonindie, and their attachment to
''new and elevating pursuits will be strengthened tenfold by their
association".2
As well as making ase of their social instincts, ilidley said,
allowance should be made for their "sinnularly fitful habits of life".
Any attempt to drill them into the exact modes of European labour
would drive them off in disgust. They should be placed under the
superintendence of men acquainted with their life in the bush who
could gradually lead them through a succession of employments, such as
a few

ho~rR

gardenin3, then road-making, then burning-off and fencing

with an interval for possum-hunting or honey-getting or fishing. The
school hours of the children should be short because it was vain to
attempt to coerce them into "long continued study". An abundant
variety of outdoor work should be provided for them. Habits foreign to
their nature should not be forced upon them. The training institution
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should be at a safe distance from townships and settlements of the
colonists "to secure the inmates from the most fearful causes of
destruction that ever cut down the qborigines, ardent spirits, and the
illicit sexual intercourse of that abandoned class of white men, who,
in the indulgence of their vile passions, have ir1troduced among the
aborigines a deadly disease before unknown to them''. Because of the
great number of Aboriginal dialects, he thought they should be
instructed in English, which the children had demonstrated they were
quick to learn.3
Ridley's suggested mission settlement was largely based upon the
experience at Poonindie, about which he had gained information from
the superintendent there, Mr Hammond, who, quite likely, would have
placed the most favourable complexion upon it. Ile was also impressed
by second-hand reports of missionary labours among the Aborigines of
the Swan River, Western Australia. The pioneer missionary in that
district, the Wesleyan John Smithies, had little success during his
period, 1840-55, and left the colony disillusioned because his
expectations appeared to have been too high.4 It could be said of
Ridley also that he was being idealistic rather than practical - he
had never established the type of mission settlement and industrial
school he advocated, and his own achievements in "improving" the
Aborigines were no greater than Hatson 1 s at \follington Valley.
~onetheless,

his concept was attractive to the successive Queensland

governments who began to support projects along the lines he

~nd

others sugg~dted to the select committee. Indeed, the ultimate plan
proposed by Archibald Meston in 1895, although more detailed in its
regime, was similar to Ridley's in design. Ridley's scheme, however,
appears to have been based upon voluntary participation, whereas
Heston's, when implemented, was enforced.
Ridley suggested to the committee that it seek the advice of Joseph
Hobarton Curvosso, who had been superintendent of the Aboriginal
Industrial Settlement at

~fount

Franklin in Victoria and was now master

of the National School at Gladstone, Queensland. In 1841 the northern
protector in the Port Phillip province, Edward Parker, had set up his
headquarters at

~~unt

Franklin on the Loddon River, established u

school and by 1844 had sixty-six permanent residents and a number of
temporary ones. Numbers steadily decreased, however, and in 1864 the
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settlement was closed. Carvosso 1 s recent letters to the Brisbane press
had been noted by the committee during the taking of evidence. In
August 1861 Carvosso wrote to Herbert supporting the 80vernment 1 s
proposed "remedial scheme" for the Aborigines. Ile appears to have been
referring to the committee having noted Zillman's plan to establish an
industrial school to educate Aboriginal children. Carvosso was
convinced that any attempt to induce social habits in the adult
Aborigines or to counteract their intensely nomadic propensities "must
be attended with but very partial success indeed''. Nonetheless, he had
found in Victoria that the Aboriginal children had been susceptible of
considerable improvement, mentally and morally, and that several
natives settled down as industrious farmers on land adjoining the
establishment and cultivated the soil for years. The principal cause
of his resigning from the position at Mount Franklin had been the lack
of support from the Victorian government.5
Carvosso suggested that the site of any settlement should be not only
where the blacks were numerous but also in a place which they had long
regarded as one of their homes or favourite places of resort. It
should not be near European habitations "on account of the very
baneful influence which ••• Europeans have been found to exert on both
male and female 'natives'". Staff should comprise a superintendent, a
matron, a working overseer and one or two labourers, and the males
should all be married "for obvious reasons". There should be a
committee of management, the lack of which had been much felt in
connection with similar institutions elsewhere. The ulterior objective
of educating the Aboriginal youths should be their subsequent
settlement as small farmers near the institution. The failure of
similar establishments in other colonies had arisen, he believed, not
from the incapacity of the natives but either from the parsimony of
the governments or the inefficiency of the individuals in charge.
Carvosso believed any Queensland venture would ultimately succeed if
duly supported but in the meantime the work must necessarily be
preparatory and attended by many <liscouraeements.6
Late in November 1361 John 7.illman wrote to nowcn setting out again
his proposal for a cotton plantation on which Aborigines and their
children could be employed. The scheme would fall under the province
of the government but it appeared, he said, that the present
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government did not favour th~ establishment of such an institution.
He asked what support the government might give if the Home Mission
Society were prepared to ~enew missionary operations in a more
suitable locality. The inference here is that Zillman knew the
government gave the location he proposed at Caboolture as a reason for
failing to support his proposal. Herbert referred the letter to the
Executive Council and Bowen wrote to the Church Missionary Society in
England. The Anglican Bishop of Brisbane, Edward Tufnell, had also
made proposals to that society. Because of the shortage caused by the
American Civil War and stimulated by a generous colonial government
subsidy, cotton planting boomed in Queensland during the early 1860s.
Cultivation spread along the coast from the Tweed River to Rockhampton
bnd the demand for cheap labour was urgent. Aboriginal labour was
either rejected or ignored because they were regarded as "idle
brutes". Planters wanted Indian labour but when they could not obtain
it Captain Robert Towns brought in the first shipload of South Sea
Islanders, wrongly called Kanakas, to work his cotton fields. A
Caboolture Cotton Company was formed with Herbert as one of its
partners but without Aboriginal labour. Results in the new industry
were disappointing because of the effects of weeds, grubs,
unfavourable climate, bad management, the "hard-headedness of the
i·Ianchester businessmen" and the ending of the civil war in the United
States. The Queensland cotton industry soon collapsed and many
planters turned to sugar instead.7
Quite part from the failure of cotton, it is not surprising that Bowen
and Herbert were not interested in supporting Zillman's cotton
plantation and industrial school for Aborigines. They had their minds
on other more pressing matters. The land rush to the far frontiers was
now well under way; the first settlement in north Queensland was
founded at Bowen in April 1861 and the Kennedy district just south of
it was fast filling with pastoralists; by the middle of the next year
452 leases had been approved there, representing 81,585 square
kilometres of land. People were pouring into the new colony, not only
those with money to invest but poor immigrants who arrived directly
from the British Isles. The Queensland immigration officer in London,
Henry Jordan, was soon sending them at the rate of one thousand a
month; by 1865 the colony had absorbed more than 50,000, while the
Catholic Bishop, James Quinn, started his own recruitment scheme which
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brought in four-thousand Irish by 1865. The Government assisted these
" new c h urns " wit
. h 1an d or ders worth eighteen
.
pounds each by which they

could immediately purchase eighteen acres of agricultural l~nd and
another twelve acres two years later. But few were yeomen farmers and
most ware unwilling to endure the hardships of the bush; many used the
land orders as a form of currency to such an extent that the intention
of the Land Act as regards agriculture was circumvented by
speculation. This added to the financial troubleR 01

n administration

-which was otherwise hard pressed to find suii; · · ''.H~ revenue to meet
the demands of rapidly expanding settlement. As already mentioned, the
government had early resorted to the money market of '''e world and
during 1861, 1863 and 1864 borrowed more than 1,850,0UU pounds in
London. A Bank of Queensland was established, with local shareholders
and directors, towsrds the end of 1863; money was plentiful and credit
readily available. Building societies sprang up and the colony
appeared to be riding a wave of prosperity. But unemployment was
~--ding; too many poor migrants were being pushed into the colony

which had paid too highly for them through its generous immigration
scheme. Queenslend was heading for a crash.8
In 1864, despite its preoccupation with progress - in the Whig sense
of the word - and the serious social situation rapidly looming, the
Herbert government was apparently still under some pressure from
citizens interested in "ameliorating" the condition of the Aborigines.
A letter from one such citizen seems to have had some effect. In !·larch
J.C. White wrote to Herbert as Colonial Secretary on a subject which
"was agitating the Public 1-lind". The former manager of Robert Tooth's
Queensland stations, White bought Widgee station from Tooth in
November 1862 but four years later had lost 5,000 pounds and all his
stock through disease. The treatment of

t~e

blacks in Queensland,

White said, \las scarcely "in consonance with the idean of British
justice or the Precepts of our Religion", and by "extending our
stations and occupying the Country, we at once deprive the Native of
his Ilunting Ground and consequently of food. Not only this but it is a
well known fact that, we even restrict his Liberty''. The Aborigines,
he said, were forbidden by stockowners to cross their runs to hMnt
kangaroos because they might fire the grass. As a result the
Aborigines were compelled occasionally to kill stray cattle, resulting
in "collisions" between blacks and whites. Another evil, White said,
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was the extraordinary position in which the Aborigines were placed by
two distinct sets of laws applied to them: they were allowed to
exercise their own laws upon one another and were held amenable to
British law. "The Law has only been known to them as the means of
punishment, but never as a Code from which they can claim protection
or benefit, as their Evidence cannot be taken."9
The only compensation to the Aborigines, White said, was the annual
distribution of blankets, which was a curse instead of a benefit. The
blankets were often disposed of immediately to procure liquor but if
used as intended the quantities distributed were so inadequate that
the partial use of them often engendered catarrhal inflamations and
pulmonary consumption, "the principal cause of one half their deaths".
The Native Police, he added, were no doubt a protection to ~he whites
but were a means of the Aborigines' speedy extinction. Explorers were
of the unanimous opinion, White asserted, that in their natural state
the Australian native was ''neither cruel nor bloodthirsty; but on the
r0ntrary, kindly disposed, hospitable and social, intelligent and
improveable". He quoted passages from the writings of an number of
explorers to support his view.10 White then put forward his ideas on
how to ameliorate the condition of the Aborigines. The first was to
establish a protectorate with a protector in Brisbane and
sub-protectors in every district of the colony. A depot should be
established in each district in some central place but away from
townships, where the blacks would be regulary mustered and a register
of them kept. Blacks at inland depots would be given two pounds of
flour weekly while those on the coast, where food was more abundant,
two pounds fortnightly. In March each year in the interior and May on
the coast a blue serge shirt and a blanket should be provided to each
adult and half a blanket to each child over five years of age. Any
European found with a blanket provided to a

bla~k

would be fined

twenty pounds or given six months imprisonment. Clothing provided to
them should also be made in such a style that it would be
identifiable.11
White urged that the evidence of natives be admissible "for what it is
worth'', supported or not by circumstantial evidence. One or two youths
should be placed in the charge of every mjnister of religion in the
colony who wished to educate, civilise and maintain them, the cost to
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be defrayed by the government. These youths, he suggested, ~0uld
eventually be employed as interpreters in the courts. The Native
Police, he said, should be abolished, except perhaps on the extreme
frontiers of the colony. If atrocities wer2 committed by the blacks,
supplies to them should be stopped for a certain period or until the
delinquents were delivered up to justice. The protectors would be
empowered to make agreements with stockowners for the employment of
AboriginPs and penalties should be imposed on those who employed them
without agreement. Europeans should be punished for supplying liquor
and .firearms to Aborigines and for "decoying away Native females".12
White concluded by saying that he would leave the Aboriginal children
''untrammelled, educating only SLch youths as felt inclined to avail
themselves of the protection and guidance of the Ministers of
Religion", By adapting the colonial policy to "the peculiar
circumstani::es of this people, we at once place them upon more just and
equitable Terms; and a reasonable hope may be entertained that some
eventual Amelioration may be produced both in their moral and physical
Condition".

If the claims of humanity could be urged on behalf of

''this debased and hardly-treated people, we are bound in honour and
equity to afford them that subsistence, which we have deprived them of
the power of procuring for themselveR 11 • White then appealed to the
finer feelings and vanity of the government, saying:
I entertain the iuea, that to Queensland has been left
the honor of redeeming the Character of our Nation, by
~dopting

measures to satisfy the aborigines for

results which inevitably follow in the footsteps of
Colonization; and should such measures prove
successful in establishing peace and goodwill

bett~een

the oppressors and the oppressed, the Man who shall
have introduced the same by making them Lew will
have acquired a Name for Philanthropy and Humanity,
which the best of our Race might be proud of.13
The notion that to Queensland had been left the honour of redeeming
the character of the nation was also used by Meston in 1895. White's
letter was acknowledged without comment by Ilerbert and quickly passed
to Bowen, who was impressed. This was a very interesting paper, he
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said.

I have always thought that the Government and
Parliament of this Colony are morally bound to
satisfy (as it were) the Conscience of the State,
by attempting in some way to amelic•;.-ate the condition
of the Aborigines. Suggestions on this subject were
made by a Parliamentary Committee in 1861, when I
called the attention of the Legislature to the whole
subject.14
Bowen seems to have forgotten that the 1861 select committee
recommended nothing which might assist the Aborigines. Even so,
possibly as~ result of the governor's interest, Herbert in August
1864 obtained the authority of the Legislative Assembly to grant land
to persons who might undertake the amelioration of the Aborigines by
the establishment of missions and industrial schools. The government
already had this power under the Land Act but Herbert said it had
decided to consult the Assembly. The Bishop of ~lelanesia, Bis~op John
Patteson, had sought Curtis Island or some area north of it as the
site for a mission. Also, the government had received a proposal that
the Moravian missionaries in Victoria be invited to found an
institution in Queensland. Herbert recommended these proposals,
pointing out that no demand for money had been made. The government,
he said, did not consider such a demand desirable in the present
circumstances. R.R. Mackenzie

suppor,~d

the measure and claimed that

it "practically carried into effect the recommendations of the select
committee of 1861''. Henry Challinor also supported it and so did John
Douglas, whose liberal government in the late 1870s strongly backed
the movement to establish Aboriginal reserves (see Chapter 10).15
In May 1865 the Reverend James Love of Wickham Terrace in Brisbane

wrote to the Colonial Secretary reminding him that towards the end of
the previous year the Reverend Alexander Campbell of Geelong, wh6 was
interested in missionary work, had delivered an address on the
Aborigines at which the Governor had been in the chair. Campbell had
said that several more Horavian missionaries were expected in Victoria
and that one or more might be spared to

wor~

in Queensland. During an

interview after Campbell's addrcsss, Bowen and Ilerbert had

cxp~essed
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interest in any feasible proposal for the amelioration of the
Queensland Aborigines. Bowen had suggested that the best means of
finding salaries and protection for the Moravians would be to attach
them to the education staff and appoint them as industrial teachers
under the control of the Board of Education. In his letter Love now
pointed out that four of these missionaries had arrived in Victoria
and two were prepared to come to Queensland. The superintendent of the
Moravian mission in the Wimmera district, the Reverend Friedrich
Hegenauer, was prepared to come to Queensland to visit the blacks
along the coast and prepare a report for the government on the best
localities for establishing agencies for the improvement of the
Aborigines.16 Nothing came of the above two proposals.
In January 1866 a Catholic priest, W.J. Larkin of Roma, who had
arrived in Australia three years previously with the primary objective
of "benefitting" the Aborigines, wrote to Bowen, saying he had heard
uith gratification of the heartfelt sympathy, which he in his
111

accustomed charity" entertained towards the Aborigines of this

country.17 It seems that Bowen, after more than five years in the
colony, was still making public statements

ex~ressing

a desire to

assist the Aborigines while in fact doing very little except
eittemptfng to gain from London a missionary to work in Queensland. The
cutcome of that action will be studied in Chapter 7. It must be
remembered that, despite the considerable influence of the governor at
this stage in Queensland's history, he was the head of a colony with
responsible government and so could not intrude strongly in public
mutters without risking complaints to London and his possible recall.
Larkin said he had travelled the Warrego, Barcoo, Nive, Flinders and
Thompson river districts and in every case of outrage which

h~

had

"pried into" the whites had been the aggressors. He said it was "awful
to witness the conduct of sor.ie of the Settlers and others towards the
Blacks. Some of the Settlers on the Branches of the Ballone absolutely
commit the grossest outrages on these poor creatures, and as a matter
of course we all come in for a share of their disgust and revenge." Ile
1irg·~d

that government charity be directed at the Aboriginal youth,

since it was hopeless to reform the old. He proposed that a house be
buiit in the Roma district to receive the children of the blacks from
two to four years of age. The house and the clothing to be distributed

.~WJ
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to the children should be made under the direction of a physician "who
will know the helps to nature in such circumstances''. They should be
educated with a Christian disposition until their arrive at "the age
of manhood'' when they should intermarry with each other. They could be
taught to be tradesmen or domestic servants and hired out as such in
places where no blacks resided. He was convinced that Aborioines

"'

educated and supported in this way would never wish to return to their
tribes. Larkin said he could guarantee any number of suitable children
in the Roma district. Expenses would be confined to the building and
the salaries of a "governor", a matron and as many servants as might
be required. He would give his services free and would undertake the
collection of the children. Larkin added that he had spoken on the
subject to some Hembers of Parliament who had agreed with him,
including Gordon Sandeman, William Miles and Henry Challinor, ''whom I
consider the champion of the Aborigines".18
Larkin soon received a reply from one of Bowen's staff saying the
Governor had read his remarks with great interest and fully
appreciated his motives.

This wus a question which had long caused

him much solicitude and he had "frequently pressed the CLaims of these
heathen subjects of the British Crown, on the attention of the
Imperial

Govern~ent

and of the tlissionary Societies in

~ngland.

Of

course, nothing can be done to improve the condition of the Blacks by
the Colonial Government, without the concurrence of the Colonial
Parliament." The Governor, however, would refer Larkin's letter to the
responsible advisers in the Executive Council.19 Bowen, of course, was
recognising political reality by referring such proposals to the
elected government. As we have seen, since 1860 the Queensland
parliament had shown very little sympathy toward the Aborigines and
indeed powerful squatters, like

~fackenzie,

were positively

antipathetic. In London, the influence of the Exeter !!all liberals and
philanthropists, which had forced the British government in the

1~30s

to enforce humane and equitable policies upon colonial
administrations, had waned. The interests of British investors in the
colonies were paramount nnd a lot of money, particularly from
Scotland, had recently gone into Queensland, where Mackenzie, heir to
a Scottish baronetcy, was Treasurer. Bowen may have hbd real sympathy
for the Aborigines but in the political climate of the time he had
little room for manoeuvre.

.

~

I

.' t
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Apparently nothing happened until October 1866, when Larkin wrote to
Herbert saying he had obtained the consent of his Bishop, James Quinn,
to his proposals for civilising the Aborigines. He and his colleagues
were prepared to enter on that "much to be desired undertaking".

He

had deferred bringing this matter forward sooner as he did not wish it
to clash with the important business of parliament. If Herbert were
not prepared ~o bring the proposal before parliament, Sandeman would
do so. "P.s your pecuniary embarrassments are considerable, we will
only ask for a grant of land in the interior. The rest we will try to
work by private donations accompanied by any charitable gratuity your
Honourable House may think fit to bestow." Larkin said he had spoken
to almost all members of the Legislative Assembly and they had agreed
to vote in favour of the request. He was to be disillusioned. Hert1ert
instructed that Larkin be informeJ the government had no intention of
taking steps in this matter.20 It was not the time to bP asking the
government for anything. Queensland had embarked on a program of rapid
railway construction, usinb imported navvies and borrowed money.
Herbert retired as Premier a~d Colonial Secretary in February 1866;
Macalister became Premier and i·lackenzie Colonial Secretary. The banks
continued to prop up the government until the financial crisis of July
1866 when the chief prop, the English bank, Agra and :~sterman,
collapsed along with other European financial houses. Only the
ruthless intervention of Bowen and the skill of the recalled Herbert
saved the situation.21
It was now apparent that a consensus of opinion was developing among
reformers. As we have seen, Ridley influenced Challinor who influenced
Larkin. Love seems to have been influenced by Campbell in Victoria,
while White appears to have acted independently, apparently not having
a strong connection with any church.

All saw the situation in which

the Aborigines were placed in the wake of white conquest of their
territories as a social problem which should be solved with government
assistance. In the spirit of the time, they saw the answers to this
problem being provided by private benevolence, lar3ely administered by
the churches. While some human resources were available from the
churches, funds \{ere limited. The government must assist with mon.2y,
but by early 1866 the Queensland government had none to spare and
helping Aborigines was not one of its priorities.

I.

•

.
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In each of the proposals put forward by Ridley, Challinor, Petrie,
Sheridan, White and Larkin, the Aborigines were to be permitted to
hunt game on alienated land or, if not, compensated for the resources
lost. Petrie suggested that reserves be set aside for them and Zillman
suggested putting them to work in a cotton industry. Ridley proposed a
settlement on the lines of Hale's Poonindie settlement, where
Aborigines would be self-supporting, while Larkin suggested a "depot"
where they might live, supported by community and government
resources. All of these ideas contain elements which eventually
appeared in Heston's 1895 Proposed System.
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CHAPTER 6: GIDEON LANG'S PAMPHLET
By 1865 the parliamentary vote for the police force had become each
year an occasion for a "discussion about the blacks, and the peculiar
body of police which keeps them in order''. In August of that year
the Brisbane Courier, which made that remark, reported:
Some of the members of the House spoke of the force as
lawless, unmanageable, and disgraceful and the cause
of all the outrages committed by the blacks; while
others praised it as most efficient and useful for the
purpose of protecting settlers and others from the
savages of the interior ••• There were others who took a
neutral ground, attributed the origin of the outrages
to both sides, and supported the black police as a
necessary evil.l
The Queensland newspapers were

reac~ing

a southern squatter, Gideon

Scott Lang, who in July 1865 delivered to a meeting in Melbourne a
paper later published as a pamphlet entitled The

Aborigine~.2.f

Australia. It is the most detailed account and severest criticism of
the treatment of the Aborigines in easte1n Australia in that period of
our history. In addition, it sparked a stinging rejoinder from Gordon
Sandem3n, a powerful squatter and member of the Queensland Parliament,
chairman of the 1856 select committee inquiry on the Native Police
Force, who, as we have seen in the previous chapter, seems to have
been willing to support W.J. Larkin's application for a grant of land
near Roma for an Aboriginal "depot". The differences of views of Lang
and Sandeman are typical of the differences in attitudes of
humanitarians and squatters towards Queensland Aborigines at that time
and for decades later. What each ,ad to say must be seen in the
context of violence on the pastoral frontier as shown in Chapters 2
and 3 and the squatters' attitudes and government policies as shown
there and in Chapter 5. Lang and Sandeman had diametrically opposed
views of the same situation.
Gideon Scott Lang was born 1819 at Selkirk in Sc0tland, the son of
Andrew Lang, a factory owner. He worked on a farm, in a counting house
and then a bank before joining

t~0

brothers on the land near

~elbourne

,

•

,,
'
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in 1841, moving with them later to virgin country near Buninyong. Here
the Langs succeeded in reaching a peaceful accommodation with the
blacks by agreeing to feed some of them if no attacks were made on
their stock. Gideon made long overland journeys which increased his
knowledge of Aboriginal life and customs. In 1848 the Lang brothers
bought several pastoral runs in the Riverina. In 1850 Gideon was
exploring in Queensland and in 1851 spent some time on the Darling
_Downs, residing with Colin Mackenzie, owner of Warra station near
Dalby. Lang spent much of his time selecting runs he diJ not take up,
being specifically mentioned by the Darling ~ Gazette in July 1858
as one of those speculators who had abused the Orders in Council by
taking up An immense tract of country without intention of stocking it
(see Chapter 2). In 1856 he was elected to the New South Wales
Legislative Assembly seat of Liverpool Plains and Gwydir and, as
already mentioned, was a member of the 1856-57 seJcct canmjttee which
inquired into the Native Police; when parliament was ~iss0l~ed in 1857
he did not seek re-election. He was the first preside11t 01 t.he
Riverina Association formed by landholders in April l86J; in this
period he bought land on the Darling River and at Wangaratta in
north-east Victoria; and in 1866 became the first chairman of
directors of the Commercial Bank of Melbourne. Described as
"adventurous and enterprising ••• vcrsatile, assertive and cultivated",
Lang was at the height o~ his influence in the south when he delivered
his address.2
His conscience, however, was not entirely clear, as he admitted in an
appendix to his pamphlet. In 1841 to 1844 several of his friends had
been forced to flee the country because, he claimed, the government
was trying them for their lives under the "Exeter-hall system". In

1848 in the Riverine he hed refused to hand out any more ammunition to
his stockmen who had been "dispersing" blacks, sayi'lg he would do his
utmost to have them convicted if they persisted. He inf~rs that he was
an ac('omplice by default before he took this stand. It seems he had
been criticised already for his sympathy for the Aborigines when he
wrote in 1865:
I am not a blind partizan [sic] of the blacks; on the
contrary, when I formed one cf a party in an attack on
a black's camp at Rivoli Bay, Adelaide, no mischief
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was done, but my conclusion afterwards was that if any
one had been killed I would have been a murderer.
He had determined ''never to shoot a black unless in circumstances
which would justify me in shooting a white''.3 Despite his
acknowledgement of the rights of Aborigines, Lang did not hesitate to
express strong reservations about them. His perception of wild blacks
was stereotyped. Even the worst of the whites would not allow
cannibalism and child-murder nor the strong to murder the weak if they
could prevent it. Alluding to the massacre of the Wills party at
Cullin-la-Ringo in Central Queensland in 1861, he said:
The blacks will never resist the temptation of a large
amount of food, tomahawks etc. exposed without proper
guard; they will then without mercy or compunction
arrange, as in the Wills' case, to cut the whole white
party off at one blow ••• The squatter must never trust
them, never forget their trear.herous and bloodthirsty
character."4
In Part I of his pamphlet, Lang dealt with his experiences with
Aborigines largely in Victoria, South Australia and the Riverina. He
reserved Part II for his onslaught against the Queensland squatters,
the Native Police and particularly the Queensland government. The
origin of the front·Ler wars was threefold, he said. First, no colonial
government had ever recognised any policy, authority or property,
tribal or personal, among the Aborigines; second, they had been
deprived of their hunting grounds without any pro·•ision being made for
them, the country having been occupied by the white ~~ttlers with an
utter disregard for their interests, rights and even suusistence "as
if they had been wild dogs or kangaroos''; and third, there had been
difficulties between the blacks and the pioneer squatters and their
men. "The squatters and the blacks have been left to settle matters
between themselves, and to 'shake down' into peaceful joint occupation
without any regulation or much interference on the part of the
Government ••• " The foundation of all the evil, Lang said, was the
absence of any systematic provision by tbe government for the location
of the blacks when their country was occupied by the whites.
squatters allowed the blacks to remain on the runs and, with

Some
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precautions, to come to the home stations. This he believed to be the
best system. Others at once drove them from the sheep runs and shot
them down wherever they were seen. If cattle were grazed on the runs,
the usual practice was to prevent the blacks coming onto them at all
so that the blacks were deprived of waterholes and creeks and became
desperate, killing far more whites than generally imagined.
I have known thirty-two killed, in one small district
in about two years, and little known about it. The
blacks are mercilessly shot down in turn, often
without regard to age or sex, 156 blacks having been
killed in the same district in the same time; and the
blacks take revenge upon all 1 murdering even those who
are kindest to them, until the cruelties practised on
both sides are so atrocious as to be almost
incredible.S
Every government, Lang said, had tried to regulate and modify the
difficulties between the frontier settlers and the Aborigines but in
each case they had neglected the only effectual means - to arrange for
the location and subsistence of the blacks and to guide and restrain
them through their own tribal organisation.

In Queensland, he said,

there had always been more destruction of the blacks in occupying new
country than in any other colony ''but within the last few years it has
been wholesale and indiscriminate, and carried on with a cold-blooded
cruelty on the part of the whites quite unparalleled in the history of
these colonies''. In Queensland now, he said, bad whites did as they
pleased, from all accounts, simply because it was the ''rule and custom
to arrange the black question by killing them off". This
demoralisation of the whites he attributed to the extensive use made
of the Native Police. In former years, he said, it was in the
interests of everyone taking up new country to get the blacks
quietened with as little trouble as possible, "but now in Queensland,
where they have the native police to crush them out like ants, any
more tedious way of quieting them is a useless risk and waste of
time''. When the black troopers were let loose they were completely
beyond the control of their officers.6
About ten years ago, Lang continued, he had stated his determination
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to expose the whole system. "Though the squatters acknowledge(. and
lamented the atrocities, they remonstrated against doing away with the
native police ••• unless I could show how they were to protect their
people from large bodies of blacks, exasperated to the highest degree,
yet unsubdued ••• " He had· refrained then but from the "softened"
accounts allowed to appear in the press and from private information
he now knew the same system had not only continued but had become
every year more ruthless. Lang, it appears, delayed denouncing the
system in Queensland until he had exact proof, which had come in the
last few days. This proof was in the official acknowledgement of
reports of the killing of Lieutenant Cecil Hill by blacks on Pearl
Creek station on the Lower Dawson on 22 May 1865 and the subsequent
proceedings of the Native Police. Hill arrived at the station eight
weeks after an old shepherd was killed by the blacks. Next day,
accompanied by the station manager, Rothery, he and his troopers had
charged a nearby camp of blacks, apparently shooting some although the
r'port acknowledged only one death. Lang commented: "There is the
system sanctioned by the Queensland Government. A man is killed by
blacks, and eight weeks afterward a native camp is charged, and as
many are shot as the attacking party can get at." In the early hours
of the next morning, the Aborigines attacked the police party. Hill
was killed immediately and Rothery and one trooper were seriously
wounded. Lang commented that the attack by the blacks was a legitimate
retaliation, carried out in the ordinary manner of native warfare.7
He particularly criticised the situation revealed in the report of
Acting Sub-Inspector Oscar Pescher,

releas~d

to the Sydnev

~orning

Herald by the Queensland Commissioner of Police. Pescher and his
troopers were sent to Pearl Creek atation and on thP. way "a collision"
~ith

the blacks occurred, Pescher also reported that in the previous

three weeks, after being informed of Hill's murder,

th~re ha~

been

three similar "collisions" and then, in concert with two other
officers and their troopers, another ''collision" occurred.
said:

As Lang

It will be observed that there arc no inquiries as to
what tribe, or portion of a tribe, killed Mr. llill. Mr
Pescher found fresh tracks of blacks; they are blacks,
which seems quite sufficient for his purpose, and he
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follows, finds "a" mob, attacks them and they disperse
in the scrub. Three times within a week he attacks and
"d'isperses II parties
•
of blacks, whether the same or

others he does not say, and probably did not know •••
You will observe that the number killed is not
mentioned. These are never counteu, and in fact never
looked for ••• none survive who cannot get out of the
reach of the black troopers.8
All experience had proved, Lang said, that if the settlement of the
colony by the whites was not to be accomplished without the
extermination of the blacks, it must be done under the supervision of
the government.
If the Government and the squatters, in going to take
country, would adopt a system at once firm and just
between black and white, with a reasonable regard for
the manners, customs, and rights of the natives, and
their peculiar disposition; and, above all, if they
make a judicious use of the organisation of the
different tribes, I am satisfied that collisions
might, to a very large extent, be avoided.9
Lang suggested a plan, the main objectives of which were, first, to
throw much of the responsibility for dealing with the blacks upon the
individual squatters; but all acting under one general system
supervised by the government; secondly, to protect the persons and
property of the whites, and at the same time protect the blacks from
outrage, by punishing both whites and blacks without favour to either.
In his plan Lang proposed that a chief curator of Abori~incs, with
rank at least equal to that of the commissioner of police and having
two principal assistants, be appointed to manage all Aboriginal
matters. Squatters of standing and experienced magistrates should be
appointed assistant curators, each in his own district. No country
beyond the boundary of any proclaimed district would be occupied until
it was also proclaimed a district.
Before land was so proclaimed, curntors and intending applicants for
leases should visit the district and explain to the natives what

~he
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whites intended to do, the necessity of their accommodating themselves
to the new state of affairs, how they could do so and all other
requisite informati0~

The party vould also ascertain from the

Aborigines what lagoons, rivers eb.

~hny most required and arrange

with the lessees that these be left open. If the run was to be
occupied by sheep, the Aborigines would be permitted to go anywhere
upon it but if with cattle the bliwr.:s must be permitted to pass from
one end of their country to another and from the scrubs to the water.
Cattle must be "broken in" to the presePce of the blacks. If the whole
or nearly the whole territory of a tribe were to be occupied by a
cattle station or contiguous cattle stations, land must be set aside
for the use of the blacks.
Each assistant curator should employ on his station a few of the
leading blacks, who would be fed extremely well and receive annually
from the government blankets, tomahawks etc., beside an allowance of
tobacco. No private individual, magistrate or police officer should
act following an outrage, other than doing what was im~ediately
necessary for defence of life and property, without the authority and
if ~~ssible the presence of a curator or assistant curator. The tribe
should be called upon to surrPnder individuals blacks and if this were
not done in a reasonable time rations should be stopped, a warrant
issued and a search begun. The pursuing party must be under the
command of a curator and the present practice of creeping up on camp
at daylight and firing indiscriminately must not be allowed. In th2
case of murder of blacks by whites, assistant curators should attempt
to bring them to justice.IO
r~

. <ldition

to this plan, Lang said, the practice of driving blacks

from a whole stretch of country covered by the home and outstations
should not be permitted. Except in extreme cases, no land should be
permanently reserved from leases for the use of the blacks, and then
only after the intending lessor had been heard in reply to the
curator. The assistance and co-operatio11 of the squatters must be
enlisted. "In two years," he said, "with anything like decent
mcnagement, the blacks and whites settle down amicably together; when
they can go anywhere they please without
as available to them as if reserved."11

h~rm;

and the country will be
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Parts of Lang's address in Melbourne were reported in Henry
Parkes's Empire of which William Ridlev was now editor. When he saw
this report, Gordon Sandeman wrote to the Empire criticising Lang, who
printed Sandeman's letter and his own response to i~ as an appendix to
his pamphlet, published in September 1865. Sandeman wrote as "one of
those who have lived in Queensland almost from the ti~e when the
aboriginal ~uled supreme over a vast territory, now redeemed from
barbarism, in a great measure through the civilising enterprise of the
pioneering settlers".12
Born in Edinburgh in 1810, Sande~an, the son of a merchant, himself
became a merchant there before migrating to New South Wales in about
1838 where he continued in the same trade until 1854 when he entered
the pastoral industry. In time he held a number of stations in
southern Queensland, including Burrandowan on the Burnett, and was in
partnership with Henry Gregory, brother of Augustus Gregory, at
Gwawbagwyne, in the Upper Dawson in the late fifties. He was Member
for ~~de Bay, Burnett and Maranoa in the New South Wales Legislative
Assembly from April 1856 to October 11357, Member of the Queensland
Legislative Assembly for Leichhardt from June 1863 to July 1870 and a
Member of the QueenslanJ Legislative Council from January 1874 to
August 1886. In April 1862 Sandeman married Ernestine de Satge, elder
sister of Oscar de Salge from whom Sandeman purchrsed Barenda station
near Charleville some time later.13
the 1856

Ne~

Sand~mann

had been chairman of

South Wales Legislative Assembly select committee which

inquired into the Native Police. Although not one of the landed gentry
in Scotland and slow to get started in New South Wales, Sandeman by
1865 was very much a
when he responded to

>f the Queensland squatting class. No doubt
Gi~eon

Lang he spoke, in effect, for that class.

Sandeman rejected Lang's statements of "alleged atrocities committed
upon the blaL.ks in Queensland" as being "sensational" and suggested
that Lang belonged to a class "possessing - whatever they may lack in
intellect - a superabundance of ideality, whether as 'sensational'
writers or of that class of orators who delight in making Exeter Hall
the scene of harangues".

Sandeman went on to say: "If Mr. Lang has

not had the experience in the southern colonies to justify the tone of
his remarks, it is a fact that he has never had such experience in
Queensland ••• of which he was never a permanent resident". Lang's
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knowledge of the subject on which he so vehemently and disingenuously
disclaimed could only be based on hearsay. Pescher's action, Sandeman
said, was that of a young and inexperienced officer, smarting un~er
the feelings of a brother officer's murder in a remote district where
a few Europeans scattered over a wide area were exposed to the attacks
of a "lot of lawless savages".

In Queensland, Sandeman said, no

notice would be taken of such "indiscriminate" assertions, but in
Victoria, where the subject was not sti well understood, "it is
undesirable that such statements ••• should be allowed to pass
altogether unnoticed".14

Referring to Lang's membership of. the 1856 select committee inquiry
into the Native Police, Sandeman asked why he had not then taken
advantage of the opportunity to investigate the subject fully as was
his duty?

S•indeman claimed the select committee and the Legislative

Assembly, as then constituted, would not have permitted a force guilty
of continued and indiscriminate slaughter. "The Native Police is not
intended to be an aggressive force - its object is that of a
proteLtive or preventive force'', he said. Occasio0al collisions
between it and tbe wild blacks were inevitable but they did not occur
continually as Lang had claimed. He denied that in these collisions
the whites were always the aggrec~,1rs and that the whites desired the
blacks should be indiscriminately massacred a~d totally exterminated.
He asked whether "men in any degree above the aboriginal himself, much
more· a class, the majority of whom are g;...r;tle,:ien in character, could
be guilty of tacitly permitting ti ~ wholesale system of exterminating
his charges would imply?" Ile asked whether Lang could be ignorar1t of
the Wills' party massacre? Or did he forget the equally inhuman
massacre

of the "whole of'· thi:. Fraser family? These brutal murders

had taken place simply because of the absence of the police. In such
cases was it to be wondered at that retributive justice should be
executed upon the murderers?

He anxiously looked forward to the

augmentation of the Native Police. Sandeman concluded: "All practical
and experienced men, with very few exceptions, agree, that the most
humane and most judicious plan is not to permit them [the Aborigines]
upon newly formed stations, for by keeping them at a distance for a
time, the risk of misunderstanding. which an unrestricted intercourse
with the shepherds at outstations might produce, is thus avoided.''15
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In his response, Lang described Sandeman's letter as a "semi-official
reply'', apparently acknowledging the latter's position as a government
member of parliament. Lang responded that Sandeman's letter in no way
affected the main points of his allegations regarding the management
of the blacks by the Queensland government - the first of which was
that when the country was occupied no provision was made for the
location of the blal ~s or the reservation of gro•n:d for their
subsistence; everything was left to the discretion of the individual
squatter.

Picking up Sandeman's assertion that the most humane plan

was not to permit the blacks upon the newly formed stations, Lang
asked: "If they are not to be allowed upon the stations, or runs
rather, for intercourse with the outstations can be prevented only by
clearing the blacks bodily off the whole country occupied by sheep,
where in the name of Heaven's mercy are they to go?"J.6
Lang was generous in his comments on Sandeman. "I have no doubt that
Mr Sandeman himself causes them to be removed from his runs, with as
much mercy and consideration as the circumstances will permit, but if
a man of such well-known kindness of disposition as he, will advocate
and practise such a policy, what can we expect from those who are
neither kind nor humane, but act solely and entirely for their own
immediate profit ••• ?"

Lang denied he had accused the whole body of

squatters of cruelty to the blacks. "As a body they treat the blacks
with great kindness ••• but that there is any strong feeling in favour
of the blacks, I must deny. Mr Pescher would not have written, nor the
Commissioner of Police published his report, if there had been." The
fact was, Lang said, it appeared to be a general conviction that
nothing could be done for the blacks and the sooner they were out of
the way
bas~d

~he

better. Rejecting Sandeman's claim that his comments were

upon hearsay, Lang said the newspaper reports of collisions and

difficulties were so continuous that it would almost appear to people
at a distance that the "principal business of the people of Queensland
was to 'disperse' blacks''.

Ue had also received authentic information

from numerous Victorians who now had stations there, c0mplcte with
details of many cases. Lang again blamed the Queensland government for
the present situation: " ••• this system of wholesale murder has arisen
through the supineness and mismanagement of the Queensland Government,
and if not legalized is practised openly, and officially reported by
their own officers". When outrages were committed by the blacks they
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were left to be dealt with to the extent of putting them to death by
II I •
•
d young o ff.icers I acting
•
inexperience
as judge, jury and
executioner".17

In response to Sandeman's question why did he not speak up when a
member of the New South Wales Assembly, he said the great difficulty
had been to get people engaged in the matters of which he complained
to give evidence. He had regretted not having raised the matter every
time -~ports of collisions and dispersions appeared in the Queensland
newspapers. Also, he had not felt justified in

proposin~

the

disbandment of the Native Police until he could propose some other
plan of protection which the colony could afford. The growing
prosperity of Queensland, capped by Pescher's report being adopted by
the Commissioner of Police and the government, made another system
quite practicable and brought his endurance to an end.18
Like the proposals examined in the previous chapter, nothing came of
Lang's plan. He wanted them to remain in their tribal areas pursuing
their traditional way of life where possible and compensated for loss
of resources by pastoralists and the government. The most innovative
part of his plan was the proposal for a chic.1. protector with powers
equal to the police commissioner, a radical concept matched only by
the powers to be bestowed under the 1897 Act upon the responsible
minister and his subordinates. But unlike Meston's system, Lang's plan
did not encourage the creation of reserves, as this would have meant
taking the Aborigines from their homelands. Lang did not appear to
appreciate Aborigines' identification with their tribal land but he
seemed to understand the value of leaving them where they were. His
plan was based on sharing land resources by indigenes and newcomers,
with justice for all rigidly enforced and some limited recompense for
the former.19 If Lang's plan had been adopted it may have resulted in
something like, but better than, the situation which eventually
developed in the pastoral industry, whereby Aborigines played an
essential part but retained some links with their land, society and
culture. Lang did not propose interfering in any way with i\boriginal
culture. He showed no desire to take children from

par~nts

nor to use

food as a means of inducing them to accept Christianity and European
civilisation. While he acknowledged their basic difference in such
things as alleged cannibalism and treachery, he did not regard

;..,
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Aborigines as inferior beings to be either exterminated or forcibly
"improved". Like Frederick Walker before him, he hoped that by working
together in an industry for which Aborigines had a natural potential
they might reach a peaceful and mutually beneficial, if not fully
equitable, relationship.
Apart from this, Lang is important because, unlike the other
reformers, he criticised Queensland frontier practice and government
policy and attempted to produce evidence to support his claims. A man
with a late-developing social conscience, he decried brutality and
condemned a whole colony for the actions of some of its landowners and
public servants. He appealed to the conscience of the Queensland
electors to do something about it, but it is unlikely that his
pamphlet was widely circulated in Queensland. It was easy for those
with nothing on their consciences, like Sandeman, to refute Lang's
charges to the satisfaction of their own class. Apologists could say
that Lang and all like him were far away and did not really understand
conditions there, a comment still made in Queensland today in response
to southern critics.
The Lang-Sandeman debate also points up the developing separation of
attitudes and ideas which is noticable in Australia from the time of
the first gold rushes. Although Queensland had its gold rushes they
did not greatly

infl~ence

the basis of Queensland society, which was

to remain strongly rural until the present day. Victorian society,
however, because of the great concentration of people and wealth in
its cities, was already an urbanised society with strong imported
liberal traditions which attracted even ex-squatters like Lang. The
subsequent influences of the city and the bush on European attitudes
and policies towards Aborigines is worthy of further study.
If Archibald Meston had read Lang's pamphlet, he did not mention it in
his 1895 and 1899 reviews of past proposals. It was not in Meston's
nature to concede that anyone else could have produced a workable
solution to the Aboriginal problem.
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CHAPTER 7: MORE PROPOSALS
The economic crisis of 1866, following on the heels of drought, halted
the land boom in Queensland. On the farthest frontiers pastoral
expansion paused and in some areas retreated briefly. Burketown in the
Gulf Country, established in the previous year, was closed down and
its government offices moved first to Sweer's Island then in 1868 to
Normanton. Settlement in the Plains of Promise failed because of
distance from supply centres and markets, misjudgement of the
country's potential and the financial difficulties which persisted
through the late 1860s. In the Kennedy district no new leases were
taken up for six years after January 1866.1 For the Aborigines, the
halt to pastoral expansion meant some respite in frontier conflict
although incidents continued in the Kennedy, Mitchell and Warrego
districts.
Nonetheless, an event of imperial strategy did allow the government to
take one small initiative in Aboriginal affairs. In 1865 the
Queensland and British governments had decided that a settlement
should be established in Torres Strait. Its

pri~ary

objective was to

provide a place which would succour shipwrecked sailors, but other
objectives were to enhance maritime stratery and to test the
possibilities of another Singapore on the nDrthern Australian coast.
For Bowen it was the next step in his grand design of a string of
ports along the coast. John Jardine, who had been Police Magistrate at
Rockhampton, and a party of Royal Marines arrived at Somerset by ship
in July 1864. Relations with the local tribes were not good and
gradually worsened. The Queensland Executive Council felt the presence
of a missionary station there might help to reduce the h0stility of
the Aborigines, who had been greatly antagonised by the local
administration. Tn July 1865 the Executive Council decided to try to
obtain a trained missionary and made inquiries in Englancl.-As a result
the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts wrote
in January 1866 that it had set aside 300 pounds a year for a
missionary and 150 pounds a year for an industrial schoolmaster to
reside at Somerset. The Society eventually sent the Reverend F.G. Jagg
and Mr W.I. Kennett.2
When he arrived in Brisbane Jagg was advised by the Queensland
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government that it could not reimburse him for the expenses of his
voyage to Australia. Further, he was advised not to take his wife to
Somerset, advice which he ~eluctantly accepted. Early in 1867 Jagg was
staying in Ipswich making .arrangements for the mission before going to
Somerset while Kennett was teaching at an orphans' school in Brisbane.
The two men arrived by shi; at Somerset in February 1867. Jagg was
given the customs house as 1uarters and Kennett a cottage. Jagg, who
still hoped to bring his wii~, two children and "one or two female
servants

1
'

to Somerset, was n•

t

impressed with the accommodation, a

building with two rooms plus a kitchen and room for one servant.

The

kitchen contained neither a stove a nor grate. The building required
painting and cleaning up and in his opinion was not habitable. Ile
asked that the building be enlarged, a request supported by Captain
H.G. Simpson, a squatter who was now magistrate at Somerset.3
Jagg was shocked by the general conditions he found at Somerset, but
nevertheless attempted to reach an accommodation with the Aborigines.
Contrary to the view of the whites, he found them to be "kind,
faithful and trustworthy''. He did not subscribe to the theory of the
"doomed race 11 ; his outlook was "vigorous"; and he looked forward to
extending his mission to the eastern New Guinea archipelago. Kennett
also was positive in his attitude and active in attempting to promote
the well-being of the local people, so much so that in September 1867
he was asked by one tribe to assist it in settling a conflict with
another. He took a sincere interest in the culture of the local
tribes. Jag3 and Kennett established a school, even though Simpson
would not permit Aborigines to enter Somerset. They went to the
Aboriginal camps to preach a'1d teach, taking with the:n "a few trifling
presents''. So strong was Jagg's feeling for the rights of the
Aborigines that he was said to have threatened to kill Frank Jardine,
son of John Jardine, when he attempted to steal the corpse of an
islander adorned with mother of pearl.4
Burdened by financial worries and distressed by separation from his
wife, Jngg left Somerset in December 1867. Back in Ipswich in January
1868, he wrote to the Colonial Secretary, Arthur Palmer, the
Irish-born Port Curtis pastornlist, seeking an interview so he could
report on the mission and chiding Palmer for remarks which he had made
in Parliament regarding Kennett. For some time, Jagg said, Kennett had
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carried on school work among the Aborigines and, had the supply of
provisions held out, would have had a school of twenty or thirty
Aboriginal children. No schoolroom had been provided and the
magistrate had refused use of three or four empty rooms. Much
assistance could have been given to him if the instructions of the
previous government had been carried out. Kennett remained until
August 1868 when, starved of funds, he too decided to leave. The
marines had been withdrawn in 1867, being replaced by three white
constables until 1870 when a detachment of Native Police w3s sent
there. The settlement gradually declined despite the growth of the
pearling industry and in 1877, because of the continued hostility of
the Aborigines and the unsuitability of the anchorage at Somerset, the
Queensland government transferred the settlement to Thursday Island.
As R.B. Joyce has commented, the lack of development of the settlement
at Somerset typified Bowen's failure to impress the British government
with the importance of either his ideas or Queensland's potential.5
In i868 Bowen became Governor of New Zealand, being succeeded by Sir
Samuel Blackall. Herbert, after resigning as Premier in February 1366
and beir~ recalled by Bowen in July to solve the financial crisis,
finally r2signed in August 1866 and returned to England. Together they
had domi11ated the first years of Queensland politics. Bowen was able
to do this because of the force of his personality, middle-of-the-road
policies, impartiality and determination to develop Queensland by
ce.pitalis.t methods. lnis objective was shared by Herbert who had
invested in cotton-planting and in the huge pastoral station, Valley
of Lagoons, in the Burdekin Valley with G.E. Dalrymple and Walter and
Arthur Scott. Bowen and Ilerbert had fostered pastoral expansion,
encouraged

immi~ration,

diversified the economy, introduced the

national (that is, State-financed and controlled) education system and
reduced State-aid to Church schools. Apart from the financial crisis
of July 1866, they had provided sound administration.6 The Brisbane
lawyer, Arthur Macalister, succeeded Herbert in 1866.
The land boom of Bowen's days had passed.

Even in the settled

districts new difficulties, such as spear grass in the Kennedy,
brought ruin to the squatters. The economic development of the late
1860s which affected the Aborigines most was not pastoralism but
mining. In September 1867 James Nash found payable gold on the Mary
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River; soon Gympie Creek became Queensland's first successful
goldfield. At almost the same time gold was found on the Cape River
inland from the port of Bowen; in 1868 it was found near Ravenswood
station inland from Townsville, the first battery there being set up
in 1870. Then followed more fields in the north, on the Etheridge
River and Charters Towers, the latter to become the colony's most
productive field. By 1872 minPrs were again moving northwards in the
most legendary rush of them all - to the Palmer River at the base of
Cape York Peninsula.7 In five years, miners had invaded the hills and
gorges of eastern Queensland from the Mary River, only 187 kilometres
by road north of Brisbane, to th.: Palmer "a thousand miles away". They
had invaded the last refuges of the Aborigines, the rugged country of
no use to the pastoralists.
In this rush of white settlement to the north, and the resultant
impact on Aboriginal society, one small effort to help the Aborigines
was being mnde
Albert and

f~~

Lo~nn

behind, souLh of Brisbane at Beenleigh in the

River districts. Godfrey Hausmann, who had gone to

Victoria in 1857 as pastor of a Lutheran community at Germantown,
returned to Brisbane in 1861. In 1863 he began church services in the
Beenleigh district, laying the foundation for a number of Lutheran
churches, the principal of which was St Peter's, Becnleigh. In 1866 he
gave his full attention to Aboriginal work and established the
Bethesda mission together with some of a new party of Gassner
missionaries he had obtained from Berlin that year. This mission, the
only new one in Queensland since Ridley had left in 1857, lasted until
the station was sold in 1883. According to E.R.B. Gribble, Hausmann
and his assistants met with many difficulties there and had to give it
up "without any result".8
In October 1869 three prop'.1sals for the better treatment of the

were put to the government by citizens living in
Rockhampton and Bowen. The first came from Phillip Somer of Bowen who
Abori~ines

had had twenty years of station life in Victoria, New South h'ales and
northern Queensland.

In a letter to the then Colonial Secretary,

Arthur Ilodgson, Somer said the past deplorable misgovernment of the
blacks of northern Queensland and their wretched state of existence,
with the very evident probability of future robbery and murder, was
causing serious

n~xicty

to the inhabitants of the north, especially in

~

I

'

.

'
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the Kennedy district.9
This present system of keeping the Aborigines off pastoral runs and
out of towns, Somer said. had led to the "most dreadful results".
Instead of the government sending enough pol~ce to protect the
pioneers in the first instance and assisting them afterwards to
civilise the blacks and allow them in some years ago, the government
had not sent anything like the required number of police fJr a new
district. Consequently every bushman had had to take the ·.aw into his
own hands in self-defence "and for a time every man's ham' was aeainst
the blacks and their hands against every man." Those Aborigines who
had been peacefully inclined towards the settlers at first had become
revengeful and committed several most horrible murders, "cutting and
hacking their victims in a frightful manner, and killing sheep,
cattle, and horses - cattle especially - in every direction. 11 10
This state of affairs, Somer said, had lasted from the early part of
1864 to 1868 and to a certain extent in some parts of the Kennedy and
outlying districts at the time of writing. At present the blacks are
in a very unsettled state, he said. The blacks did not know where to
go to be out of the way. This state of things could not last long
without a serious row between them and the Europeans. No steps were
being taken to control, educate and civilise them. They would he in
the same state of savage ignorance and darkness as to civilisation and
Christianity and be the same cause of terror and annoyance to the
inhabitants of the district in the next five years as they were five
years ago.
On the other hand, if a competent person be at once
appointed as Black protector, Inspector, and teacher
of the blacks in this district, with two assistants,
and a prop~r system arranged and carried out to
civilize tnem, they would in a few years be quiet and
obedient; and make themselves very useful in this
cotton and sugar growing country; and be educated
enough to know good from evil; and right from wrong.11
Somer said he had carefully prepared a description of the method, by
which, he believed, the blacks could be managed successfully.

Ile
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would be happy to place this at the disposal of the government "if it
is the intention of the Government to take any immediate steps in this
.
mos t important
matter " .12 Apparently the government had no such

intention. No reply was noted on Somer's letter and it seems that no
more correspondence was received from him on the subject. Tt was not
to be expected that Arthur Hodgson, the paragon of Darling Downs
squatters, would have been interested in devoting colonial funds to
providing more Native Police or spending them on a plan for a
protector and assistants for the Kennedy, unless there were compelling
reasons why he should. From the point of view of the government there
were none.
At this time David Temple of Rockhampton sent to Hodgson the rough
draft of a memorial to Blackall on the position of the Aborigines of
the colony and suggesting ways in which their

conditio~

might be

ameliorated. Temple, who had resided in Australia for twenty-seven
years, considered not enough had been done for them. "It was now a
well authenticated fact that cotton, sugar, maize etc. could be
profitably grown in Queensland, even with European labour'', he said,
sure that it could also be grown profitably with Aboriginal labour or,
if not profitably the returns would more than cover the expenses and
afford the raeans of helpin:1 the Aborigines to help

thcmselv~s.

Temple

hoped that his attached plan would have the support of the Governor
and that Hodgson might take it with him on his proposed visit to
England and there submit it to the Aboriginal Protection Society.13
Temple proposed that the Society purchase frora the <lueenslnnd
government land suitable for growing su3ar, cotton etc; a practical
cultivator of such crops be engaged and

fcncin~

and

buildin~s

be

erected; this raan and his wife be employed as protector and
protectrcss and be paid 120 pounds a year; a portion of the land be
brought m. lc'r cultivation each year by the protector; nnd the
Aborigines be encouraged to assist in fencing, preparing the soil and
plantinq cane, cotton and other crops, receiving for their labour
marks or pieces of metal which would be worth one penny each to the
natives but worthless to others. Only authorised whites would be
allowed on the plantation; no intoxicntinn liqueur would

~e

allowed;

and the protector woubl he sworn in as a constable to enforce his
nutho~ity.

Temple

emphasi~e1l

that the Aboriqines should not be coerced
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when they wished to go on their "excursions". The protectress would
teach the females to make articles of clothing and a school would be
provided to teach the Aborigines on the plantation the elements of
reading and writing. The squatters would be asked to co-operate in
this project. Hodgson sent Temple's draft memorial to Blackall, who
returned it without comment.14
Towards the end of October 1869 J.F. Kelsey of Bowen, apparently a
cotton-grower well known to Macalister, wrote to Blackall in
exasperation concerning the unsatisfactory state of relations between
the inhabitants and the Aborigines of the town and district. "I have
waited a long time," he said, "in the hope that policy or humanity
would have induced someone, more conversant than myself with the
Aboriginal difficulty, to have laid this matter before your Excellency
and the Minister." About the beginning of the year, he said, a
squatter near Bowen had told the wild blacks they might "come in" and
since then they had been much in and about the town and neighbourhood.
No localities in which they might keep had been pointed out to them
and no system of treatment of them had been laid down. The result was
that one white man allowed them on to his ground while his neighbour
drove them off with menaces and threats.
The blacks were at first allowed to camp outside Bowen
until a citizen missed or lost a petticoat for which
the blacks were hunted off, guns were fired over their
heads, and their 11 gunyahs" burnt and destroyed - a
step not highly conducive to the safety of small
farmers, travellers, splitters, women, and others
living in isolated situations in the "bush".15
Kelsey had allowed then to camp near some waterholes on his ground and
some had joined his Pacific Islanrters in their work for which he hud
rewarded them. But they had been driven off by a policeman for
allegedly killing a small steer or heifer. When the blacks were again
quietly settled down they disappeared after the Native Police, on a
visit to the town, camped near them. A few days later the body of an
Aboriginal woman was found in a waterhole near Kelsey's paddock. All
these disturbances had occurred after he had "with much pains" pointed
out his boundaries to the blacks and told them no one would disturb
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them as long as they confined their activities to destroying opossums,
wallabies and the like and getting '"sugar bags 11 , 16
Kelsey urged the government to establish a station for the Aborigines
at Bowen. He was prepared to sell the government ten to 100 acres
around the waterhole where the blacks were again camped unless the
government had in mind a more suitable spot. If the government thought
that a supervisor for the station were necessary, the local inspector
of commons was perfectly willing and capable of doing this. He also
submitted that a "properly accredited ~loravian missionary" be engaged.
Kelsey suggested no public house be licensed within four or five miles
of the station. He asked that the government provide tobacco and beef
for them to compensate for the kangaroos driven off the pastoral runs
near Bowen, but only to those prepared to learn to work. "Altho' the
value of their work to me will be little enough, compared with the
trouble, risks and losses I must at first

~ncur,

I will continue for

the present to give potatoes, pumpkins etc to all that work my land.''
Blackall did nothing about this letter until April 1870, when Kelsey
asked that it be forwarded to the new Premier and Colonial Secretary,
Charles Lilley. Blackall sent it to Lilley without comment, saying he
had overlooked it.17
Blackall died in office in January 1871 and was succeded by the
Marquess of Normanby. In April 1872 Alfred Davidson, a banker and
member of the Aboriginal Protection Society,

asl~ed ~ormanby

to appoint

a board or commission of "unpaid men" to inquire into the Aborisines
of Queensland. The inquiry was to cover the ntl'nber of Aborigines in
the colony, their districts and tribes; what methods were being
employed to induce them to work; what protection they possessed ''in
practice" from the courts of law and from the police, for the payment
of their wages "if they do work" and from injuries caused by
unscrupulous men; and whether any practicable plan could be devised
for their improvement and advantage. Arthur Palmer, leader of the
squatter 1 s party after the retirement of

~lackcnzie,

was now Pret:iier

and Colonial Secretary. Normanby sent Davidson's request to Palmer,
who was not enthusiastic. It did not appear, he said on 9 April in a
note to the Executive Council, that the slightest practical benefit
would follow from the

appoin~L~nt

of such a commiAsion. All

commissions attracted heavy expenditure and one such as this would be
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no exception. To do the least possible good the members of the
commissjon would have to visit every district in the colony. Even
unpaid commissioners would expect their expenses to be paid. Palmer
and five of his ministers commented on his note that they could not
support th(' request. Nonetheless L;,e note arrived at the Colonial
Secretary's office on 22 April bearing the word "approved".18
It seems that Normanby had managed to change his ministers' minds ~nd
the reason is not difficult to guess. The controversy over abuses in
the importation of indentured labour for the sugar industr1,
particularly the method8 of the "blackbirders", had result:ed in "a
stream of embarrassing inquiries" £rem London to Brisbane, and
Normanby must have had this in mind when he considered Davidson's
request and the advice of his ministers in April 1872. Presumably he
felt that it would look better in London if he were seen to he doing
something for the Aborigines.19 No:,, U1eless, it was another two years
before a commission of inquiry into the Aborigines was established.
In his 1899 review of past proposals, Archibald Meston said of the
Aborigines: "To deal with them effectually, in accordance with any
system of justice, would practically have meant the stopping of all
settlement until the future of the aboriginals was definitely
arranged''.20 Settlement did halt in Queensland in 1866 and was slow to
resume for several years, but n0 government in that time was prepared
to seize this opportunitir to implemt nt any µlan to reach an
1

accommodation with the Aborigines, in which they would accept British
rule but would be treated equally with the whites and
material losses. The only ::; .ve·

compen~~ted

for

ent initiative in this period, the

1

importation of a missionary a1.y teacher, was not aimed at reaching any
such

accom~odation

but attempted to use religion to pacify resistance

at Somerset. The dishonesty of this approach was apparent to Jagg and
Kennett when they complained of the lack of material support from the
government. Such ideals as the Herbert government may have had were
abandoned by its successors led by Macalister from August 1866 and
Mackenzie from August 1867. With the ascendency of the squatters'
party of Mackenzie and his deputy, Palmer, governm0nt policy was now
wholly directed at resuming the land conquest and the acquisition of
personal fortunes threatened by the disaster of July 1866.
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As we have seen, some colonists were concerned about the treatment of
the Aborigines and their condition. The proposals put forward by
Somer, Temple and Kelsey containe1 the seeds of the 1897 legislation without its comr•tlsion. Like Challinor and othe:rs previously, they
wished to provide Aborigines with a measure of protection from abuse
by settlers and the Native Police and to provide sustenance at
prescribed places, generally in return for so~e form of work. The
development of the sugar and cotton industries in the central coastal
area of Queensland appeared to these colonists to offer a viable basis
for a working relationship between the two races. SuLh industries were
labour-intensive and Aboriginal labour seemed to be a possible
alternative to indentured Pacific Island labour, against which there
was strong hostility in some quarters. Bringing Aborigines to
specified centres, such as depots, missions or plantations, would
"quieten" the iestive blacks and help solve a labour problem. But the
Mackenzie
~rnment was not interested in the condition of the
Aborigi11

md foreign labour was preferred. As mentioned in Chapter

4, catt

nd sugar planters had turned to the South Pacific for

labour

j

•

the early 1860s. While Aboriginal labour was cheap and

plentiful, it did not fulfil ~he employers' other requirements,
reliability and docility. Aborigines were employed with some success
in the Mackay dist~ict in the 1870s, but apparently because they were
a small number m.'d working in their traditional land (see Chapter 9).
A concentrated
coastal

vali~ys

to draw upon A.

~nterprise

such as the sugar industry, confined to

and demanding great numbers of workers, would have had
~gines

living outside those areas. This would have

led to frequent absenteeism us Aborigines attempted to hunt and gather
food nearby or sought to fulfil cultural obligations by returning to
their homelands. The use of outsiders may also have led to anta6onism
between them and local workers.

?~lanesians,

unable to return hone to

fulfil any such obligations and being forei3ners unable to live off a
strange land, presented no such difficulties for employers.21
The proposals of Somer, Temple and Kelsey may have been ignored but
they pointed to a potential for Aboriginal protection and preservation
which was to be tested by Frank Brid3man 1 s experiment at

~lackay

in the

mid-1870s. When Meston said in his Proposed System in 1895 that ''the
ordinary process of pioneer colonisation mnde any satisfactory
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arrangement a difficult problem 11 he was being too generous.22 There is
no evidence that the Queensland governments of the first decade after
separation were aware of any problem in the bead sense. Government;
occasionally conceded that there was a need to civilise the Aborigines
and, if any private organisation were willing to attempt to do this,
the government was prepared to assist it, but without spending money.
This was why Herbert had been prepared to grant land for mission
purposes, but nothing else.
The first decade of independence for Q~eensland had not produced any
official acceptance of a responsibility to improve the condition of
the Aborigines, nor indeed that they had any call upon the state.
Nonetheless, evidence bef9re the 1861 select committee showed that the
slight humanitarian gestures of such people as

th~ ~utton

brothers,

Frederick Walker, Godfrey Hausmann and William Ridley among the early
colonists, had been augcented in the 1860s by Challinor and unnamed
others in Ipswich, by squatters such as Tom Petrie, officials such as
Sheridan, former missirnaries such as Zillman and Rode, clerics such
as Love and Larkin, anJ northern settlers such as Somer, Temple and
Kelsey. Interest was being taken by outsiders in what was happening in
Queensland race relations, chiefly because of the abuse of the
indentured Pacific Islanders but also, as Gideon Scott Lang showed,
because of what was :.appening to the Aborigines. This humanitarian
concern developed as missionary interest in the Aborigines subsided.
There appears to have been a realisation among some Queenslanders in
the 1860s that missionaries had not addressed themselves to the real
problem. The savers of souls had not been interested in salving
wounds, a physical situation which required physical rather than
spiritual intervention. The few proposals put forward then for
assisting Aborigines had som0 potential for success. The Aborigines
did not want Christianisty, but they did want food, shelter and
protection from violence, and if the depots proposed by Larkin, Kelsey
and others, had been set up, they would have had them, if only in
small measure. Also, linked with these proposals for depots and
reserves was the notion of making the Aborigines self-supporting by
producing food and of foring their labour to neighbouring white
settlers. This was the genesis of the ideas to be developed in the
1870s and fumandental to Neston's system adopted in 1897.
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As Rowley has observed. another factor in the growing interest in the
condition of the Aborigines in the 1860s was the ''increasing political
weight of the townsmen and their isolation from the harsher conditions
of the frontier". These urban settlers would have been reminded daily
of some of the effects of conquest upon the Aborigines by the ·-owing
presence of Aboriginal fringe-dwellers - that is, those who c

on

the edge of towns in order to beg, to offer themselves for war. 3nd
prostitution, and in some cases to escape the Native Police. Although
most towns served the pastoral industry and were therefore dependent
upon the squatters, the ex-ticket-of-leave men and other
"squatter-haters" were escablishing themselves in business, and "there
could well have been something in these townsmen's attitudes which
made possible a readiness to criticise the treatment of the Aboriginal
on the stations''.23 Rowley might have added that the behaviour of
these fringe-dwellers, including drunkenness, fighting among
themsleves, nakedness, prostitution as well as

11

contamination 11 of the

local white youth with venereal diseases and the growing presence of
children of oixed blood in such caops were concerning European
townspeople in the 1360s. This was a concern which developed over
following decades into demands
visual

so~Lal

~hat

something be done about this very

problem (from the point of view of the whites). As the

urban population grew, so did its political power. This is a oatter
which will be examined briefly in the next chapter, using
as an example.

:~ryborough
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CHAPTER 8: EDWARD FULLER AND FRASER ISLAND
Despite the total lack of government interest and dearth of private
benevolence, a few humanitarians continued to labour, even if
misguidedly, on behalf of the Aborigines.

While Godfrey Hausmann

persevered at Beenleigh with the Bethesda mission, the Primitive
Methodist, Edward Fuller, attempted to bring Christianity to the
Aborigines of the Wide Bay district. Fuller arrived on Fraser Island,
the great island of sand, 120 kilometres long, standing off the coast
at Maryborough, in October 1870. Little is known about the background
of Fuller, whose mission appears to have been largely independent.
According to William Lees, Fuller's work was never subsidised by the
government or his church but he did receive much material assistance
from the Footes of Ipswich. John Clarke Foote and James Foote were not
brothers but may have been related. They had similar backgrounds,
being born in Wiltshire and Gloucestershire respectively at about the
same time and arrived separately in Queensland in the early 1350s.
John Foote was a Uesleyan and in 1851 taught at the Nundah missionary
station before becoming a store manager at Ipswich in 1852 and a
partner in the store two years later. He remained in Ipswich for the
rest of his life, serving as a member of the Legislative Council
1877-95. James Foote was the son of a l!ethodist clergyman but becur.ie a
Baptist. Beginning as a grocer and ironmonger in Ipswich, he was later
involved in a flour mill, woollen mill and engineering works. Ile was
Mayor of Ipswich in 1870 and ;'!.L.A. for Uest

~·!oreton

fror.i :lover:iber

1873 for several periods.l It appears the Footes were sufficiently
evangelical and wealthy to help Fuller. Other support came from
Maryborough and Brisbane, as will be described.
The selection of Fraser Island as a site for a mission station was the
result of a long process involving diverse religious, social and
political objectives ar.iong the whites.2 As seen in Chapter 1, the
Moreton Bay Crown Lands Commissioner, Stephen Simpson, had suggested
the Lutheran r.iission be relocated on Fraser Island. In Brisbane the
missionary, Christopher Eipper, enlisted the support of the Anglican
clergyman, John Gregor, in a scheme to secure the whole island in the
interests of Christian endeavour, a proposal which Gregor communicated
to Bishop Williom Broughton in Sydney. Gre3or envisaged setting up two
and possibly four stations on the island, which he said was "so much
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more favourable as a scene for missionary labour than any spot in the
interior of New Holland''. A shortage of government and private funds
for missionary work during the economic crisis of that time and lack
of official interest thwarted Eipper and Gregor, but in 1846 they
raised the proposal again in submissions to the New South Wales
Legislative Council select committee on the condition of the
Aborigines. In Eipper's revised proposal, he suggested that a mission
on Fraser Island be combined with a penal settlement for Aboriginal
offenders. Rather than proclairaing martial law in a disturbed
district, he said, it would be far more humane and more subservient to
the colonists' interests if Aborigines, men, women and children, were
conveyed to some island to iorm a penal settlement "where, by
expatriation, they would be justly punished for their misdeeds, would
be prevented from giving further trouble ••• " Above all, such a
settlement would offer a "fair field for missionary enterprise".
Nothing came of this revised plan, but as Evans and Walker have noted,
it was a ''chillingly accurate forecast of what would happen on Fraser
Island half a century later".3
Nothing more happened until early 1864 when two timber-getters were
attacked by Aborigines on Fraser Island and one was killed. In
Parliament the activities of the two whites were condemned and
Governor Bowen informed R.3. Sheridan, the magistrate and customs
officer at !laryborough, that the government intended to prohibit the
cutting of tir.iber on Fraser Island. In :·fay Western \food, an
Eton-educated pastoralist with mercantile interests, and John
Bramston, a barrister who had been private secretary to Bowen,
1859-1861, inforr.ied the Legislative Council the government intended to
reserve the island exclusively for the use of the blacks and all
persons holding timber licences would be warned off in future. Wood
had been inspired by a lecture 3iven in Brisbane by Dishop Patteson,
on his proposal to establish a depot on the Queensland coast for his
missionary enterprises in the Pacific. Wood suggested Fraser Island
::mt Patteson eventually chose iforfolk Island. The Legislative Council
gave the proposal for a reserve en Fraser Island such a ''frosty
reception" that the government withdrew it. Nor did the government
gazette the island as a reserve so that, despite some interest from
the churches and humanitarians and the increasing desire of
~~ryborough

district residents to remove Aborigines thence, the
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interests of the timber industry prevailed.4
Aborigines in the Maryborough district were pacified as early as 1853
when some stations began employing them; and in the town itself later
they performed "a thousand odd jobs which i t was impossible to get
white men to do''.

As well they worked in the brewery, the

boiling-down works and on the whqrves, for which they were paid
little, usually in liquor. Beer was given for brewery work and they
could purchase "blackfellow's rum 11 which came from a tub upon hc;tel
counters into which went the drainings of the bottles and glasses. As
Evans and Walker comment: "Thus, implicit in the reward system for
Aboriginal labour itself were the vigorous agents of further decay.
Where rifles and strychnine had once taken their toll, alcohol and
disease, abetted by neglect and indifference, now decimated the
natives." Aboriginal behaviour had become repulsive to the point of
being intolerable. In the past the Native Police had managed to
control and to some extent reduce their numbers, but after 1867 only
two black troopers were stationed at Maryborough. "IIence, the white
citizens began to cast about for other means of controlling the
behaviour and movements of 'a lot of abject and debased natives'". In
January 1865 a public meeting in

~aryborough

had called for their

total abolition from its precincts. It was suggested that they be
removed to a reserve where they "might live in their savage fashion,
and indulge in their filthy and cannibalistic habits and practices,
away from the homes of our race".5
A counterbalancing influence on local opinion had been the charity and
reasonableness of Sheridan, the man who in his evidence to the 1861
Queensland Legislative Assembly Select Comittce had said that every
Aborigine \:as "one of
association with

~;ature's

~Iaryborough

gentlemen" and who in his long

was noted for his "integrity, fairness

and humanity''. Sheridan showed that he was prepared to act to help the
Aborigines: in 1867 he opened a subscription list to raise money to
provide food for them at Christmas and got a good response. A bullock,
four hundredweight of flour and one hundredweight of su3ar were taken
to the Aborininnl cer:ip behind the :•laryborough cemetery where about 500
were expected to receive the food. :foxt Christmas a similar feast was
provided together with tobacco and pipes. The Aborigines gave three
cheers for the whitcs.6 Thus in two years Sheridan had turned public
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opinion around, but not for long.
A particular source of offence for the citizens of 1·1aryborough was the
large camp of blacks behind the town cemetery. The

~!aryborough

Chr ·.n. ':' ~ in October 1869 reported that these blacks were "shocking
the sensibilities of all passers by" because of their lack of
clothing. A few days earlier it had reported a "diabolical" fight
between a "mob of drunken blacks" and a few days later another quarrel
between blacks frequenting the town, this time using a knife and a
razor. In

~!ovember

the newspaper was reporting on the supply of drink

to the Aborigines and its effects. At the end of December 1869 four
blacks entered a hotel and carried off several bottles of liquor. In
January 1370 some pillaged a house. By March of that year the
Abori3ines were suffering a lack of food because of a flood in the
~ary

River. Defore this period the Chronicle had been reporting the

murder and rape of whites by blacks in other parts of Queensland.7 The
citizens of

~~ryborough

had been apprehensive about the Aborigines for

years: after the Hornet Bank massacre 300 kilometres away in 1357 they
had fully expected the blacks to strike at thcm.8 In 1S65 the
situation in the district

~.s

such that they felt compelled to scud a

memorial to the government requesting protection.Y Obviously the

~ide

Day blacks were not being "quietened" as quickly as those in other
so-called settled districts. The great fear of 1357, as Denholm has
termed it, had become the great revulsion by 1870. This desire to get
the blacks out of sight and onto reserves was to persist and develop
throughout Queensland and was a key influence upon the Queensland
government in 1897 when contcmplatina the Aboriginal problem. At this
stage, in the early 1870s, however, the problem was a local one and
the answer was to prove ineffectual.
Despite the failure of the proposed government action in 1364, there
seems to have been an impression in

~luryborough

later that at least

part of Fraser Island had been reserved for the exclusive use of the
Aborigines and that timber-getters were debarred from the place. In
November 1869 the Mnryborou3h Chronicle reported that three parties of
lumberi:ten were at work in the "Ab0riginal protection areas" of the
island "with the full approval of the Lands Department". The newspaper
commented: "How far the destruction of the timber can consist [sic]
with the humane intentions of a for~er government towards a race of
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men almost exclusively dependent upon game and the wild fruits for
their subsistence, we are unable to say". The invasion, it said, was a
breach of an implied agreement which had subdued the turbulence of the
Wide B~y tribes.10
Fuller was assisted by Sheridan to make the move to Fraser Island in
October 1870 with building materials. Accompanied by one other, Fuller
began to select a site for an agricultural mission station. After two
weeks searching, he chose "a valley or swamp where the sand seemed a
little darker'' near White Cliffs, where he began clearing ground and
planting crops. By April 1871 the Chronicle was reporting he was
unable to grow plants even with cow dung. His mission to the
Aborigines of the island was hardly more successful. They were willing
to work for a small quantity of flour and sugar daily but his attempts
to teach them the English alphabet only induced a "great deal of
laughing and chattering''. In June 1871 Fuller and a Miss Winstone were
married on the island by the Reverend J. Buckle of the Queensland
Aboriginal tlissionary Society. They proceeded to labour together and
the new bride would attract Aborigines to morning and evening services
by playing hymns on a harmonium. By August 1372 they had as

~any

as

thirty-four blacks packed in their tent for Sunday service and there
were now "between two and three dozen who can read the lford of God
with more or less ability, and as rnany more have the alphabet off by
heart, some perfectly". Some learnt verses of scripture, hymns and
prayers, but Fuller had to admit they had "not yet seen any fruit from
our labours, in the shape of conversions and change of heart ••• "11.
In June 1872 Fuller complained of white men molesting Aboriginal women
on the island and endeavouring to entice some girls away from the
mission station. "People talk about the danger of living amongst the
Blacks," he said.
I have been living nearly two years amongst them in a
place where the thieves and vagabonds and the most
wicked

amon~st

them generally resort for safot}' and

yet we dread the Hhites more than the Blacks and their
pernicious influence goes farther to impede the spread
of Gospel Truth than all the superstitions and
prejudices amongst the Aborigines

themselv~s.12
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The intrusion of whites was to become a problem on Fraser Island which
reoccurred in later years. The men to whom Fuller objected were
oyster-gatherers and timber-getters. The Missionary Society appealed
to Palmer, who was both Premier and Colonial Secretary, for help.
Sheridan was instructed to attend to the matter and he promptly saw to
it that the two worst offenders kept away from the mission by
threatening to confiscate their boat.13
The Fullers received some assistance from a small group, the
~laryborough

Mission Committee, and after 31 January 1871 from the

non-denominational Queensland Aboriginal Missionary Society, formed by
the Reverend E. Hooker who acted as its secretary. In April of that
year, when he became the society's sole asent, Fuller informed it that
he desired to move the mission from the island. lie spent months
exploring the mainland and could find nothing suitable closer than
Lake Weyba near Noosa, just over 100 kilometres due south of
Naryborough. llf
'
Fuller
and his wife had a final prayer meeting and

singin~

with the

Aborigines before leaving Fraser Island. They took six tons of
equipment on the schooner Albatross and on 29

~ovember

1372 arrived at

the bar to the mouth of the Noose River and went aground, getting off
next day. The captain had difficulty finding the luke which, when he
finally located it, had too many sand banks for him to enter. Lake
Weyba was three miles across and the land about it was swampy. Some
10,000 acres had been reserved for the mission but 0,000 were sand and
the site was not as good as that at Fraser Island. The party had to
pitch a tent where they were and decided that they would have to :nnke
a road to get across the swamp to the selected site. The nearest
timber mill was seventeen miles away.

On Sunday timber-getters in the

area arrived and joined divine service on the Albatross. Up the river
later that day another service was held at a settlement where eighteen
attended. Local people arrived on the Monday to help set up camp.15 A
r.10nth later the situation was not good. The "corduroy" road, 120 yards
long from the landing place to the mission site, had not been
completed. Hhite ants were reported to he "destroying everything". ~fo
Aborigines had come to stay at the mission. Europeans were prejudicing
them against doing so and were supplying them with liquor. White men
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in the area had attempted to make t~e mission fail by spreading
rumours among the blacks that Fuller intended to kidnap them.16 But by
mid-January 1873 eight Aborigines were at the mission and they had
complained of the treatment they had received from the local whites.
The "corduroy road" was now completed, a house, kitchen, detached
bedroom, bathhouse and other conveniences had been erected.17 At the
same time Buckle called upon the new station. Uc found the Fullers to
be

11

as well as could be expected even though supplies had not come

from Brisbane or Maryborough for three months".18 Shortage of food was
always a problem at Lake Weyba, so much so that accordin; to
the Gympie Times in October 1873 a punning black there complained:
11

Te-wantin', sugar wantin', flour wantin', bacca wantin', everything
wantin'. 11 19 Tewantin is a town in the area.
The mission was no r.iore successful at Noose than on Fraser Island.
Soon the Fullers were to move again. In January 1874 they arrived in
Cardwell, northern Queensland, to begin again. Fuller held reliqious
services in the Cardwell courthouse for the white

resi<l~nts

and,

apparently after careful consideration, chose ilinchinbrook Island as
the site for a mission. As yet there were few settlers along this
coast but Aborigines had made many attacks on whites, especially those
putting ahsore in boats, apparently in an attempt to dissuade
settlement. Local whites attempted to dissuade Fuller, fearin3 that
living alone there would be dangerous, but he ignored this advice,
moving to the island in 1-larch 1874 and setting up camp at a spot near
where two whitemen had recently been killed. Accord in;~ to Father
Duncan :Ic!iab, who visited Cardwell u few years later, the Fullers
found only women and children, all the men having been shot by the
Native Police a few uecks before their arrival. Dorothy Jones has
claimed that in five months not one Aborigine approached Fuller and
his wife.
The Fullers admitted defeat and moved to a former plantation site on
Bellenden Plains, near Cairns, where they were 03ain rejected by the
Aborigines. A month later Fuller decided to return to Cordwell .£!!.
route for Ipswich, "where the nnti ves were nt least approachable" nn1l
where he had support from residents such os the Footcs. It is not
known what happened to Fuller for eiGhteen years but in 1892 he was
the manager of the Deebinq Creek Aborigines station near Ipswich,
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which had been stablished by the Aborigines Protection Society of
Queenslnnd in that year. There he laboured with heart and body, old,
tired and bitter, again apparently unable to achieve his objectives
(see Chapter 16).20 His five missions, in which he attempted to
civilise the Aborigines and bring the "Gospel Truth" to them, appear
to have been distinguished only by their faith and persistence.
Commenting in 1895 on the work of Fuller and Hausmann, Meston said
''they all went the way of the German station and the Stradbroke
missions".21
All of this fruitless missionary work enabled ~~ston to declare in
1895 that past efforts to improve or preserve Aborigines had been made
under conditions "certain to end in failure, and they have usually
been directed by men destitute of the absolutely essential
qualifications''. Nearly all the early missionaries, he said in
his Pronosed System, were men fresh fro~ the old countries, with only
their sincerity and 'jood intentions as a reco::i1.1endation. "They started
with the fixed delusive idea that the race was to be saved by reli1ion
alone, and that the aboriqinal mind was a soil on which the seeds of
rcli~,;ious

dosma could be sown broadc,1st [sic] and bear ::iuch fruit. 11

:lcston said the mis.sion:irics overloo!:c:l the foct t~mt tlH~ Australian
native was a ;->rir:iitivc nan of the Stone ,\3c. "The attc:;ipt to civilise
the abori:;inal in n year, or in ten years, or in the lifcti::ie cf one
3eneration, w~ant a hopeless effort to pass hi::i by sor:ie r.ia·~ical
transforr.iation throu;~h all the sta:~cs that have occupied civilised r:mn
for countless n:~cs." In all cases the attrn:ipt was u dishenrtenin'.~
failure, not because the Aborigines lacked intuition, perceptive
facul tics and ~cnernl intc lligcncc 11 for in nll these qualities their
average was equal to or ubovc that of the nvcrn•;e of civilised
ruces".22
:reston believed thnt a ruce which had no for::l of wornhip, no idols, no
gods, could hnrdly be e:.:pccted to co::lprchcnd at once n religion t:hose
theolo3ical niceties anri doctrines had ''divided some of the greatest
thin!:ers of the hurian race for nearly 2,000 years". The early
missionaries, he said, were fiqhtirq n heroic but desperate battle in
the r.iidrJt of the

mirrountlin:~

scoundrclism

or

their own rnce,

"including racn depraved by crir.1c or brutalised by the lash, nncl uho
the abori;;in:1ls renardecl with contempt or di;:;gust". :·lcston quoted an
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old Aborigine who in 1834 said to the Reverend Lancelot Threlkeld, the
first missionary to the Aborigines, at Port Macquarie: "Before
whitefellow com~ here, blackfellow all good. Plenty bad whitefellow
come here; now plenty bad blackfellow. First time you make 'em good
whitefellow, then you come make 'em good blackfellow''.23
Meston was right. The early missionaries had not come to grips with
the moral contradictions of their own society. Instead, we might
suspect, their inability to do so may have induced them to choose an
apparently eaaier field, savages untainted by European society; b~t
I

they could not pursue their missionary ideals in isolation. Everywhere
the missionaries went white settlers went or soon followed. Threlkeld
at Port Macquarie, llatson and Handt at Wellington Valley, Handt and
the Lutheran missionarios at Moreton Bay, Ridley in the New England
District and later at Moreton Bay and the Darling Downs, Hausmann at
Beenleigh and Fuller on Fraser Island all worked in an atmosphere of
Aboriginal incomprehension and European contamination. As the
missionaries at Nundah had found, the Aborigines had no need for their
religion - their only interest was in the mate:dal aspects of European
society the acquisition of which led to changes in Abori3inal society,
independence and health. On Fraser Island, Fuller perhaps hoped to
work isolated fro:n the contaminating effects of ::uropean contact. If
so, :1e was deceiving himself. The Aborigines of the Wide Day area, ns
we have seen, had had long contact with the whites. They had been
killed by the Native Police and settlers, diseased by liquor and
prostitution, demoralised by conquest. Tne Fraser Island people were
of the sar.1e tribe and, apart froo knowledge of the mainlanders'
experience, were familiar with the tiiabergctters. The white men
raolcstin!j island 3irls, of whom Fuller Imel co::iplained in June 1:372,
were only a part or that bad influence which he and his wife dreaded.
As well as this, the Fullers brought failure with them. They attempted
to impose upon the native inhabitants an economy unsuited to the
c~1viron::icnt,

replacin•; the traditional methods of food gatherin3 with
European crop-cultivation, but the soils and the climate were
unsuitable. Again, the rcli3ious messages, which Fuller attempted to
i~part

by means or scripture, hymns and proycrs meant no more to the

islanders than entertaining diversions. They hnd no reason to forsake
their own culture for this strange sin3ing and storytelling with its
basic ir.iplausibiliy. As :teston said: "It was also somewhat hard for
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missionaries to deliver the sublime message of 'peace on earth,
goodwill to men,' to the blacks at the Hission Station while men were
shooting other blacks for killing a few sheep or hunting cattle on the
adjoining runs''. This was the position in which Fuller found himself
when he arrived at Hinchinbrook Island in the north in 1874. It was
hard to convince the remainder of the people there, after the Native
Police had shot all the males a few weeks previously, that the
European God had anything to offer them.
Edward Fuller was the most sorry example of selfless devotion to the
Christian missionary cause, personal deprivation and unfulfilled hopes
in the history of Aboriginal-European contact in Queensland. Others
may not have reached the despair which he knew later and all of them,
including Fuller, may have seen themselves not as failures but rather
as sufferers in a divine cause. After all, their first task was
proclamation of the word of God and each had done that. It is still
difficult to ascertain to what extent the example, as distinct from
the preachings, of the missionaries had on the Abori~ines. There is
good evidence that the Jesuits in the ~orthern Territory in the 1830s
and 1890s, for instaace, strongly influenced the ~eople of the Daly
River district by their example of fortitude ana service to others.
The Jesuit missions there did not fail but were closed because of
withdrawal of support by their church.
Although more missionaries followed Fuller, especially in the late
1880s and 1890s, it now appeared to governments and others that the
missionaries had cler:ionstruted their inability to solve the
increasingly patent Queensland

Abori~inal

problem. It was tii:ie for the

practical, privntc philanthropist to intervene.
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CHA.PTER 9: BRIDG!'1..
The first land in QuP•~nsla:.:'
Aborigines was

14,~80

&er

on 1 July 1871. In the 47
colony the authorities haG
one small dis':rict might l1avr:,
the threat of exclusion anG ext"''

ut\8w

SOMMISSION

or the exclusive use of
1

the central coast gazetted

settlement began in the
;~d that some Aborigines in
~e

,,r~re they would be free from

....• on. Admittedly the area was

tiny compared with the ter1itories which the tribes of the district
had possessed before European invasion began; no right of ownership
was conceded to the blacks and the reservation of this laGd could ~e
revoked by the government at any time it wished. The Mackay reserve
was created during the term of t!ie government led by A.H. Palmer

,10,

as Colonial Secretary in the Mackenzie government, had been
indifferent to the fate of the Aborigines. The establishment of the
Mackay reserve was due to compelling pressures exerted upon the Pal~er
Government and to the pragmatic and utilitarian aprroach of Geor~e
Frank Bridgman. The reserve lasted until 1883 when it was revoked. For
most of its time it was administered by the Aboriginal Commission
estar1ished in 1873 with Bridgman acting as its ageP.t and as the first
pr0Lector of Aborigines in Queensland. Raymond Evans has recently
described in detail the administration of the Mackay reserve.l This
chapter, then, is chiefly concerned with the personalities and
proposals of those involved in the Mackay experiment as they
influenced the 1897 legislation.
The Queensland government come under attack because of the abuses in
the indentured-labour system (Chapter 7). We have already seen that
proposals to improve the position of the Aborigines put by White,
Larkin, Gideon Lang, Somer, Temple and Kelsey had been ignored, but by

1871 awareness of brutality towards Aborigines was being added to the
more public record of abuses against the Pacific Islanders. Publicity
on the latter forced the Queensland government to accept reponsibility
for what happe>'1ed on board tlte labour-recruiting boats and in 1871 it
placPd agents aboard the boats.2 In this climate of public and
imperial irterest in race relations in Queensland, the Palmer
government was forced to adopt a new policy towards the Aborigines.
There were good financial reasons why it should do so. As Evans has
pointed out, in 1867 the cost of maintaining the Native Police was

,·,

'
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15,944 pounds whereas in 1868 the cost had risen to 21,304 pounds. By
1870 the cost was so great that Palmer rejected a call by a member of
parliament for a one-third increase in the strength of the force. The
Native Police, he said, could only be expected to patrol the thinly
populated districts. In districts where the E·~opeans were in
sufficient numbers, as on the goldfields, they should handle the
problem of the Aborigines themselves.3
It was into this situation that Frank Bridgman came with his proposal
for a .reserve for Aborigines near Mackay. The son of a Devonshire
lawyer, Bridgman had come to Fort Cooper, in the present-day Nebo
district, south-west of Mackay in July 1862, overlanding sheep from
the Macquarie River district in New South Wales. In March 1866
Bridgman had called in the Native Police stationed at Fort Cooper to
disperse natives who had hunted two sawyers from their work. Bridgman
must have learnt early in his life in Queensland what the term "to
disperse" meant when used by the Native Police. In 1868 William
Fraser, the avenger of his family massacred at Hornet Bank and now
serving in the Native Police, and his superior, Inspector Frederick
Wheeler, admonished by the 1861 select committee for his
"indiscretion" in the Fassifern district, were based at Waverley, the
next Native Police post to the south. Fraser had owned Grosvenor Downs
station to the west of Fort Cooper and had been noted for his manic
killing of any blacks who crossed his path. On Grosvenor Downs late in
1868 about sixty blacks were killed by the Native Police.4
In March 1868, twenty-eight squatters and others in the Mackay
district sent a memorial to Palmer, then Colonial Secretary in the
Mackenzie government, requesting the establishment of a Native Police
station at or near the Bloomsbury telegraph station. "We are urged to
request this additional protection", they said, "in consequence of the
numbers and increasing audacity of the Blacks who in the absence of an
adequate Police Force destroy Cattle and Sheep in great numbers".
While recognising the merits of the officers appointed already, they
submitted that the force at their disposal was utterly unable to
patrol the immense area of

coun~:y

committed to their charge and they

were "too severely tasked to prevent or punish the perpetrators of
outrage''. The Mackay squatters said a new station at Bloomsbury was
necessary because the officer at Fort Cooper was fully occupied with
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the interior, The sea-coast tribes, "being numerous and mischievous,
provided with secure refuge in impenetrable scrubs" had become
"unusually bold by their present immunity from Punishment". The
signatories stressed the "hazards of pioneer squatting, its heavy
charges still further increased by exposure to Aboriginal attacks, and
our claims to adequate protection of life and property ••• "5 This was
the type of appeal which would influence Palmer, himself a squatter of
the Mackay hinterland where he leased thirteen runs near the Belyando
River. He would have been very conscious of the exigencies of pioneer
squatting and the current problems of the South Kennedy settlers.
In May 1869 Bridgman had allowed ninety Aborigines to "squat down" at
Fort Cooper and had eagaged forty males, mostly boys, at clearing
scrub, ringbarking and cutting firewood in return for "an occasional
sheep, a fig of tobacco, or sofl';e other trifling article". When
Bridgman became manager of Homebush station, ten miles south of
Mackay, in mid-1870 he found that for over a year most of the
Aborigines from the ranges had camped there, ''none of the neighbouring
stations or plantations being willing to allow these people in''.
Again, he extracted light work from them such as herding stock and
tending small patches of sugar cane. Although they were quite well
behaved Bridgman considered Aborigines upon the station itself in such
large numbers "more or less a nuisance". Bridgman had been introduced
to Palmer in 1868 by Glen Walker, controller of the Dumblaten Plains
plantation in the Mackay district. On 31 October 1870 he wrote to
Palmer, suggesting that land not worth cultivating at a lagoon three
miles away from Homebush be gazetted for Aborigines and expressed the
concern that the spread of white settlement might soon leave them "no
country to hunt and camp on". Palmer referred the suggestion to the
Lands Commissioner, John Sharkey, who in turn referred it to the
police magistrate at Mackay, H.S. Dalrymple Hay, for an opinion as to
the necessity for the reserve. Hay referred the question to the Mackay
bench of Petty Sessions which included John Ewen Davidson, "a leading
gentleman planter and amateur ethnologist", who was also director of
the Melbourne-Mackay •. ~gar Company and co-owner of Alexandria
plantation on Baker's Creek.

The land which Bridgman had in mind was

a strip three milos wide and extending almost eight miles inland from
the estuary of Sandy Creek along a common border with Homebush and
with Baker's Creek to the north. The bench of magistrates was divided
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on the proposal, but Sharkey, visiting Mackay in January 1871,
reasoned that Bridgman was the one likely to be most injured by the
scheme, that the inferior land involved was not likely to interest
selectors and it was "a good opportunity of testing the advisability
of such Reserves for the aboriginals of the Northern districts where
they have been very numerous and difficult to manage''. Sharkey
approved the scheme and the reserve was gazetted on 1 July 1871.6
As Evans says, it is possible that the reserve might never have been
used, had it not been for the formation of the Association for the
Employment and Protection of Aborigines by a large number of
influential planters at Mackay in January 1873. The objectives of the
association appear to have been to afford better protection to the
outlying settlers by locating Aborigines in a place where they could
be better supervised and to use their labour in the sugar industry.
There was a boom in sugar prices in 1872 but at the same time the
scandals in the recruitment of Pacific Islanders threatened to stop
this supply of labour. Even if it were not stopped, the planters were
faced with such restrictions and costs as a capitation fee, the
payment of bonds and the issuance of regulations by government agents.
The possibility of using Aboriginal labour, for which there were "no
capitation fees, no bonds and no

m~ney

payments, no return passages

and no government regulat:ons to worry about, as with the Islanders"
must have been attractive. Because of the shortage of labour on the
plantations at a time when the indBstry was booming, Davidson and
other planters felt the experiment was worth trying. The first meeting
of the association elected Bridgman president and drafted a petition
to the Palmer government calling for the appointment of trustees of
the reserve, who would control tribal movements and supervise work
contracts. The planters' main motive for adopting these arrangements
was economic expediency. Evans says: "Rut Bridgman gave no indicdtion
of feeling that they might be taking advantage of his talents and
interests for their own benefit". 7
Evans is too kind. Although Bridgman was an exceptional man in the
history of black and white relations in Queensland, it must be
remembered that he was a sugar planter at a time when plantation
owners were investing money to make more money and saw their profits
threatened by a labour shortage. Bridgman had the answer for them. No

~llllllllllli. . . . . . . . . . .~~~~
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doubt he was a friend of the Aborigines to the extent that he was not
aggressive toward them and as an invading white was prepared to permit
some of them to "squat down" on his employers' property. Bridgman was
not driven to acquire land by force of arms nor to convert and save
souls by force of gospel. There were many such men in the history of
European occupation of Aboriginal Australia, but they were generally
swept along as tiny units in an historical process in which the
powerful dominated the weak. Frank Bridgman was one such tiny unit. He
had the intelligence to understand his position and the situation of

fl,

his employers and that of the Aborigines. He devised a system in which
the original owners of the Mackay disrict might be expected to reduce

r
I

!
""

their antagonistic behaviour towards the white intruders and
accommodate themselves to the new sicuation by accepting shelter, food
and protection from the assaults of the Native Police in return for
their quiescence, tractability and labour. There is no evidence that
Bridgman had any ameliorist ideas but undoubtedly there would be
certain benefits for the Aborigines in view of the circumstances in
which they now found themselves.
By ~arch 1873 about 200 Aborigin~s had moved into the reserve and
whites in the district were applying for their services. In response
to the petition, the government in July appointed four trustees: T.H.
Fitzgerald, J.E. Davidson, E.~. Long and Bridgman himself.8 Long was
the owner of riabana plantation. Like Davidson, Fitzgerald wished to
create a plantation society in northern Queensland, based on cheap
coloured labour and a quasi-feudal administration. Ile was also a
politician, having been elected Member for Kennedy in 1866. Roth
Fitzgerald and Long wanted to import Indian labour for the canefields.
Advocating this was Fitzgerald's main parliamentary activity in 1874,
and his motion to this effect was narrowly defeated.9
The Mackay planters in their petition had also suggested legislation
to legalise the powers they sought: that is, to control the movements
of the tribes in the district, to enable them to make contracts on the
Aborigines' behalf with settlers wishing to employ them and to see
that such contracts were carried out. They had also asked that money
be provided to carry out this scheme. The government did no~ agree to
the legislation but appeared to be willing to grant the other
requests. In addition, it decided to estahlish a commission to

-
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consider "the further questions opened up by the petitioners ••• and
generally to inquire what can be clone to ameliorate the condition of
the Aborigines and to make their labour useful ••• to the squatters and
to themselves".

The commission, established in September 1873,

comprised William Drew (chairman), Augustus Gregory, Charles Coxen,
all of Brisbane, and Godfrey Hausmann, then living in South
Brisbane.lo Drew was Under Secretary of the Queensland Treasury and
was no doubt cho~~~ for his administrative ability. Coxen, a leading
Darling Downs squdtter, was apparently chosen because of his interests
in anthropology and ornithology, being a brother-in-law to the
naturalist John Gould and a founder of the Queensland Museum.11 The
government may have believed Coxen knew something about the
Aborigines; there is nothing to suggest that he did.
The Palmer government had created a commission composed of an
administrator and three supposed experts on Aborigines. In 1861
Gregory had displayed his indifference to their plight in his evidence
to the Legislative Assembly select committee; his social and political
ties with the "pure merinos" of the Darling Downs had been
demonstrated by his 1867 memorandum which had given much of the best
land on the Downs to the pastoralists.12 Coxen appears to have been
the nearest thing to an intellectual man of the land which Queensland
could boast at that time. Hausmann, as we have seen in early chapters,
had a long record of futile dedication to converting Aborigines to the
white man's religion and civilisation. Even so, despite their
credentials, the members of the Drew Commission produced a report
which provides the first commprehensive statement on the condition of
the Aborigines in Queensland. Also, its tone suggests that the
commissioners had genuine humanitarian impulses and the language they
used, in apealling for action to redress a serious wrong, at times
matches Meston's 1895 public advocacy.
The Drew commission went about its duties in a thorough manner. It
visited Mackay and interviewed Bridgman. It sent circular
questionnaires to other planters and squatters in the district and to
residents in the interior and elsewhere on the number, present
condition and prospects of the Aborigines in each district in the
colony. More than 100 replies were received as well as numerous other
communications.

The commission was obviously seeking the type of
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information which Alfred Davidson had suggested be obtained in his
request to the Governor in April 1872 and which Palmer had rejected
because he had claimed that a commission would have to visit each
district, thus making the exercise too expensive. The Drew commission
said in its report presented in May 1874 that these documents were so
voluminous that "it would serve no useful purpose to print the whole".
It recommended that some competent person be employed to extract
portions which could be made a permanent record. Palmer with his
government had resigned, when his bill for the complete reform of
state education was defeated in June 1873, and Arthur Macalister was
again premier. Macalister received the commission's report, together
with the voluminous evidence and a draft protection Bill prepared by
Alfred Davidson, without comment. The four-page report was printed as
a parliamentary paper, but the voluminous evidence, which would have
been of great value in assessing the condition of Queensland
Aborigines at that time, appears to have been lost, presumably
destroyed.13
The report stated that Aborigines in almost all districts were fast
decreasing in numbers; they were passionately fond of intoxicating
liquors, which they had no difficulty in procuring, and introduced
diseases were committing fearful ravages among the young and
middle-aged of all tribes. Some, it said, were satisfactorily employed
by Europeans, but others had an incorrigible aversion to persistent
labour. Little could be done for ~he old and middle-aged except to
supply food and shelter, but by education and training much might be
done for the young. The commissi'mers recommended that protectors be
appointed for specific districts; reserves be set up; Aborigines be
excluded from towns and places where intoxicating liquors were sold;
and every effort be made to induce them to reside on the reserves.
Huts

an~

other buildings should be erected on these reserves and

rations, clothing and implements be provided. They should be given
medical aid. Light agricultural occupations should be encouraged in
the reserves. A special effort should be made to improve, educate and
Christianise the young. Nor.e stringent legislation should be enacted
to suppress the sale of liquor to the Aborigines. As for the effect of
white occupation on Aboriginal lands, they stated: ''It cannot be
denied that the settlement of Europeuns ••• has been the source of great
evil to the Aborigines; and those tribes have suffered least which

-
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have had the least intercourse with our countrymen".14
The extent to which European attitudes were continuing to change from
the antagonism of the early frontiers days to concern for fellow human
beings is shown in the commissioners' words, apparently expressing the
general tenor of the replies to their questionnaire: "It also appears
to be pretty generally held that justice and humanity alike demand
that no effort or expense should be spared in doing what lies in our
power for the welfare of the Aborigines.'' They added that to put their
recommendations into effect would be difficult and that the annual
expenditure of considerable sums of public money would be necessary.
They were, however, "persuaded that the Legislature will not withhold
any reasonable aid that may be needed ••• " It was clear to them that
the task was so large that it could not be left to private
benevolence, and if anyone should baulk at large expenditure of
taxpayers' funds, they pointed out: "More than one-fourth of the
entire revenue of the colony (or 350,000 pounds annually) is derived
from the sale and lease of those Crown lands, which the Aborigines
originally occupied". They thought it no more than just and reasonable
that some small proportion of this large sum should be set apart for
the benefit of the tribal remnants.15 Meston, who read this report,
employed a similar argument in 1395 (using updated figures) and
parliamentary speakers to the 1897 legislation expanded on this way of
looking at the colonists's obligation. Drew and Gregory were senior
public servants and most probably well aware that politics was the art
of the possible. They would not have put up these proposals nor urged
ther.i upon the government in such strong terms unless they were
convinced that there would be wide public support for them.
In this first official proposal to set up a protection system, the
Drew Commission recommended that as well as creating reserves
protectors should be appointed, at first, in the :lore ton Bay, Darling
Downs, Wide Bay and Burnett, Port Curtis, Mackay and Rowen districts,
and that no others be appointed ''until practical experience may afford
data on which to base r.iore complete and effective arrangements".
Neither legislation nor money would achieve much unless persons
"earnest and zealous in the cause" and especially qualified to
inaugurate and carry out such a scheme could be engaged. The
commissioners made special reference to the problems resulting from
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efforts to apply British law to Aborigines.
It is, of course, apparent that any measure for
bringing the Aborigines under the special protection
of our laws, and ensuring them justice and fair
treatment at the hands of Europeans, must also impose
restrictions on the Aborigines, and subject them to
breaches of its provisions. Hitherto the Aborigines
have been almost exempt from both the protection and
penalties of our laws, and, except in cases of
personal violence towards Europeans, the records of
our courts of law show but a very small proportion of
Aboriginal offenders. It is well known, however, that
petty aggressions and misdemeanours on the part of
Aborigines are of frequent occurrence, but that, in
consequence of the difficulty of obtaining legal
proof, and the unsuitable character of the penalties
provided by law, most persons prefer to submit to
losses or inconvenience, or take the administration of
punishment into their own hands,
Because of their nomadic habits it was unwise to imprison Aborigines,
whose health would suffer, they said. Also, the unavoidable contact
with other classes of prisoners <lid not tend to any moral improvement.
The commissioners sug~ested that Aborigines be imprisoned apart from
others and in places where they might be employed in outdoor work.
Such a prison farm would not be practicable on the mainland, because
of the possibility of escape, and so they thought an institution could
be established on one of the islands off the coast, of which several
were suitable. Fraser Island had been suggested as such a place by one
of the Moreton Day Lutherans, Christoper Ripper, in the 1840s without
result, and that became one of its functions after ~leston began
drafting Aborigines there in 1897. In remarking on this, Rowley has
said: ''There seems a degree of inevitability, in retrospect; for one
can see the chain of causation from this document to Palm Island."
And: "From here, one may look forward to Palm Island or back to
Flinders Island [to which George Augustus Robinson in the 1830s
removed Tasmanian Aborigines). 11 16 Rowley tends to make sweeping
statements and to see causal connections without recourse to evidence.
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The dangers of trying to establish causal connections in historical
continuities will be discussed briefly in the Conclusion.
Immediately after reporting the Drew Commission went into recess. Its
recommendations were ignored by the Macalister government. No special
legislation was introduced, no protectors were appointed, no
additional reserves were created and no funds provided. Some years
later a member of the second commission, Father Duncan McNab, alleged
that the Drew commission had been "instituted for the purpose of
shelving the question, and serving as a blind to the Borne
Government".17 The tr~e motives of the Palmer government are not
perfectly clear, but McNab later proved to be unreliable when
reporting matters pertaining to the Aborigines commissions. No doubt
the pressure of humanitarian concern, both at home and in Britain, was
growing during the 1870s and if the intimations gained from the rural
districts by the Drew Commission are indicative, the Palmer government
was responding to public pressure. Also, it would be unfair to
represent Arthur Palmer as a conservative although he led conserrative
interests. His record in electoral redistribution based on adult
suffrage and one member for each electorate (a change which probably
led to hlE> government's defeat in the 1873 election), the Homestead
Areas Act (which increased small-scale settlement on the land at the
expense of Darling Downs and Moreton Bay squatters) and the free
education legislation (bitterly opposed by the churches) indicate timt
Palmer was a liberal at heart, who identified with the conservatives
politically because of his pastoral interests. When a group of
supporters in the

r~ckay

district sent their petition to him

personally, he seems to have been seen no conflict with his political
positions. The Mackay planters were simply asking for a reserve (which
would cost the government nothing) and the establishment of an inquiry
into the condition of the Aborigines (which would cost little).
Although Palmer had used cost as a reason for not supporting such an
inquiry in 1872, Queensland was now coming out of the economic
di. fficulties of the late 1860s and heacling for the boom conditions of
the ~acalister period. If Palmer thought Queensland could afford
universal free education, no doubt he expected any expenditure arising
out of the Drew commission's inquiries would be minor by comparison.
Perhaps, as ~cNab claimed, setting up the commission was seen as a
"blind" by some, but Palmer's action was not inconsistent with his own
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record in social issues.18
The commissioners had been impressed by what they had seen at Mackay.
Frank Bridgman had told them that the Aborigines of that district, for
certain jobs, were ''as good and reliable as any other coloured
laborers - not excepting South Sea Islanders". They understood the
terms and period of an agreement and faithfully adhered to it, worked
diligently and gave employers little trouble. The commissioners were
satisfied that the employment of these particular Aborigines was
honestly conducted and "attended with considerable advantage to both
employers and employed. Although equally satisfactory results could
not be expected from the employment of Aborigines in other parts of
the colony, they believed that Aboriginal labour, especially for short
terms of service, might be far more generally and profitably used than
previously. Rowley has observed that the practice, wl1ich had developed
on the Mackay district sugar plantations, was the "beginning of the
idea of the contract of service in its special Queensland form". This
practice, however, was no different to the employment of Aborigines by
squatters throughout southern Queenland from the beginnins of the
pastoral invasion. He also says: "This was the beginning of hope, in a
new possibility of Aboriginal welfare and settler self-interest lying
in the same direction."19 Again Rowley overlooks pnst experience,
especially of the practice and motives of such central Qucenslan1
squatters as the Dutton brothers, Daniel Cameron and Frederick Walker.
Even such squatters as Andrew Scott of llornet Bunk, where racial
violence of historic significance had occurred in 1357, continued to
use Aboriginal labour in a way consistent with Aboriginal welfare and
settler interests. This was to he the basis for the widespre~d
commonality of interest in survival,

cxistin~

between

~borigines

and

pastoralists, which developed particularly on the western plains and
which was to become an important factor in squatter support for the
1897 legislation. This theme will be addressed in Part 2.
At Uackay very little was

happenin~.

Although the reserve at Sandy

Creek had been gazetted in July 1371, DridJraan did nothing positive
until February 1375, when he commenced a settlement for

ei~hty

Aborigines six miles from the mouth of the creek. Despite
difficulties, by June three acres of fruit trees had been planted and
fenced while five acres had been cleared for :.;weet potatoes, yams,

,

.
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pumpkins and corn. Then Bridgman supervised while Aborigines erected
the huts and store houses. In tfarch 1376 he appealed to Brisbane
residents for old clothes to dress the blacks. Bridgman told The
Queenslander he had scqrcely attempted to go beyond the objectives of
agriculture and private ownership, but there is no evidence that the
Aborigines now owned more than they would have owned in their
traditional environment. Late in 1875 he established two more camps on
the reserve. Soon after the settlement began, 100 Aborigines had been
working for the planters; and at Sandy Creek Bridgman issued rations
only as rewards for services performed. By 1876 Bridgman had begun
appointing Aboriginal overseers at each of the three camps.
Nonetheless, he had difficulty in fully controlling the movements of
those blacks who accepted the reserve as a home. fie compiled a
register of names of those living at Sandy Creek and requested the
Police Magistrate and the Native Police Officers at Fort Cooper and
Bloomsbury to inform hir.i if any committed "depredations". Thus he was
to some extent able to use the Native Police to circumscribe the
movements of his charges, whom he forbad to enter ~ackay township. He
managed to keep them away from alcohol. Bridgman cared for the aged
and infirm on the reserve and their decline in numbers was less than
at other places in the district. Aboriqinal labour, strictly
supervised by the planters and trustees of the reserve, was now being
used in the sugar industry during the crushing season for trashing,
cuttin3 and loading cane at mills and at other times for ringbarking,
clearing land, hoeing and burning off scrub and the extermination of
marsupial pests. In the early days of the reserve, the demand for
Aboriginal labour was greater than Brid3man could supply.20 For a
while it looked as though the Brid~man experiacnt had succce<lecl.

"
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CHAPTER 10: THE HALE

CO~IMISSION

The first Aborigines Commission had no sooner been disbanded in May
1874 than it was reappointed. The reason was an attempt by Native
Police troopers to shoot an Aborigine taking an abandoned marker-flag
in the Endeavour River at Cooktown. This incident, published as an
anecdote in the Cleveland Bay Express in January 1874, was reprinted
in the Sydney Morning Herald and brought to the notice of the
Secretary of Stat~ for the Colonies, Lord Carnarvon, who promptly
wrote to the Queensland Governor, the ~arquis of Norrnanby, requesting
an explanation. Carnarvon's despatch reached Brisbane in July and was
referred to the Commissioner of Police, D.T. Seymour, who responded
that "no instances of the wholesale slaughter of the blacks" had come
under his notice officially or privately <luring nearly fourteen years
residence in the colony. He also said: ''If any such atrocities as
those alleged to have been committed had been brought to my notice
officially it would have been my duty to have taken cognizance of the
matter, and no efforts would have been spared on my part to have
brouqht the perpetrators to justice ••• "!
~!orr.wnby

rejected all charges and drew Carnarvon 1 s attention to what

was being done to civilise the blacks. He had reappointed the
Abori1ines Comnission to implement its own recoamendations, although
he was not hopeful of the results. Generally his pessicism was
justified. The ~borigines Protection Society in London was not
convinced by

~orm3nby's

response nor the Queensland 3ovcrnment's

attitudes, especially towards the

~ative

Police. In

~ecember

1374 the

Society wrote to Carnarvon suggesting that the queenslancl comr.lission
be instructed to investigate certain charges of cruelty preferred
against the Native Police. Writing to ~arnnrvon in August 1875, Sir
William Cairns, who had replaced Nor~nnhy in January 1875, said that
''in the absence of any specific case of outrage being charged against
them'' the condition or status of the Native Police did not nppear to
require thM· <1n investi:1ation into their "discipline and p,encrnl
habits and procccclin~~s 11 should he instituted. !le considered that,
having re3ard to the lnwless and savage acts which often, under
difficult and most ur~cnt circumstances, they were culled upon to
repress, there was no reason to think thnt the officers of the force
overlooked inhumanity towards the wild tribes or that such inhumanity
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had been a frequent occurrence. The commissiorters acknowledged that
the organisation was not free from defects, arising from the
inexperience of some of the officers, who did not have proper control
over their men and because of the lack of arv organised system of
recruiting the troopers and a depot where officers and troopers could
be instructed in their duties. The Drew commission had recommended
various remedies, of which the principal was that a depot be
established in some central position. Cairns said he intended to urge
that this "school of discipline" be formed. The question of admitting
Aboriginal evidence in the colonial courts, ''a matter of great
importance", was also being considered.2
The Satiety had to wait until Januery 1876 to get a response. Writing
on behalf of Carnarvon, Robert Herbert, the former Premier and now one
of the Under Secretaries for the Colonies, merely quoted the response
fro~ the Drew commission, sent by Cairns. The commissioners had

reported against having an inquiry into the conduct and general
working of the ~Tative Police at the present time. Herbert said:
They urge, amongst other th1n~s, that almost the
only persons who could afford trustworthy information
are the native police officers themselves, whose
testimony, if favourable to the force, would not
satisfy the public; and all that could be advanced
either in favour or against the force is already known
to most persons resident for any len3th of time in the
colony.3
The establishment of a training depot had been recommended by the 1861
Legislative Assembly Select Committee; and the admission of Aboriginal
evidence in Che courts had been urged by Challinor and others before
that committee. Such evidence had been admitted in !Jestern Australia
in 1341, South Australia in 1843, Victoria in 1354 but ~ew South Wales
delayed until 1876 and Queensland until 1384. The Brisbane
Courier rejected the reasons 3iven by the Drew Commission and accepted
by the government, saying that much good might come from the
collection of evidence on the Native Police. The force had existed for
many years, large sums were voted annually for its maintenance and no
doubt it would be necessary for some years to come.
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Th-oughout the far north and the north-western
districts there can be no doubt that we still hold
possession by virtue of a kind of cnnqueat. If the
aborigines were more civilised than they are, we
should either make treaties with them, or we shbuld be
at open war with them. It would then be either peace
or war on certain terms, and we shoul1 be guided by
the nrinciples of action recognised in such cases. But
scattered tribes of Australian natives not having
attained to the perception of such principles, they
have to be dealt with in detail, and the process is a
very undefined one, certainly not strictly justifiable
under the civil law; and

y~t

the exigencies of the

case are not sufficiently urgent to demand the
·pplication of martial law. The consequence is that
a ccrnbination of both is put in practice, and a good
deal is left to the discretion of the European
officers and non-commissioned officers wno are placed
in command of these detachments.
The Courier said some officers were able to act with determination and
without inhumanity, but there were others
who have been influenced in the execution of their
duties by an unnatural ferocity. They have not cared
to gain any other influence over the aboriginal tribes
in their district than that arising out of relentless
vindictiveness. Not less savage in their natures than
the savages themselves, it is with them a war of
extermination ••• These arc the sorts of facts known to
most p0rsons resident for any length of

tim~

in the

colony, and we see no reason why Loth the bad and the
good there is in this force should not be brought
out ••• before the commission. The force is in itsalf a
justifiable one, rendered necessary by the fact that
the outside settlers must be protected. It is
unjustifiable only where its use is abused by bad,
bloodthirsty men, who know no other way of making
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their power felt than by indisciminate severity.4
The Courier's attempt to demolish the arguments used by the Aborigines
Commission, the Commissioner of Police, the government and the
governor against investigating the Native Police, appear to have had
some effect. Despite his initial acceptance of official advice, Cairns
appears to have had the courage to ask embei.rrassing questions about
Queensland's treatment of its Aboriginal population. A man of slight
appearance, reserved, often ill to the point of

hy~ochondria,

Cairns

appears to have been an humanitarian. He had been successively
lieutenant-governor of Malacca, St Kitts and Honduras and governor of
Trinidad, During his time at St Kitts he had been appointed to a board
of inquiry into the condition of Indian and Chinese immigrants in
British Guinna. "In Queensland Cairns condemned cases of cruelty by
native police to Aboriginal~, tellin~ his colonial secretary that
'inhumanity should never be resorted to, or palliated or left
unpunished

111
•

The Macalister governr.1ent was still in power, ;facalister

being Colonial Secretary. In 1875 ~acJlister had sailed for Jritain
where at court he was appointed c.:l.G. and banquetted in Glasgow,
returning to Queensland in April 1876 with a changed attitude toward
an inquiry. The reasons for the change are not clear but, whatever
they were, Cairns with the advice of the Executive Council appointed a
new commission next month. The members were: Mathew Hale, Anglican
Dishop of Brisbane (Chairman), Augustus Gregory, William Drew, Charles
Graham and William Landsborough. Entitled the Commission for the
Protection of the Aborigines, it was usually known as the Aborigines
Commision or Hale Commission.5
From the point of vic1: of the government, !Iale was an ideal choice as
chairman. He was the
had a reputati0n foi

l-

South Australia. The

so~

"aLi

of the Church of England in Queensland and

. :;sful missionary work among Aborigines in
of gentry with aristocratic and

i~portant

church connections, Hale was educated at Cambridge, ordained in 1837
and after ten years' pastoral work was invited by Bishop Short to
Adelaide where in 1850 he persuaded the government to give him 200
pounds 3nd a year's rations t0 found a mission for Adelaide Abori~ines
on the Poonindie run 9 near Port Lincoln on Eyre Peninsula, and had it
declared a

~eserve.

Soon, with a grant of 1,000 pounds a year,

Poonindie was accepting any Aborigines sent there by the protector and
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by the mid-1850s was self-supporting. Yet a low birthrate and high
deathrate due to pulmonary diseases reduced numbers there so much that
in 1858 the government considered Poonindie had failed. Appointed the
first Bishop of Western Australia in 1857 Hale succeeded Tufnell as
Bishop of Brisbane in 1874. A. de Q. Robin has said of him: "Hale was
more a missionary than an administrator. He could win the confidence
of people of all classes and his generous and paternal disposition
earned him the title of 'the good bishop' ••• he lacked nothing in
unselfish devotion to duty. 11 6
Charles Graham, like Gregory, was a safe appointee from the point of
view of the government. He had gained experience on the Darling Downs
with two of the "pure merinos", the Gore brothers, before joining one
of them in taking up properties on Peak Downs in central Queensland,
where he became editor and joint owner of the Peak Downs Tele~ram. Ile
was elected Member for Clermont in 1872 as a Conservative. Graham was
Secretary for Public Lands from July 1873 until January 1874, when ~he
Palmer government was defeated. When the 1875 parliamentary session
ended he resigned because of financial troubles, but was appointed
Under Secretary for BducatioD in January 1376. During his
administration the new education system embodied in the 1375 Act was
successfully established. Landsborough had a similar background in
squatting and 3ovcrnraent service and had made a name for himself as an
explorer, leading one of the parties which searched for nurke and
Wills. Appointed a magistrate and the commissioner for crown lands in
Carpentaria, he was dismissed in 1370 atter he and another magistrate
made a mistake on the bench; he was dismissed for paying his men too
highly when surveying a road in south-,:cst Queensland in 1372; he
mined Lin at Stanthorpe; and finally he was r:iade inspector for ::oreton
Bay ill the Brands Office.7 Landsborough's appoint::ient to the ilale
Commission seems to have been justified only on the basis of his
having spent a great deal of time in the bush and therefore, like
Gregory, he might have been expected to know something about the
Aborigines. Gregory and Drew have been described in the previous
chapter.
This new commission was authorised to inquire into and investi3ate the
condition of the Aboriginal inhabitants of the colony and to report
upon the best means to be adopted by legislation or otherwise for
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improving their condition. It was also empowered to call and examine
witnesses and report its findings. In a letter to the commissioners,
Macalister pointed out that their powers should be, for the present at
least, continuing and that their attention should be given to the best
means of reclaiming and benefitting the Aborigines not only at Mackay
but throughout the colony.8 This latter direction was taken by the
commissioners to mean that they were empowered to establish reserves
in other parts of the colony, which in time they set about doing.
In May 1877 Tom Petrie, a pioneer in the northern ~lore ton Bay District
who had told the 1861 select com~ittee that he never had any trouble
with the blacks because they trusted him and that he could speak their
languages as well as they, went to Bribie Island to establish a
reserve under the auspices of the llale Commission. Bribie Island had
been suggested as a suitable place for a mission as early as 1342-43
when the Nundah missionaries were under some official compulsion to
move their station. After consulting Landsborough and Drew in
Brisbane, Petrie got a boat crew of six Aborigines fitted out with
clothes and blankets and rations for the sea trip. Frederick Redman,
who was to take charge on Bribie Island, was with them. After calling
at the Pine River, they sailed for Bribie and on landing Petrie looked
for a suitable place for a settle~ent, eventually selecting a site
where there was an abundance of fresh water and about 200 acres of
''fine, high grass land, also other good land in the neighbourhood,
which I think will grow good sweet potatoes, yams etc. Turtle and fish
are very abundfint, and good banks for fishing; also an excellent creek
for crabs close by. 11 Petrie returned to Brisbane and reported to Drew,
who agreed that he should purchase a boat, sorae tools and rations for
the settlement. With these Redman started 11ith his crew for Dribie
carrying instructions on how to establish a settlement. Within two
months the Aborigines on Bribie had taken two lots of dried fish to
Brisbane. The money realised from this sale was used by Petric to buy
rations with which they returned to Dribie. In his report to the
com:nission, Petrie said: "The natives seem to be in a healthy
condition; they have still their blankets, which in part accounts for
it, end they are contented enough, but as soon as they know there arc
some of their companions about town all this work may turn out quite
useless. Could they not be compelled to leave Brisbane?"C) Petric had
suggested the same thing to the 1861 select committee but the
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authorities had no power to do this.
Father Duncan HcNab, a Catholic priest who had come to Queensland in
September 1875, was permitted by Bishop Quinn to undertake a roving
mission to the Aborigines, but depending entirely upon his own
resources. This meant begging for alms. In October 1876 McNab visited
Bribie Island and found the Aborigines there greatly improved in
appearance and manner since he had

se~n

them some months previously

loitering about Brisbane. Petric had visited the island in the
previous month, remaining with them for a few days, directing their
operations and instructing Redman. During Petrie's stay the Aborigines
had worked well and had shown they could make good use of boats, a net
and harpoons with which they had been supplied. McNab was satisfied
that they would be able to support themselves if kept to their
fishing. After Petrie had left the Aborigines had become indolent and
disregarded Rcdman's instructions, "fell a good deal into their former
habits of lounging and scheming, being absent for days or a week from
the settlement on the plea of fishing; but their time was spent as
much in hunting and begging as in fishing".

Ilc~ab

said that they

disposed of the fish they caught to settlers on the mainland for flour
or money with which they procured spirits and tobacco, instead of
brin~~ing

it home and sending it to market in "'1risbane. Redman was

unable to punish them. 1.Jc~!ab urged that Petric spen1l a month with them
as they had unlimited confidence in hi~ He comnen ted:
A more lasting remedy would be empowering the

manu:~er

to punish them for misdemeanors with hard labour, and,
in cases of its non-performance, by reduction of
rations; the appointment of guardians for then, that
they might be dealt with as minors, and the
application of the existing law of vagrancy to such
aborigines ••• "
Mc~ab

addressed one of the chief problems facing the whites in their

attempts to convert blacks to their form of civilisation when he said:
"The blacks '~must be subject to so:ne law; uhcn they are civilised they
arc released from the restraint of their own laws and punishments, and
should be subject to those of other civilised subjects".
which

h~

At :rackay,

had visited in 1875, the Aborigines complained to 3ridgman
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that he disallowei their own mode of punishment and left them without
law or the means of correction. McNab attempted to l~arn the views of
the Bribie Island blacks.
Seeing that after Mr Petrie's departure the blacks
became negligent and intractable, I got the leaders to
meet, and asked them to account for their conduct and
to declare their sentiments openly. They replied that
they were dissatisfied with the mana3er; that there

.

were too many of them together; that the youn3 men
who had neither wives nor children had to work for the
others; that the lazy among them fared as well as the
diligent; they wanted separate establishments, and
that what belonged to each one should be separately
marked and appropriated as his own.10
If this is a true report, the whites seem to have had unusual success
in inculcating individualism in an Aboriginal society which normally
depended upon common ownership and co-operation. l'his ::1ay have been
one of the reasons for the failure at Dribie, which was already

apparent. Chief among these reasons was the lack of strict supervision
and leadership such as had been applied by !3ridg::mn at :lackay. Despite
~k~ab's

high opinion of him, ~edman was ineffectual. The fishing

venture, from which the settlement hoped to obtain most of its
revenue, quickly failed. The Aborigines resumed their nomadic habits,
often heading for the towns. In July 1978 Hale on behalf of the
Aborigines Commission complained to the Colonial Secretary, R.:!.
Stewart, that the police were still permitting Aborigines to enter
Brisbane and Fortitude Valley. This made it difficult to keep the
remaining blacks on the Dribie Island reserve. He also pointed out the
ill-effects of permitting blacks of the Wide Bay district to roam
about

~loryborough.

Two Commissioners, who had recently visited the

town, reported that they had witnessed more drunkenness and improper
conduct by blacks there than they had ever seen elsewhere. !lale said
said the exclusion of the blacks from the towns was essential to the
proper working of the several reserves. The government took no action.
At the beginning of the settlement fifty-three Aborigines were living
on Bribie Island but early in 1879 only seventeen old ones were
so, although thirty to forty blacks camped there occosionally.11

~oing
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In March 1877 a reserve of 2,400 acres was established at Durundur on
the Stanley River north-west of Brisbane, at the suggestion of Duncan
McNab who had written to the Governor in Council in January of that
year saying Aborigines in that district had requested him to apply for
a reserve. Ile was fortunate in that not only was Cairns governor but
the new Premier was John Douglas, who had replaced Thorn in that
month. Minister of Lands in the former government, Douglas retained
that portfolio for the next six months, when he became Colonial
Secretary. A bitter critic of dummying by squatters in the 1860s,
Douglas had had a chequered political career, having won and lost
several seats in the New South Wales and Queensland parliaments before
being elected Member for ~laryborough in April 1875. R.D. Joyce says he
''exemplified the independent local liberal member, uneasy in any party
structure". A staunch Anglicnn, he no doubt supported Hale's
evangelism and work with the Aborigines Commission. The Durundur
proposal was supported by local squatters, particularly John :kConnel
of Cressbrook and Henry \:Coe! who had bou3ht part of :rcConnel 's
property in 1367. :•lc:fab said that these two squatters were anxious for
the Aborigines to settle there, presumably for the sar.ie reasons as
those of the

~fuckay

district landowners - to

and so under a measure of control, nn<l to

~ecp

~rovi1l~

:food was already er.1ploying twelve Abori3incs on

them in one place,
1

pool of labour.

:~is

ru:1, <rnJ he and

}kConncl offered to continue employing those moved to the proposed
reserve. The Durundur area was now fairly heavily populated by
timbergetters and free selectors who had taken up QOSt of the land
under the lloQestead let 1G72. The lnnd at Binumbi, near

~uruntlur,

was

the only suitable grazing land not yet thrown open to selection, but
the local settlers objections were ignored. \food, born in '.fatlrns,
India, in 1340 had farned in England before

arrivin~

in Queensland in

1364. rie 3aincd pastoral experience in the Durunclur district and later
became a pnrtner of : lcConnel nnd a member of the

Le~islati ve

Ile was so enthusiastic about the reserve project that he

Council.

a~~recd

to

manage it until a permaneat mnna·1er was found. In this way, he appears
to have been a man of si1:iilnr mind to 3ridgman at :!ackay. \food and
another locnl r.mn, '.! .J. Smith, were appointed trustees for the
reserve, later

bein~

joined by Frank Nicholson.12

In August 1877 \food reported to Douglas that since April the blacks
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had "principally resided on their land". The non-residents were
working in the immediate neighbourhood and usually returned to their
homes on Saturdays, leaving again for work on Mondays. When their
work, sometimes under contract, terminated, they remained on the
reserve, continuing their improvements to it until again engaged. Only
the aged, not being able to work continuously, resided permanently at
Binumbi. The blacks had earned more than eighty-seven pounds in the
past four months and of this just over forty-three pounds had been
spent on rations, the cash balance being handed to the blacks. They
had been employed in ringbarking, stripping bark, hewing and splitting
firewood, findinr stray horses and bullocks, storing corn and
stockkeeping. Their contracts, he said, had been well carried out,
particularly for ringbarking. One such contract for 920 acres had been
admirably done. They had other contracts in hand. Eight heifers
supplied by the government had been identified with the registered
Binurnbi brund. As, well they owned two horses. The Abori'.5ines, Hood
reported, had improved in appearance and none had died during the
winter, due to the regular work, abundance of good food, warm clothing
and the comfortable blankets sent to them by the

~overnment.

They had

kept away fro:!l the "bush public-houses". i\ Land Co:nt:lission official
whn visited Durundur a month later reported five slab huts and fifteen
gunyahs on the reserve.

)k~ab

stayed for some time at Durun<lur,

''baptisin~ and marrying the aboriginals and endeavouring to initiate

them in regular and industrious habits".13
In December 1876 the Aborigines Commission had decided that a reserve
should be established at Cape ilillsborough for the Aborigines living
on the north side of the Pioneer River which flows

throu~h ~~ckay.

The

government a3reed and 14,000 acres were gazetted for this purpose in
Januory 1877. !fancy was not provided by the Legislative Assembly and
nothing came of this proposal. Bridgman and Father Pierre

:~rie

nucas,

the second Catholic priest resident in Ilackay but the first designated
to that parish, had suggested the Cape Hillsborou3h reserve. Bucas had
~~rch

1860. Born in Brittany in 1840 he interrupted his
priestly studies in Paris to fight in the Papal ~'lnrs in Italy in the
early 1860s as a papal zouuvc. ~esuraing his studies he was ordained
deacon in 1865 and volunteered for ~ission service in New Zealand
during the ;.Joori i:Urs. Sympathising with the :laoris, he was alleged to
hove instructed them in the use of rifles, was deported and sent to
arrived in

-
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~ustralia ~~to France, but Bishop Quinn intervened, i~vited him

to Queensland in 1867 and after two years in Brisbane he was sent to
Mackay. Bucas attempted to establish a home for Aborigines in 1870 that is, before Bridgman - but ill-health forced him to abandon this
idea. Although Bridgman would not agree to religious instruction being
given at Sandy Creek, he and Bucas apparently worked well together.
Bucas was strongly supported by T.E. Fitzgerald, the founder of the
Mackay sugar industry, a leading Catholic in the district and one of
Bridgman's chamµions. Althou3h the Cape Hillsborough proposal lapsed
because of lack of government funds, Bucas and Bridgman established an
!)

orphanage for Aboriginal children at Seaview, between ~~ckay and the
cape, apparently after May 1378, but it closed in April 1879.14
In April 1877 the Abori<jines Commission asked Bridgman to go to Dowen
and Townsville to report on the prospect of establishing settlements
there. At each place an "influential local committee of ~entlemen
willing to take an interest in the matter was formed" and subsequently
applied for reserves to be created. At Townsville Dri<l3man had found
that un "educated Polynesian 11 named Sam Tn<lranc (::1ost likely a
:lelanesiun) had for some time been "keeping on his plnce and teaching
some twonty bluc!~s".

:3y February 1878 Taclrrnie had be!~un clearing land

for cul ti vn ti on on the reserve, us in~ a party of :\ bori,\ines. Ilis only
re:nuncration wos ten pounds fro::1 the Co:::1;lission • .Ja his return to
:iackay, Drid:;::mn told the :Iackay :!ercury that

11

a large nur.iber of

(I

blacks of both sexes in various stages of disease and decrepitude can
be seen prowlin3 the streets of nowen nncl Townsville". The Legislative
Assembly agreed to fifty pounds bein3 granted to the Townsville
cor.11:iittee until :·iny 137:), then fifty pounds u quarter was approved for
the next financial year. Also, ten-thousand acres near Bowen were
gazetted but do not appear to have been used. Another reserve
including !!alr.1 Island was established near Cnrc\well, but no money was
granted for this

~eserve

and it was not settled at t!mt time, At

Brid3nan's su~3estion in February 1378, the Co~r.iission appointed l1im
its agent for all coastal districts north of Cape Palmerston just
south of
year,

~lac!my,

lcaviw~

but he wcrnt south on pernonnl business in :iay t:hat

his assistant, Jocelyn Brooke, in chnr'.1e at :luckay. At

Durundur :1c:;ab had laboured for a )tcwr but in June 1S7B he returned to
Brisbane, accordinq to :rcston "all his earnest labours leaving no
effect that lasted 12 i:ionths after his departure". Dri:lgr.mn was back

a
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in Mackay in 1879 and a year later sailed for England where he
married. He returned in 1881 but by this time the 1870s reserve
movements in Queensland had been torpedoed by the Macilwraith
government, which came to power in November 1878.15.
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CHAPTER 11: DUNCAN ;. 1C~lAD

In December 1876 the ~ueensland 3ovcrn~ent, i~presse<l by the work
\'lhich Pother Duncan i·!c~fob hocl heen doing, appointed hir.i a r.iember of
the Aborigines Cor.i~ission. It see~s t~at John Douglas and Governor
Cairns believed that some experience in the adoinistrotiun of
governr.ient-funded assistance to Aborigines might ter.1per ildfob' s
impulsive idealisn while the commission mi~ht gain from the experience
of a r~an who was now t!'!e most nctivc r.i:Lssionary. !!ausr.innn, who had
been a t:icmber of the Drew Commission, had rarely nttendcd its 1aectings
and 2ppears to have lost his zeal, possibly because of a3e and
difficulties at his Dethesda mission. The coomissioners were extremely
cautious raen, gradually approaching a sensitive public issue in a
society still do~inated by frontier attitudes; !k~ab on the other hand
did not appear to cnrc for suc!1 considerations. 'le wanted ir:ir.iedinte
action on a ::iatter which he snw as a ~reat cri:ne <qainst humanity.
Very soon : !c:fr1 b a:Hl his follo·.v comnis!:'ionen~ \:c~re at odds, c1espite
t!'lcir judicious effortE; to acco:1modate his iclealisn. Two years nftcr
his appoint•:ient ::c:~ab resi'.;necl :rnd ent-,a~ed in a public ca::ipai<;n of.
deni-:;ntin:; the comr.1ission ancl the wvcrn::i.:int. !:c \ms :1ot the kinr 1 of
:inn to \dn fri.cnd<> to ~1is co use, !rnt l}~cousc~ 1:1a:1y t'.1i:1 ~s ::c:'.ub s'.lid
a!m~t

tlie situntLon in •.:uccm:.Lnm! at that t·l:.1C~ •rare true nn:l \:ere aot

:>cin:j s<!irl by ot:1crs ;1C is worthy of particular

<ltt~ntion.

:·!d:ab 1:ns born in i\chranich, Ar 1sllshirc, i.n tho iiir\hlandr; o[ Scotland
in ·::iy 1820, the son of u convict. It appc::rn t:1at he •ms baptised
i n!:o the I>rcsbytcrian church buL in c!1iH'.100,j
Ca t!101 i.cisr.i. 'ic ·..:er;t to Blair's Go 11 c~;c,

J.

'.:UG co:w~rtc'd

to

1.:i:lor s~:nianry ne<.ir

Aberdeen, in lfi32 an(! to Scots' College, !!o:·tc, t!irec years later, but
rcturtwrl to 11lair in 1 ; 110 nnrl

1ms

sci:1inarian he wis!wcl to enter the
i:iissionnry f.u t w1s rlc'nic·I.

!~t'

01·!lai1wcl in 'brch
·~cncdictin0

Lanar ~~;hirc

nr1!0r -i:-td bz!co:'K' a

1:orkc:l n t ·:::11:1il ton, ;'} ..i·lcnoch and

r.rccnock until appointr'd 1:1i!.mionury in
1

1'1t~i; •.\s <l

c!nr·~e

at .\in!ric in

in !".W!. '.'.ost of hin parishioners \:en• ci.t!lcr Irinh

i~ci1rnnLs

or of Tris~ dcnccnt. ~ccaus~ ncurly all c~urch property ~is
controlled by Seo LB t!wrc \::1s t<'n >ion hclt·mcn the two :;rou:>s nml : 1c::,1b
took

ov~r

the n·lt1i:1L;tration ct;. Airdie under rlifficult circwastnnccs

'.:hich do not appear to have i:.1:>rovcr! ·lurinq the twcntr r<•nrs he \:ilS
t 1wt'c. 1!c •.-ms crilici:;i:-Hl in tht• Tri:;h T~rec !'rcHs 1>ccnuse of this
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tension and his publication in 1862 of An Archaeolonical Dissertation
-

2

.£!!. the Birth Place of Saint Patrick, in which he asserted that the

saint had been born in Scotland, did nothing to improve the situation.
When he left Scotland in 1867 the ~ Press clair:ied that he had left
the parish in debt and was seeking a cure for tuberculosis in
Australia. ~lcNab was relutr~d to ~1ary NcKillop, co-founder of the
Australian order of the Sisters of St Joseph, and this may have been a
factor in choosing Australia. He served for eight years as a parish
priest in Portland, Bendigo and Gee long

rid while at Portland :k~.fB.b

applied to the :Jew !!orci::i Benedictine monastery in \!estern Australia
to be accepted as a missionary but was refused because of his age. In
September 1875 he was accepted as a missionary by Bishop Quinn.I
Mc~ab

was fifty-five years of a~e when given his opportunity to fulfil

his mission in life. Although he had been in Australia for ci;~ht yenrs
he seems to have known little about the Abori3ines. Uc had not been
trained for missionary work and was not a member of any order. He
arrive~ in Jrisbane without any corn~itment from his church to support

hir.1 in his work. Bishop quinn gave hir:1 a roving com:;1ission and
authorised him to seek donations fro::i priests and paris[1ioners but
othen:ise he was on his own. :Jc was the first full-ti:ae Catholic
missionary to the Quecrnshnd Aboriqines. r.'at:10r nucas at :rac!~ay, \·:ho
arrived there in VJi9, \·:as a ;mrish prfoi;t i:ho Jcvotcd ~oi:1r> of his
ti::ie to the .\bori~;ines. Doth the Churc:1 of !~n:~lancl and tne Catholic
Church in (uccnsland had demonstrated an almost total indifference to
the fate of the Aborif~ines since the bcninnin; of white scttlcn:cnt.

Tln .\n!;lican Church, Hhich was still !1eavily subsidiBcrl by the
,;ovcrmaent, had bccor.ie so dependent that ,\n ;l icnns were not llscd to
givin!~ r.10ncy. :rule found on his arrival in ~kisbanc th:1t hh~ atto:'tpts

to develop a M .ssion to the Abori~incs wer0 frustrated by an
unwi 11 ingncss of the laity to donate to suc:1 a cnuBc anJ by the
unwi lli1qness of hi.;; priest~~ to participate. The Ca tho lie bhi!H)PS
throu'.;hout .\ustralia did not have !!ale's cvan:;elicnl drive or
experience. They had declared publicly th:it they had neither tbc ;:1cn
nor the money to carry out such work. It was in this 3ituation that
:rc;:nb found hir.mcl.C alone

an1!, as he was soon

Lo discover, at od<ls

even with his own bishop. Such Has the spirit which drove hir.1 that he
u3s not to be iJ<rnil::.' deterred. 2
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The obvious first thing for him to do in the field was to visit Bucas
and Bridgman. It is not clear whether he visited flausmann at Beenleigh
but he encouraged three Aborigines next year to apply for land in the
Logan district which suggests he was in that area and may havs called
on Hausmann. :.JcNab arrived at Mackay about Christmas 1875 and remained
about three months, most likely staying with Bucas and visiting Sandy
Creek. It se

.s that he did not like what he saw there. !le wrote in

his diary that the blacks there were perfectly naked and knew very
!ittle English. Bridg~an would not allow him or any other missionary
tc gi'/8 them religious instruction. Xonethelcss :.fcNab told the
Aboriginl!s that he was there to learn their language and "would
afterwards teach them what they should do to get to her

·"1 11

.3 I3ridgman

had begged old clothes for them from as far away as Dri

It seems

that, in co:imon with most other whites then and later, ;rc~;:. . b believed
nakedness indicated a lack of civilisation. Uc was an old man in a
hurry and so tvanted the Aboriqines to be civilised almost ir:imediately.
Bri<l3mon, on the other hand, see~s to have believed that the process
should be ~rndual. Brif~rnan thought it desirable that the ~borinines
should replace their old culture with that of the Europeans but he
~new this could be dona only if they wore tau1ht to think as the

!':uropeans thou~ht. This would be al:1ost i:;possible for the adults but
he h1Jpeci th;:it with education the yourq ::ii:;t1t be ca:n1blo of this step.
?~ric! ;::ion, lil:e i:lost of those before him, pinned his foit:i on :.i school

for the children but, unlike r.10ny others, he did not atte:npt to t<t!rn
the children fror:i their parents. !!e did not interfere with the far.1ily
nroups. :k~fob believed the ::ioral force •.:hich r\rirl;~;;mn ust:d could not
make Europeans out of thc::i inmc~iately, so so~e for::i of physical
compulsion would have to be used for their jWn JooJ. The climate at
::ac!my "1dverscly affected :Jc::ab's health and on t:mtlicul advice he left
Quccnsbn~!

for the south to rccupcr:;tc .!f

He had seen enough in flut.?crwbnd to confir:.1 what were probably
prcconcci verl ideas a!mut the i\bor i.}incs' situation nnd Hhat shoultl be
clone for thcr.1. TJrit:inq to ::ucalister in ::ay 1!37'.> he bc:;nn his public
cu::ipa i'in to convert and civil iGc the ,\bori ·~incs of Quconsh\nd.
It sc.w::is to

DC

nn error in political cconor.1y, nlr.1ost

incredible, tlmt a r;ovcrnr.mnt which countenances the
inportati«rn of temporary lnbourcrs from the South
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Sea Islands, and annually spends considerable sums of
money in procuring immigration, should be indifferent
to the extinction of the Aboriginal population. They
may be civilized and saved, and their energies being
properly directed may help to develope [sic] the
resources of the colony.5
~kNab said he had interrogated several Aborigines belonging to the

Logan, Dribie Island and Durundur tribes and those at 1-lackay and
''found them all anxious to be civilised, and inclined to settle down
and maintain themselves by industry, if the Government would assist
them''. Ue urged the government to implement the 1874 recommendations
of the Drew Commission with which he agreed, except for the opening of
reserves. He claimed that hostile tribes could not be brought together
onto a reserve and even those who were friendly could not live
together in considerable nu:nbers; the reserves system was favoun:.t.le
to the continuance of polygamy and polyandry and "cor.irnuniso" which
they practised; reserves were too slow in ir:~piring them with ener3y
and self-reliance; reserves were temporary expedients, whereas the
desired object was the "permanent settlement of the blacks upon the
land. This can be attained only by their bein3 domiciled like the
\thites; and not merely preserved
reasons he thou3ht the proper

li!~e

~ode

ca tr le on a run." For these

of dealing with the Abori3ines was

to place them at once in distinct family homesteads in the districts
to which they belonged and under European superintendence. "Thus all
might be instructed in the principles of Christianity and trained to
civilised habits ••• and to their

r0s~0ctive

avocations, and the

children be sent to school." At fir.;t it would be necessary to some
extent to provide for them, as on a reserve; those along the coast
should be furnished with boats and materials for making nets, taught
r.ooperage and the curing of fish. The "c..hiefs" of the interior tribes
should be provided with pastoral runs and

so~e

sheep and cattle while

others should be settled on homesteads and trained in shepherding and
station worl:. "Thus they should soon he able to disrcnse with further
assistance fro::l the Government, and be in a c.cnclition not only to
mc:.intuin themselves, but also to pay their guardians, or do without
them, and become producers of wealth and contribute their share to the
revenue of the colony."6

r'/\GE 1Lf7

McNab's proposal was to Europeanise the Aborigines, turn them into
small farmers living in small family groups rather than tribal
organisations, so that they might conform to the conventional
Christian model of the nuclear family with its parallels in the IIoly
Family. Thus he assumed that from these supposedly simple people,
"anxious to be civilised", he co•..:ld create a society which conformed
with religious idealism rather than tribal organisation or European
individ~alism with its potential for disruption of the family, real

and idea Used.
A few weeks later McNab returned to Queensland and took up residence
in the Gympie district where on

2/f

July he sent to the l·Jinister for

Lands, Douglas, applications from Aborigines for the selection of
homestead blocks of land. They had been refused by the local land
agent, T.ll. Persse, because they \lore not accompanied by deposits of
the first year's rents and survey fees as required under the
regulations. The three Aborigines, Charles Diper Ghipara,

~illia~

Hatiman i:ilapi and James Di per, \/ere applying for MO-acre blod::s in
the Loqan district under the Cro,1n Lands Alienation Act of 1868 at
sixpence an acre. :·!dlab conceded that the wrong fori:l might have been
used and requested that the Lands Departr.ient send for::\s which were
mor·· suitable. fie explained the faiiure to tender deposits and survey
fees by saying: "I a:n convinced that the .\borigines have a perfect
right, both in equity and in law, to what they ask. To comply with the
conditions required in the forms would be a renunciation of that
right.'' In others words, the Abori~ines should not have to purchase
somethin3 which was theirs.
They conceive and maintain that because they and their
ancestors, from time immer.iorial, have occupied and
possessed those lands and their appurtenances for
their use and benefit, especially of residence,
hunting, fishing, and of otherwise providin3 for the
necessaries of life, and also had always the right of
tillage and pasturage, they ou3ht to be

acknowlecl,~cd,

without expense, the rightful owners of the specified
homestends.7

:tc:fob aclded that the free right to lane! was recognised, with the
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consent of the Governor, in the 1868 Act. The least amount of land
which "can, 1vith decency, not to say with justice, be allowed to them,
and be of much service to them" was a homestead area as allowed by the
Homestead Act of 1875. Ue mentioned that other Aborigines w~re
prepared to make similar applications "but not in such numbers as to
embarrass the Government" .8 Mcl·lab seems to have been partly aware of
the resistance to his proposal which might follcw if a large number of
Aborigines were to apply for homestead blocks. He was not aware,
apparently, of the difficulties which he had created for himself by
insisting that the land be granted free of charge. He was right in
principle: the Aborigines should not have been expected to pay for the
reoccupation of a miniscule part of the land which they owned before
British onnnxation; but this was a moral question rather than legal.
In the political circumstances of colonial Queensland it was
unreasonable to expect that Aborigines be

~ranted

land free when other

British subjects must pay. Also :kNab did not seem to understand that
he was representing the Aborigines as though they were still outside
~ritish

control and could expect co::ipensation in the= forr:1 of land and

other considerations. No government in Australia would concede any
right of prior ownership for nearly a century and by
Mc~;ab

demandin~

it

was askin2 a friendly government to do sor.icthin!j which hn(l

serious electoral inplications.9
Doug 1.~s started to have doubts. Ile told bis Under Secretary, :; • ,\lcoc'.<
Tully, that apart from the

non-pay~ent

of rent and survey fees there

was no attestation of signatures - the three applicants had

~erely

made their marks - ancl no declarations. The applicntions therefore
were illegal. Ile recognised that

~!c;fob

was

raa!~ing

a special clair.i and

in that case s 110ulcl have made a more for::ial one. '.Ie said that if ::c:!ab
would state his views more fully ancl explain how he proposed to act
upon them, he would seek the opinion of the Abori3ines Commissioners.
The area of lund applied for seemed to him to br too large and \;ould
be beyond the capacity of nny ordinary Aborigine to improve. Then he
added:
nut the clui:n advnnce<l by ifr. :!ctrab on their behalf is
founded on justice. The government certainly possesses
the power of mu!dng reserves on behalf of the
aborigines, and if any practical suggestions can be

made, so as to secure the permanent settlement of any
aborigines on land vested for their benefit, I shall
be happy to consider them.10
In these last words Douglas seemed to be conscious of the need to
guarantee Aborigines permanency on such land because of possible
future demands that it be alienated, as did happen later at r~ckay.
Tully wrote on behalf of Douglas, setting out the above reaction.
McNab's response from Gympie written on 16 August was typical of his
undiplomatic attitude. Instead of rejoicing that a minister of the
crown had conceded that the claim was founded on .iustice and was
willing to consider his proposal, his response was argumentative and
demanding. "I did and do not expect that the !!onourable Secretary for
Lands will be trar.imeled by the mere formalities of the law, or the
formalism of a Department, on such an important question, and if he
does not find a proper form for the application, ho will frame one and
cause it

t~ ~e

adopted, sanctioned and enforced by the proper

authority". He then proceeded to lecture Douglas on the lm:. " ••. in
the case of aborigines, no formalities arc prescribed by law. The
Governor is simply empowered to
of the abori3inal inhabitants.

mnl~e
~here

reserves for the use and benefit
no particular for::i of application

is required, any fittins one may be used •.• " Ile sub::iittcd that the
government could

~ake

reserves of the 640 acres applied for by ouch

petitioner and give him legitir,1ate title. '.le asserted that the
legislature had never intended that the conditions of sale of such
land should apply to Aborigines and that the law did not contcnplnte
any pay1:ient by them. "There is no special limit prescribcrl by law for
the extent of a reserve made for the benefit of the aborigincs ••• thc
nri3inal possessor of the soil should hove as r.1t1ch as is allowcc 1 to
the worst immigrant. The less their skill, the r.1ore land do they
need. 11

~lc:·lab

said he be lievecl Douglas \Ins prcr.iarcd to

:~rant

t!1eir

claim but he understood other ministers may have objected, "whi.ch r.1ust
account for the <ir3u1:icntaLive style o[ this r:1y lettcr 11 • :le asked
Dounlns
not to refer the claim to the Abori·;ines
Co:i:nis:lion. "Several
J
•
such

co~~issions

hove been appointed, and while the corni:lissioners have

been considering and recomrnendin3 measures, years have elapsed, but
little or nothinJ has been done for the

ubori~ines,

while multitudes

of them have perished. Left to coi:lmissioners their fate is likely to
be the same for the future. 11 11
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McNab followed this two weeks later with a much lonner letter to
0

Douglas in which he set out his proposals in full detail. It is a
lucidly written plan which no doubt to an idealist such as he seemed
to be comprehensive, practicable and eminently sensible, but he was
impatient for action and did not appear to see the difficulties
involved in implementing it. The most humane and workable part of his
plan was a suggested legal code to protect Aborigines without
unnecessarily restricting them. Yet he displayed the oppressive and
punitive mentality of the fanatic when he advocated a system of
punishment for blacks in the settled districts who had committed minor
offences, including forced labour on public works. "They might be kept
in stockades apart from white prisoners, and prevented from escaping
into scrub while at work, not only by armed sentinels, but also by
being chained singly or together, as is the practice with soue
criminals on the Continent of Europe''.

~cNab

stressed again the

essentials of his plan: implementation of the recommendations of the
Drew Commission in 1874 and placing the Aborigines in family
homesteads under Juropean superintendence and on contiguous selections
in the districts their ancestors had occupietl.12
Four months after it was formed the !!ale commission held its first
meeting and did not have time to consider :Jc::ab 1 s long letters
referred to it by Douglas. !Iale, in a reply to Douglas, said he had
read one letter, presur.mbly the first. His tone was the essence of
tact.

..,

·-·

One cannot but greatly admire :1r. :1c:fab' s extre:;ie
earnestness and his great anxiety to do somethin3
to ameliorate the condition of the

~atives •••

But where ; Ir. : ld!a b altogether fails is in his
attempts to apply practically his ideas to the
actual condition of the people with which he has- to
do. I will dwell upon one point, viz., his desire to
put a number of natives in possession of a number of
family properties, under the idea that these
properties could descend from father to son through
succeedin3 3enerations.

~ny

race must attain to a much

higher state of civilisation than that of our
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Australian natives before they become ripe for a
social condition such as Mr Hd!ab contemplates .13
Hale, like Bridgman, showed his understanding of the Aborigines'
culture and the wisdom of not interfering with some aspects of it;
~fcNab showed no such understanding but wanted to make block-skinned

Europeans of them overnight or at least in his own lifetime. Referring
to McNab's contention that Aborigines on a reserve felt like cattle on
a run, he said "natives have no feeling of this kind when they live
together in one large institution and all work for the coomon goo<l. 11
Their feeling was that it was all theirs and they talked of the stock
and crops as "ours" with the greatest interest and satisfaction. He
suggested thnt i!C:;nb r:Jight visit :rew :forcia in Western ,\ustrnlin to
see how Dishop Salvado carried on his mission.14 If this su~gcstion
was conveyed to :ic!lab he did not take it up. After all, he had been
rejected by the 3enedictines years ago; he was now in his middle
fifties and was anxious for results; and he must have sensed that he
had a chance of achieving them where he was.

:rc:fob

soon became impatient with Douglas. :rot having received any

particular form of application for land for the i\bori~ines he decided
to send a petition directly to the Governor in Council. In this he
said he had been requested by a number of ~bort~ines, including Tidy,
Aboriginal king of Durundur and Samson Vale, uncl Prince \!illin:1 of
Dribie Island to apply for a reserve for their tribes. !le

sug~estecl

about 2,500 acres would be required and that Tora Petrie would be a fit
lay manager for the
for

Diper,

Ghi~arn

t110

reserves. !laving failed to

3~t

641J-ucre blocks

and :lilapi in the Logan district he sent petitions

from them requestin3 that 1,000 acres in Stanley County be reserved
for each one and desiring to be ncl:nowleclgecl the ri:4htful owners and
supplied with title deeds to that effect. In a coverino, note :!c:-:nb
said they agreed that the deeds be given to them us minors nnd thnt
guardians be nssi1ned to thcm.14 Reserves were established on

~ribie

Island and at Durundur in 1877. Also, despite the obvious difficulties
:1c:!ab was placin'.; him in, Douglas must have been impressed with this
demanding priest. All the correspondence between hira and the
government to this time was printed by order of the Legislative
Assenbly in October

1~76,

thus givin3 publicity and some official

acknowledgement to his efforts, Further, in Decer:ibcr, he was appointed
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to the Aborigines Commission.
The Brisbane Courier was not impressed by Mc~ab's ideas as expressed
in the published correspondence. The editor, Gresley Lukin, as we have
seen, had criticised the

govcr~ment

in April 1876 for declining to

hold an inquiry into the Native Pol::.i:e and in 1880 he was to undertake
a campaign aimed at showing how badly the Aborigines were treated.
Now, however, uhile !Icllab's attitude was optimistic, Lukin 1 s was
uessimistic. '' ••• judging from the ideas which he expresses in his
letters, we should infer that he has very little knowledge of the
aboriginal nature, character, or customs, and that his colonial
experience has been a short one", he wrote, c.nd added:
It may be admitted that the spectaclG of a whole race
of men perishing before the advance of a people
superior in every appliance of war or civilisation is
one well calculated to excite the sympathy of the
loo~er

on, yet history and science have tau3ht us that

by the inscrutable decree of Providence certain races
are doomed to perish as soon as their successors arc
at hand to take their place ••• and it is clearly
evident that no human means can save the
abori~inal

from a like

~ustralian

doo~.15

Lukin addecl t!mt alterations to the law, Hhich

::c~:nb

had declared were

the only effectual way to ameliorate the condition of the Abori~ines,
could not possibly be carried into effect. fie said ::c:!ab was a
theorist with little conception of the ;>ractical results of the
impleoentation of his theories. Settin3 apart all consideration of the
white population, who would be considerably affected by his proposals
and would have to find the money for them, "the
peri~'>h

with far

c~rcatcr

rapidity under his

bbc!~s

wcll-1;icanin·~

would probably
expcri.t.1cnt

than they arc doing at prcsen t." : lcNa b' s r;iis take, Lukin said,

w~1s

in

thinking that it was possible to civilise a people by an act of
parliament. They could only be redeemed from barbarism by their
adoption of certain ideas and fundamental principles of morality. It
was not possible to conclude a treaty with a people who had no law or
authority among thcr:iselves. The Australian people hacl experienced many
scher.ies for civilising Aborigines and the result was that "the best
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men amongst us have come to the conclusion that the Government can do
nothing more than provide that the aborigines shall not be interfered
with or molested as little as is possible, and protected against all
outrage, whilst restrained from committing any".17 Obviously Lukin was
a social-Darwinist and urban liberal who abhorred violence against the
Aborigines but was content to look on Hhile they died out. No doubt he
was reflecting the attitude of most of his readers.
Mc~ab contributed very little to the working of the Aboriginal

Commission, to ~:hich he had been antipathetic from the start, but
progress was still being made at Durundur under him and at

~lackay

under JoceJyn Brooke. Then in September 1373 came political disaster.
Queensland had been sliding into new financial difficulties for some
time: it had suffered two years of drought which had reduced
government revenue; the

~~enlister

80Vernment, repeating the

~istakes

of the early 1860s, had raised lar~e loans to finance new railways but
the Thorn and Douglas governoents had been forced to increase taxes to
repay them; the Douglas government was losing favour with the puhlic
and was threatened fror.1 within by n group led by the i\ ttorney-General,
Snmucl Griffith, who wished to top?le Dou3lns us Premier; and an
election wns due in :~vember. The Abori3inal commissioners reco~mended
that lGOO pounds be spent on the ~bori~ines in the next financial year
- a hu1e increase on past expenditure - and

surprisin~ly

the

3overnment accepted. Durin3 the Assembly estimates debate in committee
on 6 September :Jounlas proposed this nr.1ount be appropriated. The
Leader of the Opposition,

Tho~as

:kilwraith, who had

reor~nnised

the

Squntters' Party as the Con3ervutive Party in 1876, opposed it,
supported by Pal:.JCr and a few others. The 0p;JOsition dU not

stro:v~ly

criticise t:1e objectives of the expenditure, possiJly re:11c::ibcrin,; that
the Pal::ier uovernmcnt hat! supported Br id'.;:aan initin lly, but it sensod
that a chaw;c of

~overnr:ient '.!US

likely uncl refused to approve :.1oney

uhich it r.iight have Lo find in a colony tdth a deficit of 216,UOO
pounds. In ::esLon's tmrds,

Dou~1lus's

::iotion was "rejected

wit~10ut

division, and al::iost without discussion". l'.;
The !!ale Co::i1:iission

W!ls

astonished. It ;:ict alnost it:i:10cliatcly and

wrote to the Governor in Council

protestin~

a3ninst the Assembly's

action. Cairns had left in April 1877 nnd the new governor, Sir tdward
T~cnnecly,

was not so intc)rosted in the Abori3ines. The ;;:xecuti vc
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Council advised the commission to continue in office until the matter
could be brou3ht before the new parliament and not to authorise any
new expenditure. I.fcilwraith and the Conservatives won the election and
when parliament met again late in January 1879 the Douglas government
was defeated.

tlcilwraith and Palmer, the new Colonial Secretary, set

about demolishing all programs associated with the liberal government.
Jocelyn Brooke and the schoolteacher and carpenter at ~ackay were
dismissed fro:n 30 April. The police ma3istrate at llackay was
eventually instructed to dispose of all government property on the
reserve. The Aborigines there were to be left to their own devices.
Durundur hung on for some years but the few remaining old people on
Bribie Island wailed when Petrie told them the settlement was to be
bro!<en up. ~!hen Palr.ier was told of this he simply remarl:ed: "Oh, let
them go and \Jork like anyone else". Graham had resigned from the
Aboriginal Commission on 4
his health;

:k~ab

Drew resigned in

~ovember

because he had to move south for

resigned a week later without giving a reason; and
:~rch

1879 because of the

breakin~

uµ of the Bribie

Island settlement and the action of Sub-Inspector O'Connor nnd his
:fative Police troopers in killin3 twenty-tuo Aborigines ancl possibly
two others near Cooktown

i~

retaliation for the wounding of two

whites. They were not replaced and the comr.iission bf!CO.me defunct. The
empty years had returned.19
The two

Abori~inal

Commissions, however, had had some successes. 'fhe

Drew commission had proposed the first official protection system,
which the Hale co:n:aission had been able to implement in sor.1c measure.
Althou3h the Drew commission had reco~uended appointin2 protectors in
five broad districts, the llal.~ cor:u:1ission had appointed only one,
Bridgman, but his authority

cover~d

the whole canst north of t!ackay.

The Hole com:!lission ho.d spent r.ioney on the :!nckay reserve and hacl
atte~pted

to

csta~lish

other reserves. It had seriously set about

considcrin3 the condition of the Aboriaines and, even

thou~h

tho

chairman was n cleric, it had 3encrnlly followed the non-sectarian
principles pioneered by
the two

co~missions

Dricl~;raan.

The one i1.1portant co:;mon me1:1ber of

was nrew, the T!ncler-Secretary of the Treasury, a

man who was best placed to understand what was financially

pos!~ible

in

any welfnre pro•Jram .lir.tcil nt a disaclvant::t:jed section of the community.
It seer.is that Drcm was always confident that Queensland could afforcl
the small financial

commit~cnt,

both in the Palmer days und in the
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Douglas days. It was Drew who provided the practical counter-weight to
~kNab's idealism and irrationalism. '.kNab achieved nothing, whereas

the two commissions, if left to fulfil their mandates, may have
achieved a workable system of Aboriginal protection. Through succour
and sanctuary they may eventually have provided the necessary
conditions for that preservation, which was the distinctive objective
of ~eston's 1395 Proposed Svstern but without its callous methods of
segregation and wardship. The destruction of the Drew-Ilale potential
was not so much political as econo:nic. The hopeful gestures of the
1870s were victims of another of those periods of econonic
mismanasement, which other colonies such as New South i!ales and
Victoria generally escaped beb1een the beginning of the gold rush and

1893. To this extent, and given Palcer's

li~eral record as noted in

the previous chapter, this failure cannot be dis~isse<l si8ply ns
another net of conservative

mayhe~ a~id hu~nnitarinn

idealis8,

:!ale and :bc~lab had been able to succeed in up;>cnlinq to the Dou'.ilns
3overm:ent, especially in establishin; reserves, because Jotqlus
hi~1sel£

.~roup

was a ro3ue liberal, who put inrliviclual ideals before
chant~cs

solidnrity, a characteritic w:1ich led to his frequent

in

?Olit:lcal fortune. TJou3lns was reaching his pea!: when ::inister for
Lands in

t~e

T:10rn _;ovcrn:;ien t nnd :1rc.nier fror,1 1 377. It '.:as a !1appy

coincidcacJ that the few objectives co::i:.1on to 'ble :rnd

:rc::~1!J

rou•;hly

::m tC:wd !)ou:;las 1 s sentir:1cnts. .\ ::mn \:ho coul1i not be accused of having
been influenced

~y

the old frontier attitudes, Douglas was outspoken

on social issues and even while in office wrote editorials for
the ;'.risbane 1'.":ouricr nnd Oueenslandcr. 'le was the ou tstonc!inJ "townie"
of his ti::ic.

:Jou~;las

concern for w!mt was

wan well con[;ciou:; of t 1H' :;ro•.:in
bcinf~

~

co::1r1unity

done tn the .\!>ori:;i:10s, especially assaults

!Jy the ::ntivc Police in the far northern und 11orth-1!est(fftl r!istricts,
lmt he

lnc?~cd

fi.rn ideas on what to do for t!wr.1.

~m1:~las

;:an concerned

uith the question: t.•ho has a right to the lan:i? 't'hc i)rc\\ Co:l'ninsion
had already conct'r!cr! that the

Ahori~ines

haci some ri

~hts

based on

prior occupation, a view which, it Dem:is, i)ou·.;las shared, becuusc he
went even farther when he re:;mrkcd that :ic::ab' s cLJ.in for ho:acntoad
blocks for t!1rcc .\borigines "is founded on justice". It scc:as that
Dou~las,

when

a.nswerin~;

his own question, could not avoid saying L!mt

tlw Aborigines did have such a right. 'r!1is

:rc:fab

and

!Jou:~las.

m11>

nexus between Hale,

In r.1orc propitioun tit.ms <t clever advocate nay been
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able to QBnipulate events to '.;etter advantage. But Heston had not yet
stepped upon the political scene.

-

,~'

J
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CHAPTER 12: Tl!E m:PTY YEAHS

The dismantling the pro3rams implemented by previous governments to
help the Aborigines in Queensland went almost unnoticed by the public.
The press barely remarked upon it and no effort was made in parliament
to change :·lcilwraith' s attitude. Palr:ier was now taking a back seat to
the new premier in social issues and ifcilwroitl 's attitude

W<1G,

first,

cut costs and then, as conditions improved, push econ~mic development.
In such a program there was no room for handouts to the socially
disadvnnto~ed. 'l'homns :Icilwroith, born in ;\yr, Scotland, in 1335 had

got his start in life in Victoria as n mining and railway engineer.

A

broti1er, Andrew, was one of the founders of the ;-1cr1~Jrai th ~lc'~achern
shipping line and another brother, John, dooinnted the plumbin~
business in :lelbourne. rlis father, John, a plumber, was n liberal and,
when Thooas moved permanently to Queensland in 1J70 because of his
pastoral interests -in the :raranon, he entered parlia1:ient sittin.:~ at
first with the liberals. :lcil\lritith was a "boo:ncr" - that is, he
deliberately forced ccono~ic development by lar~e expenditure on
public pro:;ra:ns, r.iainly railways an1i in::li~;rat ion, with the objective
of openin;~ up the western dL>trict.~ of the c Jlony, all on borrowed
money .1 Pal:.icr, t!lC leader of the squatter:;' factic:1 in tho
con~~ervntivo

alliance, as Colonial ~)ccrQtary and t!1c :.linister

rcspoasi'.llc for .\bori 1inc3, had nct::.:d contrary to tiw int0r0Eit.; of ?1b
own supporters in clo:•ing down the reserves. ::anj' squ<:ttcrs sup)ortcrl
the objectives bci1inrl ther.i, which offorc l t\;o t:in·;ible a:ir! iri~mtliatc
1

benefits: "quictcninJ" the hlac!~s am! a E>U;lply of chcn:> Llbour •.\s
flmm :!ny :1as 'lc::10nstr~1tcd, l~l per cent of the ',1!mur force on ·:orth
quccnslan1l p~storal runs in U7;) ww :\hori·~inal, risin '. to

/;I)

per cent

in L};I). 2 A1 t:wu'.1h no nuc:1 nt:udy h<w !>ccn :::adc for 30U Lhcrn
Quccnslnnrl, roporui of c:aploy~·1c.1t at south-\:Ct;tcrn :;taLions late in
the century cu 1 ~:~cst that the c:::lcri once t!wrc lu·l been ~;i::til 1r. The

value of the ol·! :iolicy hac! been a::iply de:10nstrntcri at :!ac!::1~·, hut
only there wm; ~rny protest t.1adc a•:ain:;t the :~overm:icnt' :; action::.

On 23 :lay

n7 J
1

t!ic ·:cuber of tho Le ,islativc .\nscably tor th.it

,listric t, l~raac i;; .\;.1hurs t, Lu lc~;t·ar,:wti Pal:1cr a~;I:irq hi::i to "carry on

abortainal ilffoir;:; :icrc until
abori~~inals

\W

can c:qilnin l1lattcrs fully to )'OU. If

uu(ldcnly let loo;3c ~~rcat injury to cropH 1;,i)\t emm~."

't'hia protest h:id sane effect; laLcr in the year the :;ov~rn:;i~nt
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approved funds for the maintenance of the ~,lackay settlement. In the
interim the local planters, led by J.E. Davidson, supported the
settlement by private subscription including some form of
reimbursement to Brooke who stayed on. Davidson ur3ed that Brooke be
reinstated as manager and after some hesitation Palmer agreed in
January 1830, but things would never be the same at tfackay. In October
1879 thirty-eight graziers and townspeople had petitioned the
government to thrmv open the reserve to selection and the :·finister for
Lands reduce~ it to 1,000 acres. Then in 1802 and 1083 the government
transferred all the Aborigines to Palr.1 Island, port of the hui~e
reserve which had been established off the coast near Cardwell in

1878, and in 1335 threw the remaining land open to selection. Jocelyn
Brooke, who had been highly praised by Drew as showin'~ a "wonderful
aptitude for clealin;-; ui.th the Abori3ines considering his nge and
li:nited colonial e:{perience", joined the :!ative Polit:e.3
The Durundur reserve escaped Palmer's ravages intcct, but nonetheless
it deteriorated.

::o

i..1provcr.ients bad been r.iade on i t since occupation

bcr;an early in 1G77 and ~.fc'.fab c!ocs not ai)pcar to have visited it nftcr

1379. The trustees, :!ood, Smith and :iicholson, reported in June 1878
but omitted to report a1nin until 1"}82 \:hen the .\hori:Jinnl population
bad ·~cc lined to Corty. Two yci.lrs later they reco::i~1cnc!crl that the

reserve be returned to the '~overn::ient '1nd t;nt a fund :ie established
for the AboriJines with the money w~ich had uccu~ulutcd fro~ earnings.
Inco::1c :13d been derived fro::i ~razing ri'.~!1ts and t!1c sale of cattle and
the Police Depurt~ent paid sixty pounds a year to lease part of the
reserve. ?:y thfa tir.1c r.iost of tho:.;c •.::10 !1ad been attr:.ctcd there in
l:s77 h:id rcvcrtc:l to their norinc!ic h;1\litn. In 1 ns t!H~ )urun.lur
rc~;crvc

\·:as trmwfcrred to the :'olicu D~partt:mnt for ttw use of it~>

horr.>es.4

In ::ay la7'J '3rid ~r.;~m rej>lld Lo a r-.!qtH.mt !'.ro:1 .\:1hurst for lib vimm
on the .\bori;;ineu. 'jr i d::raan noirl he uti 11 continue:.! to ta~:c an
interent in

11

.iny '.::on!:mnt wit!1 a vim: to i::iprovc t:10 con1ilion of the

native blac!w, and Lo ::ecp the~ fro::i bcirq an rmnlJyuncn and •lis.~mcc
to the rn.;itlcntD of th(~ colony".
;ty mm vkw

or

nc

continucll:

the question is that if tbc •;ovcrn:'.lcmt

arc will in,•l to take nnv• ste·1 >~• in the r.m.ttcr, in the
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northern portion of the colony where the blacks are
numerous and troublesome, it will be advantageous to
collect all the children from the different tribes as
we have done here, to similar institutions, there give
them sufficient education to make them useful servants
then to hire them out to suitable employers in other
parts of the colony, this will dispose of all the
young, the older ones can if

~opt

under proper

control be made to a certain extent useful in their
own districts, and when they ultimately die off the
whole matter will be brought to an end as far as any
further trouble is conccrned.5
Obviously Bridgman was now disillusioned with the results of years of
attemptin~

to protect Aborigines and give them a place in colonial

society by making them a pnrt of the labour force. Yet the taking of
children from their parents, converting t~em into servants of the
whites ::uli\ ne3lcctin3 the older people conforRed with colonial
senti'..lent which became novernment policy in Australia until the 1<)50s.
~le

removal of children was almost adopted us 3ovcrnnent policy in

~uecnslnnd

in 1881 when Palmer, still Colonial Secretary, ordered the

police to arrest all halfcaste children

as

beln,; ncJlt:cLed children

and place the~ in orphana3cs or refor~atory schools at Toowoo~ba and
Lytton. Apparently this entailed too much friction and trouble for the
police and the order \·ms rescinded in February l '.3fl2. '!es ton, hol!cvcr,
was t.o do just that and r.iorc under the ~)O\:ers conferred by the 1:3')7
Act.6
:·Jhile Hricl:;!:mn faded out of the scene in a
even sournc!;s, :ic':·1b

!~cpt

but '1:Jninst :1is allies. In
Propa'.~ation

Sydney, a
.\bori•;im}}~

fi~~htin;;

W7~3

- not only for the Aboritiines

::c:iub had sent to the Society for the

~Ic

letter scttin'.1 out the situation of the

~hori~incs

in

explninccl that the first step to be taken for Lhc

was to enable then to receive the ncans of support und

protection of the law in order that they
his

of iariifforencc and

of the Faith in Rome, throu:~h .\rc!1bishop Vnu:;hnn in

lon~

Queensland.

on

r~ood

~1rcnching.

mi;~ht

be free to listen to

:re 'lqucd that thou ~h sonc Abori:1inc3

wc~re

workin'.1,

their lnh1urG uerc not adequately requited. Slaves, he naid, were
better clad, houucd and

pr~tcctc<l fro~

interference, violence nnd
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extermination from a standing army of native police. To quote Brigida
Nailon: "~·lcNab wus determined to work with the Government as he could
not get the civil rights of the Blacks from any other source''.7
Bishop Quinn urged HcNab to take up land and even charged him with
having a horror of getting land for the church, but i·!dab did not have
the money even at sixpence an acre. The minimum area he sought, 640
acres, would have cost sixteen pounds a year plus survey fees. He was
entirely mendicant. Besides, he saw that land was useless in itself if
the Aborigines would not leave their homelands to settle on a reserve
and he could not take up land in the country of every tribe. Quinn had
acquired a large tract of land at ~ud3ee, north of Brisbane, and in
1869 had moved the St Vincent 1 s Orphanage there fro::i :fow Farm. !le made
some of this land available to llc:Jab for a mission but, although
Abori8ines were offered land, food and employment at !~d~ec, they did
not settle nor remain with ilc!fab. Despite these difficulties IIc::ab
continued his roving mission, now

adoptin~

particular modes of dress,

one for travelling and one for instruction. r;e was photographed in
both and prints were sent ahead so that the Abori3ines would recognise
him when he came. It is difficult to know what the Aborigines thought
of :IcJab, but if the followin3 anecdote related by Constance Petrie is
reliable, he was perhaps a curious and impudent figure.
During the time of this settlement a Scotch priest
named Father :1c:fob came to !!or th Pinc to ny fo thcr,
and stayed a few days, 3ettin3 information about the
blacks' ways and lan~ua3c, saying he wishei to visit
Ilribic Island, and see what he could do in the way of
teachinG religion there. So during my father's
presence at the island he arrived one day with a mnn,
and they pitched their tent near the blacks' camp.
~:ext

morn in:;, 3a thcri.n;~ the n:iti vcs

to:~ether,

he

talked to them, and showed them pictures, explaining
what they meant. The listeners appe::ired attcr.t.:ive at
first, but it soon bec.:i::ic apparent that the work was
useless. 0:10 morning (the priest told my father
aftcnmrcls), while he wns holdin; pn.,,crs, a black
named "Prince \lilliai:1 11 came to join in with his pipe
in his mouth. The priest rc:nonstrated, telling \'Jillie
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it was 1vicked to smoke at prayers. "Father l!cNab, 11
said the man, "I smoke when I like. 11 And so things
went on for a good while, till the priest, finding he
could do no good, gave up the attempt altogether.
On the other hnnd, in Western Australia years later rlc:fob appears to
have been highly regarded by the Aborigines with whom he came into
contact, particularly in the Derby district.8
In February 1379 tJc:·rab wrote several letters to the '3risbane
Courier which did him considerable haro. He began with one in which he
explained why he had resigned from the Aborigines Co1:1mission. lle had
not abandoned the Aborigines' case, he said. The reason why more
progress in their civilisation and settlenent had not been 1:1ade ought
not be ascribed to the faults of the blacks but to the opposition of
some bi3ots among envious selectors and publicans; to so1:ie members of
the late ninistry who opposed Douglas's desire to carry into effect
the resolutions of the :\sse1:1bly of ::ove::iber 1376 re5arclin~ land grants
and alleviation of the Aborigines' <le?rivation; to the heads of
r~l:gious

deno1:1inations in the colony who neglected to supply them

with nissionaries; and to the
cor.1::iissioners
~ore

11
•

11

1:1isconceptions and prejudices of the

:rc:!ab continued th:it he .found his fellow co:·1missioners

of a hindrance than a help in the

ci~ili3ation

nncl

scttl~Jcnt

of

tho blacks. T!1ey had stated in t'1cir lnst report to parlL11;ient t:mt
they could not recommend success or even hope for any :.1easure thn t
'c!nuld i::iprove the social or moral condition o:.'. the adult .\bori ~ines,
but he Imel felt that he could not ador't t!wir o;Jinion. ".\fter such a
declaration of

ina~ility,

I do not

justified in the position they
Govern~ent;

:101~:

s~~

that the

co~mis~;io~crs

relative to the

abori~;incs

are
and the

and I do not clecc it cxpcdicr1t to act in concert with them
11

any longer. 9
As chnin::mn of the co:::mission Bishop !!ale C'IUlrl not but respond. With
his usual tact and aencroslty he stated that whatever misconceptions
and prejudices the com1:1issioners may have had they had in no 11ay
interfered with :Ic'.fob 1 s dealings with the

i\b~ri:~ines.

!le pointed out

that : !c:;ab had laboured indepen:icn tly of the cornmisnion which, "having
beco::ic mmre of his zeal and earnestness in wishing to do noocl to the
natives, considered that it was proper that he should h3ve had the
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option of joining the commission. And in consequence of their
suggestion, he was placed upon the commission. 11 ~rd/ab wns persevering
in the extreme in his efforts to persuade the gove~ment to grant
blocks of land to intli vi dual natives in fee simple.

11

'.lhen he at tended

meetings of the commissioners this was the subject he chiefly dwelt
upon. He was most anxious to induce the commissioners to support his
views ••• " IIale added that the commission declined to do so: "nut they
never in any way interfered with the freedom of his actions." IIale
explained that the section of the coramission' s report to which l·!c~lab
had objected referred to progress at i~ckay. Brid3man had reported to
the commission that he was not able to say there was any perceptible
improvement in the morals or the social condition of the natives on
the :~ckay reserve. The commissoners had commented that they were
convinced the reserve was of great benefit to the Abol'igines as
contributing to their bodily comforts and keeping them out of mischief
but, as regards the adults, they could see no reason to expect any
advantages beyond these. In his letter to the Courier llRle added that
" ••• as regards the adult natives on the ;rackay reserve, our object is
simply to make them more comfortable and happy, and

LO

keep them away

from the vices of the town, but that the appliances at our command do
not permit us to aim at anythin::; beyond this".10
::c:fab inevitably responded, stnting that, a;.ion~ other ti1in~s, there
had been a move by unnamed persons to imprison him for five years;
that at a meeting of the commission, at which Uale was not present, he
had beeil censured for cor.11:1unicatin3 directly with the head of a
clepartment; that Dou3las had informcu hir.1 "homesteads or reseYves
would be 3ranted to such blacks as I should persuade! to apply for
them" but that subsequently he had been infon:1Cd tl _ co::imissioners aid
not approve of

~tants

of land to

in~ividual blac~s.

This had inverted

the order of his course, forci.n[; hi1:1 to give the naLives reli:_;ious
instruction before he hnd procured tlor.1icilcs ancl civil rights for
them.

~·fc!!nb

then clnimed f!ale had triecl to force him and the other

cor:imissioners out "so thnt he 1.light be the sole cor:u:1issioner 11 • The
letter had now descended into the irrational

r:iusin;~s

of n clefcnted

zealot. In !!nlc's nbsence Cro1:1 Drisbane, 1.!illiar.1 Drew, the £on1er
cor.unissioner, leaped to his clefonce, snyin3 thnt the :·bclmy scheme had
been practical nnd l!c:lab' s was i1:1prnctical. "It is r':inifcstly useless
to preach to an unfoc! and unclad man, whilst the conveyance of land to
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individual blacl~s, as urged by

:;r,

:rc~fr1b, has been repeatedly tried

and always failed." !Id-lab's letters woulcl do great harm, because the
majority of whites would be confiroed in their indifference to the
blacks by the apparent disunion in the Cor.uaission, "Father '..Jc.Nab' s
life, I am aware, is one of entire and daily self-denial. It cannot be
disputed, however, 'that his letters arc an unmixed evil."11
~!erci£ully for the victims of his ill-hu:~our, ncNab' s hnnlth was

deteriorating agai.n. After several heatstrokes he became unable to
walk or speak for any len~th of time without faintin3 and his doctor
advised him not to stay in a tropical climate in summer. In a letter
to Archbishop Vaughan, he said this wns the 1·cason why he 11as
abandonin3 his Queensland mission and not o~t of weakness or fear. In
August 1879 he sailed for Rome to beg the Pope and th~ Society for the
Propagation of the Faith to send ~issionarics to Australia, because he
was now convinced that the Catholic bishops in Austrnlia \muld not
assist. In ~o~e he was told ?rench episcopal seminaries might be able
to 11elp but found that, although the Jesuits uere interested, they
lac!~ccl available personnel. Jy Deccnber 1879 he had tried t\:el vc

reliGious orders and ten seminaries in Paris, London, Scotland and
Ireland without success. ::ext he nssnultccl the scat of colonial power,
the Colonial Office in London. In January 1880 he attcnptecl to see the
Secretary of State for the Colonies, Sir ::ichnel 1 1ic~~s lencl1, arnerl
with an introduction

fro~

Cardinal }bnning and a long

stnte~ent

on the

;\borigines of Queensland. Hic'~s 11ench si::1ply cor:rientcd that he dicl not
think he need see !lc!iab hut he did receive the stntenent ·.·rhich he sent
to the Governor, Sir Arthur Kennedy, cot•u:ientin'._; t!mt rcJar<iin~j : !cNab' s
rei:mrks about luncl for ;\borigines "it woulc! appear to be well, should
nny of the:1 shmr a tendency to settld' down U\JOn the Lmd, to ~~ive them
special facilities, and 11ith this vie\: to rehu: the re:;ulntions now in
force, in order to cncoura'.;c thcr.i to r!o so". !!c nlso sou:;ht a report
on the Durundur settlc•·1ent and
~overnr.icnt

consicler

any other way to

ta~:in•;

in~rove

su·~:1estccl

steps

nlon:~

that the Queensland

the lines proposed by :;c:!ab or

the condition and trcatoent of tho Ahori3incs

of the colony.12
;ic:lnb hnd approached the f;olonial Office becnuse he had assur.iecl that
the queenslancl
wrong. Uhilc

:~overn:'lcnt

~;or.ic

took all its inntructions fror.i there. i!e was

post Governors rmy have ensured thnt the wishes of

I
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the British government were carried out, times had changed and
Queensland ministries by 1880 had assumed a self-confidence and
independence of mind which was to be best demonstrated by the
Mciwraith government's annexation of the Torres Strait Islands in 1879
and eastern New Guinea in 1883 without prior reference to London.
Hence the note of suggestion rather than instruction in Hicks Beach's
memorandum to Kennedy, who in turn merely asked the Colonial
Secretary, Palmer, to furnish him with the government's views.
Whatever those views were is not known but the government did nothing
to implement any of McNab's proposals, as McNab stated in a letter to
Hicks Beach's successor, the Earl of Kimberley, from Melbourne in
February 1881. McNab had also written to Hicks Beach from Paris in
February 1880. These three letters, with their great passion for a
cause on behalf of the Aborigines, add little to and repeat much of
what he had been saying in Queensland.13
From Europe McNab sailed for the United States, reaching New York in
March 1880. He was received kindly by the Cardinal Archbishop but got
no missionaries. He visited Pittsburgh, Cincinnatti, Mariastein, Ohio
and San Francisco again without success and sailed for Australia,
where he resided briefly in Melbourne. Despite the previous medical
advice, he was back in Queensland early in 1882, calling at Cardwell
where he inspected the reserve established in 1878 close to Kahn's
selection. A settler family of that name had been murdered by
Aborigines in 1875. He found the reserve to consist of sandy ridges,
mangrove swamps and ti-tree scrubs and was forced to give up his idea
of establishing a mission there, but he intended to seek other land in
the district which he hoped to be granted as a homestead block. The
only mission established by the Catholic church in north Queensland
was at Cooktown. In 1876 the vicarate of north Queensland was
established there and one of its purposes was to convert Aborigines,
but this venture failed after eighteen months. The Irish Augustinians
later took over the mission but with the same result. The order then
recruited lay missionaries and a school was built but in 1896 only one
adult Aborigine was present, and he was a West Australian who had been
trained at New Norcia. There were no children. A visitor was told that
it had been found long ago that it was "useless to endeavour to do any
good with the adult blacks" and the children, while attentive at
first, had "taken to the woods". H.J. Gibbney says Jesuits in South
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Australia assigned to Aboriginal missions were persuaded by McNab to
select the Northern Territory rather than Queensland. G.J. O'Kelly in
his study of these missions states that when visiting Rome in 1880
McNab urged the Pope to "entrust the Aborigines of the Northern
Territory to some Religious Order" and the Pope then commissioned the
Jesuits to undertake such a mission. Irrespective of McNab's
importance in this decision, he showed in April 1881 that his
oppressive attitudes towards assisting the Aborigines had not changed
when he advised the Northern Territory mission that "the tribal law
must be broken and the family compact supplied in its stead".14 In
later years, however, he expressed attitudes much less intolerant of
tribal culture,
Having failed again in Queensland McNab accepted an invitation from
the Bishop of Western Australia and early in 1883 became chaplain on
Rottnest Island, then an agricultural penal colony. There he urged
that Aboriginal prisoners be tried in the light of their tribal law
and that Christianity be taught with emphasis on the best aspects of
their own beliefs, thus displaying a tempering of the enforced
Christianising which had marred his mission early in Queensland, In
1883 a West Australian commission of inquiry on the condition of the
Aborigines incorporated many of McNab's ideas, especially on the
treatment of Aboriginal prisoners, in its report. Late that year McNab
resumed field work, eventually moving to Derby in the Kimberley
district, a site for a mission station being granted at Goodenough Bay
in 1885. In 1886 he was assisted by another missionary but illness
soon forced both to leave. In 1887 he called at the Jesuit mission
station at Rapid Creek near Darwin, on which he had advised the Pope
in 1880, but this was the end of his work. He spent the remainder of
his life in a Jesuit house in Richmond, Victoria, where he died in
1896.15 A passionate, inspired, impatient and argumentative man who
had been allowed to pursue his mission too late in life, McNab was
perhaps the most tragic of all missionaries to the Australian
Aborigines.
In 1880 the man who had publicly criticised McNab, Gresley Lukin,
contributed to a campaign demanding humane treatment of the
Aborigines. In 1873 Lukin, with E.J.B. Browne and W. Thornton, had
purchased the Courier and the weekly The Queenslander, for 15,000
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pounds. Lukin was editor-in-chief and managing director until 1880 and
obtained the best available talent to work on the two papers.16 An

.~)

·editorial in The Queenslander on 1 May 1880, headed "The Way We
Civilise", was sparked off by a letter in the Cooktown Courier on the
"sickening and brutal war of races which is carried on in our outside
settlements, especially those in the North". The editorial, probably
written by Lukin, sparked off in its turn a heated debate in the
weekly's letters columns. It had said in part:
It is necessary, in order to make the majority of the
community understand the urgent necessity for reform,
to dispense with apologetic paraphrases. This, in
plain language, is how we deal with the aborigines:
On occupying new territory the aboriginal inhabitants
are treated in exactly the same way as the wild beasts
or the birds the settlers may find there. Their lives
and their property, the nets, canoes, and weapons
which represent as much to them as the stock and
buildings of the white settler, are held by the
Europeans as being at their absolute disposal. Their
goods are taken, their children forcibly stolen, their
women carried away, entirely at the caprice of white
men. The least show of resistance is answered by a
rifle bullet; in fact, the first introduction between
blacks and whites is often marked by the unprovoked
murder of some of the former - in order to make a
commencement of the work of "civilising" them. LittJe
difference is made between the blacks at first
disposed to be friendly and those who from the very
outset assume a hostile attitude ••• But the protests of
the minority have been disregarded by the people of
the settled districts; the majority of outsiders who
take no part in the outrages have been either
apathetic or inclined to shield their companions, and
the white brutes who fancied the amusement, have
murdered, ravished, and robbed the blacks without let
or hindrance. Not only have they been unchecked, but
the Government of the colony has been always at hand
to save them from the consequences of their crime.
~-
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When the blacks, stung to retaliation ••• have taken the
initiative and shed white blood, or speared whitemen's
stock, the native pC'lice have been sent to "disperse"
them, What disperse means is well enough known. The
word has been adopted into bush slang as a convenient
euphemism for wholesale massacre ••• 17
Others, such as

Challinor in 1861, Gideon Scott Lang in 1865 and

McNab in the late 1870s, had been saying as much as this, but they
could be dismissed as impractical persons who did not understand
frontier conditions. Lukin, however, dominated the Queensland press in
1880 and because of his popularity with both Liberals and
Conservatives could not be easily dismissed. Ile followed up the first
editorial with four others on the same theme, urging the replacement
of the Native Police with a white force assisted by black trackers, as
had been proposed to the 1861 select committee, and demanding a
parliamentary inquiry.18 The Mcilwraith government ignored these
requests, even though Archibald Meston, Member for Rosewood, near
Ipswich, since November 1878, three times interviewed Mcilwraith and
''tried to induce him to make a beginning in the work of aboriginal
amelioration by appointing a Protector''. As a member, Meston had
pointed out to the Legislative Assembly "the extraordinary fact that
no legislation referring to aboriginals appeared in t~e Statute books
of Queensland after 20 years of self government''.19

~eston

failed to

impress both Mcilwraith and the parliament.
If Lukin had become an embarrassment to the government, fate had
already begun to intervene to remove him. Lukin had invested unwisely
in land and mining and in February 1880 had been bankrupted on his own
petition but discharged in the following month, Ile sold his interest
in the two newspapers in December 1880 and went first to Melbourne
then to Sydney.20 In time Lukin returned to Brisbane and with William
Lane and J.G. Drake established The Boomerang, the workers' weekly.21
Thus a man whose newspapers

h~d

in 1880 waged a public campaign

against cruelty towards Aborigines within a few years had joined a
journal never noted for compassion

)

l

toward~

them. The reasons for his

change of heart are not known.

II

As the frontier had expanded northwards, leaving behind a legacy of
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European contempt for the subjugated indigenes of the south, the race
war continued in the north, where the press attitude was very
different. W.I. Booth, editor of the Normanton Herald and Gulf of
Carpentaria Advertiser, wrote in February 1883:

-------

Another raid on clothes lines, more flour "shook",
cutlery and other domestic utensils pilfered from
kitchens, and even a poor devil of a half-starved
Chinaman's pipe and tobacco taken from his tent by
these black devils, by which complimentary title we
allude to the class of half-civilised wretches, who,
semi-tamed. on rum and tobacco, and made a little
knowing by viciously-inclined Europeans, are just
daring enough to come wi~hin the precincts of
settlement, and cunning enough to keep out of range of
a Snider.
The Brisbane Courier regretted that any journal should have so far
forgotten its position as to encourage the murder of the natives for
no greater crime than the theft of a few clothes.22 The Courier may as
well have saved its ink for all the effect such a rebuke would have
had. The Aborigines of Queensland were now friendless: McNab had
despaired of the place and moved elsewhere; Lukin had gone; no
missionary was operating there now that Hausmann's mission at
Beenleigh had been disbanded and the Mackay reserve at last
demolished; and the Mcilwraith government would stay in power until
November 1883. In the Selwyn ranges of north-western Queensland in
September 1884 the Kalkadoon people fought their last battle with the
Native Police and lost heavily. The conquest of Queensland was now
complete.
The lack of interest in Aboriginal affairs during the early 1880s can
be explained in terms of economic activity and Aboriginal resistance.
During boom times, like the one promoted by Mcilwraith since 1879,
pastoral expansion resumed and recently it had been most intrusive in
the northern districts and the Gulf Country. As the pastoralists had
moved onto the grasslands around Cloncurry the Aboriginal people, now
sure that the Europeans and their stock would permanently deprive them
of natural resource , tried to force them out. Aboriginal resistance
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usually led to European losses which inspired severe retalition,
supported by governments, especially conservative-expansionist ones
such as Mcilwraith's. In these circumstances, the dominant political
mood would be anti-Aboriginal, as distinct from a period of kittle
pastoral expansion or even stagnation, when governmnts could claim
that the Aborigines were quiet and relations were good. If times were
hard they could protest that they did not have the money to spend on
welfare programs. When they did have the money, as in the early 1880s,
the news from the expanding frontier tended to undermine
pro-Aboriginal sentiments. It would have been difficult for any
government to get through

parlia~ant

any measure to spend money to

succour a racev some members of Hhom were in a state of war with that
government. Significantly, the most public protest on behalf of the
Aborigines in this period, by the Queenslander in 1880, was against
the methods of the Native Police; that journal did not propose that
the condition of the Aborigines should be improved. It seems that,
when the weakness of the Aborigines in the face of the pastoral
expansion could be demonstrated, there was little moral strength in
arguments for their preservation. Each show of European superiority,
with or without force of arms, only seemed to confirm the conventional
wisdom that the Aborigines were 11 doomed to early distinction 11 • Even
the Drew commission had said that in 1874. In the early l·
~~political view from the south was depressing. But in the north,
alongside the conquest, new conditions were beginning to generate a
new approach to the Aboriginal problem.

I/
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CHAPTER 13: THE NORTHERN FRONTIER
The election of the Griffith liberal government in November 1883
offered some hope that official attention might once more turn to the
plight of the Aborigines in Queensland. Several actions during its
first year in office suggested that it was genuinely concerned, the
chief being the passing of the Native Labourers Protection Act. When
the Mcilwraith government in 1879 had introduced legislation in the
Legislative Assembly to regulate the pearlshell and trepang fishing
industries, another object was to secure for Queensland revenue from
the pearlshell fisheries on her coast. But this legislation was
withdrawn in the Legislative Council because of the opposition of New
South Wales investors to the intended licence fees. In 1881 Palmer
brought before parliament a new bill, virtually the same as the
previous one, but the licence fees had been reduced. Every clause
aimed at protecting the native and Pacific Island workers in these
industries had been withdrawn, despite Palmer's initial claim that
this was the prime aim of the legislation. It was passed by parliament
but its chief effect was to allow Queensland to collect licence fees;
it did nothing to protect non-European workers on the boats.l
The legislation introduced by the Griffith government in July 1884 was
motivated by reports of gross abuses of Aborigines and New Guineans on
ships in Queensland waters. Trepang fishermen were alleged to have
flogged the men unmercifully, raped their women and and shot anyone
who committed the slightest offence. Evidence from the police
magistrates at Cooktown and Thursday Island had shown kidnapping of
Aborigines to be part of the wider Pacific Island labour question.
This linked it to a major political issue in the first half-century of
Queensland's parliament and the Griffith government was acting
consistently with its own strong opposition to the importation of
cheap coloured labour. The conservative pastoralist and businessman,
B.D. Morehead, claimed in the debate that he had "never yet heard what
enormous harm was done to the bl~cks, even if they were kidnapped and
put into a very much better state of life than they had followed
previously". Also, Opposition members were determined that white
fishermen would not be severely punished even if they were guilty of
committing atrocities. In a weakened form the bill passed into law and
utterly failed to prevent kidnapping. To quote Loos: "It was the only
D
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legislation that offered protection for the disadvantages experienced
by Aborigines in relation to those colonizing their land and even then
it only tried to control th~ grosser abuses in the least typical field
of employment".2
The Aborigines did have two influential friends at ~is time, John
Douglas, the former Premier, and Charles Dutton who had harboured
Aborigines on his Lower Dawson run in the early 1860s. Douglas,
government resident at Thursday Island from 1885 to the end of the
century, believed at first that the Act provided him with the
necessary powers to protect the Aborigines but by 1894 he had to
conclude: ''I do not think that any good has come or.can come from the
Native Labourers Protection Act in this district ••• It is impossible to
supervise [the trepang industry] properly. To do so would cost more
than it is worth." By this time, however, the whites in the north
considered the purpose of the Act not to protect the Aborigines but to
protect them and their property from Aboriginal attack. Aboriginal
resistance to European intrusion had been strong since the abuses by
the Jardine brothers at Somerset in the 1860s. To ease the situation
Douglas had recommended in 1890 that a mission be established at
Mapoon on the west coast of Cape York Peninsula, 120 miles from
Thursday Island, "to 'civilise' the Aborigines [and] to make safe the
fishermen's use of Aboriginal leibour".3
Dutton had unsuccessfully contested the Mitchell electorate in 1865
and did not try again until 1883 when he succeeded in Leichhardt.
Griffith immediately chose him as Minister ~or Lands. Beverley
Kingston has said "his sense of justice, likeable modesty and freedom
from t>· litical taint made him ideal for Griffith's assigment" of the
responsibility for a comprehensive co~solidating land bill which
introduced "some long-sought reforms and has since been known as the
1884 Dutton Act". This legislation "relieved" squat;te: s of their
exclusive use of land by invoking the old practice of resuming half of
every run to provide cheap additional areas of agricultural land.
During the debate on the Native Labourers' Protection Bill, Dutton
referred to his past experiences of the Native Police. Stung by the
comments of Morehead and others, who repeated the old charge that he
had harboured Aboriginal murderers on his Dawson River property,
Dutton said that if legislation along the same lines as the present
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Bill had been enacted fifteen years ago and applied to the interior of
the colony there would have been fewer depredations by the
Aborigines.
A measure of this kind is absolutely necessary to
control the ruffians who exist among white men, in a
country where they are positively without check, as
when a country is first settled. I shall not attempt
to relate the horrors and atrocities I have known
committed in the interior of this country. It would
only take up the time of the House, and only horrify
hon. members, to relate such a history of villain7 as
I have known perpetrated under the auspices of the
Government of this colony, some fifteen years
ago ••• The native police were ••• protected against the
presentations of those who were cognizant of their
ill-doings. The government did that on all occasions
and there was no chance of getting bare justice for
the blacks.
During Dutton's time as Minister for Lands the first new missions to
the Queensland Aborigines since the disasters of 1879 were
established. As early as August 1881 a reserve of 50,000 acres had
been gazetted at Cape Bedford near Cooktown at the request of the
police magistrate at Cooktown. The Victorian Moravian missionary,
Friedrich Uagenauer, had visited North Queensland in 1885 and called
for the establishment of missions there, but no one responded until
early next year, when Dr Johannes Flierl chanced to enter the scene.
Flierl, who had been a missionary in South Australia and was on his
way to German East New Guinea, was forced to stay at Cooktown because
the ship on which he was to travel had been wrecked. Obtaining
permission from the Griffith government to establish a mission on the
Cape Bedford reserve, he pledged '~t least five years of school,
gardening and Gospel". His primary aim, however, seems to have been to
establish a retreat where missionaries from Germany could become
accustomed to tropical climate before continuing on to New Guinea. The
government, no doubt influenced by Dutton although he was responsible
only for land and not for Aborigines, offered to erect a house and
store for the Europeans and twenty houses for the Aborigines at a cost
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of 550 pounds and to provide enough fencing for ten acres, a dray and
horses or a boat, as well as sufficient tools and seed. In return the
mission was to remain there for five years. This was generous aid
compared with the assistance administered by the Aborigines Commission
to the Mackay reserve, but it was a bad choice of site. The soil was
poor, being barren sandy hills with infertile swamps, although Flierl
had thought there were good spots which would suffice. He named this
station Elim and later formed another, named Hope Valley, on the same
reserve. Both came under the control of the Neuendettelsau Moravian
Society of Bavaria.5
The Cape Bedford settlement was the first of three Lutheran missions
established in the north at about the same time and was the only one
to endure, During 1885 Pastor C.G. Hellmuth of Maryborough had urged
the inaugural meeting of the German and Scandinavian Lutheran Synod of
Queensland to evangelise the Aborigines, but it did nothing about this
until September 1887 when it requested Dutton to grant land for the
establishment of a mission between

~!ackay

and Bowen. As well us

Christianising the blacks and educating their children the object of
the mission was to cultivate the land, raise cattle und teach
agriculture. The congre3ation at i·lackay 3ave fifty head of cattle and
money towards the venture. Three months later thirty square miles of
land between the Andromache and O'Connor Rivers were gazetted for the
}~ric Yamba mission. It was good for both agriculture and grazing and
there was abundant serviceable timber. Andreas Claussen, who had
worked among the :~oris, was engaged, accompanied by Pastor N.
Doblies, an itinerant preacher, and some Danish laymen. ~arie Yamba
was to be financed by the churc! and assisted by the government with
ten pounds a month, but almost immediately it was beset by financial
difficulties. 6.
Bloomfield mission, the third of these Lutheran ventures, 1,·as
established on the Bloomfield River thirty miles south of Cooktown in
September 1886 on land which had been gazetted in the previous month,
much against the wishes of surrounding settlers who wanted the land
for homesteads. The original reservation was only one square mile in
area six miles from the sen, but o further fifty square miles were set
aside in !larch H339 as a hunting reserve.

Flierl had directed the

attention of the Queensland Synod to the potential of the area for
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work but the Immanuel Synod of South Australia decided to found a
mission there. Until a missionary could be found, a local settler,
Louis Bauer, who had had experience among Melanesians and Malays,
acted as supervisor. Bauer erected his own quarters and began
establishing a tea, coffee and tropical fruit plantation which he
hoped would produce crops in commercial quantities. In June 1886 Bauer
was joined by the missionary, Carl Meyer, and a Dieri Aborigine,
Johannes Pingilina, from Adelaide.

For eleven years Meyer had been in

charge of the Kopperamana mission station on Cooper's Creek in
northern South Australia and went briefly to Hope Valley before
arriving at Bloomfield.7 The broad reasons behind this "second call to
missions to go to the Aboriginal'', as Rowley has called it, will be
discussed in Chapter 16, wheYe this activity over the period 1886-96
will be considered,
There was a particular reason for evangelical churches to establish
missions in the north. The Lutherans believed that the Aborigines in
the Cooktown area harl become "dispirited" because of a "love of
pleasure, drink and opium" and requested the government to prohibit
the Aborigines from the environs of the town where they learned ''the
vices of unprincipled white men". Cooktown had been a "roaring town 11
as the entrepot for the Palmer River goldfields from early in the
1070s and contact between them and the local tribes had been harsh and
destructive of both sides. In the Bowen-Proserpine district the
Aborigines had experienced more than twenty years of white occupation
when ilarie Yam!Ja was established and the conse;quences had been rapid
decline in numbers and health. On the

Bloo~field

the situation was not

so bad, the area being relatively isolated ond the main white interest
in the area being the timber of the rainforests. Even so, the local
people had been ravased by syphilis, fever and
form of dietary deficiency. The

~ative

11

Jangolee 11 , a severe

Police force, noving

north~ards

with the frontier, were stron3 in the Cook district by 1379 when it
had thirty-four troopers in seven camps.3
Abori1inal resistance in north-east Queensland had been fierce since
the first miners had entered the area in the 1860s. While the Native
Police had been able to suppress such resistance fairly easily in the
open scrub of the I3owen-Townsville hinterlands and the rivers running
north-\lestwnrds fro:.1 the Great Divide to the Gulf of r.arpentarin, the
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large -;;;,}.'. ~,al region stretching northwards from the Tully River to the
Cooktown district and encompassing the Atherton Tableland. The refuge
provided by this cover enabled the local tribes to resist longer than
others on the grazing lands of the south and west. The Native Police
troopers could not effectively get at Aborigines in this terrain and
ve etation and the heavy going in steaming jungle exhausted men and
horses. Noel Loos has put forward a convincing thesis that resistance
here was "so effective that it led to the evolution of a completely
new government policy''. The encroachments of miners, timbergetters and
newly established cattle stations had reduced the local people's food
resources to such an extent that, as the Police Commissioner repor,;:•·tl
in 1878, from the Mulgrave to the Mossman, "the natives [were]
literally starving." Hunger was to force tne Aborigines of this whole
north-eastern region to accept the government policy which evolved
over five or six years.9 It evolved independently of the new Christian
missionary ventures undertaken by the Lutherans from 1886 and was much
more effective because it simply offered food in return for peaceful
accommodation. It did not demand as a precondition that the Aborigines
forsake their tradit'.

'11 culture for an alien one although, of

course, the resulting accommodation did involve elements which
eventually weakened that culture.
Apart from attacks upon

miners~

cettlers and travellers, the chief

cause of complaint from the whites was theft of food. The Aborigines
were suffering severe hunger as they were deprived of the use of the
open country and some of the rainfnrest. The old people especially
were affected. Until 1887 the common white response was to send in the
Native Police, but it was clear by then that this was ineffectual.
Thefts continued and the Aborigines were reported in October of that
year to be getting bolder. During a visit to Cairns in January 1888
Griffith was told of the problems of the Atherton settlers and he
advised the liberal Member for Cairns, Fred Wimble, founder of
the Cairns Post, and a representative of the local authority, Louis
Severin, to wait upon the Minister for Mines, W.O. Ilodgkinson, a few
days later. During this meeting Uodgkinson was told that at
Thornborough on the goldfield named after him the residents had raised
money which the government supplemented to provide food for the
Aborigines. Loos has said: "Hodgkinson thought this an excellent idea,
promising a pound for pound subsidy for money raised locally. 11 10 Loos
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do~s

not make it clear that this initiative had begun on the tableland
some years before.

.

In October 1883 Sub-Inspector Ernest Carr reported from Port Douglas
that government rations worth six pounds ten shillings each month had
been provided at Thornborough for the past twelve months. He
recommended rations worth five pounds monthly be provided at Union
Camp; five pounds monthly for Mitchell River; but not more than two
pounds monthly for Northcote. A few days later Carr sent to Brisbane
e~~Qllnts

totalling twenty-nine pounds ten

s~illings

for food provided

bs 1···.c:nl storekeepers since 13 June 1883. Carr was directly authorised
by the Colonial Secretary and in March 1884 the Police Commissioner,
Seymour, claimed that he did not know anything about it except that
Carr was the only officer in the district authorised to issue rations
to

~ne

Aborigines.11 Carr's report suggests that government support

for Aborigines in the northern goldfields had been given since at
least October 1882, which means such action began within the term of
the Mcilwraith government. That government, after the dismantling
campaign of early 1879, relented to pressure from influential whites
in the Mackay distrir !~ in 1880 and agreed to pay Jocelyn Brooke's
salary as

mana~!r

of the Mackay reserve; it did not wholly cut off

assistance to Aborigines and the annual iistribution of blankets to
Aborigines in all districts on Queen Victoria's birthday continued
un~nterrupted.

It is not clear why Mcilwraith and Palmer decided to

provide rations to Aborigines on the Thornborough goldfield but, as in
the case of Mackay, it can be assumed that pressure from vocal miners
and their representatives in parliament was the reason. In this
practice of distributing monthly rations for the Aborigines on the
Thornborough goldfields was the beginning of later relations between
the whites and blacks of Queensland. The plan discussed with
Hodgkinson was implemented a year later but in the meantime the
Aboriginal raids continued. As Loos says:
In the rainforest of North Queensland, the Police
Commissioner was confronted with large-scale
resistance which he had not been able to break by the
customary use of the Native Pnlice. The alternatives
were to increase that for~£sively in the vicinity
of the rainforests or to attempt to lure the
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Aborigines from their refuge to a peaceful
accommodation as had been repeatedly urged by the
northern residents.12
Griffith disliked the Native Police and in May 1885 he asked the
Police Commissioner to report on the best means of comp le. ;ely
replacing the Native Police with white police assisted by black
trackers. Gradually this system was introduced and several new
stations in the north were established with a sergeant, senior
constable and three trackers, thus spreading police resources over
more stations. At Atherton two constables, Hansen and Higgins, began
in August 1888 enticing Aborigines in the rainforest to come to the
town and receive rations provided by the government and the local
settlers. The local police magistrate, Andrew Zillman, son of the
Gassner missionary, had some of his father's humanitarian concern for
the Aborigines and considerably more practical sense. He completely
supported the work of Constable Hansen, who in several trips through
the rainforest, convinced parties of Aborigines that food would be
available for tbem at Atherton, Zillman was the "most influential man
in developing the experiment", frequently reporting on its success and
advising the government of the necessity to continue support until
some permanent plan for dealing with the Aborigines was adopted. The
Atherton settlers quickly benefited: crops were not raided or
destroyed and settlers were no longer attacked. Aborigines were drawn
into the workforce and crop production increased. By August 1889 the
Native

~olice

in the district had been reduced.13

Morehead had become premier in November 1888 and in March of the next
year Fred Wimble wrote to him, describing the work of Hansen, who had
been promoted.
Sergeant Hansen, to whom great praise is due for his
indefatigable efforts in s~bduing the myalls, has
lately given some excellent examples as to what can be
done by creating confidence in them. His method is to
follow up their tracks through the scrub until he
comes

upo~

their camps, and then induce them to come

into Atherton with the promise of "Id ki", viz food.
This is preferable and more humane than carrying out
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the old regime of the native police force •••
Wimble urged that a reserve be established in the Barron River valley
on which the Aborigines would be encouraged to cultivate their own
food. He suggested a supervisor be appointed and said a number of
settlers on the Barron would assist in establishing the reserve.
Morehead directed that this proposal be considered in the next
government estimates, but nothing appears to have come of it.
The humanitarian impulse on behalf of the Queensland Aborigines came
largely from Europeans of the middle class, such as pastcralists and
clergymen. No doubt some working-class Europeans shared their views
but, if they were literate, they did not express their feelings in
writing to the government. One exception was J.C.

Hogflesh~

who wrote

to Morcheai from Herberton in October 1889. Apparently foreign-born
and possibly German, he said he !· <d lived 11orth of Rockhampton for
twenty-five years and had been a winer on the Palmer and a
mail-contractor in that area. He had been the first to discover the
bodies of a white man, his wife and child on the Palmer Road in 1875
and had been sworn in as a special constable in the resulting police
action. He was, as he wrote i.n his faulty English, "Pressent at the
Scull Camp Massacre it was nothing else. I was not a participator. I
could not do it I told the Officer in Charge." !Iogflesh said the
Aborigines were the most abused people on earth and urged that the
Native Police he abolished. He proposed that reserves be established
"Sacred to the Blacks" so \:hat the whites could not interfere with
them, that they be fed until they could be taught to work and that all
government supplies for them should be obtained under

te~~8r,

as he

was doubtful of the "Verasity of Country Storekeepers when dealing
with the Blacks''. He suggested that reserves be placed under the
control of the divisional boards (shire councils) and that an
Aboriginal protector and crown-lands ranger work in conjunction with
the wh i.te police to protect them.14 Hogflesh was in some respects
anticipating the system proposed by Meston six years later.
Morehead did not respond to these suggestions. Nonetheless, as more
North Queansland settlers requested government aid for Aborigines,
Morehead, who had been indifferent to the fate of Aborigines on
pearlshell and trepang boats in 1884, realised that a radically new
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policy was being developed almost behind the government's back. He
sent George Murray, a former Native Police officer and for many years
a police magistrate, to report on the "judiciousness" of dealing with
the blacks in this manner.

j

/

Murray went first to Herberton and Waroora station where the blacks
had been kept out until May of that year. Previously they killed
horses and cattle but in May had been let into the station. The
manager had killed thirty-three head of cattle for their use, being
paid eight pounds a month by the government. Since then he had not
lost any stock. At Atherton Murray was told that an average of seventy
blacks in the camp there were fed beef and flour at a cost of twenty
pounds a month to the government. All settlers he met there agreed
that since the blacks were allowed in and fed the depredations had
almost entirely ceased. He visited Northcote, Thornborough and Union
Camp and found the same situation. He found no blacks in Cairns or at
the Mulgrave River and Mitchell Vale. He had met Zillman at Ilerberton
and Sub-Inspector Jocelyn Brooke and other police officers who all
agreed that depredations by the blacks had been much lessened and in
some parts of the country had entirely ceased since they were allowed
in and supplied with: food. Murray supported a proposal by Zillman that
a reserve be established near Atherton but thought it should be :ery
large to serve as a hunting ground - fifty to 100 square miles on the
southern side of the Barron River near the head "where they could
remain undisturbed if they chose''. He did not agree with Zillman and
Wimble that they should be settled on a small reserve where they would
be taught to cultivate the soil. This would be time and money thrown
away, he thought. History had shown that the Aborigines had been
hunters and they would remain hunters. !forehead did not agree and
asked for details from the Lands Department on the nature of the
country to be reserved. Murray was quit~ pessimistic about the future
of the Aborigines.
The only permanent way of benefit for the Australian
Blacks would be to remove them entirely away and far
from their homes, where they could be taught to
support themselves. In their own country they will not
remain long

em~ugh

to learn anything but the bad

qualities of the whites nnd it is only a question of a
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very few years how long they will exist.
Murray recommended that the allowances for providing food for the
Aborigines be continued although on the understanding that the food
•
was intended for the aged men and women and the children belonging to
the locality and not for wandering tribes coming into the district
from a distance. He agreed with Zillman and others that now the system
had been started it would be unwise to discontinue it. Morehead
approved this view.15 Thus, without any long-term solution to the
Aboriginal problem in mind, the government had endorsed a welfare
program based on guaranteed sustenance at a time when Queensland
whites did not enjoy such government assistance. Mendicant whites had
to depend upon private charity.
The developments in the northern districts during the 1880s had been
examples of public practice without public policy. Aid had been given
to Aborigines by individual settlers, miners and officials in a
spontaneous program aimed at preventing raids on Europeans stock,
gardens and stores. It was a humanitarian means of keeping the local
peoples quiet, in contrast with the customary government policy of
ignoring Aboriginal needs and retaliating against Aboriginal
transgressions

motivated by hunger, greed or resistance to invasion.

Official policy had clearly failed in the northern districts, where
middle-ranking administrators such as magistrates, senior police and
mining wardens with the support of miners and settlers were
implementing an ad hoc program aimed at peace through food. This
succeeded and, in the absence of direction from Brisbane, became de
facto policy, which, for want of ideas of their own, the governments
of the day had to accept, especially as electors in the north were
satisfied with it. This process shows that no matter what the
government believed was Aboriginal policy nor what critics thought and
said of that policy, the effective shaping of policy in Queensland was
done in the field. In the 1850s and 1860s it had been shaped by
officers of the Native Police who had interpreted official wishes
without the benefit of written instructions; now, in the 1880s, it had
been devised by

offi~ials

without any direction, direct 0r indirect.

The northern practice spread throughout Queensland and by the early
1890s it had become policy, supported by annual parliamentary
appropriations. Succour financed from the public purse kept people

a
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quiet and it had the advantage of keeping them in places where they
could be watched. It made them dependent on the Europeans and once
dependent they could be controlled. This was the basis of the
Queensland attitudes, on which Heston was to build when he produced
his codified scheme of protection and preservation.
While part of the eventual solution to the Aboriginal problem was
evolving almost unwittingly in the north, the condition of the
Aborigines throughout the other districts of the colony was steadily
deteriorating. A new, pernicious, element was contributing to this
decline: that was opium. It was believed that opium-smoking had been
,,

introduced to Queensland by the Chinese working on the northern
goldfields and had steadily spread as some of them, after alluvial
deposits there were worked out, moved southwards as agricultural
workers, market-gardeners and merchants. The smoking of opium by
Aborigines was being reported in the southern districts from the early
1880s. Although opium-addiction was not confined to the Aborigines,
the very visible and widespread incidence of Rddiction among them
helped concentrate public attention once again upon them. In this way
the Aboriginal question had become involved

t~

another social question

which roused strong public feelings. In November 1884 E.H. Smith of
Surat in the Condamine district wrote to Morehead saying he had been
"much shocked at witnessing the effects of opium on the 'niggers"'.
Nearly all in the S•,rat district used it, he said, men, gins and even
young ones. They had no idea of moderation. Opium usage was daily
increasing. "About Roma I hear it is quite as bad - Chinamen supply
the drug and at an immense profit. They have had the impudence to come
to me for payment." Smith asked whether anything could be done to
block the sale of "this :infernal stuff". He liked the "niggers" and
hated to see them the slaves of such a curse and offered to involve
himself on their behalf. In July 1886 J. Beardmore of Tooloombah near
Rockhampton wrote to the Chief Secretary, inspired by a press report
that an Opium Bill was to be introduced in parliament. Beardmore said
thut "all the blacks are fast dying out in the district from Mackay to
Rockhampto. from the use of the drug", which they obtained as a
charred residue after the Chinese had smoked it. This "char" was
believed to have a more pernicious effect than smoking pure opium.
Beardmore gave an explanation for the spread of the habit.
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Some years ago a surveyor took a gin to Cooktown and
she there learnt thP. use of it and taught her
countrymen when she came back.
The Blacks in this

distric~

with very few exceptions

will do nothing except for opium. They give up
tobacco, grog, trinkets, everything in fact for opium
and are in consequence dying off fast. We all
have to use it (Police and all) in self defence and
nothing but the law can now stop it.
I have seen 20 of them in an old room lying down with
their little lamp passing the whole night and day
smoking until their supply was exhausted.
They formerly bought flour, tea, tobacco, red
handkerchiefs and now the sale of them is entirely
stopped for opium.16
Beardmore's reference to "self defence" suggests that he was one of
those pastoralists supplying opium in order to retain Aboriginal
labour and so "defend" their economic viability, a situation which
Meston found widespread in south-west Queensland in 1897 (see Chapter
18). The allegation that the police were also doing this is mystifying
and not supported by other evidence. A year later Police Inspector J.
Stuart at Rockhampton said the Aborigines in that district were "all
more or less addicted to opium smoking''. This habit had been
introduced among them in the last few years and had so rapidly spread
that it was now almost impossible to find an Aboriginal -;ian or woman
who was not an opium-smoker. The coastal tribes were now inveterate
opium-smokers and any station which employed them must pay principally
in opium. If the supply failed there they went immediately to the
nearest place where they could procure it. Stuart believed the problem
was so bad that in a few years all the blacks in the district would
have disappeared. He added:
The use of this drug has a very marked effect upon
them. They get emaciated and lazy. As long as they can
procure a pipe of opium they will remain in camp in a
dreamy condition and will make no attempt to get
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themselves food - compared with drink it has quite the
opposite effect upon them. They lose all their animal
spirits and become lethargic in their nature and
disposition. Opium smoking produces no tendency among
them to crime. I have never known a blackfellow commit
an offence when under its influence.17
Opium-addiction had now been added to the malnutrition, disease,
dispossession, abuse and violence which the Aboriginal people had
suffered at the hands of the intruders since 1840. The situation in
the Surat and Rockhampton districts described above applied almost
universally throughout central, western and south-western Queensland
within ten years. The pace through food program in the north developed
into a wide-spread welfare system, limited to rations and blankets,
which was in place by the early 1890s. This was to provide the basis
for State responsibility inherant in the protection legislation, when
it came. Also, white revulsion against Aborigines, now linked through
opium-addiction to risin3 anti-Chinese feelings, was to provide much
of the public pressure for government action. As will be shown in Part
2, political and economic circumstances changed sufficiently in the
1890s to permit legislative action. But action depended upon two
factors, political will and a workable plan. Queensland as yet lacked
both. It eventually acted in 1897, largely because of the personal
crusade of Archibald Meston.

PART 2: THE SOLUTION
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CHAPTER 14: ENTER ARCHIBALD MESTON
Archibald Meston was born at Donside, Aberdeenshire, in 1851, the
second son of Alexander Meston and his wife Margaret and
great-grandson of Sir William Meston, last governor of Dunnottar
Castle and twice professor of philosophy at Marischal College. In 1859
the family followed the elder son, Alexander, to Australia, joining
him at Ulmarra in the Clarence River District of New South Wales,
where he grew corn but switched to sugar cane in 1863. Young Archibald
lived there for ten years, learning the rudiments of farming and
sugar-growing and evidently coming into sufficient contact with the
local Aboriginal people to learn their language and develop an early
interest in their culture. In 1869 he travelled southwards and,
according to legend, climbed Mount Kosciusko before turning northwards
and in the first six months of 1870 lived at his brother-in-law's
sugar plantation near the present-day Southport, learning
sugar-boiling, visiting southern districts of Queensland and noting
more Aboriginal vocabularies. Meston went south again, visiting
Melbourne before proceeding to Sydney and obtaining a post in a
solicitor's office where he stayed for eighteen months, apparently not
enjoying such employment. In Sydney he married Frances Prowse Shaw. He
returned to the Clarence but in 1874 moved to Queensland as manager of
Dr Waugh's Pearlwell sugar plantation on the Brisbane River, where his
first child, Harold, was born next year. While at Pearlwell he began
writing articles for the Queenslander. His first contributions were a
\,

'\
lI

series of articles on shooting which appeared frequently under the
pcnname "Ramrod", an appropriate choice as Meston, a muscular man of
medium height and weight, carried himself as straight and stiffly as a
ramrod despite his agile, dashing manner. His literary ambitions were
realised in December 1875 when he was appointed editor of the Ipswich
Observer. According to William Thorpe, the Observer during Meston's
period as editor ''endorsed regional

agricult~ral

interests and threw

its support behind the burgeoning small farmer and working class
opposition to Pacific Islander and Chinese labour''. Meston wrote a
humorous column under the heading "Smiles" in a style similar to that
adopted later by the Sydney Bulletin, for which Meston was also to
write. In the general election of November 1878 he stood for and
easily won the seat of Rosewood, an electorate near Ipswich which had
a large body of German small farmers who voted solidly for him.I
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Thomas Barker, who knew Meston in those days and was still working on
the Ipswich Queensland Times when Meston died in 1924, provided this
picture of his triumph.
When it became known that he had secured the victory,
a few of his Ipswich friends ••• engaged the services of
the Volunteer Band and met the "conquering" hero at
the One-Mile Bridge, and there celebrated Mr Meston's
victory. A cavalcade of horsemen had accompanied him
from the centre of the election. He was driven in a
buggy. From the One-Mile to the corner of Nicholas
and Brisbane streets, both sides of the thoroughfare
were crowded. All down Nicholas street to the
"Observer" office was lined with flags. He is alleged
to have said that his two happiest days was [sic],
first, his marriage; secondly, when he wooed and won
the affections of Miss Rosewood.2
At twenty-seven years he was reputedly the youngest member of any
Australian parliament at that time. Barker said his opponents styled
him ''the ambitious, dashing, irrepressible, and the vacillating young
Meston''. When he entered parliament Meston was a liberal and supporter
of Griffith who had assumed leadership of the liberals after the
electoral defeat of Douglas. Meston must have impressed Griffith with
his enthusiasm and outgoing personality because he was given the post
of party whip for two years. By nature a man of action and an
unabashed egotist, Meston was single-minded enough not to have doubts
about any cause which took his fancy. Such a man naturally attracted
attention and soon became a "character" in colonia1l society. R.S.
Browne, who knew him well in those days and later, wrote this
panegyric:
••• my old friend, the incomparable Archibald Meston,
who could swing an axe with the best of bushmen, take
a turn with the gloves with the smartest professional,
lift weights with a Sandor, spin out columns of vivid,
glowing prose, write a little poem reminiscent of the
sweet things we dullards read in the Greek Anthology,
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or lampoon in satirical verse an opponent in
controversy.3
This, of course, is hyperbolic but Meston almost fitted the picture
and Meston would have done all in his power to make himself fit it.
During his term in parliament he was given the nickname, The Sacred
Ibis, by Morehead who had attacked German immigration, saying the
British colonies should be for British people and the Germans were
communists and socialists. "Germans had been sold as slaves and those
being imported were either 'culls' or Socialists." Meston's strong
defence of his constituents, in which he gave the House a lecture on
the advantages of racial admixture as evidenced by the ancestry of the
English whom Morehead had praised, may have gained the grudging
admiration of Morehead, a man to be feared because of his quick and
unkind wit. Adverting to Meston's love of classical allusions,
Morehead merely commented that he believed he had been the means of
diverting Meston's mind from the ibis and crocodile sacred to the
ancient Egyptians, to ~hich Meston often referred in parliament. Later
in the lobby he told Meston he believed him to be the reincarnation of
the Sacred Ibis, whose plumage symbolised the light of the sun. The
appelation stuck to Meston for the rest of his life, especially as he
adopted it as a penname. Perhaps Morehead sensed that Meston's
liberalism was only skin-deep and that there was no point in
destroying a potential convert to the conservative cause. Inevitably
Meston fell under the influence of Mcilwraith who, it must be
remember.~d,

had sat with the liberals early in his political life,

only because the squatters were too inactive for a Whig like him. But
the "steel rails" case, which almost undid Mcilwraith, had a lasting
effect upon Meston. Early in 1880 a select committee investigated
allegations of corrupt dealings between Mcilwraith and his brother
Andrew in some of the contracts for the transport of rails from
Britain for the Queensland railways. In 1881 a travelling royal
commission examined the charge in England and exonerated the
Mcilwra:i.ths but suspicion remained.4 Meston's reaction to its report
got him into political and legal trouble. To quote Browne again:
••• in connection with the Steel Rails Case, he had
taken the liberty as a Liberal of going against the
main botiy of that party after

th~

report of the Royal
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Commission had been received by Parliament. This led
to a sharp attack in the "Nord Australische Zeitung",
of which Mr Isambert was one of the proprietors. The
article appeared in 1881, and amongst other things,
said that Mr. Meston, the Member for Rosewood, "bought
(as plaintiff's translation put it) by a Minister, Mr.
Macrossan, voted with the Government." The offending
word in the German paper was "besoldet", and the man
in the street very wrongly interpreted it to mean
that Mr. Meston had "sold" himself .5
Meston brought an action against Isambert for defamation. Witnesses
for Isambert argued that the word did not imply a financial
transaction and the jury found the article was not defamatory. Meston
lost favour with the German settlers in Rosewood electorate and at the
next election lost to Isambert. He did not stand aiain. Worse,
Isambert, to whom Meston was indebted, made him insolvent. Thomas
Barker remarked that Meston paid twenty shillings in the pound to quit
his debt whereas Isambert ''pegged out in very reduced circumstances in
Towns,•ille" .6
In 1880 the Observer moved to Brisbane where Meston continued as
editor until late in February 1881 when it was taken over by a
syndicate including Mcilwraith, Morehead and Patrick Perkins, the
brewer. Browne, who followed Meston as editor, says:
••• Morehead and Perkins seemed to regard an editor,
or a newspaperman of any sort, as a kind of hanger-on.
Mc!lwraith was different. A great big man,
big-brained, big hearted, generous, dominating, and
brave. Queensland never sufficiently appreciated him.
He was the peacemaker between his colleagues and their
editor.7
W.J. Gall, later head of the Queensland Home Department, which was
responsible for Aborigines, said Meston did not take politics too
seriously ''but thought Mc!lwraith a broader-minded and greater man
than Griffith". Mcilwraith was the kind of man who would inevitably
impress Meston. Heston's early liberal leanings were probably the
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product of circ1··1stances: he found himself in a district of small
farmers and Ipswich businessmen who favoured protection; this woul<l
have pushed hiw tnto the liberal camp. Yet Meston, although never
aligr;ed with :.He squatters, ··as a "boomer" at heart and would
inevitably be drawn to Mcilwr"'"I. · ~-, •s style and policies, He too
believed in development, especially railways and sugar plantations.
Although he would have found no difficulty in working for Mcilwraith
among the new owners of the Observer, a personality cla~h betwee •him
and men like Morehead and Perkins would have been inevitable. The
latter especially had a fiery temp~rament and vitu~erative tongue.
Mestrn "went north" in February 1882 to become editor of the
Townsville Herald even though he remained Member for Rosewood until
July that year. For six months, according to Browne, the Herald was an
"arb 4• ter on philology and politics in the North". Then Mes ton moved to
Cairns to establish and manage a sugar-cane plantation at Kamerunga on
the Barron River in partnership with Horace Brinsmead. He became
interested in local government and joined the Cairns Divisional Board
and was chairman from February 1883 to July 1884. Meston became
involved with the Cairns Railway League formed to push the claims of
that port as the coastal terminus of the proposed railway to the
mining fields wes~ of the Great Divide. Rival leagues pressed the
claims of Port Dou.sl~"s and Mourilyan Harbour but Thorpe says Meston
used hi3 previous political contacts and was able to convince William
Miles, Minister for Railways at :.:hat ttme, "to have Cairns declared
the coastal terminus of the proposed line".8
Meston appears to haye had little formal education but was perhaps
mindful of the intellectual attainments of his illustrious
great-grandfather, later described by one of Meston's sons as a
"Scottish warrior and poet". By this time also he may have been aware
of hi~ cousin, later Lord Meston of Dunnottar and Agra, who served
with distinction in India and who was one of three delegates for India
at the special Imperial War Conference in London in 1917. Being so
well-connected must have been som~ comfort to a colonial bankrupt with
cultural and social pretensions. Meston's education appears to have
comprised a few years' formal education in Scotland before migrating
in 1859, the informal education given by his family, any schooling
available on the Clarence and his own self-education. Apparently this
was derived from a voracious reading of the classics and English

i'

i
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literature popular at the ~ime, particularly the poetry of Coleridge,
Byron, Shelley and Wordsworth and the works of Carlyle.9
Thorpe has stressed the influence of Carlyle up~n Meston, particularly
his later and less well regarded work, Latter Day Pamphlets, "against
which a reaction had set in 20 years ago, except in reactionary Tory
-:ircles and the planter-dominated British West tndies". Also: "Between
1876 and 1878 Meston seemed particularly fond of Carlyle's The Nigger
Question and Latter Day Pamphlets" which expressed the "profound
authoritarianism which suffused Carlyle's work at every level." During
his years as an editor and member of parliament, Meston does not
appear to have been a prominent champion of th~ Aborigines, being
concerned during parliamentary debates chiefly with Chinese
immigration, land questions and colonial development. When twenty
Aborigines were killed by the Native Police on the Jopnstone River in
north Queensland, early in 1879, the Ipswich Observer thought this was
justified

'1S

a "punishment for their attack on the whites".10 But, as

mentioned in Chapter 12, Meston claimed to have pointed out the need
for Aboriginal legislation and ~o have pressed Mcilwraith to improve
the condition of the Aborigines by appointing a protector. Also, he
continued to write a number of articles, largely ethnological, on the
Aborigines in later years.
Meston's own treatment of Aborigines was sometimes questionable. He is
reported to have spent several weeks in 1881 shooting at Aborigines
to prevent them attacking the sugar plantation on the Barron River and
neighbouring properties. In one undated story, Meston said that while
travelling nort~"'' ~'3 looking for land with two companions he stopped
at Dunk Islanc.

..: .1roceeded to the shore. An Aborigine threw a spear

which hit one of his companions. Meston fired and shot one Aborigine
dead, then fired at others who fled. Thorpe, who relates this
incident, says: "In the late 1880s, Meston is increasingly accused of
boasting about the number of Aboriginals he has killed." And again:
In October 1889 in a brief debate on the so-called
'Bunya Blackfellow' (a Pacific Islander who robbed
selectors about 12 miles from Brisbane), Grimes, the
member for Oxley, criticised the Chief Secretary and
the Commissioner of Police for allowing a man like
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Meston to take it upon himself to catch this fellow.
Grimes alleged that Meston had "on more than one
occasion boasted of the number of blacks who had
fallen to his rifle" .11
Gall said Meston was a splendid wing shot and deadly with the rifle
and revolver. He was a fancier of sporting dogs but toy and lap dogs
were "superfluous on the scene".
So also were the common mangy mongrels, and he
poisoned many of them, tied them to a pole, and
suspended them over the Barron River as a bait for
crocodiles. And baits were taken by crocodiles with
results similar to that of the dogs before them. Tn
that way he got rid of two kinds of pests.12
It can be assumed that some of these claims about Meston are based on
embellished stories which could have originated from Meston himself.
He delighted in an entertaining yarn and if he were the point of the
yarn, all the better. Meston was a great self-publicist and an
indefatigaole writer and talker upon any subject which took his fancy.
As a source of historical information he is generally suspect. He
r~irely appears to have ta;~en the trouble to examine any
topic
thoroughly or based his conclusions upon all the available facts. His
chief function wac; tD publicise and er: .0rtain although no doubt he
assumed that he was infon-:in'.?. at the same time. He is not valuable
historically so much for ~h.1t he said or wrote but for his attitudes
and because of his personal concern for and leadership in the movement
to help Queensland Aborigines in the 1890s. The concern he showed in
1894-97 was not evident in his early career although he had taken an
interest in Aboriginal culture when young, probably because the
Aborigines were an interesting feature in the bush through which he
walked and rode. Meston was by nature a man of action who identified
himself with outdoor activities even though he was to earn most of his
living by the pen. He saw himself as a bushman and rejoiced in a
knowledge of bushcraft but never made a living as a bushman. He
idealised the man who could live off and with nature. Thus, while
consciously treating Aborigines as racial curiosities, he
unconsciously indentified with their uncivilised prowess. They were
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bushmen ~ excellence and to exhibit his own skills Mes ton
endeavoured to equal them in some fields, such as the use of weapons
and throwing of boomerangs.13
During his time as a sugar-planter on the Barron River, Meston got his
first chance to prove himself as a bushman, naturalist and leader of
men. It was to be the beginning of his career as Queensland's "expert"
on the Aborirines, aithough he had written occasionally about theJ and
gathered simple ethnographic material. Strangely, when the Douglns
government's correspondence with Duncan McNab was printed in 1876, an
appendix comprising vocabularies of tribes in the Coen River, Upper
Archer, Batavia River, Ducie, Albatross Bay and Cape Grenville areas
was printed over Meston's name. It is not clear how Meston, who had
moved to Queensland only two years p_:reviously, had obtained
vocabularies of people living so far north, as there is no evidence
that he visited the north before 1881. Nor is it clear why the
Government Printer should have attached these notes to the McNab
correspondence. While living on the Barron, Meston continued writing
for southern journals and at one time served as relieving editor of
the Cairns Post. He had had joined the Royal Society of Queensland as
an associate member and, according to Dorothy Jones, "At the end of
January 1889, the silly season for bush sorties in North Queensland,
he determined on an expedition through the Herberton country ••• and a
climb of Bellenden Ker, giving at that time the purpose to be the
provision of material for his freelance writing''. With H.C. Barnard,
the nineteen-year-old son of a Dawson squatter and amateur
entomologist, and two Pacific Islanders as bearers he spent two weeks
trekking through the area and climbed Mount Bellcnden Ker, accompanied
also on part of the expedition by Senior Constable Whelan of the
M1,lgrave police post, who was interested "to find out where the blacks
went after their raids on settlers''. Mestnn claimed that he was the
first and only white to climb the mountain to that time, despite
evidence which suggests that it had been climbed during two previous
expeditions. Whelan later insisted that Meston never reached the peak.
Meston sent seeds of fruits collected on this expedition to the
Acclimatisation Society, including a "Garcinia which was named
Meston's mangosteen". In Brisbane later Meston was able to persuade
the Queensland government to mount a scientific expedition to the
Bellenden Ker Range with himself as leader.14
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This expedition, iacluding the Colonial Botanist, F.M. Bailey, a
zoological collector for the Queensland Museum, Kendall Broadbent,
Meston's fourteen-year-old son, Harold, and Walter Beman, a young
English university graduate attached to Meston for colonial
experience, was organised quickly and accompanied once more by
Constable Whelan, this time with pack horses and trackers. Starting
from Cairns on 14 June 1889 the party spent two months in sometimes
miserably cold weather exploring the range and although Meston made
serious errors when estimating heights, "he has left a record so
precisely observed as to details of ridges and

w~tersheds

all

speculation as to possible or probable route is removed". The party
returned to Cairns on 26 August and left next day by steamer for
Brisbane. "An interesting collection, however disappointing due to the
season, was taken back to Brisbane," where Meston wrote his report and
received 100 pounds for his services. Dorothy Jones says: "From this
time forward Meston, having encountered none on Bellenden Ker, was
accepted as an expert on everything pertaining to the Aboriginals."

Mest~as back in Cairns in May 1890 visiting Bellenden Ker to take

ph~ogra~s

and in December 1891 he led an Italian expedition to the

~nge. In January 1904 he returned Rgain, commissioned by the

government to collect summer fruiting and flowering plants for
propagation.ls
While he may not have encountered any Aborigines during the 1889
scientific expedition on the Bellenden Ker Range, Meston apparently
wrote from his eight years' knowledge of the Aborigines in the
foothills and surrounding districts when he commented on them in his
report, saying they "are about the same in general appearance and
habits as the coast range blacks from Cardwell to Cooktown. As a rule
they are short and wiry, with good chest development, thin legs, often
slightly curved, and surprisingly small hands and feet." Their chief
diet was nuts found only on the flats and in the valleys. "The blacks
appear to shun Bellenden-Ker, there not being the faintest trace of
them on any part of the mountain above 1,400 feet, except on Mount
Toressa, where a clearly defined track crosses the spur at 2,000
feet''. Meston makes some wild claims about the cannibalism of these
Aborigines, making it seem as though the chief meat source of these
people was their own women and children. Many of his comments on the
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Aborigines read like the product of a vivid imagination. "Their code
of morality is stringent, but their social habits are indescribable,
and their mode of living simply unimaginable. Plenty to eat is the one
sole study of their existence. It forms the subject of their dreams by
night, and stimulates all their faculties during the day." This is
hardly what one would expect in the report of a "scientific"
expedition. The report does not describe the Aborigines on Bellenden
Ker at all but becomes a scanty account of race relations in northern
Queensland, After remarking that several diggers and settlers had been
killed by the Russell River blacks, Meston says:
The blacks doubtless had their own grievances, and
attempted to redress them according to their own
theory of the wild justice of revenge. The whites
killed were in all cases men ignorant of the nature
of the savage, and blindly and foolishly credulous in
their unreasoning faith in the wild children of the
jungle. They became familiar with the blacks, trusted
them implicitly, gave them the tempting opportunity to
kill, and the savage simply obeyed his natural
impulse, and allowed the demon of destructiveness to
control him under the suddenly favourable conditions.
It is the same old old [sic] story of death being the
penalty too often paid by those who trust their lives
to the delusion that the human savage differs
essentially and radically in his nature from that of
any other wild animal.16
Meston was merely mouthing conventional colonial wisdom almost as old
as white settlement in Australia: the blacks were savages and could
not resist the urge to kill an unwary white. At least he acknowledged
the extent of white brutality. "In the debtor and creditor account of
murder and outrage the balance is decidedly against the white man.
Every white man murdered by the blacks is represented by at least
fifty blacks murdered by white men." The white man had been the most
unscrupulous and deliberate murderer of the two, he said. The savage
usually killed out of a spirit of revenge for some real or fancied
injury, while wholesale murder "is yearly done by civilised men solely
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for the sake of gain''. In Meston's scale of things the average white
man was far above the average savage but the average savage was "a far
nobler animal than the lowest type of white men". Meston stated
conventional wisdom again when he said: "In all cases the si.:rong
colonising race has treated harshly and contemptuously the weak race
which i t displaced. This is the history of all new countries ••• " Then
he lapsed into Social Darwinism with a bleak picture of the future for
the Aborigines.
In all human progress and the transition and rise and
fall of nations we see the all-ruling influence of the
law of the survival of the strongest ••• The Australian
blacks are moving rapidly on into the eternal darkness
in which all savage and inferior races are surely
destined to disappear. All effort to preserve them,
though creditable to our humanity, is a poor
compliment to our knowledge of those inexorable laws
whose operations are as apparent as our own
existence.17
Clearly in 1889 Meston, along with most other whites, believed the
Aborigines were doomed. And yet within a few years he had changed his
opinion and begun a campaign to protect and preserve them. Ile was a
paradox like others before him, such as Frederick Walker and Duncan
McNab. Whereas they failed, he would succeed because his basic
paradox, identifying himself with the Aborigines while at the same
time treating them with measured contempt, approximated the paradox of
a white society which increasingly felt compelled to give a helping
hand to an untouchable people.
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CHAPTER 15: HORACE TOZER AND THE GROWING PROBLEM
During his time on the Barron River Meston had contributed regularly
to the Sydney Bulletin, the Sydney Mail and the Queenslander as well
as other journals. Meston returned to Brisbane in 1889, the year in
which his fifth child was born, and depended entirely upon journalism,
taking the odd assignment such as producing the Queensland Railway and
Tourist Guide for the Railways Commission in that year, travelling
throughout the colony to gather material. In 1891 he was to undertake
an enterprise which was to link him more strongly in the public mind
with the Aborigines.
In November he agreed with Brab H. Purcell to assemble a troupe of
Aborigines for a tour around the world. This show was to be called
"hlild Australia". Little is known of Purcell, who had a one-third
share in the venture, but he appears to have been, like Meston,
something of an ethnological showman, claiming that he had had a
"lifetime experience" of Aborigines in Victoria, New South Wales,
Northern Territory, South Australia and Queensland. Purcell and Meston
left Brisbane in November 1891 for Cloncurry and the western districts
of the colony, although Heston soon returned to Brisbane. The object
was to obtain Aborigines still living in a wild state. Working out of
Boulia, western Queensland, Purcell eventually secured some from
across the border in the Northern Territory, took them to Meston in
Brisbane together with a "large number of curios, weapons etc". In
August Purcell went to Thursday Island, Cooktown, Normanton and
Croydon and collected twenty-one Aboriginal men and women and took
them to Brisbane. Meanwhile, Meston had been borrowing heavily to
finance this venture. Ile raised more than 1,000 pounds., inc.LUding 100
pounds from J.R. Webster who took a share in it and became the
treasurer of this travelling show, which opened at the Opera House,
Brisbane, on 5 December 1892 for one week. A few open-air performances
were also given.I
From Boulia antl also before departing for Sydney Purcell had asked
Meston whether they had permission for the removal of the Aborigines
from the colony and on both occasions he had been assured they had. In
Brisbane, Heston had said: "The government won't interfere with me as
I know too nw:h about the way they have treated the blacks of this
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country''. The troupe opened on 26 December in Sydney, where the police
and the Aborigines Protection Society took an interest in it, and in
the Melbourne Exhibition Building on 26 January 1893 under an
arrangement with the Australian Natives Association, having advertised
that thirty-two Aborigines would take part and that 3,000 curios would
be shown. Three days later the Association refused to continue the
arrangement, alleging that Meston had not fulfilled his part of the
contract, only twenty-seven Aborigines being in the troupe and, it
seems, a much smaller number of curios. The Association was to pay 550
pounds but paid only 150, leaving Meston "without a shilling". He
returned to Sydney to raise more capital although Purcell claimed that
Meston "bolted" after being threatened with a warrant because of
unpaid debts.

A few days later Webster, the treasurer, also "bolted",

leaving the troupe entirely on Purcell's hands. They were almost
stranded in Melbourne, giving a few performances and depending upon
Purcell and his mother and friends to provide for them. Purcell
obtained a three-week engagement at Her Majesty's Theatre, Sydney, and
arranged for the departure of the troupe for England.2 At this stage
the Queensland government intervened.
The Morenead government had been replaced in August 1890 by the
liberal-conservative coalition formed by Griffith and Mcilwraith in
wrich the Colonial Secretary was Horace Tozer. A barrister and
solicitor, Tozer had been born at Port Macquarie, New South Wales, in
1844, had been educated at Anglican schools in Newcastle and Sydney,
had become an 1rticled clerk in Brisbane in 1860 and had been admitted
to the bar in 1866. Two years later he had arrived in Gympie, where he
was made a member of the Gympie Mining Court and began investing in
mining. Tozer was elected Member of the Legislative Council for Wide
Bay in 1871 but did not sit; he was elected again in May 1888 and held
this seat until March 1898. When the "Grif filwraith" government was
formed he was both Colonial Secretary and Secretary for Public Works
but relinquished Public Works in March 1893.3 As will be seen later
Tozer had a reputation for "kindness" toi,.·ards the Aborigines, although
in the matter of Meston's and Purcell's taking Queensland Aborigines
out of the colony he does not appear to have been protective, having
been slow to act.

The reason is probably that Archibald Meston had

managed to charm Tozer into accepting the plan despite allegations
made about Purcell's activities on the Georgina in mid-1892.
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In July 1892 Coghlan, manager of James Tyson's Glenormiston station,
had written to J.M. Macdonald, police magistrate at Boulia, reporting
that Purcell had kidnapped blacks in chains and padlocks. According to
Coghlan, Purcell had told him Tozer had said (to use Coghlan's clumsy
words) "the government could do as they liked with the blacks and the
fact of people out here feeding them gave them [the squatters] no
right to the services of the blacks and you take what blacks you want
but do not take them out of this colony without our permission".
Coghlan doubted Tozer's power to do this and said Tozer had very
little thought for the people in the district if he gave Brisbane
speculators the right to work up ill-feeling between the blacks and
whites. He would get Tyson, his employer, to interview Tozer.
Macdonald wrote to Tozer, enclosing Coghlan's letter. When questioned
by Tozer on this Meston, replied that Purcell had let the original
group he obtained on the Georgina go free and had obtained another
group from the Northern Territory. Tozer did not contradict the
remarks said by Coghlan to have been made by him about taking
Abori~ines

from the far-western Jistricts of the colony against the

wishes of the settlers.4
The

Queensla~J

governMent had at last become aware of the situation in

Sydney, the police there having renewed their interest in the troupe
since March, when it was alleged that

~feston

had offered some of the

curios in the show to the trustees of the Aubtralian Museum in that
city for 100 pounds. There was a danger that the troupe's members
,,
I

i

would be arrested as vagrants. Also, Meston, who had returned to
Brisbane, was accusing Purcell of having kidnapped the western
Queensland Aborigines. In June a telegram was sent to Purcell
demanding the return of the Aborigines to Queensland, but Purcell had
disappeared, leaving the Aborigines staying at the City Stables,
Castlereagh Street. Since his return to Brisbane, Heston had been
busily defending his role in this unfortunate affair, saying that when
he had departed Melbourne for Sydney he had left Purcell with 200
pounds worth of scenery, weapons and outfit to continue with some
other partner or sell the properties and send the troupe home.
It is bitter enough God knows for me to have expended
every shilling I could raise, over a thousand pounds
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and 16 months of my time, to hear of the blacks being
placed in their present position through the action of
a partner whom I could neither work with nor get rid
of. I am powerless to do anything, having expended all
and even left my family short of funds.
If the blacks can be returned I shall certainly repay
the cost of their passages out of the first money I
possess. This is a sad and disastrous termi11ation to
the tour from which I hoped for so much ••. ~
Early in July Sir George Dibbs, Chief Secretary of Ne~ South Wales,
wired Tozer asking whether the Queensland government would meet the
cost of passages home for the troupe. Tozer agreed and also paid the
food and accommodation debts they had incurred, thus extricating
Meston from financial and public embarrassment. This action and his
previous indifference to the attitudes of the squatters helps to
explain Meston's description of Tozer in the opening words of
his Proposed System in 1895 as "a friend of the aboriginals".
At the end of July 1893 Meston, who had originally defended Purcell
against the charge of kidnapping, informed Tozer he had interviewed
the troupe when it returned to Brisbane and had been told that the
Northern Territory blacks had been "chained half the way from Boulia
to Cloncurry and taken forcibly against their wishes''. On his return
to Brisbane he had received a bill from storekeepers in Iloulia for
items which included nine padlocks and two pairs of chains. Meston
asked Tozer to establish an inquiry into the matter, but the Colonial
Secretary decided to take no action. Ile thought justice had now been
done and he could not see what good would arise from any
investigation.6 Nonetheless, the incident had become a public issue.
Questions were asked in parliament and in August the whole
correspondence in the Colonial Secretary's Department relating to
charges made by or against Meston and Purcell concerning the treatment
of Queensland Aborigines was laid on the table of the Legislative
Assembly.
Included in the papers was a letter from Purcell to Meston written in
Cooktown in August 1892 in response to Meston's inquiry following the
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letter from Macdonald to Tozer. He said Coghlan's complaint allowed
him to "expose the vile and degrading [sic] temperament of the whites
in Western Queensland''. He said the Aborigines there demanded respect
but the whites would not give it to them and they "don't care about
anyone interfering with their gin hunting expeditions''. HR had seen
blacks dying ''from want of food, with syphilis and cold, while the
bloated managers ••• with their harems of ginst keep their blankets for
saddle'cloths etc. 11 In his thirty-one years' experience of the
Aborigines he "gave the palm" to the western parts of the colony for
"misery, filth, degradation and disease".7
This letter was picked up by the press, causing Coghlan to protest to
Tozer, He began by denying Purcell's charges against the justices of
the peace and station managers of the district and said that the
"filth, degradation and disease" among the blacks was no worse than in
any other part of the colony. He said that "bad white men live with
gins, but are usually outcasts, who in the wet season prospect the
country west of the boundary of this colony". Coghlan added:
••• bad station managers have gins who do housework
and are reputed as being mistresses of the managers
referred to, but these women referred to receive no
inhuman treatment in fact they are well treated. There
are occasionally cases of white men illusing blacks,
but they are rare, as the average station hand will
not permit it. On this and other stations cattle are
expressly killed for the blacks.
Coghlan claimed that Purcell had libelled "a whole District, Colony in
fact". He asked Tozer what steps he could take to correct the false
impression which might take root. Tozer merely replied that Purcell's
letter to Neston was evidently a private or business communication. A
copy was sent tr. him officially and only because the papers had been
requ"sted in parlfoment had they been made public.S In other words,
Tozer did not care to defend the western settlers.
Nearer to Brisbane relations between the whites in settled districts
and Aborigines who had known white supremacy for more than thirty
years were

no~

truly amicable. A case in point was Taroom at the

.
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centre of the Upper Dawson District in south-central Queensland.
Twenty-seven miles west of Taroom in 1857 Aborigines had massacred
eight members of the Fraser family and three employees. Although
hundreds of Aborigines of the local and neighbouring tribes had been
killed in the white retribution which followed, some members of those
tribes were still in the district. By 1892 the actions of .Aborigires
in Taroom had become unacceptable to the whites living there. They ran
the Aborigines out of town at gunpoint.
On 30 January of that year a meeting of townspeople was held in Taroom
following a number of alleged atrocities by Aborigines in the
district. It was also alleged at the meeting that the local police
were unable to cope with the
townspeople turned out and

sit~stion.

"peace~:bly

Next day a number of

removed the blacks". The cause

of the trouble was the vending of opium to the Aborigines, according
to petitioners who sought assistance from Tozer. The police never
appeared to "attempt to suppress this growing evil and consequently
husbanrls, fathers and sons have no alternative left but to protect
themselves". Another "indignation" meeting held on 4 February demanded
that the police be instructed to "rigidly, without fear or favour,
carry out the law at present in force re opium selling as a traffic".
Townspeople sent messages to Tozer and to Hugh Nelson, Member for the
district and later Premier of Queensland, who sent those he received
to Tozer. The police magistrate in Taroom, Robert Alexander, informed
T:ner that "a bad feeling has nrisen here with a number of the
inhabitants towards the aborigines whom they have driven from the town
with firearms and threaten to shoot them if they return''·

Ale~ander

said that if the blucks were kept out of the town they would fall back
upon the stations and might commit depredations there. Ile added that
an Aboriginal had been committed for trial on a charge of raping a
woman at Goongarry stntion.

Tozer's comment on this report was:

I have nothing to advise. If the inhabitants deal
kindly with the blacks they need not fear them, the
Police being sufficiently powerful to arrest
criminals. It would be well if the blacks are starving
to assist the feeble ones with food at intervals and
by kindness prevent their depredations. More will be
done by kindness than by force and at camps outsioe

. .

.
.. ~

'

.'
'
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the town rations may be distributed.9
Tozer's "dealing kindly" attitude was not satisfactory to the Taroom
townspeople. They held another meeting on 16 February, the largest and
most influential ever held in the town, according to a report of the
meeting to the local police inspector. Dr S.V. Pointon, addressing the
meeting, said that as a medical man he could vouch for several
outrages perpetrated by the blacks upon women "that for the sake of
hushing the matter up, had never come under the notice of the Police".
The meeting condemned the action of a local police constable in taking
a rifle from one resident who was returning from a "sporting
excursion" outside the town boundary. The white in question had been
carrying the rifle near an Aborigines' camp. Almost all the thefts
committed by the blacks in the town were either of opium or the
"whereabouts to purchase it". The atrocities committed by one
Aborigine, Jimmy Reid, were all due to opium "as he even escaped from
the

polic~

while being taken to Miles in order to obtain that drug".

The blacks were in a "high" state of demoralisation at present and
11

this was chiefly owing to civilization in introducing opium and

alcohol to their not too discerning notice". The meeting resented the
attitude of the police prosecutor during the court appearance of three
leaders of the ''volunteers who requested the Blacks to leave the
town". He had lectured the defendants and the people in court and said
it was a "a most cowardly action on the part of the inhabitants to
turn out in a large body in order that a few (as the witnesses pointed
out, about 5 or 6) unfortunate blacks eking out the last days of their
miserable existence and nearly dead from opium and bad rum - should be
turned out of the town". It was claimed at the meeting that among the
Aborigines outside the courthouse at t.

~

time were several blaclts of

"the very best physique", including Jacob, a felon and son of "the
notorious Billy alias Lefthande<l Billy a ring leader in the celebrated
Frazer [sic] murders at Hornetbank [sic] of 30 years ago". Hosts of
other blacks had been in the town on the night of 30 January. The
meeting resolved that the Colonial Secretary be

r~1uested

to adopt

some means by which the blacks could be kept out of Taroom between
sunset and sunrise and that he instruct the police to \<fatch closely
and if possible "bring justice to the "'1ndors of opium".10
The charge against thr·u whites for attemp•ing to shoot an Aborigine
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named Toby and other Aborigines was dismissed by a full bench of
magistrates at Taroom. Reporting this to Tozf'r, Alexander gave no
reason why the charge was dismissed. H:. did say there was no proof the
Aborigines had recently done anything wrong. He considered two
constables and a black trP.~ker were sufficient protection for the town
and district. Tozer waD again generally unmoved by the sentiments of
the Taroom townspeople. He merely instructed that ''findings of opium
to be diligent!] sought for and prosecuted". Agai·n he ordert::!d that
some relief in t:1e forr:i of rations was tu be given to the 01ld,
destitute blacks. Men capable of earning a living were to be compelled
to leave town after sundown.II
The effects nf opiw• Jpon the Aborigines now frequently appeared in
reports reaching Tozer on the condition of the Queensland Aborigines.
In January I892 the police magistrate at Springsure telegraphed that
he knew six pounds weight o( ··pium charcoal for the blacks had gone to
a local station. He asked whether he could proceed against the
carriers under the present law, the Poisons Act. Tozer advised he
could not but the material should be secured if possible for
examination. The police magistrate at Charleville reported that two
boxes of opium containing about sixty tins had arrived by train
consigned to the Chinese keeper of an opium den. He asked wh

her t~e

opium, pipes and lamps found on the premises of a Chinese convicted of
selling to Aborigines could be seized and whether the Poisons Act
permitted the police to seize> opium 5.n dens where the drug was sold to
Aborigines. Tozer replied tha~ a fine was the only penalty.I2
In the north the sit11~ti0•i was still not good despite the work done by
miners, S€~tlers and Pl

~e officers on the Atherton Tableland. The

police magistrate at Croydon in the Gulf Count~y reported in September
1893 that about t~irty Aboriginal men and women were in a wretched
half-starved condition and some were sick with measles. He asked
permission to buy bread and meat for them. This was granted. Farth"r
north at Coen on Cape York Peninsula, Timothy Collins wired the
Queensland brat1ch of the Aborigines Protection Society in Brisbane in
September- J894 that "Aborigines are being hu'1ted here like dingos.
What can I do to protect them?" This was referred to Tozer but he
simply instructed that the telegram be filed away.13 The London-based
Aborigines Protection Society had been particularly active in I830s

.

,

.
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when it strongly influenced British policy towards the indigenous
peoples of British colonies but, apart from some interest in the
activities of blackbirders in the 1860s an~ the establishment of the
Ipswich Aboriginal settlement in 1892, the Queensland branch, of which
Heston w&•: _; member; was generally inact'.•.ve. It was not effective in
protecting Queensland Aborigines in the second half of the Nineteenth
Century.

The situation was no less serious in the Maryborough district, which
was in Tozer's own electorate of Wide Bay. In January 1892 the police
magistrate at Maryborough, George Lukin, elder brother of Gresley
Lukin, drew ~ozer's attention to the "abject and miserable state to
which many of the Aboriginals are reduced in this District''. Lukin
said that many were so enfeebled by old age, disease and other causes
that they were quite unable to obtain yams and fish for their
subsi·~ence. The younger ones were so demoralised by liquor and opiGm

tha
Tl

.ey were "callous" to the wants of their "helpless relations".
.d and decrepid were compelled to beg daily and remained about

t. Lown through the winter months. If they were driven out they would
did of exposure and starvation. "They are a great nuisance and a
glaring scandal as the young gins - mere children
are hawked around
for purposes of prostitution with the result I fear that many young
white lads contact contagious diseases.'' Lukin urged that a refuge be
established for the old and feeble and the children. Ile suggested the
old quaran~ine station at White Cliffs on Fraser Island. Unused
government buildings were still therP. and one could be used as a store
and maii ··,sidence. The telegraph st~tion master could supervise the
refuge anCi . man paiu fifteen or twenty shillings a week plus rations
could distribute to the Aborigines food at a cost of 150 to 200 pounds
a year. The government steamer Lewellyn called at White Cliffs three
or four times a month and could deliver the rations. Lukin offered to
go there once a month to inspect.14
This was like the situation in Maryborough in the late 1860s which led
to Edward Fuller's unsuccessful mission on Fraser Island. Tozer did
not adopt Lukin's proposal, although he appears to have been conscious
of the probl~m now almost universal in Queensland. He responded that
this was a much larger question than the mere sustenance of a few
blacks at Maryborough •
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The claims are daily increasing and eventually will
amount to a demand upon the white population to keep
the blacks altogether. I cannot go to the extent of
providing a home for them on Frazer [sic] Island but
if the inhabitants of Maryborough will take the same
interest in the matter as other large towns are doinc
I will assist to the same extent. The practice is for
the inhabitants to select a local committee and then
choose a central spot where the old men and women and
young children can find a home and where such as can
work can resort to when out of employment. The local
committee finds the supervisor and clothes and I find
the food. Able bodied blacks are not encouraged to be
idle. This is the only system likely to work but it
requires the cooperation of local philanthropists. The
duty is not upon the government but upon the people.IS
This was how To~er saw the problem and its solution. Born in New South
Wales, when the frontier was already moving rapidly northwards, and
having an electoral base in Gympie, where the miners had not
experienced frontier violence, he was fairly free of the prevailing
attitudes towards Aborigines held by other Queensland conservatives.
Tozer understood that there was a problem and widely extended the
welfare program begun by previous governments; he was conscious of
what was happening to the conquered people in the settled districts
and the far-western pastoral empires; and he was aware of the killings
still occurring on Cape York Peninsula. He was not the willing tool of
the squatters and readily resisted pressure from those ~till hostile
towards the blacks. Tozer was an astute politician, sensitive to
philanthropic pressures on one side and ingrained frontier attitudes
on the other. At this stage he was pre~ared to do no more than he told
George Lukin, but within a few years he was to change his mind.
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·:.:HAPTER 16: MESTON' S PROPOSAL
Since the beginning of settlement in Queensland, Europeans had
believed that the Aboriginal race would die out, a belief which
persisted in Australia as a whole until the 1940s, particularly in
States like Victoria where Aboriginal numbers, never ] declined almost to the point of extinction. This belie

, had
Ailains

Queensland's past reluctance to do more than provide succour to the
aged and infirm and children, as Tozer was doing in the early 1890s,
although by that time it was becoming apparent that the blacks in the
colony were not goi.ng to die out in the near future.

According to

modern estimates, numbers at the time of first white intrusion into
Queensland had been about 120,000 and, despite attrition by killing,
starvation and disease and the low birthrate caused by malnutrition,
numbers were still large enough to thwart European expectations.
Indeed, when halfcastes, who usually lived with full-bloods, were
counted, the numbers hanging around towns seemed to be increasing.
Halfcastes do not appear in Queensland censuses before 1901, when they
were given as 1,533 compared with a full-blood population of 5,137.
Obviously the figures are incomplete because of inadequate surveying.
L.R. Smith has estimated the total Aboriginal population of
Queensland, full-blood and mixed-blood, as 27,500 in that year. By
1921 the number of mixed-bloods was 3,090 out of a total 22,500.
The government's only response to the worsening situation was to
contir:ue rations distributed by groups of benevolent citizenss and to
accept the establishment of more missions. In 1891 the Federal
Assembly of the Presbyterian Churches of Australia began a mission at
the mouth of the Batavia River on the west coast of Cape York
Peninsula, about 100 miles fro11 Thursday Island, under

~loravian

auspices. Two raissionaries, the Reverend Nicholas Hey and the Reverend
John Ward, arrived with their wives at this station, called Mapoon, in
November 1891 but Hard died of fever two months later. I!ey and his
wife and Mrs Ward persevered, despite the unproductive soil and
difficulties created by the ''visits of a lawless class of whites and
coloured men, engaged in the beche-de-mer and pearl-shell industries".
The Queensland government assisted this mission with a grant of 240
pounds a year.2
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The Reverend John Gribble, a pioneering missionary in the Riverina
district of New South Wales, had gone to the Gascoyne district of
Western Australia in 1885 to open another mission but was strongly
opposed by squatters who exploited Aboriginal labour. Next year he

published~ Deeds in.§!_ Sunny Land, which castigated his opponents,
but his mission there had to be abandoned in 1887. He returned to New
South Wales and continued to devote much time to the Aborigines. In
1892, his attention having been drawn to the condition of the northern
Queensland Aborigines by the Victorian government botanist, Baron
Ferdinand von Mueller, Gribble started work among the Aborigines on
the Cape Grafton reserve on the south side of Trinity Bay, ten miles
from Cairns. This site had been selected in about 1884 by Meston and
the Cairns police magistrate, R.T Hartley. Gribble remained only
eleven weeks. Suffering malaria, he left his eldest son, Ernest, in
charge and went to Sydney where he died in June 1893. For the son,
establishing this mission, named Yarrabah, was a continual struggle.
The ground was inhospitable and he was always hampered by lack of
funds and lack of sympathy from the Cairns townspeople. Food supplies
were insufficient to attract large numbers of Aborigines. For the
first six years the mission received no government subsidy, the only
funds coming from the Australian Board of Missions. Then the
Queensland government provided 120 pounrs annually rising to 200
pounds in 1900. Eventually by sheer perseverance, example and
tolerance which commanded the affection and assistance of the
Aborigines, Ernest Gribble managed to develop Yarrabah until by 1903
he was housing, feeding, clothing and educating more than 200 people
with a staff of nine missionaries including two South Sea Islanders.3
Of the three missions begun in the late 1880s by the Lutherans, Marie
Yarnba, Bloomfield and Hope Valley, only the last was viable by 1895.
Marie Yamba had been beset by large financial problems from the start.
Kay Evans has pointed out that bitter internal dissension and constant
changes of staff had prevented any coherent development of policy. As
early as 1889 the Danish pastors and helpers had withdrawn their
support from Marie Yamba and the Lutheran Synod of Queensland. In 1893
Pastor Claussen suffered a complete breakdown of health and died in
September 1897. Pastor R. Hansche had arrived from the Neuendettelsau
seminary in Bavaria in 1894 but left four years later, disillusioned
by the results. Only four Aborigines had been baptised. In 1898 the
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government withdrew its financial support, its decision influenced by
the attitude of local settlers to Marie Yamba. They had originally
seen the mission as a means of controlling the blacks but it failed to
fulfill this expectation. In 1902 the Lutheran Church decided to close
the mission and sell the buildings, but no buyer could then be found
and they gradually became dilapidated, eventually to be sold for ten
pounds. In June 1902 the twenty-three Aborigines remaining at Marie
Yamba were transferred to Hope Valley.
Like Marie Yamba, Bloomfield River mission south of Cooktown suffered
because of staff changes. Carl Meyer, who had arrived in 1886, was
dismissed in 1890 following allegations that he had accepted money to
recruit labourers fJr a trepang boat and that he had been drunk on
several occasions. Meyer's replacement, Sebastian Horlein, found the
,\

l

school at Bloomfield to be in a "dismal state" and set about
attempting to teach the children in the local language. He was joined
by another missionary, Bognar, in 1892 but this man left four years
later because of his wife's persistent ill-health.

~rs Horlein also

left and died in Cairns in 1900. Her husband then suffered a complete
breakdown. Bognor 1 s replacement proved unsatisfactory as a manager.
The land at Bloomfield was fertile only in patches but no crops were
grown satisfactorily because of the disinclination of the Aborigines
for this type of work. In 1892 the government had unexpectedly halved
the hunting reserve. In 1900 the Lutheran Synod decided to abandon
Bloomfield.5
\'

On Cape Bedford, north of Cooktown, poor soil had not defeated the
Lutherans. They had extended the reserve into better land north of the
Mcivor River and many crops were tried but with no imr.iediate success.
In 1895 cattle were acquired to form the nucleus of a herd but they
were neglected because the mission had no one who fully understood the
care of stock. The potential of the sea was not fully tried. Yet
despite all these setbacks, !lope Valley and Elim succeeded largely
because of the personality and will of Pastor George Schwarz, a recent
graduate of Neuendettelsau who, at the age of nineteen, had replaced
the mission 1 s founder, Joh1..1.nnes Flierl, in 1386. Schwarz strictly
enforced a principle of

11

no work, no food 11 except for the aged and the

children. Hope Valley had a continuity of staff principally in the
form of Schwarz and \J. Poland, who had arrived in 1888. From the
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following year these two men were jointly in charge at Hope Valley.
Schwarz was "an impelling personality, extremely paternalistic yet
conscious of the incalculable wrong done to the Aborigines.'' A
talented linguist and botanist, Schwarz remained at Cape Grafton until
1942, when he was placed in an internment camp near Brisbane. Poland
and his wife cared mainly for schoolgirls at Elim, the original site
on the reserve six miles from Hope Valley, while Schwarz worked in the
fields and mustered cattle, preaching the Gospel, disciplining
disobedient youths and defying "heathen" adults. Poland was a complete
contrast to Schwarz: "Poland - kind, slight, in a 'civilized'
household where women cooked and sewed - sang hymns and played parlour
games with young Aboriginal girls''. In 1900 Elim was closed and all
operations were centred on Hope Valley, a name which later changed to
Hope Vale.6
In 1892 the Queensland branch of the Aborigines Protection Society had
inaugurated a mission at Deebing Creek near Ipswich in 1892; and at
the same time Purga, also near Ipswich, was gazetted as an Aboriginal
reserve. Other unoccupied reserves had been gazetted in remote
districts of the colony, such as Tully River (1886), Birdsville
(1888), Gilbert River (1888) and Bassett (1889)t usually in response
to local requests for the setting aside of land wheri:'.! the Aborigines
might settle down and receive government rations distributed by local
whites.7 The superintendent at Deebing Creek was Edwad Fuller whose
missions on Fraser Island, Noosa and llinchinbrook had all failed. His
report of 1 May 1892 expressed the obsessive perseverance and dismal
prospects of a dead heart which would not stop beating. After stating
that there were thirty-three persons at Deebing Creek, Fuller says:
Of course the numbers vary from day to day, and from
week to week, as some go away to work in town, and
other places, and others come home. At the present
time I have only about two workers on the Station, viz
Curtis and a young man from the Logan, all the others
are only what I might term crawlers, who (when they do
work) do about as much work in a week as I could do in
a day, although I am greyhcaded and just on the 59th
year of my age, and my back and my bones often cry out
from pain, through too much stooping and spade work
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and shovel work, still I keep toiling on from day to
day, setting them an example of persevering industry.
While Fuller dug and carried barrow loads of stones in order to clear
the soil, the Aborigines sold their blankets and bought grog in
Ipswich. They were cleared out of the local park and sometimes out of
the town by the police, some landing in the lock-up.8
As Rowley has observed, these missions were ''in effect anticipating
the protection policy which Meston was to recommend''. Certainly they
were protectionist in the narrowest sense; they protected Aborigines
from physical abuse and helped to sustain them by keeping them at the
mission stations. Thus, they were separating their charges from their
tribal associations and, like the Lutherans at Moreton Bay, still
attempting to replace their culture with Christianity and European
civilisation. This was a form of segregation and conversion similar to
that practised in South Australia from Poonindie (established in 1850)
onwards. If the missionaries had no legal power, they used moral
authority, especially over the young. It seems also that sometimes
more than moral authority was used, in view of the reference to
Schwarz "disciplining disobedient youths" and defying "heathen"
adults. In this way the existence of several missions, which offered a
form of segregation and authoritarian control, did predate the totally
segregated government settlements established after 1896. Dut, while
he was to accept and develop the principle of such establishments,
Meston rejected church control and influence. His reasons will be
noted in the next chapter.
The resurgence of missionary and lay work among the Queensland
Aborigines in the period 1886-92 might be explained by the relative
increase in wealth in the southern colonies and southern districts of
Queensland. By the centenary year 1888 the British settlers in
Australia had established a form of civilisation to their satisfaction
and were reaping material benefits from it, as could well be
demonstrate by ":larvellous Nelbourne". At the same time a nostalgic
interest in the Aborigines in their natural state, an uneasy
conscience and persisting evangelism prompted many Europeans to
finance missionary work. But there were few opportunities in the
south, Vi.-:toria, South Australia and New South Wales having few
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remaining full-bloods and most Aborigines there being confined to
mission stations. The chief opportunties for saving souls lay in the
northern regions of Australia. Of these Queensland was the most
attractive, largely because of the high number of Aborigines remaining
on Cape York and possibly because reports of cruelties by the Native
Police and settlers reaching the south suggested that the restraining 1
protective and civilising influences of the clergy were urgently
required.
Before the financial crash of 1893, southerners were willing to
contribute to such ventures. Yet, despite this growing national
concern, the increasingly visible problem of the Aborigines was not
being solved. Missions were a partial solution in the far north, where
Aborigines were still in conflict with settlers but, in view of
Fuller's depressing report from Deebing Creek, establishing more
missions in the south seemed to be a waste of effort. The Nelson
government had been in power since October 1893 and Hugh Nelson was a
man of "wonderful tact" and "kindly nature", as "popular a leader as
ever sat on the Treasury Benches".9 No doubt Nelson's nature was
another factor in Tozer's policy of support for pauperised Aborigines,
but kindness was not solving the problem. By 1894 it was clear the
government did not know which way to go. It was time to call in an
expert.
According to Meston years later, "In 1895 the Nelson Ministry in
Queensland asked me to prepare a comprehensive scheme for the
improvement and preservation of the aboriginals ••• " It is not clear
who really asked whom. Tozer's record does not suggest that he wished
to preserve the Aborigines in the long term, but his short-term
programs of succour had become so extensive that, if continued, they
might have had that effect. Quite possibly Neston badgered Tozer into
making the request. In :·1arch 1895 Meston outlined his scheme in a long
address to Tozer, supported by some history, statistics and eminent
opinions. Similar addresses had been presented by J.C. White to Bowen
in 1864 and by Duncan McNab to the British government in 1880 but they
had been ignored. Meston's address, entitled Queensland Abori3inals:
Proposed System for theii:- Improvement and Preservation, contains few
ideas not already tried or suggested by people ranging from George
Augustus Robinson in Tasmania in the 1830s to George Lukin in
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Maryborough in 1893, but this was the first time that these ideas had
been gathered into one comprehensive scheme and set down on paper.
Tozer was impressed enough to have the address printed and distributed
to both houses of parliament, leading to more public attention for the
subject and for Meston himself. The key factor which makes
Meston's Proposed System different from all other proposals and
experiments is the intention expressed in the first words: "To you,
Sir, a friend of the aboriginals, I submit this carefully considered
plan for the improvement and preservation from extinction of that
unhappy rnce."10
Heston's stated intention was not only to improve the Aborigines but
to preserve them. In his comments on the Aborigines in the report of
the 1889 Bellenden Ker expedition Meston had stated that the
Aborigines "are moving rapidly into the eternal darkness in which all
savage and inferior races are surely destined to disappear". All
effort to preserve them, he said then, was a "poor compliment to our
knowledge of those inexorable laws". Now in 1895 he was proposing that
the Aborigines could be preserved. "The 'Doomed Race' theory is
relegated to its deserved oblivion", he declared.11 Any perso~al
reasons which Meston may have had for this change of attitude are not
clear. Perhaps they stemmed from his experience with the Wild
Australia shows in which healthy men and women uncontaminated by
civilisation had been used to d~monstrate qualities unknown to
late-Nineteenth Century urban whites. Perhaps Meston was simply going
with but keeping a few steps ahead of changing European attitudes now
less repressive and more charitable toward the Aborigines. This is
partly explained by the distinctive role which Horace Tozer played.
In 1391 Tozer, as the minister responslble for the maintenance of
order in the community and with the support of conservative !-!embers of
Parliament, organised the forces used to crush the rebellious striking
shearers at Barcaldine. Tozer sent one-thousand armed soldiers
equipped with machine guns against them. Ile invoked an "antiquated"
1825 law to arrest strike leaders without warrants, suppressed the
rebellion and "won the day for the pastoral employers". In 1894 when
the shearers struck again, the government granted itself extraordinary
powers by introducing the Peace Preservation Act and again suppressed
them.12 Such resolute action and success in the face of possible civil
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war had placed in Tozer in a powerful position among the dominant
whites of Queensland. For the squatters now the enemy who could bring
ruin to them was not the Aborigines of the 1840s and 1850s but
organised white labour. The Aborigines no longer menaced them but
provided cheap and largely reliable labour. The squatters and
Aborigines had, by change of economic and social circumstances, become
loosely asscciated in an unwritten pact. Of course, the potential for
this reversal had been demonstrated by the actions of squatter
governments, beginning with Palmer in 1873, which generally were more
sympathetic to proposals to assjst the Aborigines than the Liberals,
who did not have the same interests. During the Liberal-Conservative
alliance of Griffith and Mcilwraith of 1890-93 Tozer was required only
to mount a holding operation of public beneficence. As Colonial
Secretary in the Nelson government which followed, he had to respond
to different factors, both political and social. Heston's importance
lies in his ability to exploit this change in the political climate
through his special relationship with Tozer. Also, he may have had a
pressing reason for presenting himself as the man with the answer to
the government's problem. He was still ekeing out a living as a
freelance journalist and lecturer on his explorations and the
Aborigines. At this time, when economic conditions would have made any
freelance wonder where his next meal was coming from, the prospect of
being put on the government payroll must have been very attractive.
Besides, he could fairly claim to have written more about the
Aborigines than anyone else in Queensland.
In August 1896 his Geographic History of Queensland, which contains

some desultory "facts" on Aborigines, was published and he had begun a
series of travelling shows, "Tragedies and Comedies of the Early Days:
Wild Life in Queensland'', lectures illustrated by lantern slides and
aided by hired Aborigines. Often the t~pic of such talks was his own
exploits, especially as an explorer, a claim which soon became a
standing

~ueensland

joke, the point of which he rarely saw. For

instance, in 1892 he had told the Sydney Bulletin:
I was walking down Q11ccn Street not long ago when a
man stopped me. I huJ never seen him in my life
before. He said: "Excuse me, sir, but are you

~Ir.

Heston?" I admitted that I was. "Yes," he said, "but,
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pardon me, sir, I mean are you Mr. Meston, the great
explorer?" "h'ell, yes, I suppose so," I said. Then he
said: "I want you to do me a great favour, Hr.
Meston." "What is it?" I asked him. "It is a very
great favour, Mr. Meston", he said. "I wish - that is,
I would like - if you - if you would condescend to
shake hands with me!" "Certainly, my man," I said, and
shook. He wrung my hand with effusion and said: "Thank
you, sir; thank you, Mr. Meston. Now I shall go home
and tell my wife I have shaken hands with ~Ir. Meston,
the great explorer."13
It is easy to make fun of Meston's egotism but his sincerity in the
cause of Aboriginal protection and preservation cannot be doubted. The
Queensland government of the time could not ignore the salient points
which he made in his Proposed Svstem. For instance, he stated that
there were eight-thousand imported "Polynesians" in Queensland
''provided with medical attendance, hospitals, missionaries, and
churches; well feel, well clothed, and well housed" •
••• our own aborigines, the people from whom we have
forcibly taken this country, without payment, are
wandering homeless though our settlements, clothed in
rags and begging for food, perishing miserably from
the vic~s which the white race has introduced,
unnoticed and uncared for, except at the distributing
food stations started by ~Ir. Morehead when Premier,
and continued and liberally extended by yourself. This
ought surely to be an intolerable spectacle to the
Queensland peoplc.14
Meston followed this with a potted history of Aboriginal-European
relations in Australia, beginning with the landing of the first
British settlers in Tasmania in 1803. He surveyed philanthropic work
to assist the Aborigines, particularly the work of the missions and
government expenditure, pointing out that in 1895 Queensland, with
2,000 pounds, was providing less than any other colony, whereas
South \·!ales, by contrast, was to spend 11,300 pounds. He quoted

~fow

British government despatches to mnkc his point that the colonial
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governments had largely ignored past instructions to protect
Aborigines' rights. All, in his opinion, had been in vain.
Heston claimed that when Moreton Bay was first occupied by white men,
the native tribes of the present Queensland territory numbered at
least 200,000, "now represented probably by 30,000 rapidly
diminishing. So far, therefore, no agency employed on behalf of the
aboriginals has done anything tangible to arrest their progress
towards ultimate annihilation ••• " The "doomed race" theory, he said,
was the ''shameful subterfuge in which strong races have endeavoured to
take refuge from their crimes on the weak". He pointed out that in
Pennsylvania and New Zealand treaties had been made with trie indigenes
under which land was purchased at agreed prices. In Australia there
had been no treaties, no compensation for land occupied and game
destroyed. The Aborigines' exclusive right to any land had not been
recognised. They had been treated as trespassers instead of the
original owners of the soil. "Their sacred rights have not been
recognised, because they were too disunited and too weak to enforce
recognition." The fate of the Tasmanians was being repeated in the
"five Australian colonies".15
Queensland, he told Tozer, might yet settle the problem of caring for
and preserving the native race "in a manner to the eternal l1onour of
herself and our common humanity". With his unabashed sense of
superiority he said: "So far all efforts to improve or preserve the
aboriginals have been made under conditions certain to end in failure,
and they have usually been directed by men destitute of the absolutely
essential qu<llifications". Missionaries had "started with the fixed
delusive idea that the race was to be saved by religion only ••• In all
cases the attempt was a disheartening failure." All the missionary
work among adult blacks had ensured no permanent converts, he ; .iid.16
Noble work had been done, ~!cston conceded, among the children, "for
there the missionary had a clear and virgin soil 11 • In those cases they
hud moved the "young savage" forward one stage of civilisation. The
next generation would move forward another stage and the third and
fourth would settle in the agricultural sta~;e, iluseful to themselves
and to mankind". To effect this transition there must be certain
esse-itials, chief of which was "complete isolation of their social
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life from contact with the white races''. In the past reserves had been
created in settled districts or in places where settlement soon
followed and absorbed them. None of these reserves possessed the
necessary conditions. They must provide for hunting, fishing and
agriculture because Aborigines could not suddenly be transformed into
industrious farmers. Their occupation

mu~t

be varied: a little work, a

little hunting, a little amusement. The children, Meston believed,
would grow up accustomed to more regular employment and the next
generation would work as steadily as the white race if necessary. The
third generation of North American Indians settled down quietly to
agriculture, he claimed.

In this formula Heston was simply repeating·

the ideas of William Ridley expressed to the 1861 Select Committee,
perhaps not consciously but he had read the evidence taken during that
inquiry. Once established, Meston saic, such reserves in three or
four years would provide hundreds of Aborigines to do work for which
"Papuans" were now imported - canecutting, cotton, tea and coffee
picking - and then return to their families on the reserves. The women
"would take kindly to the growing of fruit and vegetables 11 • The
reserves could soon be made self-support~ng.17 Frank Bridgman had
partly succeeded in doing all this at !fock<:'ly.
There should be two reserves, !foston sa; tl, one in sou thorn and one in
northern Queensland, both on the sea coast. Suitable locations with
rich soil, some good pasture land, an abundance of timber, extensive
hunting grounds and an unlimited supply of fish were available.
Coconuts, maize, bananas, yams, potatoes, sweet potatoes and many
other crops could be grown, he claimed, apparently forgetting that
almost all missions had attempted such crops but with little yield. Be
proposed that neat villages of huts should be constructed of sawn
timber with bark or shingle roofs. There would be special constables
chosen from middle-aged Aborigines entrusted with all police duties.
The rek
this wa

s should be training grounds for police trackers; unless
1

Joe the "race of Australian trackers Hould soon be extinct".

No white visitors would be allowed on the reserves except with
official permission. Ministers of religion would be welcome but their
teachings should be restricted to the morals of Christianity, "the one
common platform on which all sects can meet in com para ti ve .'lmity" .13
The Aborigines would be encouraged to make their own weapons and to
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practise and pres

1

.i

and customs which did

anguages and maintain all their laws

f~~e

the community. Young

2

with the harmonious management of

teught agriculture, horsemanship,

blacksmithing, ct·.

trades. When a couple married they

would receive hal.

exclusively for themselves, fenced

if necessary, and
taught to sew.

makt.~ <.

' hy the community. Girls would be

, wash and keep house. Both sexes

could be taught rebding_

.g ar;d singing. The first condition was
to feed the Aborigines, Heston stated. "Until an aboriginal is well

fed he is not in a condition for improvement of any kind. This applies
equally to civilised men. 11 19
Meston proposed that a protector be appointed, who woJld

irefully

select "gentlemen" throughout Queensland willing to rct as honorary
protectors to report on the state of local Aborigines and the
treatment of those in the employment of the whites. The protector
would also inquire into all offences by or against the Aborigines and
defend or arrange for their defence when prosecuted.

Old men and

women in certain localities might prefer to live the rest of their
lives •here they were. In that case the protector would see that they
were supplied with food under the direction of scme local friend of
the blacks. To start the reserves the protector would collect from 200
to 400 strong, healthy Aborigines of both sexes in the first twelve
months. In five years, he believed, there might be from 3,000 to 5,000
of all ages assembled on the res~rves, all properly organised, well
fed, self-supporting, progressive and contented. At the end of three
years 500 men should be ready for the cane, cotton, coffee or other
crop season on any part of the coast. They would return to their
houses at the end of the season.

~eston

had no doubt that the

Aborigines could be managed to do this work successfully. Part of the
wages paid to the Aboriginal workers would go to them and the balance
into a general fund at each settlement. The reserves would be "Native
Settlements" conducted under a scheme of local government adapted to
th~

Aboriginal charn<ter. Meston realised that what he was proposing

would mean a radical further dislocation of traditional Aboriginal
lif~.

It may be said that the natives could be most easily
preserved by leaving them

~ndisturbed

on their native
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hunting grounds;

but as the conditions of

colonisation preclude all possibility of anything of
the kind, we must accept some practical alternative
and make the best of it. Fate has willed that the
the Australian aboriginal be forced into a changed
environment, and we are bound by the calls of justice
and humanity to assist him, by all available means, to
adapt himself to that new environment, so as to save
him perishing from the face of the earth, bequeathing
to us with his dying breath the dreadful
responsibility of his annihilation.20
For its time this was a realistic and humanitarian statement. ~'leston
realised that the subjugation of the Aboriginal people was total and
that traditional Aboriginal society could not survive under such
subjugation. If any form of Aboriginal society were to remain, it
seemed that it had to be as a restricted group within the wider
society. Such a community, isolated from the worst influences of
European contact, might be self-supporting, partly by maintaining its
own food resources and partly by providing labour to neighbouring
white industry. This proposed syst0m might not only solve the
Aborig.i.nal "problem" from the white point of view; it might also serve
in some measure to solve the

11

problem 11 from the point of view of the

Aborigines, if they had any collective point of view at that time. It
seemed to offer them continued life instead of slow death, a community
of interest with other Aborigines despite an admixture of tribes, some
preservation of traditional customs and languages, and above all a
system of government "adapted to the aboriginal character 11 • :!eston
does not make it clear how this government would work, nor does he

1y

to what extent the European protector would interfere in it. On the
surface he makes it appear as though it would be much more autonomous
than any mission station. The Meston system did not

~rent

the

Aborigine as u strange being to be forcibly civilised and
Christianised but accepted him as a human being, worth preserving
along with his own customs and beliefs but still within the general
framework of a new and inescapable economic system. Ito fatal flaw,
which would not become a social and political issue for decades, was
that it did not allow Aborigines to determine how they wanted to be
helped.
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CHAPTER 17: MESTON AND PARRY-OKEDEN
Following up his success in having his proposal accepted to the extent
that the government ordered it to be printed, Meston suggested to
Tozer that two protectors be appointed: Thomas Petrie for Queensland
south of a line t·unning westwards from Rockhampton and himself for all
of the colony north of that line. Both should be directly responsible
to the Colonial Secretary. Reserves should be initiated on any scale,
small or extensive, according to the discretion of the government.
Powers of the protectors should be clearly defined in their
instructions. Meston, in a note to Tozer, said: "You will find this
proposal commands public approval and Mr Petrie and myself will
undertake to settle this too long continued problem in a manner
permanently beneficial to the aboriginals, satisfactory to the
Government and creditable to the Colony''.l Obviously Meston was trying
to make it sound like an offer Tozer could not refuse.
The public response to Meston's proposal was positive. The

Cooktown

Independent remarked that successive governments had failed to provide
interpreters and so the police had sometimes practised "retributive
vengeance'' indiscriminately upon the wrong tribe and magistrates and
judges had been compelled to discharge most notorious "outrngers and
murderers''.

There was one man in the colony, the paper said, who had

made native dialects a special study, who had the knowledge of a
savant, "and that man is Archibald l1eston, who in our opinion should
be appointed Protector and Inspector of the Blacks''. Meston would soon
find reliable men among the settlers capable of acquiring the tribal
dialects and would be able to see that justice was done to the blacks
employed on land and on reefs. He would also be able to initiate
''means by which aboriginals would be able to understand and appreciate
'self-help'''. This newspaper suggested there was vast land in the
Mcivor district suitable for growing sugar, coffee and cotton where
500 blacks would be able to establish a plantation under Meston's
,c;:uperintendence.
The blacks are not all the incorrigible thieves and
treacherous murderers represented by those settlers
who have suffered from the depredations of a naturally
wild and needy tribe ••• Native men and women haunting
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the town are useful, obedient, and cheerful, and
tolerably honest, although many of the boys are
addicted to the drink, and all love tobacco. Whatever
may be the experience of other places, in Cooktown the
honesty, sobriety and chastity of the blacks will bear
favourable comparison with that of the Chinese, Japs,
and Malays, i f not even of the whites ••• When we
compare the annual distribution of blankets, the
reserve of a few hundred acres of land for mission
stations and the sinecure appointment of a few nominal
protectors with what has been done in the United
States, and what is being done in New Zealand and
South Africa, Queenslanders must plead guilty to the
charge of having taken the black man's land without
leaving or providing him with the means of living,
and of hurrying on his disappearance by drink,
disease, the rifle and other civilising mediums.
Ilere was a clear case of a journal in the north, where relations
between Aborigines and Europeans were still bad, comparing Aborigines
favourably with other races including some whites. In Queensland and
other parts of Australia thare was a growing acceptance of Aboriginal
workers, especial 1 y in the pastoral industry. In New South Wales in
1890-91 the Amalgamated Shearers' Union allowed Aborigines to join
without paying a membership fee. In 1895, although some races were
excluded from membership of the Australian Workers' Union, which
covered all colonies, Aborigines, Negroes, Maoris and the children of
mixed marriages born in Australasia were permitted to join.2
A letter from Cooktown published in the Queenslander illustrated the
serious state of black-white relations in the north. The writer told
of a camp of blacks he had come across when looking for horses south
of the Annan River. The group comprised two old men, one sickly young
man, seven old women, three or four girls, three or four boys and one
small child. Some of the women were mourning two small children they
had buried recently. They had half a loaf of bread and a lump of beef
given them by Cooktown residents.
The poor creatures had all got colds, water was
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running from their noses, and they complained very
much of too little "ki-ki," and "too much cold long a
night''. I asked them why they did not go into the bush
and kill 'possums, etc, and dig yams. They replied,
"Whitefellow along yarraman, too much break him spear,
burn yambo, cut him old man with whip; white man too
much kill him kangaroo, old man." I asked them why not
go to the North Shore Mission Station? They answered,
"Too much fight another tribe, no good." I said, "I
think Bloo,nfield very good," but they said "Norman by
tribe too much fight. Bloomfield too much long way. We
like our own country; only white man no good." The
young gins said, "I think altogether we die soon ••• "
After deploring the action of

the "white brutes in human form" who

cut their bare backs with stockwhips, broke their spears, burnt their
grass humpies and drove them off their native soil to starve and
perish, the writer said: "I am very glad to see that such men as Mr.
i'Jeston and Mr. Tozer are kindly disposed to them. :·lay both of them
live to be the Grand Old Hen of Australia."3
Another Cooktown redder told the Queensland'r the government should
legislate to prevent whites employing Aborigines, not properly
indentured, within twenty miles of a mission station. ''By this means
they would cope at one move with most of the distress in this district
at all events".

A reader who signed himself "Stone Age" (his address

was not given but he appears to have been a northerner) attacked the
government over the continued use of the Native Police.
I maintain it is disgraceful to civilisation that no
better or humane way of dealing with this scarce,
scattered, and in the main harmless and gentle race
can be devised by our Government than giving a free
license [sic]to a white officer and his troopers to
shoot, slay, kidnap and ravish the first mob of blacks
they come to after a depredation, they not usually
being particular to age or sex, and indifferent as to
whether their victims are guilty or not guilty •••
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He urged that the Native Police be abolished and replaced by a white
mounted police with, if necessary, one tracker. A protector should be
appointed with the status of a supreme court judge to see that the
Aborigines had the full protection of European laws when they behaved
themselves.4
The Tropiculturist said it was well known that Meston took a warm
interest amounting to a fatherly care in "this fast dimishing and
illstarre(

ace''. It thoroughly believed in Heston's scheme although

it was sad to contemplate "what will too soon be the inevitable fate
of the 'doomed race'''. This journal obviously missed Meston's point
that the Aborigines were not doomed if the government did something to
save them. The Torres Strait Daily

Eil.2J:.

of Thursday Island said:

We want a man with the linguistic abilities of Archie
Meston, to acquire tribal dialects, to establish
aboriginal settlements and to supervise the relations
between beche-de-mer fishermen and their employees,
and when outrages are committed the Police should be
furnished with the means of punishing promptly,
individually and justly, instead of tardily and
indiscriminately as at present.5
The Brisbane Figaro, noted for its liberal sentiments and satirical
style, was eulogistic in a tongue-in-cheek way. "Hr. Neston tells all
that needs to be told of the past, present and possible future of this
ill-used people ••• For what living white man knows the inner life of
the Native like Archie!"6 Meston may have beat up some of this
publicity by supplying his friends among the press with copies of
his Proposed System and seeking comments. Nonetheless, press reaction
seems to have been generally favourable.
By September Tozer had done nothing more and Meston was becoming
impatient. He wrote to him saying the question of the Aborigines was
not be be postponed indefinitely. If Tozer decided to do nothing "it
would come before the Colony in a shape that will not be pleasant for
Queenslanders to contemplate.'' If the present parliament were
indifferent the next would be appealed to in a very emphatic manner,
even i f the whole question had to be laid bare from 1842 to 1895 "in
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all its naked hideousness''. Meston then threw down a challenge:
I hope to have a seat in the next Assembly and once
there I shall doubtless compel attention to the state
of our unfortunate native race.
Tongue and pen will not be spared in the course on
which I have started and from which I am not likely to
be turned aside except by death.
It seems to me you are not clear concerning the
public opinion of Queensland on the subject of the
Aboriginals, even that of your own constituency.
It is incredible to me that you delay so long over
some decisive action especially when so much is
expected from you by all friends of the aboriginals.
In heaven's name whom can you please by not acting
decisively? In whom can you excite hostility by
decisive action?
If you delay much longer you will lose much or all of
the credit attached to action of any kind.
If you listen to tnis man and that, to endless
conflicting theories from all sorts and conditions of
men, you will pro 1)ably end in doing nothing.
Hesitation in the face of a work that has been crying
to Heaven for a half a century seems a fatal kind of
weakness.7
~leston

enclosed a quotation from the British government's instructions

to all Queensland governors to do all in their powers to protect the
Aborigines. He also appealed to Tozer's vanity by enclosing a
newspaper editorial which said:
Our present Colonial Secretary, as a native
Australian, the son of a man noted for his humane
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feelings, which we believe have descended to his son,
has the power to ~ive effect to the suggestions
contained in Mr. Meston's pamphlet ••• and write his own
name in indelible characters in the history of
Australia as a philanthropist and just statesman, and
a christian administrator.a
Still Tozer hesitated. In 1893, as we have seen, he believed that the
duty of assisting the Aborigines was "not upon the government but upon
the people''. No doubt he still did. His attitude towards social policy
such as welfare payments to the disadvantaged is not known, but he may
have been by nature nervous of change and oppos~d to burdening the
taxpayer with a commitment to a distinct and not small section of the
community, the Aborigines, whom Meston estimated to number 30,000.
Meston's whole proposal probably looked to Tozer like the beginning of
a social-welfare scheme for the distressed. If the blacks received
such generous state aid, the poor whites might quite justifiably ask
for such consideration - at greater cost. Tozer had the skill to be a
popular politician and was too shrewd to allow himself to be painted
into a corner. Bernays drew this caricature of him:

A politician of much versatility and more parts than
one had time to count. Of fine physique, and a
hail-fellow-well-met disposition, he may not be
unjustly described as a popular politican of his
day ••• !!is pomposity was magnificent; his large voice,
combined with excessive dogmatism, was almost a
danger to the foundations of the buildings ••• !Ie was
one of those comprehensive politicians who never
allowed himself to be cornered through absence of a
plausible explanation ••• a "Tozerism" was the invention
of John Macrossan to distinguish something which might
be true but probably was not.9
Such a man as Tozer, pushed by Meston and conscious of public
disquiet, like most politicians who wish to appear to act without
doing anything, called for a report. He commissioned Meston to report
on all missions and the other centres where food was supplied to
Aborigines by the government, to inquire into the troubles between the
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"wild tribes" and the settlers on Cape York and the general condition
of the northern Aborigines.10 No doubt Tozer thought this would keep
Meston out of the way for a while. It did. At last on the government
payroll, Meston took his time - and became a greater "expert" on the
Aborigines than ever before.
Setting out in mid-1896, Meston took four months to travel 5,000 miles
by steamer, whaleboat, dinghy, horse a~d on foot, contacting 2,000
members of sixty-five tribes in North Queensland, mainly on Cape York
Peninsula. He started from Thursday Island and proceeded to Mapoon, at
the entrance to the Batavia River on the west coast, inland to York
Downs station and the Moreton overland telegraph station, then to
Frank Jardine's Bertie Haugh station, mustered tribes, killed fat
bullocks for them "and clearly explained my own mission and the
intentions of the Government, and established friendly relations and
mutual confidence''. These wild and suspicious tribes, Meston reported
later, many of whom had not seen a white man except as a deadly enemy
armed with a rifle or revolver, "took some time to understand the real
object of a white man coming among them as a friend, giving them a
bullock and bestowing little presents on the women and children".
Returning to Thursday Island he proceeded to Cooktown and by whaleboat
to Cape Bedford mission, meeting Pastor Schwarz who accompanied him to
the Bloomfield mission and being fortunate in finding about 250
assembled on the Annan River. They were toid of the troubles of the
surrounding tribes and their treatment for years at the hands of the
settlers and the Native Police. Significantly Meston did not mention
any troubles with the tin-miners, who had been on the Annan since 1886
and with whom the local people, the Kuku-Nyungkul, established a
profitable relationship based on paid work and long-term social
attachment to particular Europeans.11 From Cooktown Meston went to
Cairns, visiting Ernest Gribble's station at Yarrabah, to Kuranda,
Mareeba, Atherton, Thornborough, Port Douglas and the Daintree River,
presenting bullocks, flour and tobacco as he went and always parting
on good terms with the Aborigines, who ''promised to justify my
confidence in their good behavfour". From Port Douglas Heston
travelled to Cardwell, inquiring into the condition and prospects of
the tribes of that district, to Townsville and Charters Towers,
"ascertaining the number and condition of the aboriginals in both
places personally from themselves".12
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In assessing tha work of the mission stations, Meston said the
government had expended 11,400 pounds on the six existing ones
Deebing Creek, Myora on Stradbroke Island, Marie Yamba, Bloomfield
River, Hope Valley on Cape Bedford and Mapoon. He appears to have
overlooked Yarrabah, possibly because he had been partly responsible
for selecting the site there. The religious organisations concerned,
he said, had spent more than 20,000 pounds. He concluded that all six
were in "foolishly selected situations", chosen without regard for the
soil, so that they did not have enough cultivated land to feed fifty
Aborigines. One third of the cost should have given ten times the
result. Deebing Creek, he said, had done some excellent work in
feeding, caring for and protecting the scattered remnants of tribes
within a radius of thirty or forty miles. There was enough labour
there to work 100 acres, he claimed, contrary to Fuller's statement
that most inhabitants were "crawlers". Its nearness to Ipswich and the
freedom of the blacks to come and go as they pleased operated
adversely against the success of Deebing Creek. Myora, he said, was
established chiefly to provide protection and education f~r Aboriginal
and half-caste children scattered about Moreton Bay. The expense of
this station was out of all proportion to the results. "The management
hu~ been in a chronic state of discord for years, and the easiest

solution of the difficulty is an early and complete control by the
Government".13
In its ten years in existence the Bloomfield station had cost the
government about 3,000 pounds. At the time of his visit seven or eight
girls were being educated and thirty or forty adults camped there for
refuge or to work at cultivation. The boy pupils were away on a
ramble. The adult blacks could find their own food, if necessary, in
the surrounding country. Cultivation was done either on high poor land
or low land on which the crop was likely to be swept away by annual
floods. "llere, then, was the result of ten years' effort and of about
10,000 pounds". At Cape Bedford there was no cultivation or soil fit
to grow anything. At the auxiliary station six miles away the
superintendent had done his best with rice and coconuts but there was
not enough soil to grow a supply of food. Nonetheless, Meston was
impressed with. what he saw at Cape Bedford.
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These two stations [Hope Valley and Elim], besides
feeding a considerable number of aboriginals,
especially old people, have educated and boarded a
number of girls whose personal tidiness, modesty of
demeanor, and general intelligence, would not be
excelled by white girls in any young ladies' seminary.
They are taught housekeeping and sewing in addition to
the usual education. These Cape Bedford stations have
been homes and protective institutes to the
aboriginals of that district for ten years. The
missionaries speak the local dialect fluently, and
possess the entire confidence and respect of the
aboriginals.14
The missionaries at Mapoon, he reported, were excellent people devoted
to their work. They were educating a number of boys and girls. All the
cultivation possible had been d6ne on worthless soil ''for there is not
an acre of good soil within miles of the station''. The girls were
taught sewing, cooking and housework and the boys as much agriculture
as possible. Then Meston asked an important question:
What is the future for these boys and girls who are
being trained and educated at the Mission Stations?
If the girls are to go away from the camps and mate

with men still in their primitive state, all their
training and education has been thrown away. If they
are sent into service among whites it would deprive
the men of their women, and the women themselves would
be in an entirely false position. They arrive early at
a marriageable age, and unless they find mates of
their own race at that period, no abstract principles
of virtue or morality inculcated by the missionaries,
or anybody else, will save them from intercourse with
white men ••• All aboriginal girls, with a few rare
exceptions, would drift towards one common destination
involving their own degradation and additional burdens
on the State.
The men, isolated from their women, would not take
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kindly to enforced celibacy, nor should any system
containing such a proposal be considered for a
second.
Augustus Gregory had asked the same type of question in 1877, saying:
If we educate the aboriginal children, it is our duty
to provide the means of their earning an honest living
after leaving school, and also take sp~cial measures
to prevent the females from being taken back to their
tribes. These results, however, do not appear to be
attainable, unless the children are wholly removed
from their tribes and local associations; and after
leaving school they should be settled on reserves
under some effectual system of guardianship.15
Gregory had seen the solution as segre3ation of the children from
their parents and other tribal influences; Meston proposed keeping the
tribes together. Gregory was essentially pessimistic in his attitude
towards the Aborigines; ~leston was essentially optimistic. The answer,
the latter said, was already indicated in his proposed system. There
was no prospect of any satisfactory or permanent good without the
creation of suitable reserves, the estnblishment of "Aboriginal
Settlements'', chiefly, if not altogether, self-supporting, and
absolute isolation from contact with whites except those specially
appointed to guide and control them. "These reserves would afford the
only field on which the missionaries could ef foct work satisfactory to
the blacks, the cau::>c of hu::mnity, and Christianity • 11 The scattered
tribes, he said, would be gathered together and under a system of
government adapted to their generul character would present the "most
favourable field for n display of missionary zeal and the operation of
any species of philanthropy or bencvolcncc 11 • This gathering together
would apply only to those Aborigines who had been "crowded out" by
encroaching settlement and those frequenting the towns. The tribes
occupying territory not required for settlement should be left alone
and undisturbed. Two or three mission stntions among them in suitable
positions would provide protection from unscrupulous whites and
otherwise benefit them, he believed .16 It was clear that :foston, for
all his benevolence and concern, did not concede that the Aborigines
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had an unalienable right to the land. What the whites wanted the
whites must have.
Meston recommended the total abolition of the Native Police, all
police duty among Aborigines to be done by whit< men assisted by an
armed tracker in localities where trackers might be necessary. If
proper friendship were established with hitherto hostile tribes and
their safety guaranteed, they would assist in securing their own
criminals. In this ~feston was proposing what Gideon Scott Lang had
suggested in 1865.
He recommended the absolute prohibition of all Aboriginal labour on
pearshell, trepang and tortoiseshell fishing boats because of the
class of whites conducting these fisheries, the history of the trade
and the impossibility of any regulations ensuring the protection of
Aboriginal crews. All Aboriginals should be excluded from towns,
except those in the regular employment of whites, properly registered
and their wages and good treatment guaranteed under regulations.
Anyone guilty of selling drink or opium to Aborigines should be
imprisoned, as a fine was not sufficient. The mission stations, he
said, should be regarded as food-distributing centres, maizemeal being
given as bread or porridge with molasses. Maizemeal and molasses were
cheap. ''Threepence a day in maizemeal and molasses, with a little fish
or meat occasionally, would keep any aboriginal in excellent
condition."
Reserves should be created in south, central and north Queensland. A
Chief Protector, char3ed with the sole care and supervision of the
Aborigines, should be appointed and stationed in the north, ''where the
most difficult and serious work is to be done'', and an Assistant
Protector to look after the scattered remnants of the tribes in the
South.17 ~eston's report added little to previous knowledge of the
condition of the Aborigines in the north and to his own proposals,
except for the administrative arran3ements. Dis ''threepence a day of
maizemc21l and r.101nsscs" showed a parsimonious and dogmatic approach to
provisions and diet which, when he implemented it on Fraser Island a
few years later, led to disaster.
Since the days of the :·Joreton 3ay settlement, governments had been
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content to leave Aboriginal welfare to the missions, when they were
extant, and, although this normally required official support, the
cost was much less than any program of direct aid. Besides, the other
response to the Aboriginal problem, e~forcing the law upon an
unwilling people in the frontier districts, was left to the Native
Police, an expensive operation. Nonetneless, by the mid-1890s the cost
to the Australian community of supporting the missions had become,
according to Heston, more than 30,000 pounds, of which the Queensland
government had contributed 11,400 pounds~ including 3,000 pounds for
just one at Bloomfield.

In Meston's opinion this was largely wasted

money, both public and private. In his scheme, the reserves would be
largely self-supporting, and any cost to the government would arise
only from the initial transportation and small continuing food
supplements. Meston did not cost his pro~usal, but he believed his
"threepence a day" would amount to much less than the State subsidies
to the missions. In addition, as reveal~d in the 1897 debates on the
legislation, Queensland was spending about 3,000 pounds a year on
Aboriginal welfare, either as food aid or as subsidies to the
missions, and at least 8,000 pounds a year on blankets. As will be
shown in the debates (Chapter 19), the government expected to be able
to dispense with these expen~ttures and replace them with direct
support to the reserves at

muc~

less cost. It is clear, then, that

Meston had strong budgetary selling points for his proposed system.
The economic troubles, which had begun with the financial crash in
Victoria in 1893 and were to be extended by the severe drought which
struck Queensland and other parts of Australia in 1897, meant that the
government would not be able to ignore Neston's arguments. The more it
delayed in the worsening economic climate, the better his scheme would
look.
Heston presented his report in October 1896. In the meanti::ie the new
Commissioner of Police, W.E. Parry-Okeden, who had been Under
Secretary to Tozer, had been receiving reports of "frequent
depredations and many serious outrages committed by the aborigines'' in
Cape York Peninsula. Several squatters and others on the peninsula had
complained strongly to Tozer about the inefficiency of the Native
Police and the unsatisfactory relations between the force and
telegraph officials on the Cape York line. When Heston's report was
printed and presented to both houses of Parliament, Parry-Okeden was
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not pleased by it. "The implied strictures on the Native Police
scattered through the report, and the air of finality with which
conclusions, admittedly largely arrived at on ~ parte aboriginal
testimony, were stated, made the matti;?r appear one of urgency ••• ", he
remarked later when explaining his decision to investigate the
complaints against the Native Police on the spot. Tozer, approving
this decision, instructed him to establish a better police system and,
as it was his desire to "improve the general condition of the
aborigines in Queensland'', to further this object in every possible
way dt: _ing a tour of north Queensland.18
Although their attitudes were different, Parry-Okeden wab very much
like Meston in background, experience and even appearance. William
Edward Parry-Okeden was born near Dalgety in the Snowy Mountains in
1840, 7he son of Lieutenant David Parry-Okeden, recently retired from
th~ Royal Navy, and his wife Rosalie Caroline whose family claimed to

be descended from one of the Normans who fought with William the
Conqueror at Hastings. William was educated at Nelbourne Grammar
School, trained as a lawy~r but abandoned the law and spent ten years
in the Queensland pastoral industry. At this stage, according to his
biographer, Harry C. Perry, he was "discovered" by the Queensland
government and became a public servant, being chosen to establish and
lead the Border Patrol to stop smuggling from the south. Following
this he became a police magistrate at Cunnamulla, police magistrate
and lands commissioner at Charleville and police magistrate, lands
cornmisioner and gold warden at Gayndah. In 1886 Parry-Okeden was
appointed Immigration Agent in Brisbane, in 1889 Under Colonial
Secretary and in 1895 Police Commissioner. Tall, a "typical" bushman,
a "perfect" horseman, "splendid" boxer, runner and cricketer, he had
been acquainted with law enforcement early in life. At fourteen in
Victoria he had been enrolled in a volunteer force raised to deal with
the rebellious miners at Ballarat in 1854. In 1891 and 1894 he would
have been responsible to Tozer for the suppression of the striking
shearers, called by Perry a "tactful handling of the industrial
troubles which beset Queensland in the early nioeties''.19
Leaving Cooktown early in November, accompanied by Inspector Lamond,
officer in charge of this district, Parry-Okeden travelled up the
peninsula, inspecting Native Police camps at Eight Mile, Musgrave,
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Coen and Clay Hole (at the head of the Batavia River), explaining the
government's wishes to police officers and verbally changing certain
clauses of their instructions issued in 1866. They had been required
to "use every exertion to prevent their troopers having any
communication with the aborigines in their districts" and were "at all
times and opportunities to disperse any large assembly of blacks
without unnecessary violence''. Parry-Okeden now ordered them to
establish friendly relations between whites and blacks by frequently
patrolling among the blacks. He urged extreme caution at first,
pointing out that by abstention from any unnecessary hostility and by
acts of friendliness, such as the occasional distribution of a little
food and tobacco, gradual confidence in the police would be secured.
Parry-Okeden was anxious to begin a "better order of things". Like
Meston before him, he collected Aborigines at various places, killed a
bullock for them, dist~ibuted tobacco and tried to explain the
intentions of the government. The police, he told them, would only
punish actual criminals, who must not be sheltered, and if they needed
protection or food they were to go to the police. At Mein telegraph
station seven Aborigines were collected to meet him. "These blacks
were a very wretched lot. '·hey were ill-conditioned, intensely
suspicious and nervous, and had a distinctly hunted look'', caused, he
noted, by a local man, a "terror to the niggers" who was on friendly
terms with the police and permitted to visit their camp.20
At Normanton Dr Walter Roth, government medical officer in the north,
called on him. Parry-Okeden was much impressed by Roth's ethnological
work and urged Tozer to assist in the publication of his research. At
Normanton he distributed tobacco among more than 100 Aborigines, "the
most miserable, disease-stricken wretches I ever saw" but was told
these were
and

alon~
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.:ind queens" compared with those to the south-west
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a blessing if a u

west of and around Burketown. "It would indeed be

~tor

were appointed by the Government whose whole

time would be devoted to work among the aborigines", he reported. He
visited Croydon, Port Musgrave, journeyed up the Ducie River to Bertie
Haugh station, visited blacks and telegraph officers at

~~reton,

called at the Mapoon mission and disributed more food and some clothes
provided by the missionaries. Parry-Okeden returned to Brisbane on 19
January 1897, having travelled 4,500 miles in eight weeks. He
presented his report to Tozer on 19 February.21
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In his report Parry-Okeden recommended the maintenance of the Native
Police and the strengthening of some of its detachments, even though
he condemned the Native Police system as he found it working. This, he
said, was essential for the end both he and Heston were seeking - the
betterment of the blacks. The first desideratum in any scheme to
achieve this was to establish friendly relations between the wild
Aborigines and the whites. He disagreed with Meston that it was a
"mischievous delusion" to say that the Aborigines were "impulsive,
fickle, cunning, and very treacherous". Friendly relations, he
asserted, could only be established by "affording equal protecticrn,
and dealing out even-handed justice to both races''. It was a
well-known fact, he said, that the only control possible over
uncivilised blacks was by the ''exercise and exhibition of superior
force by people whom they recognise as capable of competing with them
in their own tactics, tracking, bush cunning, lore or living, and by
whom, in the fastnesses of their native mountains, scrubs, or mangrove
swamps they know they can be followed and found when 'wanted'". The
only white men in the police at present who could undertake such work
were a few who had gained experience in the Native Police. To find
more of the

requir~d

type it would be necessary to recruit from the

stations in the north - that is,

f~om

men among whom were to be found

''masquerading under white and yellow skins, sooe of the blackest
scoundrels alive - wretches who have wrought deeds of appalling
wickedness and cruelty, and who think it equally good fun to shoot a
nigger at sight or to ravish a gin". To protect the Aborigines and the
bushmen, pioneers and prospectors, and to find lost persons and
criminals, he considered strong Native Police

detach~ents

necessary.

Dismissing suggestions that the Native Police be replaced by white
police assisted by trackers, he said:
An isolated tracker here and there at stations far
apart, with a few white policemen, who would, because
of the climate, fever, etc., have to be continually
changed, and who would frri the same causes and from
the nature of their work be prohibited from family
life, would be worse than

use1~ss;

and I regard the

idea as wholly impracticable and unadapted to
prevailing circumstances.22
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In his view, strong, well-officered Native Police detachments
constantly patrolling among the wild Aborigines were absolutely
essential. Occasional distributions of tobacco etc. would make police
visits welcome and incline the blacks to heed advice not to molest the
whites or their belongings while prompt arrest and punishment should
follow the commission of depredations. Because the blacks were hunters
and always on the move only the Native Police could find them at all
times. The force had recently been confining its operations to
retaliation after the occurrE!nce of an outrage and seemed to have
"dropped" all idea of employing merely deterrent or conciliatory
methods, but Parry-Okeden intended to change all that. Ile believed
that it was the craving for animal food which urged the Aborigines to
kill cattle and that in many cases they were not conscious they were
interfering with property not belonging to them. He advocated forming
additional mission stations, subsidised by the government while they
were doing "good work", the sites to be carefully selected and
approved by the government. He expected that police camps and mission
stations would soon become the nuclei of peaceful Aboriginal
settlement.23
The Police Commissioner and Meston had very different views on solving
the Aboriginal "problem". f!eston wanted to abolish the Native Police
and establish reserves to which whole Aboriginal groups including
families would be moved and in which they would manage their own
affairs with some white supervision and be secure in a system of
resources support. Missionaries would play very little part in this
scheme. Parry-Okeden proposed a continuation of the existing
situation, changing the role of the Native Police from aggressor to
protector and using its troopers as the basis of a new protective,
resources-support and cultural system.
The Native Police were reorganised along the lines proposed by
Parry-Okeden. In the 1897-98 estimates provision was made for 110
native troopers. Of these sixty-eight were employed as trackers and
only forty-two

~~re

doing purely Native Police work; all the latter

were stationed on Cape York Peninsula. In November 1897, in a
memorandum to the Chief Secretary, Hugh Nelson, who was also Premier,
Tozer claimed the Native Police had always been a protective force.
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That it has at times been severely retaliatory has
laid i~ open to the charge of having been unduly
aggressive, and highly imaginative persons, without
knowledge or practical experience, have frequently
conjured up visions of wholesale murderous slaughter
on the part of the native police merely for the
purposes of contrast with unreasoning
humanitarianism.24
This statement contrasts strongly with the humanitarian stance which
Tozer had taken for years towards Aborigines in the settled districts.
It seems that, like William Walker forty years before him, he
supported the Native Police's role in crushing black resistance while
at the same time conceding some basic rights to the conquered. Perhaps
as Bernays remarked, he was capable of saying one thing and meaning
another, depending upon his audience, in the hope of satisfying both
sides in any issue and so staying in the middle politically.
Following Parry-Okeden's tour of the peninsula, Tozer claimed, the
force had been completely reconstructed "with highly satisfactory
results''. The plan of feeding the blacks 1 along with a general policy
of kindness and forbearance, had done wonders in a brief period to
''inaugurate a reign of peace and te~minate hostility between the two
races''.25 Parry-Okeden had only a temporary victory; his system did
not prevail. The number of Native Police troopers rapidly declined and
by 1900 this notorious force, which been called a "machine for murder"
by the Nineteenth Century historian, William Rusden, had been replaced
by white constables assisted by trackers, as had been proposed by
Meston - and by others as early as 1S61.26
It is significant that, although he recommened the establishment of
government-controlled reserves and was highly critical of missionary
activity, Meston conceded that there was still a role for them to
play, especially in the north. His proposed reserves would afford the
"only field" on which the missionaries could work satisfactorily,
because the tribes would be gathered on them. In other words, not ony
were the Aboriginal peoples to be removed to the government setlements
to be protected and supported but, if the churches were interested,
they would be more available for conversion by "missionary zeal". This

•
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is inconsistent with his other notion that Aboriginal culture could be
preserved on the reserves. Clearly Meston had no confidence in the
civilising effects of missionaries nor did he concede any right of the
churches to take their gospels where they wished. Any influence which
the Christians were to have was to be in a controlled environment.
This total control was to become a fundamental of later practice.
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CHAPTER 18: GOVERNMENT RESERVES
The reserve system suggested by Meston was now being instituted. The
-,

l

first transfer of Aborigines under the new policy occurred in February
1897. It is not clear what authority Meston had to implement the
government's decision to establish reserves and remove certain
Aborigines to them. It seems that, having completed his first task of
reporting on the condition of the Aborigines in the north, he was
retained to report on other areas and then to implement Tozer's
decisions. He was not commissioned by letters patent, as had been the
members of the Hale Commission. Meston was a public servant with the
courtesy title of commissioner.
Meston threw himself into his new task with characteristic zeal,
reporting on what he saw with that "air of finality" to which
Parry-Okeden had objected. Late in 1896 he reported to Tozer on the
Aborigines south of the Burnett River and east of the Dividing Range,
saying that the Aboriginal population of that area had probably been
at least 20,000 in that area before 1836; in 1896 the population was
about 450 excluding halfcastes. Of these 130 were at Deebing Creek
while a few were employed on stations and by timbergetters and
selectors and some of the girls and women were in domestic service.
The rest lived "a kind of fugitive existence combining their primitive
habits with some of the customs of civilisation". The largest group
outside Deebing Creek were sixty camped at Maryborough. lie had three
times provided them with government rations and medicines. Opium, he
said, had a strong hold on them and they should be removed far from
the town with the least possible delay "as they are a nuisance to the
townspeople and a reproach to themselves''. The majority, he said, were
anxious to be removed where they could be "clear of drink and opium
and lead clean healthy lives''. He had already inspected Fraser Island
and recommended a suitable site, the old quarantine station suggested
by George Lukin in 1892. The Maryborough Aborigines and a ''few other
coast blacks" could be sent there with a "fair prospect of supplying
all their own food" and being free from the vices "which are at
present rapidly removing them from the face of the earth". The few
blacks at Bundaberg urgently required moving to Fraser Island and
possibly a small number who "haunted" the vicinity of Tlaro, Gympie,
Landsborough and one or two other stations on the northern railway
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line. Meston reported that blacks at Boonah, south-west of Brisbane,
professed to be much attached to that locality "as their mothers and
fathers had been born there", assigning that as the reason for not
being moved to Deebing Creek.

l

Exactly the same reason is given by old blacks at
Beaudesert, Beenleigh and Southport, but this is not
to be accepted as an argument against collecting them
together in some central reserve. It is too la~'-

iu

the day to humour these caprices and sen~imentalisms
which the total change of environment has deprived of
al: tangible significance.
At Deebing Creek there are many blacks from many
widely scattered tribes, some a thousand miles apart,
and yet they are all living amicably and contentedly
together.
The real objection against Deebing Creek is usually
the loss of liberty to get drink or opium or tobacco.
The tobacco grievance is to be removed by an allowance
of 20 lbs per month.!
We have only Heston's word for it that the inhabitants of the Deebing
Creek reserve were "all living amicably and contentedly together". By
saying the total change of environment meant that the blacks'
arguments against being moved to a settlement should be rejected,
Meston seems to have believed that changed political circumstances in
Queensland meant that what had become a pressing social problem had to
be solved by drastic means. The wishes of the blacks, who were at the
heart of this problem, were ignored.
Tozer approved the removal of the Maryborough Aborigines. Meston
himself "rounded up" fifty-two and on 24 February 1897 sent them by
steamer to the old quarantine station at White Cliffs on Fraser Island
and a settlement was begun there. This was the first such removal
under the new policy. In a memorandum to the premier, Hugh Nelson, in
November that year, Tozer explained:
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The whole of these men and women were in a deplorable
state of mental and physical degradation caused by
opium, drink, imperfect nutrition, exposure, and
disease. The death-rate among these blacks has been

I
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-.
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incredible. In two years 46 had died out of 105. After
eight months at Fraser's Island there has not been a
single death recorded among the 52, and all are in
perfect physical condition, healthy, and happy. This
describes the condition of the others who have joined
the settlement since February. Not one of these blacks
has ever expressed the slightest desire to return to
the mainland.2
The first change to be effected on the reserves, he wrote, was a
transition into a healthy condition and "restoring their proper sense
of manhood and womanhood, independence, and self-respect. After this
they are required to face the problem of doing all within their power
towards their self-support." The absence of agricultural land on
Fraser Island, Tozer added, compelled the settlement to rely on the
sea as the chief source of food although from the forest the
Aborigines could get honey, roots, lilies, nuts, fruits and berries.
For some months they received a moderate quantity of flour, tea,
sugar, tobacco and clothing from the government and occasionally beef.
They were supplied with boats, fishing nets, hooks and lines. On Good
Friday, 16 April 1897, Meston ordered his son Harold and some of their
charges to repel a party of youths from Maryborough who tried to
picnic there, which they did with considerable zeal and some physical
violence. To his and Tozer's embarrassment it was then found that the
Lands Department had gazetted White Cliffs as a recreational reserve
in 1894. The Mestons were fined and had to move the settlement nine
miles northwards to Bogimba Creek. Tozer, in a subtle form of revenge
against the picnickers, ordered the recreational reserve be regazctted
as a quaraLtine station.3
Heston had already inspected the old reserve at Duru.1dur, then being
used as a police paddock, to arrange for it to be re-established as a
reserve. In his report to Tozer he paid tribute to Duncan McNab, who
he said had worked earnestly for the improvement of the Aborigines.

I
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He was a man of estimable character, an unselfish
friend of the aboriginals, but his system was based on
a misconception of the aboriginal character and it
ended where many another equally good intentioned
mission has terminated, since the first at Moreton Bay
in 1838 down to the present time.4
Only a man who "understood the Aboriginal character", Meston believed,
could successfully solve the Aboriginal problem. In June 1897 Meston
reported on the condition of the Aborigines between Toowoomba and the
Warrego. The sixty-four he had seen at Charleville were a remnanL of
one of the most powerful tribes in Australia, he said.

"Their

condition is too sad and deplorable for accurate description." The
accursed opium habit and the incidental starvation, neglect and
exposure had reduced them to a position of "unspeakable degradation,
mournful to contemplate and apparently beyond all hope of recovery.

/

Yet many of them are no better and no worse than the Maryborough
blacks last February, the blacks who under proper treatment are now
healthy and happy men and women on Fraser's Island.'' At Charleville
the Aborigines did not have energy enough to construct camps and were
either lying in the open air or in ricketty structures of tin and
rags. The majority, he reported, were fairly healthy although showing
the effects of continued starvation and the glazed and listless look
of their eyes "revealed all too clearly the awful ravages of opium. On
this detestable drug they spend every farthing obtainable by any
means, from any source." Saddest of all, he said, was the condition of
the women and children. Two were blind and two or three practically
dying of that "terrible disease which they owe entirely to their
intercourse with white men''. Meston supplied them with a few days'
rations and explained ''the earnest intentions of the Government to
permanently improve their condition''. When he hinted at the prospect
of their removal to a place where they would be clear of opium, the
women safe from strangers and tiH have a happier existence, "they
expressed painfully earnest anxiety to know the time of their
departure". Meston summed up the desperation of their position in
these words:
To them their country has ceased to be a home; their
hunting grounds are no more; their pride of race has
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departed; their old traditions are nearly forgotten;
their sense of self-respect and manhood is suspended,
and the only apparent virtues that have survived the
moral and physical wreckage, are love for their
children and respect for their parents.5
Meston reported the same situation in Mitchell, where twenty had died
in six months because of opium, disease and starvation. The people
here told him they often went two or three days without food. When he
arranged for a week's provisions, they told him it was the only
satisfactory meal they had eaten for years. At Roma he mustered
sixty-two Aborigines including several halfcastes and one ten-year-old
girl "perfectly white", the child of a halfcaste mother and white
father. These people were nearly all in a worse condition than those
he had seen at Charleville. Nearly all dirty, ragged and spiritless,
most were slaves to opium. They were surprised, he said, to learn the
government intended to change their condition completely and "one old
man said it was about time they received some consideration for the
way they had been treated, and the appropriation of their country".
Meston said the Aborigines had no difficulty in obtaining opium in its
various forms. During his visit two Chinamen had been brought before a
magistrate and fined ten pounds and twenty pounds for supplying it to
Aborigines. Several others had been fined for the same offence. The
opium habit, he found, was not confined to the Aborigines but was
spreading slowly but surely among the whites ''and promises to reach
dimensions that will demand the serious attention of the Legislature".
There was no way of protecting the Aborigines by any form of
prohibition "while they are allowed to remain in their present
environment

11
•

Opium, he said, was kept on many of the stations and

given to the blacks engaged as stockmen, in some cases as whole or
part wages "or as a necessary bribe to induce them to remain". Two
squatters had told him they had either to give their blacks opium or
let them go and that many other squatters were similarly situated.
Large quantities of the drug were sent west by railway and parcel
post, generally openly without any attempt at concealment. There was
good reason to believe, he said~ that a large amount of opium
introduced into Queensland evaded customs. Two Chinese with whom he
spoke "laughed unreservedly at the idea of even half the imported
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opium paying any duty at any Australian port".6
Opium and syphilis were destroying the Aborigines over the whole of
western Queensland, from the Warrego and the Maranoa to the Norman and
the Mitchell. No opium was among the Aborigines on the coast south of
Maryborough but it was prevalent north from there to Cooktown. The
only effective metho:l of settling this opium habit, which "threatens
to become a national evil", was prohibition and a law making
possession of it, except by a chemist, an offence punishable by a
severe penalty. At present it was ·cattered over Queensland in
defiance of the Sale of Poisons Act.7

l

I

Small numbers of blacks, more or less migratory, were camped at or
near several stations between Dalby and Charleville and usually
obtained enough food and clothing "without heavily taxing the
benevolence of the local whites''. A few o~hers camped at Warra were
not in need of assistance and at Jimbour he found fourteen at the
head-station kindly treated by the Bell family. Among all classes of
whites he claimed to have found genuine sympathy with the cau~e of the
Aborigines and ''from all quarters many verbal and written expressions
of earnest hope for the success of the plan of amelioration undertaken
by the government". The Queensland press, with one important exception
which he did not name, approved the government's ''intention to effect
a radical change in their condition''. Meston recommended the gradual
removal, at first, of the unemployed western Aborigines to coastal
reserves "established on the principle of isolation already approved
by the Home Secretary" and some severely repressive measure to deal
with the indiscriminate sale of opium. On reading this report, Tozer
instructed that the Aborigines described by Neston be removed to
Durundur reserve where operations \vere to be started "economically"
and that the Police Commissioner take special measures to detect
opium-sellers. 8
Parry-Okeden drafted a protection Bill which emphasised the better
"government" of the Aborigines, not the improvement of their
conditions. lie proposed that the Commissioner of Police, under the
direction of the Home Secretary, would administer the legislation. Any
portion of the colony not being freehold, selected land or land held
under licence or lease or otherwise for mining purposes could be
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proclaimed a reserve for the exclusive use of Aboriginals; and a
Protector of Aborigines should be appointed. He suggested rules for
the employment of Aborigines including minimum ages and wages; keeping
blacks out of townships and non-Aborigines out of reserves; the
treatment and isolation of those with vener~al and othe~ contagious
diseases; and sending children to school. Significantly he proposed
that in cases of outrages committed by Aborigines, when the arrest of
the ac Jal perpetrators could not be effected, the Commissioner of
Police might direct that "all gatherings of aboriginals in the
neighbourhood may be followed up by the police, and disarmed and
dispersed by force''.9 Parry-Okeden was still the policeman at heart.
He could not let go the power of dispersal, the one gross crime of the
Native Police which he had appeared to abhor in ' • - criticism of the
force. Bis idea that Aborigines should be protect•

3

force of

armed horsemen who had a licence to kill them if they demonstrated
against any perceived injuctiFe was an obscenity in law and,
fortµ~ately for the Aborigines, was rejected by the Queensland

government.
~Ieston also proposed a draft Bill and in a covering letter in August

1897 he said: "The American laws and the Acts of the other colonies I
found of no use whatever and therefJre I have briefly drafted such an
Act as seems to me nearly all that is necessary for the protection of
our Aborigines and the effective working of the system of reserves
inaugurated by the Home Secretary." He commented that the American
Indian laws were very stringent and provided heavy penalties for
violation by whites. He annexed a few samples of such penalties but
did not explain why the American and other colonial laws were of no
use.IO It would have been like Meston to deny influence but still to
h'1ve been influenced.
Neston proposed that the Ilome Secretary should be empowered to set
aside special areas as Aboriginal reserves devoted to the exclusive
use of Queensland Aborigines or halfcastes born of Aboriginal mothers;
to take measures to remove all or any Queensland Aborigines or
children of Aboriginal mothers to these reserves; and provide for the
appointment of a Protector and Assistant Protector charged with the
care of Aborigines and the general administration of the law. Any
person other than an Aborigine entering, hunting, shooting or fishing
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on an Aboriginal reserve and any pers0n who provided intoxicating
liquor to an Aborigine should be fined or imprisoned. Similarly any
person guilty of providing opium to Aborigines should be fined and for
a second offence imprisoned. Meston also proposed that any person,
other than a licensed chemist, found in possession of opium except in
a legitimate medical preparation should be fined; and any chemist who
possessed more than one pound of gum opium or two pounds of tincture
should be fined for a first offence aP0 imprisoned for a second.

The

police should have the power to search any premises, vehicle, pack
bags or swag for it; and that the evidence of Aboriginal witnesses
should be accepted.11
Heston also proposed that within three months of the passing of the
Act any person having any Aboriginal man, boy or girl in his care or
employment should report details to the nearest police magistrate
under penalty of a fine. All wages due under any agreement should be
paid to the person entitled; no person should retain in his care or
employment any fullblood Aborigine or halfcaste after three months
from the passing of the Act without a ~egistered agreement and no
agreement with an Aborigine should be legally binding without the
consent of the Home Secretary. Any unmarried man found living with an
Aboriginal girl or woman or who h8d such in his care or possession
should be imprisoned and any man cohabiting with an Aboriginal
halfcaste girl or woman to whom he was not legally married should also
be imprisoned. Meston proposed that no Aborigine should leave a
reserve without a passport and if he did he should be imprisoned
unless he agreed to return at once.

Three months after the passing of

the Act no Aborigine of any age or sex except under registered
agreement or holding a passport should be allowed within any
Queensland township or within five miles of one. Any person harbouring
an Aborigine or in any way encouraging one to break the law relating
to Aborigines should be fined or imprisoned. Aborigines under
agreement should be supervised by the protector and policemen who
should ascertain whether they were being properly clothed, fed and
kindly treated and whether they had any grievances. All complaints by
or against Aborigines should be received by the protector who would
act as he deemed necessary and he would

have the power to appear on

behalf of Aborigines in a law court and plead in their defence. Meston
proposed other regulations covering the possession of blankets issued
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to Aborigines and removing them from one police district to another
and from Queensland. In other words, they were to be protected with
castiron rules.12
Heston had claimed that Aboriginal Acts in the other colonies were "of
no use whatever'', but his ~raft contained many elements which appear
in them. For example, protectors had existed in all the other colonies
siuce at least 1829. Queensland was the only one now without them,
althaugh Frank Bridgman h2~ been briefly appointed a protector by the
Aborigines Commission. A ·~,3rd had been established in New South
Wales, Victoria and Weste1·n Australia to provide protection and
otherwise assist Aborigines. The New South Wales board was virtually
powerless and the West Australian one, established in 1886, was
largely confined to distributing rations. South Australia had a
protector and sub-protectors again from 1882 (after a gap of mor~ than
twenty years) but their role was similar to that of the Western
Australian board. The Victorian Act of 1869 had empowered the
protection board to prescribe places where Aborigines would dwell and
set the terms of work contracts; it forbad Europeans to possess
blankets distributed to Aborigines and prohibited the supply of liquor
to Aborigines snd harbouring them unless under the terms of an
approved contract. But Victoria, which in the early 1890s had the most
powerful Aboriginal legislation, had moved away from the principle of
segregation embodied in its 1869 Act. Few Aborigines now remained in
that colony, about half were of mixed race and the mortality rate of
the full-bloods was higher than the birthrate. In the expectation that
the full-bloods would soon die out, the Victorian Act of 1886
authorised the board to deny

ration~~

clothing and blankets to

halfcastes after periods up to seven years, the objective being to
force such people to seek work in the European community and so become
absorbed into it. Queensland in 1897, on the other hand, still had a
large full-blood population. In "rejecting" the laws of other
colonies;

Mes~on

probably was rejecting the half-hearted nature of the

New South Wales, South Australia and Western Australia measures and
the objectives of the Victorian law. Accepting the reality of
Aboriginal numbers in Queensland, he sought a policy and law which
would preserve them. In this lies his special significance.
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CHAPTER 19: THE 1897 ACT
In the debate on supply in the Legislative Assembly in September 1897,
Tozer explained the 3,000 pounds set aside in the estimates for the
relief of Aborigines. He said that 3,208 pounds had been spent on the
Aborigines in the previous year including 276 pounds salary for
Archibald Meston. Also only eighteen pounds had been found for the
superintendent at Fraser Island. This was a young "remittance man"
with little colonial experience named Purves, who was soon to be
replaced by Harold Heston, Archibald's eldest son. The few shillings a
week paid to the superintendent was "all that could be afforded for
that purpose''. Tozer acknowledged that the vote this year was small
but in fact he had been very "liberal" because there had always been a
surplus in past years. If he found it necessary he would ask for a
larger amount next year. Some members thought the proposed expenditure
too small and should be doubled or trebled, but it was not changed.I
Tozer stated that this year he was dividing the colony into tropical
and non-tropical sections, the blacks in the tropical section to be
under the control of the Commissioner of Police and allowed to "retain
as far as possible their pristine habits". Adopting Parry-Okeden's
advice, he said the Native Police were to treat them in a friendly way
and assist them with food wherever they could, making the blacks know
that the whites were their friends and keeping them as far as possible
from the vices of the whites, drink and opium, Meston would have
control of the south, where the blacks, who were "wandering about here
\and there - living under a sheet of bark, the children alongside
fathers and mothers, who were often drunk or under the influence of
opium, and in a most despicable condition - should be asked to go to
Fraser Island''. About 120 were there now, in a much happier condition
than previously and the cost of looking after them was very small. The
old quarantine buildings had been rebuilt by the blacks who were able
to fish and would be given sufficient food to enable them to live
ctimfortably. 2
One member said that in the previous year Tozer had promised
"something far more sweeping" on the Aborigines and nothing had been
heard about it since. Tozer replied that legislation was ready. This
member, John Leahy, who represented Bulloo in the far south-west and

I
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was described by Bernays as "rough and crude in some respects, but
masterful ••• with a marvellous faculty for quotation'', said he was sure
the House unanimously desired to prevent the supply of opium to the
blacks and that it would pass the Bill in a night. Leahy then claimed
Tozer had said he would suppress the Native Police. Tozer replied that

)/

he might have said he would suppress it "as an aggressive force".

i

Leahy responded that as far as the Aborigines were concerned the
Native Police had always been an aggressive force, which had been
established for the purpose of shooting them down. Tozer merely
commented that the Native Police were now doing splendid work in
giving them food. During the debate Tozer said Heston had reported
that he did not believe in the Native Polit~ as protectors of white
men in the north while Parry-Okeden, "who had had more experience on
that point", approved of the Native Police as protectors both for the
blacks and the whites in the north.

For this reason he had given the

Police Commissioner control of the north. He also remarked that the
Bill had been drafted by Parry-Okeden. Nonetheless the Bill, when
introduced on 10 November, was closer to Neston's thinking than that
of his rival.3
During his second-reading speech Tozer said that everyone in the House
was animated by the sentiment given expression by one of the first
Governors of Australia "and I will admit there is a duty owing by the
white races to the black races''. He then quoted Governor George Arthur
as saying of the Tasmanians that "I am willing to make almost any
prudent sacrifice that may tend to compensate for the injuries that
Government is unwillingly and unavoidably the instrument of
inflicting''. For years past, Tozer said, well-intentioned efforts had
been directed towards ameliorPting the position of the blacks and
previous ministers responsible for the Aborigines had attempted to do
so. There was a "black page" in the history of Queensland in
connection with the Aborigines which he would not bring before the
House but brighter pages were to be found in the individual efforts of
kindly people towards the Aborigines. Year after year the colony had
expended between 2,000 and 4,000 pounds on relief for Aborigines. This
year more blankets had been distributed to them than ever before 9,000 from 151 centres at a cost of between 8,000 and 10,000 pounds.
Several mission stations were devoting some time to religious

-'
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instruction but from practical experience he found this was not of
much value to the blacks. He would not advise the State to incur one
farthing in anything but the secular education of t!ie blacks and food
distribution to them. He said 10,000 pounds subscribed by Queensland
people had been spent at one mission station to assist in the
Christianising of the Aborigines and he had seen very little result,
either in the preservation of the race or the better manners and
customs of the Aborigines of a particular district. Some good work,
however, was being done by the missions, particularly at Mapoon, which
had been an important factor in establishing good relations between
blacks and whites in that area, and at Deebing Creek where, he
believed, the public had received good value for its money. "At that
station they take charge of children who would otherwise be thrown
upon our charitable institutions, and put them to work with good
results."4
Tozer said that he had considered the practice in other colonies of
placing Aborigines under the control of boards but to ask unpaid
boards to supervise the care of Aborigines as scattered as they were
in Queensland would be to court failure. "I have come to the
conclusion that the best way to deal with the matter is to use an
instrument which some years ago was regarded as their greatest enemy the police." lie wanted every policeman to be their protector. He said
this system had been tried in the northern districts and had been
successful. Quoting reports from police officers he said the blacks
were now friendly in the Musgrave, Mein, Moreton, Coen and Highbury
districts in the far north, where food was being distributed by the
police as long as the Aborigines conducted themselves well. He
proposed to treat the Aborigines in the southern part of Queensland
differently from those in the north. The southern numbers appeared to
be 4,000, confirmed by the number of blankets distributed. Among these
the tribal differences and relationships seemed to have disappeared
"and we find them living here and there in camps, sometimes having a
few cats and fowls, and sometimes wandering about: having no home." At
present he had no certain means of dealing with these persons from the
South Australian border to the coast; all he could do was to give them
a few blankets and when one or two well-intentioned persons asked for
a little help the State came in and assisted them. There were very few
distributing centres in that part of the colony. The method of dealing
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with the Aborigines north of the Tropic of Capricorn, as proposed in
the Bill, was different. Most of those, for a time at least, would
have to be "weaned from the vices which they have contracted from the
whites. Many of them suffered from opium-smoking; many had suffered

I

from drinking to excess. In dealing with these problems it would be
necessary to establish reserves, where they would be entirely out of
the influence of the whites. He did not propose to turn Aborigines,
who were hunters by nature, onto the reserves and make them feel
imprisoned.
But I propose to establish reserves, and those
reserves in the Southern portion of the colony I hope
to make as attractive to them as possible, not to
bring force or pressure to bear upon them to compel
them to remain there, but to show them such kindness
and consideration as will induce them to go back there
when they have no chance of getting such work as they
choose for themselves. I desire that the aboriginals
shall have the same freedom of life and action as they
had before the whites came here. I think it better to
place them in such a condition that they can go
hunting as they used to do, and work under favourable
conditions, rather than gather the whole 3,000, with
their tribal differences, and place them in a reserve,
and attempt to keep them there without even a fence
around it.5
These words of Tozer 1 s contrast starkly with the deeds which
followed.
Referring to the employment of Aborigines, he said there were some
stations where they worked for wages and were well looked after. Ile
did not propose to interfere in such cases, but there were not many
such places. Regarding Fraser Island he said many persons believed
that force had been used in starting that reserve. Ile denied this,
saying that

~leston,

"who has had considerable experience with

aboriginals'', was sent to Maryborough to let the local Aborigines know
that the government desired to establish them on Fraser Island and
that food and clothing would be provided until they were able to
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provide for themselves. "They willingly accepted the proposal." The
Aborigines of Queensland, he said, were a kindly disposed race. His
experience of them was that if you could "get at them through their
stomachs, you can do something for them". Disease had almost
disappeared among them and their physical condition had greatly
improved. It was intended to establish a similar reserve at Durundur
but this proposal had led to a "perfect ants'

ne~<t".

Whites in the

area appeared to be under the impression that the government intended
to settle all the Aborigines in southern Queensland at Durundur.6
The Bill proposed to deal with the condition of the Aborigines and
opium in three ways, he said. As a

gen~ral

crime to supply liquor to Aborigines

~xcept

rule it would become a
for purely medicinal

purposes. The law regarding opium would be changed to overcome a great
difficulty in the past - to catch the offender. More stringent rules
regarding "this vice" would be made. These formed the leading ideas of
the Bill, he said. In addition, it would be a crime to possess a
blanket issued to an Aborigine. Although Aborigines

wer~

not suitable

for all kinds of work, the government would regulate their employment.
Even so it did not intend to make the same regulations as applied to
other races and provide for contracts to be in "black and white". The
police would be made protectors of the Aborigines because they would
be much more

inclin~d

to do their duty "when they know they have a

trust imposed upon them''. It would be the duty of the police to see
that the Aborigines did not obtain liquor or opium, that they kept
their blankets and that their wives and children were not injured. If
the police kept the Aborigines out of towns they would protect the
women from many of the vices which ''unfortunately are causing nearly
all the troubles between the blacks and the whites''. Referring to the
hiring of

Abo~iginal

women as servants, Tozer said the police would

have to see that no contracts were made with these women for immoral
purposes. Districts would be proclaimed and protectors appointed and
when a white man wanted the services of Aborigines the local protector
would explain to them the agreement under which they would work. The
agreement need not specify money wages - they could be paid in
clothing or food - but the protector would see that they understood it
and that they were paid as agreed. In no case could the term of
employment be more than twelve months. In the case of insubordination
by an Aborigine protectors would be able to enforce confinG:nent of not
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more than one month. Tozer said he refused to condone corporal
punishment. The Bill also provided for making regulations "dealing
with the thousand and one matters which must arise''. The Bill was
"open" - there was not one clause which he was not prepared to modify
on receiving substantial proof that the views advanced ''are better
than those of the experts who have advised me. The matter is one in
which everybody is interested." Tozer concluded his second reading
speech by saying:
And I hope the result of this legislation will be to
show the civilised world that however black might be
the page of history in Queensland on account of the
past, there is a bright page to be written, and that
bright page will be written by the legislature in a
determined effort to ameliorate the condition of the
aboriginals.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: Hear, hear!7
The Member for Kennedy, George Jackson, disputed a claim by Tozer that
past governments had done all they could for the Aborigines, given the
money at their disposal. About 3,000 pounds a year was being spent in
relief, of which most went to the missions, and 7,000 or 8,000 pounds
a year was spent on blankets for them. By contrast over the past ten
to twelve years the colony had received more than 500,000 pounds a
year in territorial revenue "from a country which really belongs to
them 11 • It was a disgrace to the parliament of Queensland that it had
not taken action before this. Jackson was described by Bernays as
"kindly" and the pioneer of age pensions in Queensland. The

~·!ember

for

Toombul, Andrew Petrie, nephew of Tom Petrie and the "embodiment of
good hut:1our 11 according to Bernays, said he felt the Aborigines had
always been badly treated. They feared the whites because there had
been so much treachery in the past. Some people, he said, believed it
far better

the~

the Aborigines should be allowed to die out. lie did

not agree with them but hoped the

meas~re

would be the means of

preserving the remnant of the race. The Member for Bowen, Robert
Smith, complimented Tozer on the choice of Meston as his "assistant"
as he did not think there was any man in the colony who knew more
about the blacks and their habits. Smith said he had always advocated
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the greatest possible assistance should be given to "the race from
whom we have taken this territory, and to whom we owe a great debt of
gratitude for the splendid possession we have''. The least we could do,
he said, was to make their time here, "which will not be a very long
time, as pleasant as possible, and their departure as gentle as
circumstances will permit". No member spoke against the proposed
legislation. Tozer was heaped with congratulations and praise.8
In committee the Member for Noreton, Matthew Battersby, alleged that
in the last two or three weeks Tozer had "dumped some niggers down" on
the Durundur reserve and he, Battersby, was going to attempt to
prevent that. "The ;1onourable gentleman would do more good for the
aboriginals," Battersby said, "if he would allow them to roam around
and placed a sum of money at the disposal of the police in order to
provide them with food and blankets''. Instead Tozer was employing
:--Ieston and his son and two or three others to muster the blacks "and
then keep them in a paddock". He asked: "Was that Christianity?" On
clause 9, which stated that Aboriginals might be removed to reserves,
Jackson picked up the inconsistency between Tozer's statement in his
second-reading speech - that it was not intended to restrict
Aborigines to the r :serves but to allow them to "go about hunting" and Meston's claim in his report that "there was no prospect of doing
any good without suitable reserves and absolute isolation from whites,
except those appointed to control them". Tozer replied that the idea
of these reserves was to set apart places where the blacks could find
a home. The segregation of the blacks on an island like Fraser Island
was satisfactory but segregation would not be satisfactory on the
mainland. He wished to have the power to move Aborigines to centres
where every considei

~tion

would be shuwn to them, but if the

conditions where they lived were "in accordance with the laws of
humanity, and some semblance of a home was provided'', the authorities
would not interfere with them. In places where opium was distributed,
they would have to be taken to reserves. He did not intend to
establish more than three reserves in the south and in the north none
except "so far as they would form centres for operations in the
direction of improving the condition of the people". Tozer did not
really address the issue raised by Jackson and no members pressed him
to do so. The clause was passed.9
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Under questioning Tozer explained that the Bill did not require the
Home Secretary to remove all Aborigines to reserves. Clause 10
provided that among persons exempt from removal to a reserve were
those ''for whom, in the opinion of the Minister, satisfactory
provision is otherwise made". This together with clause 9 gave the
Minister absolute discretion in regard to any removal. Battersby
pointed out the clause stated that "certain things should be penal".
He wanted to know who was to prove that punishable offences had been
committed. "The Bill was a Heston Bill, and it was a fool of a Bill. 11
Nonetheless, the clause was passed. The clause referring to the
employment of Aborigines and halfcastes caused some difficulty for
John Leahy, who said there were two classes of halfcastes, those who
generally went with the blacks and those who generally went with the
whites. He suggested the measure should be restricted to those who
habitually lived or associated with Aborigines. Tozer responded that
the class of persons he wanted to get at were the halfcaste girls out
in the west and other places. There was a large number of them all
over the country and it was desirable that they should be placed under
the care of some responsible person. !le said a halfcaste was defined
as "any person being the offspring of an aboriginal mother and other
than an aboriginal father''. Under the present law relating to
reformatories every child born of an Aboriginal mother was a ward of
the Home Secretary until he or she was twenty-one years of age. He
could bring them in at any time and of ten did so. Leahy objected that
a halfcaste girl in the service of white people might be compelled to
come under the power of a protector. Also, he knew of instances in
which halfcnste men had charge of 500 or 1,000 head of cattle and had
five or six white men under them. He knew one man out on Cooper's
Creek who was the son of an Aboriginal mother and who owned 1,000 head
of cattle. Surely i t was not intended that the Bill should apply to
such a man as that? Leahy failed to master Tozer on this point but in
the next clause, refcrrin'~ to the harbouring of AboriGines nncl
halfcastes, Tozer agreed to make it refer only to female
half castes .10
After some discussion on the employment of Aborigines by coloured
aliens, particularly in the trepang trade, a clause on Aborigines and
halfcastes employed under written agreements was passed. The
prohibition of removal of Aborigines from one district to another or
>!lllt<::-.
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beyond the colony was agreed as was the prohibition of possessing
blankets and other

iL~rns

issued to Aborigines and halfcastes. The

minimum fine of five pounds for supplying liquor to an Aborigine was
deleted after several members including Tozer admitted occasionally
giving Aborigines a glass of liquor. Among the regulations a
protector's power to inflict summary punishment was limited to
imprisonment for fourteen days. Finally a clause exempting certain
halfcastes from the provisions of the Act was passed.11
In the Legislative Council the Bill attracted little attention, most
speakers praising the government for doing something for the
Aborigines at last, although several criticised it for imprecision.
The Secretary for Agriculture, A.J. Thynne, who introduced it,
admitted it might not be a model of draftsmanship but he was sure it
would be accepted as an assurance that the government and the people
desired to do something to "protect those unfortunate persons from
their own weaknesses''. William Forrest, a Dawson River pastoralist and
partner in

}~rehead's

mercantile, trading, stock and station company,

objected to the wide discretionary powers being given to the
protector, especially in deciding who was a trustworthy person to
employ an Aborigine. Thynne responded that even in cases where
Aborigines were employed by trustworthy persons, there should be some
means by which the supply of opium and other things so much complained
of should be prevented. If the protector was to work for the advantage
of the Aborigines he should have a wide discretionary power to
exercise for their benefit. It would be difficult for a protector to
act if he had to prove a person was untrustworthy as this might lead
to a libel action against him. This clause was passed and so were all
others.12 The discretionary power of the protectors under this
legislation was to be its chief avenue for abuse in Inter years. So
much was left to an official to decide whether an Aborigine was in the
hands of untrustworthy persons, was threatened by immorality, was
affected by disease, opium, malnutrition or any other adversity that
abuse of such power was invited. Aborigines were not Jiven the
opportunity of saying whether they believed they were so threatened.
In fact, the legislation opened the way for an authoritarian forr.i of
protection.
The Aboriginals Protection und Restriction of the Sale of Opium Bill
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received the Royal Assent on 10 December 1897 and became operative on

I

1 January 1898.13 (The Act as proclaimed is appended to this thesis.)
10 January Parry-Okeden, the Police Commissioner, was gazetted
Aboriginal Protector for the whole of Queensland, Archibald Meston
Protector for the Southern Division and Dr W.E. Roth Protector for the
Northern, North-western and Central Divisions. Local protectors were
appointed subordinate to these men: the superintendents of the mission
stations were made officers for the purposer1 of the Act as were police
officers and civil servants occupying authoritative positions. In 1899
this arrangement was altered; the Police Commissioner was no longer
responsible and the two protectors, Meston and Roth, now worked
directly to the [lame Secretary. Roth was based at Cooktown and Meston
at Brisbane. Roth had sufficiently impressed the government, largely
through Parry-Okeden's favourable report early in 1897, to be given
the extra task of collecting information regarding the ethnology of
the Aborigines in his region. The first results of his research were
published by the flame Secretary's Department. Dorn in London of a
llungarian father and English mother, Roth gained an arts degree at
~lagdalen

College, Oxford, then studied medicine, becoming a ~!ember of
the Royal College of Surgeons an<l Licentilte of the Royal College of
Physicians. A brother of H. Lini~ Roth, w~;o was connected with the
t~ckay sugar industry, he came to Australia in :387 a~ed twenty-six
and held teaching positions in Brisbane, Adelaide and Sydney before
becoming government medical officer at noulia in 1893, then at
Cloncurry and Normanton, where Parry-Okeden had encountered him. Ile is
believed to have studied biology in England with Walter Baldwin
Spencer, who became the leading anthropologist in Australia at the
time Roth was developing an interest in th( Abori~incs. ~oth was
well-qualified to study the Aborigines, completely

with

I

i·foston who was self-taught and totally unscientific. :leston, who had

\

spent so much of his time in the North where he believed the main work

{.

i

!

contrnstin~

I.

had to be done, apparently had expected to be appointed Chief
Protector, but was to be disappointed by his rival and critic,
Parry-O!::cdcn, gettin3 the top job. To cnp it all, the northern
position went to a scientist. Being a self-taught r.mn of action, he
had little regard for the value of scientists in practical outdoor
roles. Dorothy Jones has remarked: '' ••• if he ever forgave the
Government this lapse, he certainly did not forgive Roth''.14
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I

In his November 1897 memorandum to Nelson, Tozer concluded with words
he and Meston had already used: "The coming year, therefore, will
witness a systematic effort to place the Queensland aboriginals in a
position creditable alike to our sense of national justice and our
common humanity, a consummation almost universally desired". Tozer did
not stay long enough to see whether these hopes were realised. In
March 1898 he retired from parliament, was made K.C.LJ.G. and became
Queensland's Agent-General in London, a post he held until 1909. Ile
died in South Brisbane in 1916. Bernays, continuing his disdainful
caricature, remarked that Tozer "passed by gentle stages into the
limbo of forgotten celebrities".15 This is unfair. Tozer had been
Colonial Secretary since August 1890 in the later Griffith and
Mcilwraith governments and in the first Nelson government until August
1896 when the portfolio changed names, then in the second Nelson
government until his r~tirement. In this post he had been responsible
for the maintenance of law and order during the troubled times of the
1890s and had ably served the conservative interests of Queensland. !le
was the strongman who had prevented an overturning of an established
sociul system which would not be seriously threatened again until the
Ryan Labor government came to power in 1915. As the supposed friend of
the Aborigines, Tozer had reacted sufficiently to changing political
conditions to develop a ~eneral scheme of State-assistance to
Aborigines, in which by 1897 blankets and food were bein~ distributed
to Aborigines throughout the colony from more than 150 centres. Under
mounting pressure from his own constituents in Wide Bay electorate,
growing public concern about opium-addiction, grmdn~! reports of
abuses by the :kt ti ve Police on Cape York Peninsula and press support
for !foston' s campuign he saw that a protection systc1.1 based on
reserves was inevitable. The ease with which the legislation passed
through parliament - unopposed by even the squatters in the
Legislative Council - simply emphasised the wide public support for
this solution to the Abori~~inal problem. Wwn at last he acted, 'l'ozcr
acted decisively, producin3 the best solution from the point of view
of the whites and the most important piece of lcnislation in
Aboriginal-European relations in thnt period. For this reason he
deserves a more prominent plnce in Australian history.
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CHAPTER 20: ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
The passing of the 1897 legislation gave legal sanction to
administrative actions which were already common, such as the
establishment of reserves, succouring of those Aborigines who could
not fend for themselves and moving thPm to coastal reserves to satisfy
the demands of whites of fended by the presence of decrepid and
diseased blacks in and near their towns. Whereas the first Aborigines
who went from Maryborough to Fraser Island in February 1897 apparently
did so willingly - most likely because the island was within their
tribal territory - others throughout Queensland had little choice.
Even the wishes of well-meaning whites were ignored by Tozer and his
successors. On 1 December 1897 William Addison of Miles wrote to the
Under Secretary in the Home Secretary's Department askjng that the
police be authorised to arrange with the Condamine storekeeper to
supply rations at government expense to an old Aborigine, King Sandy,
who was now mentally and physically feeble. Tozer responded that "this
old blackfellow evidently requires attention and kindness as well as
food. I consider the proper place for him now is on the Durundur
reserve which is specially being ••• [indecipherable word] for cases of
this nature. 11 Apparently Sandy was not removed. Nearly two years later
Addison wrote with some irritation: "I note that the Government is
going to try to do something for them. If they don't hurry up they
will not get a chance as all the old Blacks will be Dead." Since he
had written to Tozer 1 s department Sandy and four others had died.
Others would die soon, he said, again requesting that rations be
provided. "There is one thing you must make the Home Sec understand
is, that these old Blacks will not leave their old Towrie they say
that they will die here.' 11 Neither Tozer and his successors nor Meston
and the other protectors would accept any right of assisted Aborigines
to be left in their homelands. As the protection system was
administered under the new

l~gislation,

succour could only be provided

at administratively convenient places. The fewer such places Lhe more
convenient for the administrators.
In December 1900 Heston reported to Justin Fox Greenlaw Foxton, now
llome Secretary, that since the passing of the Act he had removed to
Fraser Island, Durundur and Deebing Creek more than 300 men, women and
children from all parts of Queensland, west to Cooper's Creek and
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north to Normanton and Cooktown. "Nearly 100 aboriginals and half
castes have been removed from one locality to another for some special
reason." More than fifty Abori.ginal halfcaste girls "urgently in need
of protection" had been brought in from the west and placed in
situations, of whom twenty had been sent to the Magdalen Asylum at
Wooloowin and eight children had been sent to St Vincent's Roman
Catholic orphanage at Nudgee, Meston proudly stated that he had
practised severe economy and "not more than a dozen aboriginals are
being fed in South Queensland outside the Reserves. A few old blacks
are b8ing fed at North Rockhampton, Banana, Clermont, Emerald,
Springsure, Cooroongoola, Nindi Gully and Mungindi.'' He claimed that
prompt attention had been given to aged or destitute Aborigines while
women and children living in degrading conditions had been removed
without delay to one of the above homes.2
The police, he said, had been generally active in discovering
opium-sellers and heavy fines and three to six months imprisonment had
been inflicted in various parts of the west. "There has been a decided
change in the condition of the aboriginals since the Act came in
force. Nowhere now can any white master or mistress illtreat an
aboriginal with impunity". The knowledge that such treatment would be
reported and at once investigated had been an effective restraining
force, he claimed. The Act had been very liberally administered.
"Agreements have not been insisted on, as they were extremely
unpopular and are of no real value to the aboriginal or his employer"
but permits for "casual" blacks, covering all those who came and went
throughout the year, had been issued to the pastoral stations. "This
has received very emphatic approval and not a single complaint with
regard to the working of the Act in my district has been received for
the last two years." Meston, who stated that nearly two-thirds of his
time during the past year had been expended on travelling to places
from the coast to Cooper's Creek, reported also that in 1900 the total
number of Aborigines south of the 22nd Parallel was about 3,500, of
whom 350 were on reserves, 2,300 were employed by 533 permit-holders,
800 were dependent upon those employed and 400 were "finding" for
themselves. Nearly 2,800 pairs of blankets had been distributed during
that year plus 350 pairs on the reserves at Deebing Creek, Durundur
and Fraser Island.3
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This report shows some effects of t~e 1897 Act during the first three
yea~s of operation: Abor.fgines wl:w were employed were left where they

were; the aged and destitute and those living in degrading cond~tions
were removed to institutions and reserves; very few were assisted
where they preferred to live. But things were nJt going as well as
Heston would have the government believe, particularly at Fraser
Island. It is not proposed to study in detail the administration of
this key settlement in the new system: Evans and Walker have already
done that. As they remark, Meston had "first crossed the crucial line
separating the willing from the coercive transfer" when in March 1897,
accompanied by a constable, he had seized a halfcaste woman with a
two-year-old girl from a Chinese opium den in the main street of
Maryborough and sent her to the settlement at Bogiillbah Creek o~ tbe
island, In May of that year he had advocated the removal of Aborigines
"rambling about Brisbane" to this reserve, accomplishing it in July
and August. By March 1898 he had removed Aborigines from Durundur and
Gympie to Fraser Island as well as others from llundaberg, Roma,
Georgina River, Stradbroke Island, Cooktown and Ravenswood. By
November 1899 Aborigines from twenty-five localities were on Fraser
Island and by March 1900 others from an additional eight centres had
arrived. In August 1898 Meston had begun to send to the island
sentence-expired Aboriginal prisoners against whose return to their
communities Europeans had petitioned. NexL year, however, he
complained that Roth was sending "troublesome" Aborigines to Fraser
Island and told Foxton that Roth regarded Fraser Island as a "sort of
penal settlement to which all the worst blacks are to be consigned
indiscriminately''.4 This was one of the first manifestations of the
malice which Meston later showed toward hie colleague in the north.
Roth may have been forgiven for regarding Fraser Island as a "penal
settlement'', because the Mestons managed it like one. Discipline was
sternly applied by Harold r!eston, using special native constables.
Government supplies, such as Heston's "maizemeal and molasses", were
intended only to supplement locally available food, but few fish were
caught and the island offered little else. Soon malnutrition,
insanitary conditions and general debilitation induced disease and a
~

high death-rate. Late in 1899 Meston noticed that a growing number of
the Aborigines at Bogimbah Creek were eating white clay and doctors at
Maryborough and Rockhampton diagnosed ankylostomiasis, a form of

.'.
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hookworm infestation of the intestines producing progressive anaemia.
The government was becoming concerned with the Mestons' administration
of Fraser Island and at the same time the Anglican Church was
advocating that a mission should be established there. In September

1899 Foxton, accompanied by the Governor and Premier as well as the
Lieutenant-Governor of British New Guinea (who was subordinate to the
Queensland Governor), went to Fraser Island to inspect Bogimbah Creek
station. Foxton later reported unfavourably on the "fears and
superstitions ••• accompanied by violence" used there for discipline. He
terminated the Mestons' rule and the reserve became an Anglican
missio;1, supported by government subsidy, in February 1900.5
Ernest Gribble of Yarrabah mission, Cape Grafton, who supervised the
transfer of control, said later there was "hardly a woman in the
settlement free from some sort of disease" and in one of the
cemeteries he had counted forty graves and in another thirty. There
were other graves outside these cemeteries which hu did not trouble to
count. But the Anglican administration was no better than that of the
Mestons. While the new superintendent, Charles K tchen, in November

1900 expressed anxiety about the clay-eating, nothing was done to
improve the daily diet of dry bread and a porridge of maizemeal, bran
and water, no meat, milk or vegetables being allowed. Although medical
aid was given, the hookworm infestation continued. As well, the
inm~tes suffered syphilis, influenza and chest complaints. In 1900
opium had reappeared on the island. When Captain Herbert Kent assumed
control in June 1903 he found that the 168 inmates had ''relapsed into
a state of lawlessness and degradation, almost equal to savagery and
the whole place had gone to rack and ruin''. Within a few months he has
forced to admit defeat and quit. In Match 1904

F~aser

Island was

abandoned, most inmates being shipped to Yarrabah, others sent to
Durundur and a few left to their own devices. Evans and Walker have
commented:
This then was the tragic legacy of enforced
institutionalisation and the final cultural
spoilation [sic] of the several hundred Queensland
Aborigines who were sequestered at Bogimbah ravenous, ragged and depleted, apathetic and
constantly grieving for their sacred

cou~try

whilst
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zealous missionaries went mining daily for their
souls.6
Walter Roth had taken up his duties as Northern Protector, based in
Cooktown, on 21 January 1898, and soon reported to the Police
Commissioner that he had been "rushed" by applicants for permi~ts to
employ Aborigines. He had referred them to the local inspectors of
police, whom Parry-Okeden proposed to make protectors for their own
districts. This proposal was adopted by the government in March 1898.
Roth urged that no permits be given to publicans or Asiatics,
explaining that Aborigines working at hotels in Cooktown were paid in
liquor and that gins were kept there for prostitution and as decoys
for men paid off the trepang boats. The 1.;hole story of this trade was
"one long record of brutal cruelty, bestiality and debauchery: my
heart almost bleeds at what has come to my knowledge. I am determined
to remedy matters ••• " He requested a "smart" cutter to catch "some of
these human fiends in their acts of violence and oppression". With
great industry, the doctor set about his task and by the end of
February had visited Bloomfield mission station,

whe~e

''I could not

help expressing my surprise that after 11 years work, only 24 acres at
the very most, were under cultivation''. The young children came and
went as their

~urents

pleased, the control of the blacks was

ilconspicuous by its absence" and "while the children learn
Christianity and its doctrines by day they can learn every conceivable
vice by night''.

No Aborigines were permanently residing at

Bloomfield, he said. In June Inspector C.B. Marrett of Cooktown
visited this mission and reported that in his opinion it was wrongly
situated, not being worked for the amelioration of the blacks and run
on commercial rather than philanthropic lines. He recommended that the
present government subsidy of 200 pounds a year be reduced to 100
pounds. On the other hand Marrett recommended that the subsidy paid to
the Cape Bedford mission of Schwarz and Poland should be increased by

100 pounds annually conditional upon their taking in more Cooktown
Aboriginal "waifs and strays". Parry-Okeden approved an allowance of
five pounds a month for two years.7
Parry-Okeden, as Chief Protector, was anxious not to antagonise the
northern squatters and reputable operators in the pearlshell trade. In
April he told Roth that he did not wish "too drastic action" to be
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taken.
The status quo should not be disturbed where no abuse
exists and blacks are properly tre&ted. In such cases
even agreements need not be insisted on. I wish to
cause as little friction as possible and to throw no
obstacles in the way of legitimate employment of
natives.

\

~

Early in 1898 the Premier, J.R. Dickson, had visited Cairns where a
deputation of graziers had called upon him and, according to Roth,
"grossly misrepresented the purport of the Aboriginals Protection
Act". Roth said the idea that Aborigines would be forcibly removed to
the reserves was "very prevalent among the Northern populace, black
and white''. Because of a similar impression at Normanton the majority
of the blacks had left the town as soon as they knew that he had
arrived. "Of course, the idea emanated in the imagination of
mischievous whites." Roth said that such statements had been made in
the local newspapers. He had taken every opportunity of correcting
this "false impression" in every locality he had visited, but
strangely he had not written to the local press.8 Parry-Okeden may not
have intended to remove Aborigines to reserves but Meston did and had
been doing so since February 1897. Roth does not seem to have
understood that Heston's activities in the south would have given
substance to the allegations of which he complained.
Late in December Roth was able to report on the effect of the
legislation upon the opium trade. "There is no doubt," he said, "that
in the more settled districts, the enforcing of the Act by the Police
has done a great deal towards minimising the sale of the drug to the
aboriginals'' and drawing the attention of the Chinese to the risks
they ran in supplying it. On the other hand, in the more scattered
districts, where continuous police supervision was impossible, ''opium
is still supplied to the blacks as before''. He said that special
regulations promulgated in May regarding customs officers labelling
tins of opium and licensing

~uyers

had not been beneficial and had the

effect of repealing sections 21 and 22 of the Act. There was no limit
to the quantity allowed to change hands under the regulations and
"just as much opium reaches the final retail buyers as it d:\d before

___..................................................
~
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and practically the sale of the drug remains unrestricted". Roth said
he was aware of the difficulties which the government had in dealing
with "the opium question, from which a very large revenue is derived".
He suggested that except under special circumstances permits to employ
blacks should be ref used to Chinese and possession of charcoal opium
should be made a penal offence.9
Roth also commented on the results of miscegenation, to which most
white Australians had a strong aversion at that time. He estimated
that in the districts he had surveyed there was one halfcaste child
among every twenty-five Aborigines. This, he said, did not represent
the total average of halfcaste children born because many were killed
"as a matter of princ:iple - the colour being sufficient". It was
possible, he thought, that when the Aborigines understood the
government's proposals to provide for such children that the
infanticide would cease. He had sent one halfcaste female to a mission
station.

~finor

ailments similar to those afflicting European

communities were encountered among the Aborigines but more serious
diseases, such as phthisitis and syphilis, appeared to be fairly
common in the townships, becoming rarer in the unsettled districts. In
January and February 1899 Roth reported that the supply of alcohol by
whites to blacks in Cooktown was increasing notwithstanding the
continued vigilance of the police. He saw only two courses: to
instruct the police to hunt out of the town those Aborigines known to
be drunkards (under section 9 of the Act which permitted Aborigines to
be removed to reserves); and to cancel the permits of those publicans
''whom we morally know are supplying liquor, yet against whom we cannot
obtain sufficient evidence to secure a conviction".10
The press antagonism towards his work, which Roth had mentioned in
May, was still evident. The Cook town Independent, which had supported
Meston's proposals in 1896, was now quite critical of Roth.
It is a notorious fact that there has recently been
more dissipation among aboriginals than before the
appointment of a local protector, and it is difficult
to understand what duties Dr Roth performs for his 400
pounds a year beyond adding to his glossary of native
terms and phrases and collection of aboriginal weapons
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and other curios. He administers neither to their
spiritual nor temporal wants, and there is no
improvement in their spiritual condition. He is
supposed to protect the blacks from imposition and
oppression by the whites, but that merely extends to
seeing that a formal agreement for engagement is
entered into, work which could be and we believe
generally is done very well by the police,
Roth said this gave some idea of the ''scurrilous insinuations to which
I am exposed". He could not be accused of not administering to the
temporal wants of the Aborigines. In January 1899 he had given medical
and surgical attention to fourteen Aborigines, "each visit including a
little tobacco, and very usually some food". Roth claimed that the
opposition newspaper, the Beacon, was taking up the cudgels in his
defence. Even though troubles with the administration of the Act were
developing in the north, Parry-Okeden reported in July that: "At
present matters are working smoothly and the provisions of the law are
being gradually brought into operation".11
Official aversion to marriages between Aborigines and Ebropeans was
expressed by Parry-Okeden in July 1898 when commenting on the marriage
of two Aboriginal women to white men at Camooweal by a justice of the
peace.
The impropriety and inexpedience of effecting such
unions is so obvious that it is surprising any Justice
of the Peace could be found to celebrate them.
A similar proposal at Cooktown was frustrated by the
matter being referred to Brisbane for advice.
And in a letter to Inspector David Graham at Normanton at the same
time, he said:
Such unions should be discountenanced as far as
practicable. If the Aboriginals Protection and
Restriction of

t~~ ~~le

of Opium Act is administered

in the spirit in which I wish it to be administered
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I do not think there should be any desire for such
marriages.12
Parry-Okeden did not explain himself but it seems the Act was to be
interpreted in a way which prevented mixed racial marriages. The
wishes of individuals to live together, even legitimately, were to be
denied if possible.
Foxton, like Tozer, was much praised as a friend of the Aborigines.
William Lees in 1902 said Foxton had continued ''with perhaps even more
kindly determination" the work begun by Tozer, while Bernays said "his
administration of the Home Department was marked by a broad-minded
humanitarianism". Elected the Member for Carnarvon in south-central
Queensland in 1883, Foxton did not achieve office until appointed
Minister of Public Lands in 1896 in the Nelson government. He then
served in the Byrnes, Dickson and Philp ministries, being appointed
Home Secretary in October 1898 and holding that portfolio until April
1903 when he was defeated in Carnarvon. He won the seat of Brisbane in
the Commonwealth Parliament in 1906 and moved to Melbourne to live.
Bernays described him as "the nattiest and best

dr~ssed

man ••• his

cynical chuckle being a particularly memorable characteristic"
irritating to his political opponent.13 Foxton took his duties
seriously. As well as visiting Fraser Island, he journeyed to North
Queensland to study the Aboriginal problem at first hand, calling at a
number of "stations" and even reaching Thursday Island and Mapoon
mission. In September 1899 Foxton introduced in the Legislative
Assembly an amendment to the Aboriginals Protection Act, principally
aimed at controlling the employment of Aborigines by aliens on the
pearlshell boats of the north, because a loophole had been found in
the Native Labourers Protection Act of 1884. The amending Bill
proposed, among other things, that it would now be necessary to have a
permit to employ any Aborigine on a boat. It was particularly on this
last intention that the Bill foundered in the Council, which amended
this provision by adding: " ••• unless under a written permit given by a
protector or police

magi~trate."

The Council also inserted a clause

which would have amended the 1897 Act by deleting words forbidding
persons to allow an Aborigine or female halfcaste to be in any
premises under their control. Several members had said squatters who
had Aborigines congregating about their stations wanting food should
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not be liable to be "pounced upon" by a policeman and \)e compelled to
show a permit for harbouring these Abor:·igines. The goV'ernmen t would
not accept these amendments, because they would allow abuses by
unscrupulous persons contrary to the intentions of the Act, and so the
Bill lapsed,14
The burden of administering the Act over such a laroe
reoion
as
0
0
Queensland had become apparent by the end of 1899. In November of that
year Alexander Gordon was appointed protector in the far west, based
at Boulia, on a salary of 400 pounds a year. Gordon had been manager
of a station in that district, had written to Foxton about the
desperate situation in the west and had offered his services as a
protector. Gordon's objective was to feed and clothe the 500
Aborigines and their children in the districts assigned to him. He
estimated the cost would be about 1,000 pounds a year. Foxton referred
this estimate to Meston who said the cost for that region would be
1,920 pounds a year not including Gordon's salary. As there were about
25,000 Aborigines in Queensland the cost of feeding them at the same
rate would be about 100,000 pounds. Meston said the rations Gordon
proposed to supply was excessive. "Six pounds of flour and 7 lbs of
meat are abundance for any aboriginal. I see no reason for giving
these North West Blacks any tea and sugar to which they have never
been accustomed." Meston urged economy, pointing out that Gordon
proposed to spend in one small region more than one-third of the total
money in the estimates for this purpose. But he could not help
reminding Foxton of his own solution.
I would once more respectfully remind the Home
Secretary that this method of feeding isolated
and nomadic parties of aboriginals in many parts of
the Colony is wasteful, expensive ?nd most
unsatisfactory. It would be infinitely better to at
once face the problem as the American people with the
remnants of the Indian tribes, by collecting them in
Reserves where alone they can be properly fed and
medically treated and maintained jn healthy mental and
physical condition.
The environment of Western life is now fatal to the
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Aboriginals and the kindest act we can perform is to
remove all the unemployed blacks to the East coast
slowly surely and methodically as soon as possible.
Foxton agreed with Meston's criticism of Gordon's costs. Nonetheless
he hoped a suitable site could be found in the west for an extensive
reserve on which the great hulk of the Aborigines in those districts
could be gathered under proper control and supervision, but the cost
would have to be kept down to the levels suggested by Meston. Although
land had been reserved for Aboriginal purposes at a number of places
in the west, none was used as a settlement, the farthest settlement
westwards being the one crested at Taroom in the Upper Dawson district
in 1910.15
In the Gulf Country near the Northern Territory border some tribes
were still free enough to express a lingering resistance. John Dymock
has made a study of conditions there. Since 1882 and 1883 when
Westmoreland station, Queensland, and Wollogorang station, Northern
Territory, were founded, a ''state of internecine warfare had existed
between station people and local inhabitants''. The absence oE
survivors of the Gnyunga people could be directly related to punitive
expeditions sent out from Westmoreland and Wollogorang stations during
the late 1890s and the early 1900s, he says.17
Spearing of cattle and the occasional killing of a white man continued
in this border area until the end of the century. Also, the Kalkadoon
of the Selwyn Ranges were still restive, despite their defeat in 1884.
Inspector Percy Galbraith, apparently stationed at Normanton, in 1901
reported that the only way to get at these people, who were reported
to be treacherous, would be by forming a police station at Lawn Hill
Silver Mines and constant patrolling.18 Nonetheless, Galbraith, who
was the protector in the region, said the Aborigines must have food
and the only way to ensure this was to form reserves where they would
be able to hunt and fish and have water. "To deprive thorn of this
right simply means wiping them out or driving them into the smaller
townships, where the women must prostitute themselves in order to
enable the men and children to live. 11 It: seems this reserve was never
granted. In 1902 Galbraith said instructions to get in touch with the
Aborigines to make them look upon the white man as a friend had been

...............-..............,....................

_...
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faithfully carried out. As a result cases of murder, cattle stealing
and other offences were now rare.
The European settlers have benefited in security of
human life and stock, but there has not been the same
corresponding advantages to the Aborigines. Country
that a few years ago settlers would not take up, is
now occupied with impunity. The blacks' hunting
grounds are very much restricted, especially country
with water on it.19
For the Aborigines left in their tribal lands, the Act meant less
violence at the hands of the Europeans but the rapid loss of their
independence.
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CHAPTER 21: FROM THE l·IBSTERN PLAINS
In April and May 1900 Heston toured the far south-west. At
Thargomindah he encou~tered sixty-eight Aborigines assembled for a
corroboree, all half-starved and very short of clothing. The local
police sub-inspector and whites at the town had been kind to them "but
the tax was too heavy on any community", :V!est

:1

reported to Foxton. He

ordered rations. The group were living under conditions which, he
said, should not be allowed to continue. He explained to them the
Aboriginals Protection Act, the intentions of the Home Secretary and
the system of reserves on the coast, including the one at Durundur
where the western blacks would probably be kept for at least a year.
"The chief charm of the proposal was the prospect of having their
women to themselves and being on country they could call their own
where no one could interfere with them." They readily agreed to follow
him to the coast and thirty men walked 143 miles to Cunnamulla, while
twenty-two women walked forty-two miles and then were conveyed by van.
From Cunnamulla they were sent to Durundur by train. Two halfcaste
women and seven children were also removed from Thargomindah for
"special reasons". Another halfcaste woman was removed, at her own
request, from Dynevor Downs station. The Thargomindah party, he said,
had been removed in accordance with the !lame Secretary's general
intention to improve the condition of the western Aborigines. Had none
been removed the western emplo) ers would have regarded his visit as a
1

polite formality and meanwhile the same treatment of the blacks would
have continued. lie was sure the western employers would see the wisdom
of acting generously to their highly valued Aboriginal labour
otherwise the Aborigines would "march to Cunnamulla".
urged that in "the cause of humanity
~mployment

11

ileston again

all Aborigines not in permanent

be removed to reserves.1

Meston also toured the

central-~estern

districts, visiting Longreach,

Barcaldine, Alpha, Jericho, Springsure, Emerald, Duaringa and
Rolleston. At Emerald, asked by a deputation of local citizens to take
away the local Aborigines, he responded that the

0

troubles" with the

local people would probably be settled soon. Already, following
complaints of trouble at Darcaldine, Foxton had agreed to the removal
of all thirty Aborigines there. At Duaringa

~leston

took the local

people to a store and supplied them with flour, tea, sugar and

.'

-

.

.

.

,,

.'

- .

.
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clothing, while some of the mothers there agreed to take their
daughters to Rockhampton to put them into domestic service. At Emerald
Meston found the Aborigines in a more degraded state than elsewh~re in
the west. He told the Rockhampton Bulletin the cost of feeding
Aborigines on the reserves was one-fifth of feeding them in isolated
communities. Feeding them at home "destroyed any incentive to exertion
on their own behalf" and meant leaving them "free to indulge ir, the
vices of drinking intoxicants and using opium''. He said opium was
commonly used at Barcaldine, Emerald, Alpha, Jericho and other places
and he was satisfied there was no hope of saving them from "the
enslaving and degrading habit" except by removing them to the
reserves. Meston sent these central-western Aborigines through
Rockhampton to Durundur rather than Fraser Island because the western
Aborigines had a "strong aversion to salt water". He claimed he was
not removing any who were in employment, saying he had no desire, in
the present financial situation, to incur unnecessary expenditure.2
Meston's removals from the west inevitably led to protest. In July
1900 H.P. Barker of Nocundra warned Heston that "several station
managers and owners have put their heads together with the result that
John Webber, :1.L.C., is 3oing to get some amendments passed on the
Aborjginals Act when Parliament meets, with a view to prevent uny
interference by you with their station blacks ••• '' Webber, who owned
Kyabra station in western Queensland, was a strong critic of the
proposed 1899

ame~dents

in the Legislative Council. Nothing came of

this rumoured move and Meston continued to
though Foxton a year
July 1900

~!es ton

l~tcr

e~force

his policy even

was still not convinced of its wisdom. In

was accu'3ed of enticing an Aborigine, Peter, from

Ardoch station north-west of Cunnamulla,

by John Forrest, one of the

owners. Meston merely commented that Peter went walkabout.
The Worker reported two scrubcutters complaining of treatment at
Ardoch, saying that the manager, Green, employed only blacks when he
could get them. "In fact, he had eight or nine black gins fenced in
with rabbit-proof netting adjoinin3 the house. 11 ~leston, in reply to
Foxton's query sir.iply remarked: "Quite right about fencing in and
locking up the women" .3 Presumably

~·Jeston

meant the statement was true

but he did not say he was going to take any action.
By July 1901 ?feston was reporting that, because of the "appalling"

.
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drought in the far west, Aborigines there had drifted'into a condition
requiring early and serious action by the government. Many stations
had lost all their stock and on others only a few hundred had survived
out of tens of thousands of animals. The stations which had lost all
had been almost abandoned, being left in the charge of caretakers. No
longer was there any employment for blacks or whites and the
caretakers had no authority to feed any but themselves. Hundreds of
blacks were starving. Station after station had appealed for relief
for Aborigines who could no longer be fed. "Some apply for the cost of
rations and others send applications to have the aboriginals removed.''
The only solution was to remove them to the coastal reserves; to
attempt t0 feed them where they were would be too expensive. Removing
them would save them and mean keeping the women away from white men,
the only "practical solution to the half caste problem so urgently in
need of settlement". During the past year, Meston reported, he had
removed from the far west forty-six Aboriginal and halfcaste girls.
Foxton merely noted this report, again not deciding what to do to
solve the "appalling" situation in the west.4
Alexander Gordon was not successful as Western Protector. :-.fcston
alleged that he had not left Boulie in fifteen months, whereas he
should have been "all over the West from the Georgina to the New South
tfales border". Heston urged the appointment of a travelling protector
for the west and recommended his son Harold, who had taken charge of
Durundur after the Mestons were removed from Fraser Island. The
removal of the Durundur blacks to Barambah, established in the early
1890s as an auxiliary station to the Deebing Creek settlement, would
leave his son at liberty after four years and three months continuous
work. Foxton did not immediately respond to ~!es ton 1 s suggestion,
perhaps because he doubted the Meston policies. In the Assembly late
that month

Fo.~ton

defended Gordon following press articles on the

treatment of the Aborigines in the south-west and criticism by William
Hamilton, the Labor tlember for Gregory. Hamilton said Gordon, who had
now been recalled, had been there fifteen months and was getting 400
to 500 pounds a year,

R

sum which could have been used to feed all the

blacks in the area for a considerable time. Foxton replied the drought
had been so severe that Gordon had been unable to leave Boulia to find
the Aborigines in need of assistance. When at last the rains had come
the number of vouchers for rations he, Foxton, had received from all
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districts represented a considerable sum. Finding his funds were
"expiring", he had been forced to cut expenditure and recall Gorclon.5
On 30 July 1901 Foxton introduced in the Legislative Assembly a Bill
to amend the 1897 Act, explaining that in the past three years cases
brought to his notice indicated that, especially in the north and
extreme north-west, Aborigines did not receive the intended benefits
of the legislation. He had received a large number of reports from
Roth and the protectors who acted under him and also from G.H.
Bennett, the newly appointed protector at Thursday Island, who had
extensive knowledge of Aborigines employed in the pearling industry.
Significantly he did not mention Meston. The proposed amendments, he
said, would enable the protectors to enforce the legislation as it was
intended. The new Bill was essentially the same as the failed 1899
Bill but contained two new principal provisions: that the father of a
halfcaste child might be compelled to support it at the instance of an
officer of the state; and any prospector going upon an Aboriginal
reserve should not only have a miner's right but a permit from the
~Iinister

in charge of this Act or a protector. Then Foxton,

interrupted by Vincent Lesina, the larrikin member for Clermont,
finished his second-reading speech with these words:

J believe I may say that every member of this house
recognises the responsibility which we, as a people,
as a community, have in regard to the aboriginal
pop{lation. It is our presence here and our
civilisation which are the bane of the aboriginal.
We have driven him trom his hunting grounds; we have
debased him by the vices Mr. LESINA: And Christianity!
The SPEAKER: Order!
The HO:IE SECRETARY: And other accessories of
civilisation which he is unable to withstand in the
same way that the white population is able to do. And
I am bound to say that I have no sympathy with the cry
which is sometimes set up when men speak of the duty
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we have to the aboriginals Mr. LESINA: Let them die out!
The SPEAKER: Order!

ThT HOME SECRETARY: The cry I alluded to being that we
should attend to Otir own people first and let the
aboriginals look after themselves.

I believe that as

a matter of strict morals our obligations to the
aboriginal population of the colony are of a higher
and more exacting nature than those we owe to our ;:y,,.·;
people, who are better able to take care of
themselves, are acquainted with our laws, and are
civilised like ourselves. It is those unfortunates who
really are so helpless in our midst, and are made the
sport of unscrupulous persons, who are most deserving
of our consideration and aid.6
There is no way of knowing whether Foxton's sentiments were genuine
but his record in other fields, particularly the Factories and Shops
Act of 1900 which regulated

~onditions

of employment, hours of work

and child labour, suggest that they were.
Foxton had little difficulty in getting the amending Bill through the
Assembly. Some members said the Aborigines were

doo~ed

to extinction

but in the meantime the whites were obliged to do all they could to
assi~t

them. Some declared that despite the government's past efforts

the Aborigines were in a worse condition than before, particularly
because of opium-addiction in the north.

The reports of Roth were

frequently quoted, usually \:ith admiration, although the Member for
Cairns, Thomas Givens, thought his scientific work was the only good
work he was doing. Givens said: "lfo are paying very li<;ndsome salaries
to the protectors to look after them. It would be infinitely better, I
contend, to spend the money on the aboriginals themselves, rather than
on the protectors. 0 The chief opposition came from western members,
particularly Hamilton, who said it was undesirable to move the
Aborioines
from the interior to the coast. Foxton agreed that it was
0
desirable to congregate them on large reserves in the west but they

.....,.
,, ._ _ _ _ _...mil_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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would be just as subject to the effects of the drought as on the
stations. Thos0 who could obtain employment and look after themselves
should be "left ia their old haunts". Hamilton said the western blacks
were not starving as claimed. He proposed an amendment to a clause
which would make it an offence not only to employ Aborigines without a
permit but to have them upon premises which, under the new Bill,
included any boat. This was the point on which the 1899 Bill failed in
the Council. Foxton warned that, rather than see the hold which the
protectors had upon the employment of Aborigines nullified by
Hamilton's amendment, he would withdraw the Bill. The amendment was
handsomely defeated. All other clauses were passed with only the
slightest change to administrative procedures and penalties.7
In the Council the opposition was stronger, conservative dieheards
like Gregory and Morehead wanting to refer the Bill to a select
committee, despite the objections of the Minister for Public
Instruction, John Murray, who introduced it. Finally it was agreed
instead to hear the two protectors, Roth and Meston. In September 1899
Parry-Okeden had been relieved of the responsibility of Chief
Protector and the Northern and Southern Protectors had been permitted
to report directly to the Home Secretary. It was clear from the
frequent compliments paid to Roth during debates in the Assembly and
the Council and many references to his administrative and scientific
reports that Roth's star was in the ascendent; Meston, who had not
reported for 1900-01, was rarely referred to and then only with cool
regard. Roth said he considered his most important dutf was to remove
halfcaste and full-blooded children from their undesirable
environments. Be had also tried to stop the marriage of Aboriginal
women to white men although he had agreed to some. With the assistance
of the protector at Thursday Island, much of his time was devoted to
preventing cruelties to Aborigines on boats. This had now been
minimised. He said he had instigated and drawn up the draft of the new
Bill. One of the reasons for producing the Bill was that under the Act
he did not have the same legal power to assist halfcastes as he did
with full-bloods, although he had taken the power nonetheless. Many
people had evaded the provisions of the Act by saying to him when he
threatened to take action:

nr

had that child with me at the time of

the passing of the Act; therefore it is exempt". Ile could do nothing
in such cases except to seize thP. children under the Reformatories
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Act. He said it might be necessary in some cases to draft Aborigines
into reserves but he had no intention, "and no one else has", of
shifting the blacks from their hunting grounds onto reserves unless it
was absolutely necessary.

He agreed the Aborigines should be allowed

to camp near pastoral stations to provide labour and obtain food. This
was being done west of Townsville and the Aborigi~es were very happy
there. He preferred to see the status .9.£2. maintained, provided they
did not obtain opium or grog and "no immorality is practised".8
When called before the Council Meston said that when the Act had come
into force he hau particularly removed Aborigines and halfcastes
living in "improper surroundings in camps and under degrading
conditions''. Those were brought to the coast, some to reserves and the
girls being put in the care of a matron, Mrs Mary Frew, who operated a
State home for Aboriginal girls in South Brisbane. Between sixty and
seventy of these girls had been

11

sent out" to suitable mistresses.

Sixteen or seventeen had been sent to the

t~gdalen

Asylum at

Wooloowin, "an institution which exercises marvellous control over
them 11 • He had removed 237 men from the west but no Aborigines had been
taken from employment. In his opinion opium had been responsible for
the death of 1,000 Aborigines in the last ten years. If the Treasury
had not interfered the opium traffic would have been stamped out in
six months under the Act's provisions. The Treasury had issued
li~ences

to certain Chinese to sell opium and this had formed a

loophole in the Act for

i~discriminate

craffic. Some persons in the

west had claimed transferring Aborigines to the coastal reserves would
be fatal but more than 110 had been on the Durundur reserve for
eighteen months and only one death had occurred during that time and
that was caused by the man taking cold on the night of a corroboree at
Government House. Th.; Aboriginal decrease in Queensland over the past
ten years had been 500 annually, he said, and if this continued the
race would be exterminated in fifty years. fie believed 8,000 to 9,000
Aborigines were in the south. Roth had estimated about 18,000 in the
north. Meston claimed to have instigated the original Act, all the
provisions of which, except for the one relating to agreements, had
been suggested by him. !Ie had not been consulted on the present Bill
but agreed with its provisions. Particularly he agreed with the clause
designed to prevent marriages without a permit from a protector. "That
is a very proper clause. I have a strong aversion to the admixture of
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the black and white races; and, without express instructions from the
Home Secretary, I would never sanction a marriage of that kind. 11 9
Reassured by Roth and Meston, the Council passed the Bill without any
amendment unacceptable to the government. The Home Secretary and
protectors now had greater powers to "protect 11 the Aborigines and to
manage their lives. The Act was further amended in 1927, 1928 and

1934. It remained in force until repealed and replaced by the
Aboriginals Preservation and Protection Act of 1939 and 1946, which in
turn waE replaced by the Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders'
Affairs Act of 1965 and 1967. The most recent

le~islation,

the

Aborigines Welfare Act, became effective in 1971, regulations
following in 1972. Even allowing for many changes to Queensland
Aboriginal legislation over eighty years, the basic purpose has
rer:iained unchanged. It has presumed to protect "children" deemed to be
incapable of managing th· ir own affairs in a new society, which they
could only imperfectly

v~derstand,

in many cases could not conform

with and in no circumstances could control.
An important commentator 0n the administration of the Aboriginals
Protection Act was Sir William MacGregor, Governor of Queensland,

1909-14, who had had considerable experience as a colonial
administrator in

~ew

Guinea, Lagos and Newfoundland. R.B. Joyce says

that soon after his arrival he was privately critical of the treatment
of Torres Strait Islanders and Aborigines. After visiting Barambah in

1912 he commenteri that the land was indifferent pasture and the staff
d
not of a high class. The huts were wretched and the rations equally
so, a pint of flour a day. The "humane intentions of the 'professed
policy of the aborigine department' set up by the 1897 Act were not
being carried out in fact 1' . At Taroom prickly pear was spreading and
only one of the 190 Aborigines had grown anything. There was no school
and no medical attention. Most suffered ophthalmia. Every able-bodied
man on the settlement wished to get away from the place. MacGregor
said departmental staff were

11

not animated with the sar:le just,

conscientious and humane feelings as the ~linister". In his frequent
travels MacGregor noted the condition of Aborigines, particularly
their poor accommodation, th0ir menial work for the whites and the
extreme wretchedness of the women and their few children. In Joyce's
words, NacGregor

11

had no illusions about the failure of Aboriginal
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policy in Queensland".10
Very quickly, because of the indifference of officials, governments,
the press and private citizens, administrativive power

expa~ded

until

it became total. So remote became official concern that human values
lost substance. An illustration of the dehumanising consequence of
this indifference is advice given by Meston's old friend, W.J. Gall,
Secretary of the Queensland Home Department, in response to a query
from the Queenslrst1d Governor, Sir Leslie Hilson, in August-Ql934. Gall
wrote that the State's Aboriginal population then was roughly 17,000.
"It must be admitted that the full-blood aboriginal is a member of an
inferior race, which in the onward march of civilization must
eventually succumb to the white race.'' Gall believed the full-bloods
and halfcastes would all become inmates of government settlements or
mission stations. It was undesirable, he said, that the halfcastes
should live side by side with the white population. A census of
settlements and missions in 1933 showed 3,957 full-bloods and 5,982
"'· ,

halfcastes. In his last paragraph Gall said: "Inferior races will have
to go and, in my opinion, Governments, sooner or later, will have
seriously to consider the question of sterilization of the halfcaste.''
The Governor replied: "It is a most difficult question, and one to
which it seems almost impossible to find any solution, except the one
mentioned in the last paragraph of your memorandum, and I cannot
believe that any Government would be brave enough to legislate in that
direction" .11
Roth was at the zenith of his career in 1901 but resentment against
the effects of the Act had been building up among the whites in the
northern and north-western districts. Dorothy Jones has written:
The Act was seen as hampering efforts of honest men
to gain a

liv~ng ••• It

was also seen not to be

particularly effective ••• Public meetings were held to
protest against the Administration on the score that
it prejudiced the best interests of the northern
pioneer and this was perhaps nearer the heart of the
Matter against the background of depression,
compulsory percentage drops in labourers' wages, poor
seasons and the ubiquitous retrenchment lists

ii
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published daily.
Roth's scientific stature was recognised by his pe8rs in 1902 when he
was made president of the ethnological section of the Australian
Association for the Advancement of Science at its meeting in Ilobart
that yEar. In December 1903 Meston was retrenched and Roth was made
Chief Protector of all Queensland. In 1904-05 he was seconded to the
Western Australian government to conduct a royal commission into the
condition of Aborigines in the north-western section of the State. In
1905 a petition originating in Cooktown and circulated in other
northern Queensland towns opposed Roth's return to his post. His
"interference" was blamed for the almost total collapse of the trepang
industry, one industry which did employ much Aboriginal labour. In
November 1905 official letters from Meston to the Ilome Secretary,
dating from 1902 and drawing attention to irregularities in Roth's
handling of the Aborigines, were published in the Brisbane Daily
Mail. Whether Meston was responsible for this action is not known, but
he must be suspected. Roth tried to defend himself, saying his
detractors were powerful men with a "vested interest in the flesh and
blood of the Aboriginal''. In May 1906 he resigned, left Australia,
visited several countries and finally settled in British Guiana, where
be became curator of the Public Museum in Georgetown. rie died there in
1933.12
Harold Meston had been appointed Western Protector in Septeober 1901
and in mid-1902, contrary to his father's policy, was advocating the
establishment of n large reserve in the west where ''blacks from all
parts of the west can assemble and from which stations can obtain
labour when the country is restocked" after the drought ended. Foxton
simply asked for more particulars. No such large reserve was
established in the west. Instead the development of reserves in the
east proceeded; Ilarambah (later called Cherbourg) was fully
established in 1904 and another was opened near Taroom in 1911. Others
were provided in the north and by 1933 more than half the estimated
17,000 Aborigines in Queensland were on reserves or missions.13
While Roth may have briefly become the chief protector of Aborigines,
Arshibald Meston continued to attract public attention, Aborigines
being his chief device. In Sydney in January 1901 he contributed to
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the Commonwealth foundation celebrations with a depiction of Captain
Cook's landing at Botany Bay, assisted by thirty-two Aborigines
brought from Queensland for the purpose. Two years later the New South
Wales government was still seeking reimbursement for the cost of
twenty-three opossum skins lent to him and not returned. Meston
declined to pay. In Brisbane in 1901 he arranged a tableau of sixty
Aborigines in an arch at the northern end of Victoria Bridge for the
visit of the Duke and Duchess of York and in the evening at Government
House staged the corroboree at which one of the Durundur Aborigines
caught cold and lnter died. Heston was presented to the royal
visitors, "who questioned him closely as to the habits of the~
Aborigines and the manner in which they were cared for".14 To uJ,,,
Tozer' s phrase, Mes ton was still the man "who has had considera)'le
experience with aboriginals".
In 1907 he offered himself as a candidate for Cook, the Cape York
Peninsula electorate, but was soundly defeated. Gall remarked later:
"One day during the campaign, when things were on the slow side, he
ascended Mount Cook and placed the Union Jack on top. On that little
trip he was accompanied by all the blacks round Cooktown." In 1910
Meston was appointed Director of the Queensland Intelligence and
Tourist Bureau in Sydney, where he soon gained a narne for himself as a
"character" and figure of fun. One journal described hiP1 thus:
Pe~haps

while walking round the street,

You twigged a man, with figure neat,
With mo' waxed out in fiercest style,
Who looks as if he could not smile;
You've wondered who the bloke could be,
Who gazed with such severity
On all: well, that was Meston who
Our artist here presents to you.15
There were two other verses in which he was described as a "pocket
H1 l·ules" whose muscularity was due to rubbing dugong oil upon his

"fiame". Meston continued to pride himself upon his physical fitness
almost until he died. In 1911 he applied unsuccessfully for the
position of Chief Protector of Aborigines in the Northern Territory
and rraturned to Queensland where he concentrated upon freelance
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journalism, writing many articles on Queensland history and
Aborigines. These articles are generally a mishmash of fact, opinion,
speculation and gossip, all delivered with oracular certainty. Meston
never asked questions. In his last years he contributed frequently to
the Sydney World's News, a writer of wh~ch said in an obituary:
In a fairly long acquaintance I never once saw him
without a stick. For the most part it was a thick,
rather ornate piece of timber, black in colour, and
apparently weighted with lead. By these signs would
you know Archie: A sturdy figure of little more than
medium height, grizzled in face and moustache, walking
with very conscious, very deliberate, very dignified
steps, and in the right hand the sturdy black stick,
grasped in the middle, and jauntily carried at the
horizontal. Should recognition ripen to acquaintance,
it is likely that you would be invited to hold the
stick; which done, you would be the butt of its
owner's amusement as the unexpectedly heavy waddy made
your arm sag visibly.16
Heston died as a result of tetanus infection at his home in Brisbane
on 10

~·farch

192Lf. A journalist to the end, he was attempting to

dictate an article for the World's News but, in the words of his son
Oscar, ''the bacillus had advanced too far in its deadly work to allow
him to articulate distinctly''.17 Queensland's Sacred Ibis was silent
at last.
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CONCLUSION
As stated in the Introduction, this thesis is not a study of
Aborigines; rather, it is concerned with European perceptions of them
and a social problem involving them. We have seen that the problem was
at first perceived as one of an inferior people behaving in ways
generally unacceptable to the first Europeans in the Moreton Bay
settlement and on the Darling Downs. The land was deemed to be British
by right 0f annexation and the immediate effects on the original
inhabitants, as seen by the invaders, were accepted as the inevitable
result of colonisation. The Europeans who arrived in this area in the
period 1824-42 could point to ample evidence from earlier contact in
Australia and elsewhere of a "natural" process by which the Europeans
acquired new lands and displaced the Aborigines. The pressures in
Britain to emigrate and to expand trade were so great that few
questioned the morality of this process. The Aborigines were assumed
to be inferior beings, culturally, politically, technologically and
spiritually; it was assumed that they lived in darkness, ignorant of
God's grace. The first European authorities in Queensland saw their
responsibilities to the Aborigines as extending no farther than
offering some rations to compensate for the obvious deprivation of
natural resources resulting from colonisation. The responsibility of
"uplifting" d,em to European levels of civilisation was left to
missionaries at a time when the great evangelical wovement in England
and Germany was at its peak.
The Lutheran missionaries in Moreton Bay sought to assist the
Aborigines by first civilising, then Christianising them. Their
inability to appreciate the powerful cultural and religious bonds
giving meaning to the lives of their "pupils" led to the missionaries'
despair. By 1850 the Lutheran mission had ended, but it would be wrong
to say it had failed. From the Lutherans' point of view, they had
fulfilled their own destinies by attempting to convert the Aborigines;
if they converted none the blame lay with the Aborigines, not
themselves. Other missionaries, like William Ridley, followed and had
the same experience. Godfrey Hausmann persevered until the 1880s,
again without obvious result. Laymen like Henry Challinor, R.B.
Sheridan, Joseph Carvosso, J.C. White and churchmen like James Love
and W.J. Larkin all attempted to interest Queensland governments after
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1859 in ameliorating the position of the Aborigines~ who by then were
obviously suffering greatly from the effects of disease, malnutrition
and alcoholism as a result of European contact and subjugation. The
squatter-dominated governments of the 1860s accepted no such
responsibility. The chief priority was occupation of the land and
development of the pastoral industry. Critics such as Frederick Walker
and Gideon Lang were ignored. Their proposals for a working
relationship with the Aborigines, which would have permitted the
Aborigines to remain in their homelands and to maintain their culture
while contributing through their labour to the development of the
pastoral industry, required establishment of legally enforceable
employer-employee relationships. This the squatters would not accept.
Yet, it was the squatters' government led by A.H. Palmer, 1870-74,
which endorsed the first practical steps to implement Walker's and
Lang's principles, when it established an Aboriginal reserve near
Mackay. By then, the squatters and the early sugar-planters had seen
value for themselves in controlled Aboriginal employment

ass~c~nted

with guaranteed food supplies, some shelter and limited eluc.:iti•·n.
Succeeding liberal governments attempted to develop such a

sch~Lle

·ith

the assistance of an Aborigines Commission and the prompting of the
dedicated missionary, Father Duncan McNab. The experiment which began
at Mackay, and which was extended to other places in the north, may
have succeeded in its limited objectives if it had not fallen victim
to one of the periodic disasters to which Queensland's economy was
prone in the Nineteenth Century. The accession of the Mcilwraith
government and the subsequent financial uncertainties left little room
for consideration of social questions, especially those

conc~rning

low-caste humans without electoral power.
There was, nonetheless, some concern for the plight of the Aborigines.
Gresley Lukin of the Brisbane Courier and the Queenslander tried to
rouse public awareness to the activities of the Native Police Force,
but no government was wi 11 ing to control this "necessary force" \Jhile
Aborigines still resisted invasion. By 1884, however, all land desired
by the Europeans had been taken, except for Cape York Peninsula where
the force continued to operate. Late in the 1880s the Lutherans
renewed their interest in missionary work, establishing settlements in
north Queensland, followed by the Anglicans in the 1890s. In that

·'·
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period also, the miners and others in north Queensland demanded that
the government augment their own efforts to feed Aborigines in order
to dissuade them from stealing European supplies. So began a system of
government support for private benevolence through misGions and
private organisations, which by 1897 had spread to 150 ration depots
'
throughout Queensland. Europeans now accepted that they had a public
duty to support Aborigines until the race "inevitably" died out. By
the early 1890s, however, it was evident that this expectation 1·Jas not
being fulfilled, at least in the short-term. There were, by Meston's
estimate, still 30,000 Aborigines in Queensland and in some centres
Aborigines, particularly halfcastes, were more evident than
previously, because they had become urban fringe-dwellers whose
behaviour and physical condition was increasingly repugnant to the
\·•hites.
By the early 1890s the incidence of disease, malnutrition, alcoholism
and prostitution among Aborigines was so commonly reported that it had
become a serious social problem. Added to this was opium-addiction,
for which the whites blamed the Chinese at a time when anti-Asian
sentiments were rising in Australia. The condition of the Aborigines
became an important social issue which demanded a solution, and yet
all previous attempts to solve it had failed, The chief reasons for
past failures lay in previous European perceptions of the Aborigines.
The early missionaries despaired of them because they did not accept
God's grace, whereas, from the point of view of the Aborigines, they
had no need of such a gift. More pragmatic schemes, to establish
reserves and protectors who might look after their interests,
conflicted with European desire for all usable land. When reserves
were established, they were commonly on poor land which could not
support the Aborigines expected to use them, thus necessitaLing
government supplies. The Mackay experiment may have succeeded,
although the number of Aborigines which could have been harmonioubly
accommodated on that and similar

r~serves

was very limited and would

not have solved the ultimate problems of ensuring resources and
cultural links for all Aborigines. The homestead scheme of Duncan
McNab was based on agriculture, foreign to Aborigines, deliberate
detribalisation and enforced conversion to Christianity. Such coercion
could not be successfully applied, especially in a European society
which admitted pluralism and freedom of worship. Irrespective of what
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the missionaries thought of their own results, the community at large
and governments in particular believed the missions had failed. There
seemed to be no end to a problem which, instead of going away, was
growing annually.
The solution proposed by Archibald Meston was accepted for reasons
already given in the Introduction. The advantages from the point of
view of the whites included perceived benefits for the Aborigines; but
the advantages and disadvantages from the point of view of the
Aborigines were not

co~sidered.

When the government finally accepted

Meston's scheme, it en~oyed almost universal public approbation.
Members of the Queensland parliament, liberals and squatters alike,
were conscious of past failure to act in a matter now urgent. Although
it had long been accepted that the Aborigines were British subjects,
they were not consulted. The problem, which they had presented as a
result of sixty years of European occupation, was solved over their
heads. White attitudes had changed in those years: whereas the black
man had once been an enemy who resisted European invasion and
committed outrages against white property and persons, he was no
longer a menace,

simply~n

embarrassment. Also, Queensland had become

a reasonably civilised land, about to take its place in the Australian
Commonwealth. Although impending federation was not mentioned in the
debates, members of parliament may have had in mind the strong
possibility that the

Co~nonwealth

legislature would be dominated by

southerners with liberal-humanitarian ideals, who might ask
embarrassing questions about Queensland's record. The northern eolony
had already "clemwd up" its image as being a planters' society by
ending the importation of indentured Pacific Islanders. How

+t

uas to

be a ·,1hite man's State like the ether Australiafl States, Rot a coloRy
based on white managers and coloured labour, as in some other parts of
t;he gmpire.

'~ving

thg Alrnriginal problem" \:ould cOlnplet;e that

fJFocess.

The Aboriginals Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act
1897 and the modifications of 1901 becume the model for dealing with
the Aboriginal remnant throughout most of Australia in the Twentieth
Century. It was a neat bureaucratic arrangement in which the majority
separated a minority from legal rights and responsibilities. The
wardship system, which developed from its principles, soon extended
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throughout Australia, particularly in Western Australia, South
Australia and the Northern Territory. While the rigidities of this
system were ultimately slackened in all States, its effects were felt
longer in Queensland than elsewhere. The viability of the 1897
principles there more than elsewhere appears to have rested chiefly in
the persistence of paternalistic attitudes, which appear to have
pervaded other aspects of Queensland life.
In approaching the Queensland Aboriginal legislation other scholars
have been tempted to see it in terms of the frontier experience. For
instance, after saying there was a hope in the 1870s of Aboriginal
welfare and settler self-interest going in the same direction, Rowley
states: "But administrative moves in this direction did not come until
1897, when the Aborigines had been exposed to two more decades of a
policy centred on the Native Police. Had they come earlier, Queensland
might not have reacted so far into such rigid protective measures."
And again:
The t•xtent of the reaction to what had been happening
along the frontiers for so long is reflected in the
rigidity of the restraints assumed necessary to save
the race from extinction. This is a very good example
of how events on the frontier, in those states which
still had within their boundaries areas of conflict,
set the pattern of legislation for the state as a
whole.
Such a view implies that the Queensland Aboriginal protection
legislation resulted as a reaction to frontier conditions, past and
present! There is no doubt that contact with Aborigines affected
traditional Queensland attitudas, from which parliamentarians could
not have been free. It is true that there was some conflict on the one
remaining frontier area, Cape York, in the mid-1890s, and reports of
continuing abuses by the Native Police led Tozer to request
Pa~ry-Okeden to report on the situation and recommend changes. But

this was a side issue. Frontier conditions in the settled districts of
Queensland had long passed, and pastoralists and urban-dwellers alike
were not now concerned about Aboriginal depredations and police
reaction; rather, they were concerned about what they saw had happened
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to Aborigines living in their midst after decades of colonialism.
Public pressure for reform was not directed at frontier violence but
at solving an internal social problem. It appears that Rowley and
others who hold this frontier view of history have not thoroughly
examined the parliamentary debates of 1897, 1899 and 1901. Any
"rigidity of restraints" in the legislation derives from anxiety to
act decisively and effectively in the face of pressing social and
economic factors.
Essential to the study of the 1897 Act has been the role of Archibald
Meston. It has been easy in the past to dismiss Meston or to blame him
and his kind for the injustices which Queensland Aborigines have
suffered under the paternalistic system which developed from the Act.
One commentator, Lyndall Ryan, has attempted to denf to r!eston any
originality and has implied that he was responsible for subsequent
abuses. She has said: "The most notorious segregated reserve system
for Aborigines - that of Queensland in 1897 - was expressly modelled
on Robinson's spectacular, blind failures''.2 Neston certainly admired
George Augustus Robinson, but it is quite clear now that if Robinson
and the Tasmanian protectorate had never existed, Meston would have
produced his system unchanged. Although it contained aspects which had
already been suggested and tried in other times and places, its
originality lay in its comprehensiveness and coherence, to which was
udde~

the key aspect of compulsory segregation. Also, lts stated

objectives included preservation, which was new for Queensland.
Meston's originality lies not so much in his plan but his

intenti~ns.

The 1897 Act was not transplanted from elsewhere; rather, it was a
political expedient which arose from conditions applying in Queensland
at the time. Like Rowley, Ryan sees causal connection where none
necessarily exists. This attitude appears to derive from a view of
history in which any form of connect is seen as causal.
Although this thesis shows that there were many

prcced~nts

to the

proposals embodied in the 1897 Act, it does not assert that any was a
necessary pre-condition for that law. Meston denied that he was
influenced by any precedents, although he was almost certainly aware
of them all. Be could have disclaimed any influence and at the same
time have invented measures which co-incided with past proposals and
practice, although it is unlikely that that happened. As remarked
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above, the legislation .,a:

~he

product of conditions applying at the

time it was produced, just as past proposals were themselves products
of their times. If there had been no historical precedents in 1897,
legislatio~

which served

11e same purp,2es would have been devised.

The pressu=e of public opinion

wo~ld

h&

· 1ured that. The object in

studying the background to the 1897 Act has not been to show any
inevitability in an historical process but to consider similarities in
events in an historical continuity.
If Meston were responsible for subsequent derelopments, he received no
satisfaction from them. In 1922 he severely criticised the
administration of the Act as unfair to Aborigines and said the
practice of pa;ing employed Aborigines only part of th2ir wages had
become a "national scendJl". As p.r0tector, he claimed, he had paid
them all the wages due to them to spend as they liked. In 1922, he
said, the accumulated wages held by the Aborigines department was
~60,000

pounds, the bulk of which had probably gone into consolidated
revenue.3
· There is no doubt Meston wished to preserve Aborigines and their
culture when

other~

did not and he devised a scheme which he believed

would do that. He appeared at the right time with a more politically
workable proposal than anyone else. Because of his personality and
experience, he was ablr to articulate the problem, publicise the
oolution and cajole a nervous government into accepting it.
Fundamental to Meston's place in this process is his identification
with the type of Aborigines he admired, the "uncontaminated" people of
pre-European contact whom he wished to save from the degradation of
those he saw on urban streets. His revulsion was not only against
Abor

.al degradation but all human degradation as he saw it. His

comments on some whites are more severe than those on any Aborigines.

His experience at Fraser Island was not unlike that of the Moreton Bay
Lutherans. Taken from

t~G

wild and made dependent upon European

largesse, the Aborigines changed from the people he wished to preserve
into people he could not admire.

T~l

Aborigines failed him as they had

failed the missionaries, although for different reasons. Ncston's
hor~s

rested upon an idealised human nature and physical

form~

and the
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basic paradox in which he found himself was that the society to which
he belonged was destroying that ideal. This paradox does more to
explain Meston than any ideology.
Meston's idealising of the Aborigines would not permit him to accept
any ability of the Aborigines to adapt to new circumstances. In 1922
he said: "Once remove the ahoriginal from his native woocl ..;;, his own
diet, his habit~ and customs, his language and weapons, his own
beliefs and his own laws, then his doom is inevitable."4 Unfortunately
many of tha administrators who followed him believed that also. Recent
writers such as Kenneth Maddock have noted the remodelling of
Aboriginal society, especially in northern and central Australian
districts, in order to adapt to the changed

circum~tances

of European

occupation of Australia, without losing the essential elements of
identity and tradition.5 It was too early for Meston and his
~ontemporaries

to see this. The rigid system of protection which they

imposed on the Queensland people was an expedient solution to the
problems of past cultural clash and trauma. It was not designed to
facilitate adaption, but rather to hold Aborigines in an historical
vacuum, unchanging in a changing world.
Despite its defects and the opportunities which it gave later for
abuses, Heston's scheme was a positive attempt to help Aborigines. It
is easy now to condemn the 1897 Act and those responsible for it, but
that would not be an historical viev. The protection and sustenance
which it provided enabled many Aborigines to survive, when without it
t'1ey would not have done so, especially during the great drought and
e:onomic depression of 1893-1906. At least the Act did enable many to
be removed from physical

'· ··, alcohol and opium; it did, with some

exceptions, guarantee them tesources; and it did offer some long-term
identification with small parcels of land scattered throughout
Queensland. The effects of the Act were not as bad as the effects of
having no protectlon at all would have been. The true tragedy was to
lie in the subsequent refinement and interpretation of the
legislation, which effectively negated its humanitarian intentions,
and the retention of the Queensland Aborigines protection system long
after the need for it had passed.
The study of measures to ameliorate the condition of the Aboriginal
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peoplP. of Queensland in the Nineteenth Century shows that the
protection legislation, when it
,., finally came~ was consistent with
experience dating back to 1838. Its intentions, contrary to some
present-day views, were not vindictive but genuinely sought to reverse
perceived tren1s and, in some minds, sought to

pres~rve

the Aboriginal

pe0ple. For that reason the 1897 Act, which influenced legislation
elsewhere, should be seen as a positive contribution to Aboriginal
welfare rather as a negative measure from which no good came. The
administration of the legislation, in Queensland and elsewhere, was
left in the hands of persons without such ideals, but what happened
then is another question.

...
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328.
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1899, QSA COL/145 99/15725; and i1eston to Under
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1899, QSA COL/145 99/16013.
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Care of the Aboriginal and Half-caste .L#
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AND
Restricting th.e Sale and Distribution of Opium.
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DEOZMBER,

1897.J

HEREAS it is desirable to make provision for the
better protection and care of the aboriginal and
W
half-caste inhabitants of the Colony : .And whereas great

o~·Oi~~7'.AcT,

l'rcnmblo,

und widesprP.ad injury is being caused to the aboriginal
ancl half-caste and certain other inhabitants of t.he Colony
hy the consumption of opium: And whereas the restriCtions heretofore imposed by law upon the sale and distribution of opium are found to be insufficient, and it is ex~edient
to make more effectual provision for restricting su~h sale
and distribution, and for preventing the evils arising therefrom : Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's l\:Iost
Excellent l\Iajesty, by and with the advice and consent of
the Legislative Council and LcgisfativeAssembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the
same as follows :1. This Act shall be styled, and may be cited as, "Tlie Short tiUo
Aboriginals Pr()tection and Eestriction of tlte Sale of Opium nnd coll\· t
.Act 1897," and shall commence ::ind take effect on and menoomon ·
froi:i tho first day of January, one thousand eight hundred
and ninety-eight.
2. The Acts mentioned in the Schedule hereto are:Ropc111.
hereby repealed, to the extent mentioned in the third
column of the said Schedule, except as to anything law- (Sohcdulc.J
fully done thereunder before tho commencement of this
Act, and except so fur us may be necessary for the purpose
.A.

61'74

A.BOliIGIKA.LS.
Aboriginals Prntection; Sale of Opium.

61 Vic. No. 17,

of supporting and continuing any proceeding taken, or of
pr?secuting or punishing any person fot· any offence comnntted before the commencement of this Act.
Int.erpreta•
tion.

3. The following terms sJ'.all, in tL'.<; Act (unless the
context otherwise indicates), bear the several meanings set
against them respectively : " Reserve"-Any reserve heretofore or hei~eafter
granted in trust, or reserved from sa.le or lease
by the Govcl'llor in Council, for the benefit of
the aboriginal inhabitants of tho Colony, under
the provisions of any law in force in Queensland relating to Crown lands ;
"Minister"-The Home Secretary or other i\finister
of the Crown administering ·this Act;
"Protector"-A Protector of Aboriginals appointed
under the provisions of this At:!"·;
"Superintendent "_,.A Superintendent appointetl
under the provisions of this Act for any
Reserve;
""District"-A District pl'Oclaimctl under the provisions of this Act ;
"Regulations"-llegulations made under this Act;
" Prescribed "-Pl.'cscribecl by this Act or the
Hegulations under it;
"Liquor"-Liquor as defined by "'The Licensiny
Act of 1885,"* and any Act amending the same;
"Opium"-Opium, ·whether in the fo•·m of gum or
liquid, und every substance, whether solid or
liquid, which contains opium, not being a suhi:;tance compounded exclusively for medicinal
purposes, and every suhstance which is or
contains the ash of opium, or charcoal of
opium;
" Half-caste"-Any person being the offspring of
an aboriginal mother and other than an aboriginal father: Provided that ti.le term "halfcaste," wherever it occurs in this Act elsewhere
than in the next following section, shall, unless
the context otherwise requires, be construed to
exclude every half'-custc wllo, under tho provisions of the said section, is deemed to be an
aboriginal.
" •i:J Vic. No. 18, ;upra, pugo 1252,

.A.BORIGINALS.
1897.

Aboriginals :Protection; Sale

6175

of Opium.

· 4. Every per.·son whe is-

Persons
. . l in
. h ab,it.ant of Queensl an d· ; or
deemed to be
(a ) A n a b or1gma
aboriginals.
(b) A half-caste who, at the commencement of this
Act, is living with an aboriginal as wife,
husband, or child;· or
(a) A half-caste who, otherwise than as wife,
husband, or child, habitually lives or associates
with aboriginals;

shall be deerr,.Jd to he an aboriginal within the meaning of
thfa Act.

5. 'rhe Governor in Council may, by Proclamation, Proclnmnti~'n
declare any portion or portions of the Colony to be a of Districts.\
District, or Districts, for the purposes of this Act.
6. The Governor in Council may from time to time Protect~rs to
appoint, for i)1e purpo<;e o[ carrying the provisions of this be appomted.
Act into . effect, fit and proper persons, to be severally
called "I'rotector of Aboriginals," who shall, within the
Districts re:>pectively assigned to them, have and exercise
the powers and duties prescribed.

7. The Governor in Council may appoint such ;mdsupeiintrn'-'
· t encl en ts 1or
" ti.ue reserves, s1'tua t ed w1'tl lm
· dents
to be
so many oupcrm
o.ppoin~d.
such Districts as aforesaid, as may be necessary for carrying
the provisions of this Act into effect.
8. Every reserrn shall be subject to the provisions of' Rcserv.cs t-0
this Act aud ·the Rcgula.tions.
lec:~~~et to
Rcgulutions.
9. It shall be lawful for the :Minister to cause every .Aboriginnls
aboriofoal within any District, not being an aboriginal ~~~o~~l to
excepted from the provi;:;ions of this section, to be removed rcserm.
to, and kept within the limits of, any reser:e situated
within such District, in such manner, and subject to such
conditions, as may be prescl'ibed. The ~fi?i~ter may,
subject to the said conditions, cause any abongmal to be
removed from one reserve to another.
10. Every aboriginal who is(a) Lawfully employed by any person under the.A.boriginnls

provisions of this A~t or th~ llegulations, or f~liili~1i!rom
und9r any other la.w Ill force Ill Queensland; removal ton
reserve.
(b) The holder of a permit to be absent from a
reserve; or
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(a) A female lawfully married to, and residing with,
·
a Jmsband who is not himself an aboriginal;
(d) Or for whom in the opinion of the Minister

satisfactory provision is

otherwi~e

made;

shall be excepted from the provisions of the last preceding
section.
Persons who
11. It shall not be lawful for anv person other than un
are prohibited
• • 1 no t b emg
· · a S uperm
· t en den
• t or a person ac t'mg
from
entcringab or1gma,
a reserve.
u::ider his direction, and not being a person authorised
under the Regulations, to enter or remain or be ·within
the limits of a reserve upon which aboriginals are residing,
for any purpose whatever.
·
Any person, without lawful excuse, entering or
remaining or being upon such reserre as aforesu,id, shall,
for every such offence, be liable on conviction to a penalty
not exceeding fifty pounds, or to imprisonment for any
term not exceeding t 11ree months, aml the proof of such
l~wful excuse shall be on the person charged.
Aboriginals
l2. A Protector may permit any aboriginal or half~:S~e~~~Y be caste· who, before the commencement of this Act, was
employed. employed by any trustworthy person, to continue to be so
employed by such person, and, in like manner, may permit
any aboriginal or half-caste not pre\'iously employed to he
~mployed by a like person.

13. Every permit, so granted as aforesaid, shall remain
• f orce ...4'or t we1ve mon th
' bu t may a t any t1mc,
·
in
· s 0111y,
permit. · · before the expiration of such period, be rcnmvccl fol' any
period not exceeding twelve calendar months, to commence
from the expiration of the previous lJeriod of twelve months,
anq so, from time to time, so long as such aboriginal or
·.
half-caste is willing to continue to be employed by such
person. Any such permission as aforesaid may he revoked
at any time by a Protector by writing under his hand, and
thereupon, if such related to an aboriginal, such aboriginal
may be removed, by order of the l:'rotector under and
subject to the conditions prescribed, to a reserve, or, at the
discretion of the Protector, the aboriginal or half-caste to
whom such E .:..t~r: related may be permitted, in like manner,
to enter the r mlovment of some other such trustworthy
perso11 as a.'
.., · ~uch revocation shall not onti~le any
such employ(; ' claim or recover any compensation for
the loss of the service of such aboriginal or half-caste, or
to maintain any action in respect of any alleged loss or
damage that may be occasioned by such revocation.
l)urntion,

renewal
andof
rovocnti~n
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14. A~y person who, except under the provisions of :Harbouring
any A ct or Re!J'ulations thereunder in force in Queensland of ~borighial!
::::i
• •
l
. ' and female
emp1~ys an a b or1gma or a female half-caste, otherwise half-c!IStesthan m .accordance with the provisions of this Act or the prohibited.
Regulat10ns, or suffers or permits an aboriginal or a female
half-caste to be in or upon any house or premises in his
occ~patio~ or under his control, shall be guilty of an offence
agamsttb1sAct,andsha.ll be liable, on conviction, to a penalty
not e;x:cee~ing fifty pounds and not less than ten pounds,
or to unpr1sonment for any term not exceeding six months.
15. Every person desirous of employing an ab9riginal .A.barigina\&
or female half-caste under the provisions of this .A.ct, shall ii~fi=~~~to
forthwith, upon permission being granted by a P:rotecto1', be emtJl9;vt¥1
enter into .an agreement with such abori!?inal or . .female agreemon
undcrWl"lettcu
. \
half-caste, m the presence of any justice of the peace or
...
member of tho Police Force, for any period not exceeding
twelve months. Every such agreement shall contain
particulars of tho names of the parties thereto,. the n;:i.ture
of the service to be rendered by such aboriginal or femalp
half,ca.sto, the period during which such employment is to
continue, the wages or other remuneration to be paid 9r
given by the employer for such service, tho nl:J.Lure c;if th~
. accommodation to be provided for such aboriginal or female
half-caste, and the conditions on which the agreement
may be determined by either party. Every such agreement shall be in duplicate and be atteste1! by such justice
or member of the Police Force, who shall forthwith forward one of the said agreements tCJ the nearest Protector.
16. EYery aboriginal or female half-caste employed .A.borigiruilii
by any person, under the provisions of this Act, ~hall be ii~~-~~~0in
under the supervision of a Protector, or such other per&on employment
as may be authorised in that behalf by the Regulatio~s; ~s~~~;li~~
aud every employer of such aboriginal or female half-cilste
shall permit any Protector, or s~~h other person as aforesaid to have access to such abor1gmal or female half-caste
at ah reasonable times, for the purpose of making such
inspection and inquiries as he may deem necessary.
17 Any person who without the authority of a Pro- Prohibit.ion of
• wr1tmg
•. .
'. h an d , removes, or ca uses
. t o .be
removal of
tector, by
under his
. aboriginals
removed an aboriofoal or female half-caste from one D1s-f?"?m.ono
'
.::::i •
trict to another
D1str1ct,
or to any p lace beyondth e 01
o ony, D~tnctto
another or
shall be guiltv of an offence ao-ainst this Act, a.nd sbaJl be.beyond tho
J
b
d'.
h d • a·Colony,
liable, on conviction, to a penalty not excec mg one ~m r:
pounds, or to imprisonment for any term not excecdmg six
months.
~

L

~
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Possession of
.bl11nket, &c.,
issued to an
aboriginal or
l111lf·caste a
punishable,
offence.

18. Every blanket issm'd by an officer of the Government to any n,horiginal or half-caste shall he and remain
the property of Hei· 1Iajesty, ancl any person, other than
an aboriginal or half-caste, who has in his possession. or
custody any such blanket or portbii thereof which shall
reasonably appear to the justicos, from tbe marks thereupon or otherwise, to have been so issued for the use of an
ab.original or half-caste, shall he guilty of ar, offence against
tins Act, and shall be lhble, (Jn conviction, to a penalty not
exceeding ten pounds.

Pen11lty for

19 . .Any person who supplies, or causes or permits to
be supplied, any liquor to an aboriginal or a half-caste,
except for bona fide medicinal purposes, proof of which
shall be on the person accused, shall, for every such offence,
be liable to a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds, or to
imprisonment for any term not exceeding three months,
and in everv case to the costs of the conviction. In the
case of a licensed victualler or wine-seller who is convicted
of such offence, the penalty, by this section provided, shall
be substituted for the penalty provided in respect of such
offence by the sixty-seventh section of " Tlie .Licensing
A.ct of 1885."*

supplying
liquor to
n.boriginuls
and
lmlf-custcs.

20 . .Any person 1Vho supplies, or causes or permits
to be supp~ed, any opium to an. aborig~nal or a. half-caste,
sboriginnls
sliall be guilty of an offence aga.rnst tlus Act, f\nd shall be
or .~alf-csste~, liable on conviction for the first offence to a i)enalty not
gm.ty of n
'
'
'
pnnishnble
exceeding one lmncfretl pounds and not less than twenty
offence, and pounds one-half of which shall be paid to the person "'ivino·
'-J>Cnalty
•'
0
o
bhcrefor.
the inlormation which leads to such conviction, or to
\
imprisonment for any term not exceeding three months,
and for the second and every subseqmmt offence to
imprisonment for any term not exceeding six months, and
in every case to the costs of the c~onviction.
Persons

~~f~i:1og

Possession or:
aaleofopium
by certain
persons

unlawful.

•

21. Notwithstanding anything in " T11e Sale ancl
Use of Poisons Act, 1891,"t to the contrat·y contained, it
shall not be lawful for any person, not beinga leg-ally
v
v
qualified medical 1n·uctitioner, or a pharmaceutical chemist,
or a wholesale dealer in drugs, to sell, or in any manner
dispose of, deliver, or supply, opium to any other person,
or to have or keep in his possession any opium for any
purpose whatever; and it shall not be lawful for any
legally qualifi~d medical p_ractitioner .or pharmaceutical
chemist, :~~i~h~~ ~~, _ca_i:ryrng_~~- bu~m~ss __ ~~1:__?reatcr
• 40 Vic. No. 18, supr(11 pngc 12il,'l.

t

GS Vic. No. 31, supra, pnge 4330.
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di~tance~ by the nearest practicable road, than one hundred
miles fr~m Brisbane, Rockhampton, or Townsville, to have
o~ keep m or upon any premises in his occupation or under
his control, at any one time, any greater qua.ntit.y of opium
than two pounds weight avoirdupois :
Provided that it shall not be unlawful for a common
carrier .to have in bis posses~ion opium, for the purpose of
conveymg the same, for delivery to the person to whom it
has been lawfully consigned.
2~. Any person who unlawfully has in his possession Penalty for'.,
any opmm, or unlawfully sells, or in any manner disposes uolawf!-11
of, delivers, or supplies opium to any person other than an ;~1~s::• or
aboriginal or a half-caste, shall, for every such offence, be de!ivery of
liable, on conviction, to a penalty not exceeding fifty opium.
pounds, one-half of which shall be paid to the person
giving the information which leads to such convietion.
Any legally qualified medical practitioner or pharmaceuti.cal chemist, residing or carrying on business at a greater
di.;tance, by the nearest practicable road, than one hundred
miles from Brisbane, Rockhampton, or Townsville as
aforesaid, who has or keeps, in or upon any premises in his
occupation or under his cont.rol, any greater quantity of
opium than two pounds weight avoirdupois, shall be liable,
on conviction, for the first offence, to a penalt.y not
exceeding fifty pounds and not less than ten pounds, and
for the second, and every subsequent, offence to imprisonment for any term not exceeding six months.
23. Upon compla.int made or laid on oath, ~efore any Premises may
ju~tice ~f the peace, by any p~rson, that he bel~eV?S that ~:r s:;r~:d
opmm is kept or concealed m any house, bmldmg, or believed to bo
lace ' contrary to any of the provisions.of. this Act,
whether kt opt c~n.trary
f " m· S l o prov1s1ons
P
by a person authorised under the prov1s1ons o. .1.. :ie a e of Act.
and Vse of :Poi~ons .Act, 1891,"* to sell or deal m poisons or
not, such justice may grant a warrant, to any mem~e~ of
the Police Force, to enter and search such house, buildmg,
or place, between the hour~ ~f s~x in the morning ::ind
twelve at niO'ht and if adm1ss10n 1s refused, to break mto
the same, and t~ sei~e and detain all opium found therein
contrary to the provisions of this Act.
24 Any member of the Police Force, and any person Tnmllcra
acting ~der the direction and in the presence of a jus~ice b~si~c~~~!rul
of the peace may detain any person, found trave.lhng, po~scssion
of
1 11
0
whom such ~ember of the Police Force or such justice of ~~~hed , ~c~
00

• 55 Vie. No. 31, ""pra, pngo 433!>.
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the peace may suspect to have in his possession any opium

eontrary to the provisions of this .A.ct, and m<:1v search such
person,. and may open and search any pack, swag, or other
recepta'cle carried or conveyed by such person, and may seize
any such opium as aforesaid found in the possession of such
person,.and may forthwith arrest such person without warrant, and detain him in custody until he can be brought
before justices to be dealt with acco1•ding to law.

~piumfound
m
unlawfulto
possession
be forfeited.

AnrmenL in
complaint
aufilcient
evidence of
certain
matters.

25. If, upon the hearing of a complaint against any
· ·
•·
·
·
}ias b een f oun d m
·
person
in
wh ose possess10n
opn1m
conti'aventio:n Of any of tho provisions of this Act., tbe
justices, before whom such complaint is hear<l, convict
Sil.ch perSOil' of the offence stated in such complaint, they
shall, in addition to any penalty impm;ecl upon the
offender, order that all the opium so found in bis possession
be forfeited to the Crown, and the :::amc shall be forfeited
accordingly.
26. In every prosecution for an offence agafost any
of the provisions of this Act relating to an aboriginal or
a half-caste, the averment in the complaint, that any
person named therein is an aboriginal or a half-caste, shall
be sufficient evidence of the fact unless the contrary is
•
proved.
27. All actions and proceedings against any person for
recovery of any waO'eS
due to <an a.boriO'inal
or a' halfo
o
caste, who is, or has been, employed by such person under
the provisions of this Act, or for any breach of an agreement entered into by such person under the provisions of
this Act, may be instituted and carried on by, or in the
name of, a Protector, or by, or in the name of, any other
person authorised by the :Minister by writing under his
hand.

Persons by •
whom ~ertiun the
proceedmgs

!Day; bo

mstitutcd.

·.

28. Every complaint for an offence against the pro-

Persons by
whom ~crtain visions

of this Act· or the Regulations, otller than the
:~P~~~~c.provisions contained in the twenty-second, twcn,~y-third,
twenty-fourth; and twenty-fifth sections hereof, may be
made or laid by a Protector or Superintendent, or by a
membE\r of the Police Force, and the prosecution may be
conducted by the person by whom the complaint is so made
or lai.d. Every complaint for an offence tigainst itny of the
provisions of this .A.ct, contained in the sections hcreinbefore in this sect.ion mentioned, shall be made or laid by a
member of the Police Force or a justice of the peace only.
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29 . .Any person wh'6' shall be convicted of an offenceProyision £or
n2airist
this Act or the Rewulations
I!~
•
o
' shaU
· ' unless herein be- pchnnlties
w ere not
1ore or m the Regulations otherwi·sc provided, be liable to specified.
tt penu,lty not exceeding ten pounds.
30. All offences against this Act, or the Regulations, Offoncca to be
· Ot1lerw1se
· spema
· 11y prOVl·a-ed .LOr,
" may hue prose- prosecuted
IlO t 1le~·em
before nny
cuted m a summary way before any two justices.
two justicee,

31. 'fhe Governor in Council mu,y from time to time, Rcgulutions.
by Proclamation, make Regulations for alJ or any of the
matters following, that. is to say,\
\ ...
(l) Prescribing the mode of removing aboriginals
to a reserve, and from one reserve to another;
(~) Defining the duties of Protecfors and Superintendents, and any other persons employed to
carry the provisions of this Act into effect;
(3) Authorising entry upon a reserve by specified
persons or classes of persons for specified
objectg, and defining those objects, ttnd the
conditions under which such persons may visit
or remain upon a reserve, and fixing the
duration of their sfay thereupon, and providing
for the revocation of such authority in any case;
('1-) Prescribing the mode of distribution and
rxpcnditure of moneys granted by Parliament
for the benefit of aboriginals;
(5) Apportioning amongst, or for the benefit of,
aboriofoals or lialf-casfos, living on a reserve,
the n~t produce of the labour of such aboriginals
or ba1f-castes ;
(0) ProvidinO' for the care, custody, and education
of the children of u,boriginals ;
(7) ProvidinO' for the transfer of any half-caste child,
being a; orphan, or deserted by its parents, to
an orph:.mu,ge ;
(8) Presc1·ibing \'.he conditions ?n which any
aboriofoal or half-caste children may be
appre~ticed to, or placed in service with,
suitable persons;
(U) ProvidinO' for the mode of supplying to any
half-castes, who may be declared to be entitled
thereto any rations, blankets, or other nepessaries: 'or uny medical or other relief or
assistance ;
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(10) Prescribing the conditions

·.

Regulations
to have tho
force of 11nv.

on which the
Minister may authorise any half-caste to reside
upon any reserve, and limiting the period of
such residence, and the mode of dismissing or
removing any such half-caste from such
reserve;
(11) Providing for the control of all aboriginals
and half-castes residing upon a reserve, and for
the inspection of all aboriginals and half-castes,
employed under the provisions of this Act or
the Regulations ;
(12) Maintaining discipline and good order upon a
reserve;
(J 3) Imposin~ the punishment of imprisonment,
for any term not exceeding three months, upon
any aboriginal or half-caste who is guilty of a
breach of the Regulations relating to the maintenance of discipline ancl good order upon a
reserve;
(14) Imposing, and authorising a Protector to
inflict summary punishment by way of
imprisonment, not exceeding fourteen days,
upon aboriginals or half-castes, living upon a
resP.rve or within tho District under his charge,
who, in the judgment of the Protector, are
guilty of any crime, serious misconduct, neglect
of duty, gross insubordination, or wilful breach
of the Regulations;
(15) Prohibiting any aboriginal rites or customs
that, in the opinion of the Minister, are
injurious to the welfare of aboriginals living
upon a reserve;
(lG) Provicling for the due carrying out of the
provisions of this Act;
(17) Providing for all other matters and things that
may be necessary to give effect to this Act.

32. Such Regulations, not being contrary to the
provisions of this Act, shall have the force of la.w.

rta'n
half1

33. It shall be lawful for the :Minister to issue to

provisions of
Act.

his hand that such half.caste is exempt from the prov1s1ons
of this Act and the H.egula.tions, and from and after the
issue of such certificate, such half-caste shall be so exempt
accordingly.

c

C:stcs maybe any half-caste, who, in his opinion, ought not to be subject
£:i;::ptcd to the provisions of this Act,~ certificat~, in writing :1~der
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